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EDUARD BERNSTEIN

The Preconditions of Socialism

This is th~ first (:Omplctc new translation of Bcmstein's most famous and
influential work. lt will prmide srudents y,ith an accurate and unabridged
edition of what has come to be recognised as the classic defence of democratic
socialism and the first significant critiqu~ of revolutionary Marxism from
within the socialist movement. First published in 1899, at the height of the
Revisionist Debate, it argued that capitalism was not heading for the major
crisis predicted h)' Marx, that the revolutionary rhetoric of the Gennan Social
Democratic Party was out of dale, and that socialism could, and should, be
achieved by piecemeal refonn within a democratic constitutional framework.
The historical significance ofBemstein's work lies in its being the focal point
of one of the most imponant political debates of modem times. Its contemporary relevance lie~ in the light it casts on 'the crisis of Communism'.
The introduction sites Bemstein's worJ,: in its historical and intellectual
context, and this edition also provides students with all the necessary
reference material for understanding this imponanl text.
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Editor's note
Eduard

Bernstein's

famous

polemic,

Die Voraussetzungen

des

SiJZia/ismus, was first published in 1899. It was reprinted several times
in subsequent years and then, in 1921, Bernstein produced a revised
and enlarged second edition. However, it was the first edition of 1899
that was at the centre of the controversy known as the Revisionist
Debate, and that is the one that I have translated. There is already an
English translation done by Edith C. Harvey and published in 1909
with the tide Evolutionary Socialism. It reappeared in 1961 as a
Schocken paperback, and two years later it was reprinted with an
introduction by the late Sidney Hook.
Harvey's translation was not intended as a scholarly work and she
did not feel it necessary to supply the usual apparatus. Nor, for that
matter, did she translate the whole book. Chapter 2 was omitted, as
were large sections of the remaining four chapters. Indeed, something
between a quarter and a third of the book was left out. Furthermore,
in the parts of the book which Harvey did translate, many inaccuracies
and other defects crept in. Nevertheless, her translation has served as
a good first draft, and if the present translation is an improvement,
then it is largely because I have been able to build on her labours.
The Introduction inevitably covers much the same ground as my
Introduction to Marxism and Social Democracy; The Revisionist Debate
1896-1898 (ed. H. andj. M. Tudor, Cambridge, 1988) and my short
piece on Bernstein in Robert Benewick (ed.), Diaionary of Twentieth
Century Political Tltinkt:TJ (London, 1992). I have, however, taken this
opportunity to bring in some new material and to develop the analysis
a bit tiuther.
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Principal events in Bemstein 's life
1850 Born 6 January in Berlin.
1872 Joins Social Democratic Workers' Party.

1875 Gotha Conference.
1878 Anti-sociaJist legislation. Bernstein, employed as secretary to
Karl HOchberg, goes into exile in Switzerland.
1879 Foundation of Der Sozillldemokrat.
1881 Bemstein editor of Der Soziakkmokrat.
1887 Expelled from Switzerland, Bernstein takes Der Sozialdemokrat
to London.

1890 S.P.D. (Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands) ~ictory in
Reichstag elections. Fall of Bismarck. Anti-socialist legislation
allowed to lapse. Der SIJZialdemokrat ceases publication.

1891 Erfurt Conference.
1895 Engels dies. Bemstein, with Bebel, named as literary executor.
1896 Controversy with Belfort Bax on colonialism. First article in
the series 'Problems of Socialism', published in Die Neue Zeil.
1897 .Marries Regina Schattner.
1898 Further controversies with Belfort Bax, Parvus, and others. In
October, 'Revisionism' rejected at the Stungan Conference.
1899 Publication of Die Voraussetzungen des Sozialismus, followed by
controversies with Karl Kautsky, Rosa Luxemhurg, and others.
Bemstein's position debated at length and rejected at the Hanover Conference in October.
1901 Returns to Germany. Selected articles published as Zur Theorie

und Geschichte des Sozialismus.

Pn'ncipal events in Bernstein S life
1902 Elected Reichstag deputy for Breslau, a position held until
1906 and again from 1912 to 1918.
1903 'Revisionism' rejected again at the Dresden Conference.
1914 Outbreak of First World War.
1916 Bemstein, ha,ing opposed war credits, joins the radical SAG
(Sozialdemokratische Arbeitsgemeinschafi).
1917 Joins the newly formed USPD (Unabhiingige Sozialdemokratische
Panei Deutsch/ands).
1918 End of First World War. Bemstein rejoins the majority SPD.
1920 Succeeds Georg von Yollmar as Reichstag deputy for the third
electoral district in Berlin.
1921 The Giirlitz Conference accepts a new party programme
strongly influenced by Bemstein's 'Revisionism'.
1928 Retires from active politics.
1932 Dies.
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Foreword
The main object of the present work is to provide support for the
views the author developed in a letter to the Gennan Social Democratic Party conference held at Stuttgart from 3 1o 8 Cktober 1898.'
This letter reads:
'The views I expressed in the series "Problems of Socialism" have
recently been discussed in socialist papers and at socialist meetings;
and the Gennan Social Democratic Party conference has been asked
to state its position with regard to them. In case this happens and
the party conference complies with the request, I feel obliged to make
the following statement.
'The vote of a meeting, whatever its status, obviously cannot dissuade me from the views I have fonned in the course of an investigation into social phenomena. I stated my views in Die fl<'eue Zeit, and
I see no reason to depart from them in any important particular.
'It is, however, equally obvious that I cannot be indifferent to a
vote of the party conference. It will therefore be understood that I
am particularly anxious to defend myself agru'nst misrepresentations
and erroneous conclusions drawn from my remarks. Since I am prevented from attending the conference myself, I hereby do this in the
fonn of a written communication.
'Certain parties have asserted that the practical implication of my
essays would be that we abandon the taking of political power by the
politically and economically organised proletariat.
'Tha[ is an arbitrary conclusion and I emphatically dispure its
accuracy.
'I have opposed the view that we stand on the threshold of an
imminent collapse of bourgeois society, and that Social Democracy
should ailow its t4Cti&s to be determined by, or ml1lk Jepmdmt upon, the
prospect of any such fortlu:rJming major mtastruphe. I stand by this view
in every particular.
'

~.

1898, pp. 122-6.

I

The Preconditions of Socialism
'Supporters of this catastrophe theory base their view largely on
the arguments of Tht Communist Maniftsto. TheJ' are wrong in every
respect.
'The prognosis for the development of modern society outlined in
Tht Communist Manifesto was correct insofar as it sketched the general
tendencies of this development. It was, however, mistaken in various
specific conclusions, notably in its estimate of the length of rime which
this development would require. This latter point has been recognised without reser.'ation by Friedrich Engels, the co-author of the
Manifesto, in his preface to 1ht Class Struggles in Franct. 1 But it is
obvious that if the development of the economy took very much
longer than originally envisaged, it would also assume forms and produce structures which were not, and could not have been, foreseen
in The Communist Maniftsto.
'The intensification of social relations has not in fact occurred as
the Manifesto depicts it. It is not only useless but extremely foolish
to conceal this fact from ourselves. The number of property-owners
has grown, not diminished. The enormous increase in social wealth
has been accompanied not by a fall in the number of capitalist magnates but by an increase in the number of capitalists of all grades.
The middle classes are changing in character, but they are not disappearing from the social spectrum.
'The concentration of industrial production has still not taken place
with consistently equal intensity and speed across the board. It does
indeed bear out the prophecies of socio-political criticism in a great
many branches of production, hut in other branches it still lags behind
them. In agriculture, the process of concentration is taking place even
more slow!)'. Industrial statistics show an extraordinarily wide and
varied range of entetprises. No class of enterprises shows any sign
of disappearing from the scale. Significant changes in the internal
structure of these industries and in their interrelations cannot conceal
this fact.
'Politically, in all the developed countries, we are seeing the privileges of the capitalist bourgeoisie gradually giving way to democratic
institutions. Under the influence of these institutions and driven by
the growing vitality of the labour movement, a social reaction has set
in against the exploitative tendencies of capital. It is as yet timid and
'MESW, vol. I, p. 125. MEW, vol. XXII, p. 515.
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tentative, but it is there, and more and more sectors of economic life
are coming under its influence. Factory legisJation, the democratisation of local government and the expansion of its activities, the
removal of legal restrictions on trade unions and co-operative organisations, the consultation of labour organisations in all work contracted by public authorities, all are signs of this stage of development.
The fact that Germany still considers the possibility of gagging the
unions indicates not its advanced but its retarded political
development.
'The more the political institutions of modem nations are democratised, the more the necessity and opponunity for great political
catastrophes will be reduced. Anyone who stands by the theory of
catastrophe must seize every opportunity to resist and restrict the
developmt:nt I have outlined, as indeed the consistent supporters of
this theory once did. But must the proletariat take power only by
means of a politicaJ catastrophe? And does this mean the appropriation and use of state power exclusively by the proletariat against the
whole non-proletarian world?
'If anyone wants to say that it does, let me remind him of two
things. In 1872, Marx and Engels stated in their preface to the new
edition of The Communist Manifesto that the Paris Commune in particular had proved that "the working class cannot simply lay hold of
the ready-made state machinety and wield it for its own purposes".'
And in 1895, Friedrich Engels explained in detail, in his preface to
The Class Struggles, that the time for surprise politica] attacks, or
"revolutions carried through by small conscious minorities at the
head of unconscious masses" had now passed and that a large-scale
confrontation with the militaty would be the means of delaying, even
reversing for a while, the steady growth of Social Democracy; in
short, that Social Democracy would llourish "far better on kgal methods
than on iJkgaJ methods and I!Verthrow"! Accordingly, he defines the
immediate task of the party as "to keep this growth (in electoral
support] going without interruption", i.e. "slow propaganda work and
parliamentary activity".'
'Thus Engels who, as his statistical examples show, nonetheless
managed to overestimate somewhat the speed with which things
' MESW, vol. I, p. 22. MEW, vol. XVIII, p. 96.
'MESW, vol. l, pp. 134 a>W 136. MEW, vol. XXII, pp. 523 and 525.
' Mf.SW, vol. I, pp. 135 and 134. MEW, vol. XXII, pp. 524 and 523.
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wou1d de,·elop. Shall we be told that, because he wished to avoid a
situation in which the steady growth of Social Democracy secured
by legal propaganda was interrupted by a political catastrophe, he
abandoned the seizure of political power by the working class?
'If no such objection is raised and his remarks are endorsed, then
there are no reasonable grounds for offence at the statement that the
task of Social Democracy, for a long time w come, will be, not to
speculate on the great collapse, but to "organise the working class
politically, train it for democracy, and fight for any and all refonns
in the state which are designed to raise the worldng class and make
the state more democratic" .•
'That is what I said in my impugned article and what I still maintain
with all that it implies. As regards the matter in question, it amounts
to the same thing as Engels's proposition, for democracy means that

at any given time the rPOr/eing d.uJ Jhould ruk to the extent pmnitted by
its intelleauol maturity and tht: current stage of its ea)t!U111ic development.
Incidentally, in the place just mentioned, Engels explicidy refers to
the fact that even The Communist Manifato "proclaimed the winning
of ... democracy as one of the first and most important tasks of the
militant proletariat".'
'In short, Engels is so thoroughly convinced that tactics geared to
a catastrophe have had their day that he considers a rtVision to abandon
them to be due even in the Latin countries where tradition is much
more favourable to them than in Gennany. "If the conditions of war
between nations have changed", be writes, "no less have those for
the war between classes.»~ Have we forgotten this already?
'Nobody ever questioned the necessity for the working class to
fight for democracy. The quarrel is about the theory of collapse and
the question of whether, given the present economic development of
Gennany and the degree of maturity of it<> urban and rural working
class, Social Democracy would benefit from a sudden catastrophe. I
have answered this question in the negative and I shall continue to
do so, because in my view a steady advance offers a more secure
guarantee of lasting success than the chances offered by a
catastrophe.
'And as I am convinced that important stages in the development
• Bemstein, 'Tht Struggle of Social Democracy and !he Social Revolution', Tudor and
'MESW, ~o!. I, p. !29. MEW. vat XXII, p. 518.
Tudor, p. !(f}.
' MESW, vol. I, p. 134. MEW, vo1. XXII, p. 52.3.
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of nations cannot be leapt over, I set the greatest possible store by
the immediate tasks of Social Democracy, viz. the struggle for the
political rights of the worker, the political activity of workers in towns
and municipalities for the interests of their class, as weU as the work
of organising workers economically. It is in this spirit that, at one
point, I penned the statement that the movement was everything to
me, that what is normally called the final goal of socialism was nothing;
and in this spirit I still endorse it today. Even if the ·word "normally"
had not shown that the proposition was to be understood only conditionally, it was quite obvious that it could not express indifference
towards the ultimate implementation of socialist principles, but only
indifference - or, more correctly, lack of anxiety - to "how" things

would ultimately take shape. At no time has my interest in the future
gone beyond general principles, and detailed depictions of the future
were never something I could read through to the end. It is present
tasks and those of the immediate future which occupy my thoughts
and energies; perspectives beyond that concem me only insofar as
they suggest guidelines for the most effective action in this regard.
'The seizure of political power by the working class and the expropriation of the capitalists are not in themselves final goals but merely
the means to achieve certain goa1s and fulfil certain aspirations. As
such, they are demands in the programme of Social Democracy, and
nobody questions them. The circumstances in which they will be
fulfilled cannot be predicted. We can only fight for their realisation.
But the taking of political power cannot be achieved without political
rights, and the most important tacticaJ problem which Social Democracy has to solve at the present is, it seems to me, the best way to
extr:nd the political and industrial rights of the Gennan working man.
Unless a satisfactory answer can be found to this question, sttessing
the other one is ultimately no more than rhetoric.'
This statement was followed by a brief polemical exchange between
myself and Kart Kautsky, an exchange to which Victor Adler, in the
Wuner Ar/Jeitnuitung, also contributed. 9 This induced me to make a
further statement, published in Jlonoiirts on 23 October 1898, from
which the following extract might be of interest:
'In Vorwiirts, Kart Kautsky and Victor Adler, replying to my article
"The Conquest of Political Power", expressed a view they had
' Bemsrein, 'The Conquesl of Polilical Power', Kautsky, 'Tactics •nd Principles', and
Adler, 'The Par1y Conference a1 Stuttprl', in Tudor and Tudor, pp. 305--19.
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already conveyed to me by letter, namely, that a comprehensive
eliposition, in book form, of the standpoint I developed in "Problems
of Socialism" was much to be desired.'" I have, until now, resisted
the advice of these friends, because I took the view (which I still
hold) that the drift of these articles is completely in line with the
general development of Social Democracy. However, as they ha"e
now restated it in public, and as various other friends have expressed
the same wish, I have decided to give effect to the suggestion and to
develop my conception of the aim and the tasks of Social Democracy
systematically in a book ...
'Adler and others have taken offence because I held out the prospect of a relaxation in class conflict as democratic institutions
develop; and they believe that I am seeing things through English
spectacles. This is most definitely not the case. Even assuming that
the proposition that "the more highly developed country shows the
less developed an image of its own future"" has suddenly lost its
validity, and also taking full account of the differences between developments in England and on the Continent (of which I am, after all,
not altogether ignorant), my view still rests on manifestations on the
Continent, which may at most have been temporarily lost sight of in
the heat of battle, but which can not be ignored for long. Everywhere
in the more advanced countries we see the class struggle assuming
more moderate fonns, and our prospects for the future would hold
little hope if this were not the case. Needless to say, the general
course of development does not rule out periodic setbacks. But if,
for example, we consider the attitude towards strikes adopted by a
growing proportion of the bourgeois public, even in Gennany, if we
think how many strikes, even there, are dealt with in a quite different
and much more sensible manner than was the case ten or twenty
years ago, then it can not be denied that there is progress to be
recorded here. While this does not mean that "miracles will happen
tomor row"- to use :Mane's phras e- it does, in my judgment, indicate
a more hopeful path for the socialist movement than the one provided
by the catastrophe theory; nor need it impair either the enthusiasm
or the energy of the activist. I am sure that Adler will not disagree
with me on this point.
'There was a time when my ideas would have met with no opposi" Capilal I, p. 9l.

"Ibid., pp. 312 and 314.
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tion in the party. If things are different today, I see in this on]y an
understandable reaction to certain current phenomena, which will
pass away when these phenomena themselves disappear and leave
room for a return to the awareness that, with the growth of democratic
institutions, the more humane attitude, which is slowly but surely
gaining ground in the rest of our sociaJ life, cannot fail to extend to
the more significant conflicts between the classes but will ensure that
they too manifest themselves in a more moderate form. Today we
use ballot papers, demonstrations, and similar means of exerting
pressure to accomplish reforms which a hundred years ago would
have required bloody revolutions.'
'London, 20 October 1898'
The following work has been composed in the same spirit as these
remarks.
I am well aware that it deviates in several important particulars
from the views to be found in the theory• of Karl Man: and Friedrich
Engels -whose writing5 have exercised the greatest influence on my
views as a socialist, and one of whom - Friedrich Engels - not only
honoured me with his personal tiiendship until his death but also
showed beyond the grave, in his testamentary arrangements, a proof
of his confidence in me." This difference in our ways of seeing things
is not of recent date; it is the product of an inner struggle which
lasted for years, and I have in my hand the proof that this was no
secret to Friedrich Engels. Moreover, although I must protect Engels
from the imputation that he had become so narrow-minded as to
exact from his friends an unconditional adherence to his views, it
will be understood from the foregoing why I have, until now, done
everything possible to avoid expressing my disagreement as a critique
of the doctrine propounded by Man: and Engels. Until now, this was
all the easier because, as regards the practical questions at issue here,
Man: and Engels themselves considerably modified their views in the
course of time .
.i\11 that has changed. I now find myself in dispute with socialists
who, like myself, have come from the school of Man: and Engels,
'and I must, if I am to defend my views, show them the points where
the doctrine of Marx and Engels seems to me to be particularly
erroneous or self-contradictory.
"Bernstein was named, along with

Bebe~
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I have not shunned this task, but, for the personal reasons already
mentioned, I have not found it easy. I open1y admit this in order to
prevent the reader from reading any uncertainty in the subject-matter
into the clwnsy and hesitant form of the first chapter. I stand by
what I have written with firm conviction. However, I have not always
managed to find the precise form and arguments by means of which
my thoughts would have gained the clearest expression. In this
respect my work is far behind many a work published by others on
the same subject. In the last chapter, I have rectified some omissions
in the first chapters. Further, as the publication of the work was
somewhat delayed, the chapter on cooperatives has undergone some
additions in which repetitions could not wholly be avoided.
For the rest, the work may speak for itself. I am not so naive as to
expect that it will forthwith convert those who have disagreed with
my previous essays; nor am I so foolish as to demand that those who
share my point of view in principle should subscribe to everything I
have said. In fact, the most doubtful aspect of the work is that it
encompasses too much. When I came to speak of the tasks facing us
today, I was obliged, unless I wanted to embark on a sea of generalities, to enter into all kinds of detailed questions over which differences
of opinion are unavoidable even among those who otherwise think
alike. And yet, want of space compeUed me to lay stress on certain
main points by indicating rather than demonstrating them. However,
I am not concerned that others should agree with me on every particular question. My concern. and the main purpose of this work, is
to strengthen equally the realistic and the idealistic element in the
socialist movement by opposing what remains of the utopian way of
thinking in socialist theory.

London, January 1899
Ed. Bernstein
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CHAPTER I

The basic tenets of Marxist socialism

(a) The scientific elements of Marxism
With these discoveries socialism became a science. The next
thing was to work out all iD details and relations.
Engels, Anti-DUhri'flg
Today, Gennan Social Democracy accepts as the theoretical basis of
its activity the social doctrine which Marx and Engels worked out
and called Kientific socialism. That is to say t:AAt, although SociaJ
Democracy, as a fighting parry, represents certain interests and tendencies, although it seeks to achieve goals set lry itself. it does, in the
final analysis, determine these goals in accordance with knowledge
capable of objective proof, that is, knowledge which refers to, and
conforms with, nothing but empirical experience and logic. For what
is not capable of such proof is no longer science but rests on subjttt•
ive impulses, on mere desire or opinion.
In any science, we can distinguish between pure theory and applied
theory. The former consists of cognitive principles which are derived
from the sum total of the relevant data and which are, therefore,
regarded as universally valid. They are the conslant element in the
theory. An applied science is based on the application of these principles to particular phenomena or to particu1ar cases of practice.
The knowledge gained from this application, and put together in
propositions, provides the principles of an applied science. These
constitute the variable element in the system.
Constant and variable are, however, to be taken only conditionally.
Even the principles of pure science are subject to changes which,
however, occur mostly in the fonn of limitations. With the advancement of knowledge, propositions previously regarded as having absolute validity are recognised as conditional and are supplemented by
new cognitive principles which, while limiting their w.lidity, simuh:aneously extend the domain of pure science. Conversely, particular
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propositions in applied science have continuing validity for certain
cases. A principle in .agricultural chemistry or electrical technology,
insofar as it has been proved true, always remains correct, whenever
the preconditions on which it rests are once again satisfied. But the
great number of elements that enter into constituting these preconditions and their manifold possibilities of combination produce an
infinite variety of such principles and a constant shifting of their
importance in relation to one another. Practice creates ever new materials of knowledge and, so to speak, daily changes the picture as a
whole, continuall}' letting what were once new acquisitions slip into
the category of obsolete methods.
A systematic extraction of the pure science of Marxist socialism
from its applied part has not so far been attempted, although there
is no lack of important preliminary work for it. Marx's well-known
exposition ofhis conception of history in the preface to A Contribution
to the Critique of Political Economy and the third part of Friedrich
Engels's Socialism, Utopian and Scimtific should be singled out as
the most important statements. In the preface just mentioned, Marx
presents the general features of his philosophy of history or society in
propositions so concise, definite, and free of all reference to particular
forms and phenomena that nowhere else has it been done with equal
clarity. No essentiaJ thought in Marx's philosophy of history is
omitted.
Engels's work is partly a more popular rendering of Marx's principles and partly an extension of them. Reference is made to particular phenomena in the development of modern society, characterised
by Marx as bourgeois, and i!S further path of development is sketched
in greater detail, so that in many places one can indeed speak of
applied science. Certain of these details can therefore be removed
without any damage to the basic theory. But as regards the main
principles, the exposition remains sufficiently general to qualify for
the pure science of Marxism. This is also warranted, and required,
by the fact that Marxism purports to be more than an abstract theory
of history. It purports to be also a theory of modem society and its
development. If we are making hard-and-fast distinctions, we can
indeed classifY this part of Marxist theory as applied doctrine, but
for Marxism it is an absolutely essential application, without which
it would lose nearly all significance as a political science. The general
or main propositions of this theory of modern society must therefore
be ascribed to the pure doctrine of Marxism. Although the present
10
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order of society, with its legal basis in private property and free competition, is a particular case in the history of mankind, it is also a
general and enduring fact for the present epoch of culture. Everything
that is unC()nditional in the Marxist characterisation of bourgeois
society and its course of development, that is, everything whose validity is free from national or local peculiarities, would accordingly
belong in the domain of pure science. But everything which refers
to facts and hypotheses which are conditional on a particular time or
place, that is, all particula r forms of development, would belong w
applied science.
lt has for some time been fashionable to discredit the more analytical investigations of Marxist theory by calling them scholastic. Such
allegations are exceedingly facile and must therefore be treated with
the greatest of caution. Conceptu al investigation, the separation of
the essential from the merely incidental, must ever be undertaken
anew if concepts are not to become superficial and deductions ossified into pure dogma. Scholasticism not only furthered conceptual
hair-splitting and acted as the handmaiden of orthodoxy; it also, inasmuch as it subjected theological doctrines to conceptual analysis,
contribut ed a great deal to the discomfiture of dogmatism. It undermined the rampart which the teaching of orthodox doctrine raised
against free philosophical investigation. The philosophies of
Descarte s and Spinoza ftourished on the ground cleared by scholasticism. There are indeed different kinds of scholasticism: namely, apologetic and critical. It is the latter that has always been a bane to all
orthodoxies.
If we distinguish the elements of Marx's system in the fashion
mentione d above, we get a criterion for gauging the value of its individual propositions for the system as a whole. With every proposition
of the pure science a portion of the foundation would be tom away
and a great pan of the whole building would be robbed of its support
and would be ready to collapse. It is otherwise with the propositions
of the applied science. These ~;:ould be removed without shaking the
foundations in the slightest. Indeed, whole series of propositions in
the applied science could fall without affi:cting the other parts. It
need only be shown that a mistake was made in the construction of
the middle terms. Where no such mistake could be shown, the inevitable conclusion would, of course, be that there was a fault or a gap
in the foundation.
However, such a systematic division in all its finer detail lies beyond
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the purpose of this work, for it is not intended to be an exhaustive
exposition and critique of Marx's doctrine. For my purpose it suffices
to identifY the main parts of what, in my opinion, constitutes the
structure of the pure science of Marxism: the above-mentioned programme of histrnical mfJterialism, the general theory of class conflict
(the seeds of which are already contained in the theory of historical
materialism) and the particular theory of the class conflict between
bourgeoisie and proletariat; also the theory of surplus ra/ur together
with the theory of the mode ifproduction ofbourgeois society and, implicit
in it, the theory of its developmental tendencies. Like the tenets of
applied science, those of the pure science do, of course, vary in their
value to the system as a whole.
No one will deny that the most important part in the foundation
of Marxism, the basic law which, so to speak, penetrates the whole
system, is the particular theory of history kn<lWil as the materialist
conception of history. In principle, .Marxism stands or falls with this
theory; and insofar as it suffers modification, the relationship of the
other parts to each other will be affected. Any investigation into the
correctness of Marxism must therefore start with the question
whether or how far this theory is valid.

(b) The materialist conception of history and

historical necessity
We had to emphasise the main principle vis-d-vis our adversaries,
who denied it, and we had not always the time, the place or the
opportunity to give their due to the other elements involved in
the interactien.
Friedrich Engels: letter of 1890 reprinted in S(12.. AkodemWr,
October 1895
The question of the correctness of the materialist conception of
history is a question of the degree of historica.l necessity. To be a
materialist means first of all to assert the necessity of all events.
According to the materialist theory, matter moves of necessity in
accordance with certain lam;; there is therefore no cause without its
necessary effect and no event without a materia.l cause. However,
since the movement of matter detennines the formation of ideas and
the directions of the will, these too are necessitated, as are all human
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events. The materialist is thus a Calvinist without God.' If he does
not believe in a predestination ordained by a divinity, he does and
must believe that from any particular point in rime all subsequent
events are, through the totality of the given material and the power
relations of its parts, determined beforehand.
The application of materialism to the interpretation of history
therefore means asserting, from the outset, the necessity of all historical events and developments. For the materialist, the only question
is in what way necessity manifests itself in human history, what element of force or what factors of force speak the decisive word, what
is the relationship of the various factors of furce to one another, and
what role in history falls to nature, the economy, legal institutions,
and ideas.
Marx's answer, in the place already mentioned, is that he identifies
people's current material forces ofproduction and ndatiom ofproduction
as the detennining factors. 'The mode of production of material life
conditions the general process of social, politinl, and intellectual life.
It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence,
but their social existence that determines their consciousness. At a
certain stage of development, the material productive forces of society
come into conflict with the existing relations of production or - this
merely expresses the same thing in lega] terms - with the property
relations within the framework of which they have operated hitherto.
From forms of development of the productive forces these relations
turn into their fetters. Then begins an era of social revolution. The
changes in the economic foundation lead sooner or later to the transformation of the whole inunense superstructure (the legal and political
institutions to which correspond certain forms of social consciousness)
... No social order is ever destroyed before all the productive forces
for which it is sufficient have been developed, and new superior
relations of production never replace older ones before the material
conditions for their existence have matured within the framework of the old society ... The bourgeois mode of production is the
last antagonistic fonn of the social process of production ... but the
productive forces developing within bourgeois society create also the
material conditions for a solution of this antagonism. The prehistory
' This reads

lik~

an

unackrnlwl~dged

quotation from Enge!s, bot I cao nnt

wurce.
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of human society accordingly closes with this social formation' 0
Contdbution to the Critique of Political Economy, preface).
It must first be observed, by way of anticipation, that the concluding
sentence and the word 'last' in the preceding sentence are not capable
of proof but are hypotheses more or less well grounded. They are,
however, not essential to the theory but belong, rather, to the application of it, and they can therefore he passed over here.
Looking at the other sentences, the most striking thlng about them,
apart from the phrase 'sooner or later' (which indeed hides a good
deal), is their apodictic vrording. Thus, in the second of the quoted
sentences, 'consciousness' and 'existence' are so sharply opposed that
we are nearly driven to conclude that human beings are regarded as
nothing but the living agents of historical forces whose work they
carry out against their knowledge and will. And this is only partly
modified in a sentence (omitted here as being immaterial) which
stresses the need to distinguish, in social revolutions, between the
material revolution in the conditions of production and the 'ideological forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight
it out'. All in all, the consciousness and will of human beings appear
as factors decidedly subordinate to the material movement.
In the preface to the first volume of Capital, we come atross a
sentence which is no less deterministic in its wording. Referring to
the 'natural laws' of capitalist production, it says: 'It is a question of
these laws themselves, of these tendencies winning their way through
and working themselves out with iron necessity.'1 And yet, just after
he has spoken of law, this rigid concept is replaced by a more tlexible
one, that of tendency. And then on the next page we find the oftenquoted proposition that society can 'shorten and lessen' the birthpangs of its natural phases of development.
The dependence of men on the relations of production appears
much more qualified in the account of historical materialism given
by Engels in his polemic against Diihring, a polemic written during
the lifetime of Man: and in agreement with him. Here we read that
'the ultimate causes of all social transfonnations and political revolutions' are to be found not in the brains of men but in 'transformations
of the mode of production and exchange' .3 However, 'ultimate causes'
implies attendant causes of another kind, causes of the second and
' Capital I, p. 91.

' MECW, vol. XV, p. 254; MEW, vol. XX, p. 249.
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third degree, etc., and it is clear that the longer the series of such
causes the more limited, both qualitatively and quantitatively, is the
determining force of the ultimate causes. The fact of its action
remains, but the final shape of things does not depend on it alone.
An effect which results from the operation of diverse forces can only
be counted on with certainty if all the forces are exactly known and
are given their full weight in the calculation. To ignore even a force
of lower degree can, as every mathematician knows, result in the
greatest of errors.
In his later works- mostly in two letters, one written in 1890, the
other in 1894, and both published in the Sozialistischen AkaJemiker
of October 1895 - Friedrich En gels limited the determining force of
the conditions of production even further. Here, 'legal fonns', political, juristic, and philosophical theories, religious ideas or dogmas
are enumerated as influences which have an effect on the course of
historical conflicts and in many cases 'predominate in detennining
lheir form'. 'Thus there are', he says, 'innumerable intersecting
forces, an infinite series of parallelograms of forces which give rise
to one result - the historical event. This may again itself be viewed
as the product of a power which works as a whole unconsciously
and without volition. For what each individual wills is obstructed by
everyone else, and what emerges i~ something that no one willed'
Oetter of 1890).' 'Political, juridical, philosophical, religious, literary,
artistic, etc., development is based on economic development But all
these real.-1 upon one another and also upon the economic basis'
Oetter of 1895 [sicj.)' One must confess that this sounds somewhat
different from the passage from Marx quoted above.
It will, of course, not be maintained that Marx and Engels at any
time overlooked the fact that non·economic factors exercise an
influence on the course of history. Countless passages from their
early writings can be quoted against any such suggestion. But it is a
question of degree- not whether ideological factors are acknowledged,
but what degree of influence, what historical significance, is ascribed
to them. And in this regard, it absolutely can not be denied that
Marx and Engels originally allowed the non·economic factors a much
smaller part in the development of society, a much smaller reactive
' Engels to J. Bloch, 21-22. 9. 1890; MESC, p. 499; MEW, ,.oJ. XXXVII, p. #>4.
' Engels toW. Borgius (not Sta:rkenburg, as in MESC), 25 January 1894; MESC, p.
549; MEW, Wj.. XXXIX, p. 206.
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effect on the relations of production, than in their later writings. This
is in accordance with the natural course of development of every
new theory. A new theory always first appears in sharp apodictic
JOnnulation. In order to make itself felt, it must demonstrate the
untenability of the old theory, and in this struggle one-sidedness and
exaggeration are unavoidable. In the sentence which we placed as a
motto at the head of this section, Engels acknowledges this without
reservation, and then he goes on to say: 'Unfortunately, however, it
happens only too often that people think they have fully understood
a new theory and can apply it without more ado from the moment
they have assimilated its main principles ... ,. Whoever employs the
materialist conception of history nowadays is duty bound to use it in
its most developed and not in its original fonn. This means that, in
addition to the development and infiuence of the forces of production
and the relations of production, he is duty bound to take full account
of the legal and moral concepts, the historical and religious traditions
of every epoch, geographical and other naturaJ influences, which
include the nature of man himself and his intellectual dispositions."
This is to be kept in mind most particularly where it is a matter not
just of pure research into earlier historical epochs, but of projecting
future developments, where the materialist conception of history is
to be a guide to the future.
In contrast to theories which treat human nature as something
• Needing to "''J"'Se the exaggerations of the materialist conception of hi•tory ~ most of
whifh exist, indeed, only in his imagination ~ Mr Belfon Sax has invented ~ new
conception of history which he calls the Sytllhetic conception of history.' He has thus
replaced a word which tends to encourage exaggeration with a word that is complete!)·
devoid of meaning, 'Synthetic' - comprehensive - is a purely formal concept of method,
which, however, says absolutely nothing about the standpoint which governs the investigation. As shown above, even the materialist conception of history includes a symhesis
of !Tlllterial and ideological forces. But if Bax prefers a meaningless expression 10 one
that is liable to misinterpretation. then he is overtnnnpcd on the other side by G.
J>lekharuw who, in his OmtrihuliQIIS WINrds the HUwry of Mawis!Um, claims fur the
Marxist conception of history the title 'm<mistic' (cf. p. 227).' Why not rather just
'simplistic'?

• Engels toj. Bloch, Zl-22. 9. 1890; MESC, p. 500; MEW, vol. XXXVII, p. %5.
' Belfon Bax first used the phrase, '!!JD.thetlc conception uf history', in his con~
with Kautsky. See, for instance, his 'Syntheti~che contra neu-manistische Geschichtsauffusung', NZ. 15, I (1896), 164--71.
• Bemstein is no doubt referring 10 the won. better known as Tilt /Hvtl"f»J>titt of tht
MtmUt Vitwo[History. Georg Plekhanov, St!ec«dPhilosuphical Woril (Lawrence & Wishart, 1977), vol. I, pp. 411bff.
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given and unchangeable, socialist criticism has quite rightly drawn
attention to the great transformations which human nature has
undergone in various countries in the course of time, and to the
adaptability evinced by human beings of a particular epoch when they
are placed in different circumstances. In fact, human nature is very
resilient as regards the ability to adapt to new naturaJ circumstances
and a new social environment. But there is one thing we must not
forget. Where it is a question oflargt: masses of people, as in modem
nations with their habits of living which have matured in the course
of a development lasting thousands of years, even major changes in
the ownership of property are unlikely to produce a rapid transformation of human nature, because economic and property relationships
are only a part of the social environment which has a determining
effect on human character. Here too a multitude of factors is to be
taken into account; and in addition to the modes of production and
exchange on which historical materialism lays the main emphasis,
there is amongst other things the relation of territorial groupings and
agglomerations, that is, the spatial distribution of the population and
the transport system - which is indeed determined by the modes of
production and exchange but which, once established, itself influences the situation in its own way.
In a letter to Conrad Schmidt dated 27 October 1890, Friedrich
Engels showed in striking fashion how from being the products of
economic development social imtitutions become social forces with an
independent movement of their own, which may in their turn react
upon the former and can, according to circumstances, help them,
hinder them, or turn them into other channels. Taking stale power as
an example, in the first instance, he adds to his own preferred definition of the state as the organ of class rule and repression a very
significant reduction of the state to the social division of labour/ So
historical materialism by no means denies the autonomy of political
and ideological forces; it denies only that this autonomy is uncondi~
tional and shows thai. in the end, the development of the economic
foundation of social life- the relations of production and the develop' In the Origin of the Family it is indeed shown in detail how the social division of labour
makes the rise of the smte ne<:essary. But later Engels completely neglects this side of
the origin of the stale and in the end lrea!S the state as merely the organ of political
repression, as in Anti-Diihring.
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ment of classes - e1eercises the greater influence on the movement
of these forces.
But in any case the multiplicity of factors remains, and it is by no
means always easy to display the connections between them with such
precision that it is possible to determine with certainty where, in any
particular case, the strongest impetus for the moment lies. The purely
economic causes create, first of all, only a disposition for the reception
of certain ideas, but how these then arise and spread and what form
they take depends on the participation of a whole range of influences.
We do historical materialism more hann than good if, from the outset,
we superciliously reject as eclecticism any accentuation of influences
other than those of a purely economic nature and any consideration
of economic factors other than the techniques of production and
their predicted development. Eclecticism - selecting from different
explanations and ways of dealing with phenomena - is often only the
natural reaction against the doctrinaire desire to derive everything
from one thing and to treat everything according to one and the same
method. "Whenever this desire gets out of hand, eclecticism breaks
through again and again with elemental force. It is the rebellion of
sober reason against the inbuat tendency of every doctrine to confine
thought in a straitjacket.'
The more that forces other than purely economic ones influence
social life, the more the sway of what we call historical necessity is
altered. In modem society we must, in this connection, distinguish
between two major currents. On the one hand, our understand ing of
the laws of development, and particularly of economic development,
is on the increase. This knowledge is accompanied, partly as its cause
but partly also as its effect, by a growing ability to direct economic
' Naturally, !his should n01 be taken to deny either !he tendency of eclecticism ro be
superficial or lhe great lheoretical and practk:al value of striving for a IU1ified undeT!itanding of thinp. Witlwur this endeavour there can be no scientific thinking. But ~fe
is more comprehensive than any lheory, and so !ltrict doctrine must always in !he end
submit to taU!g secret loan!i from eclecticism, that frivolous person who brazenly strolls
around lhe ganlen of life, and !hen mict doctrine repli)'S rltese loan!i publicly by proclaiming afterwards that it has 'always hasically' meant !his or th.r.

If bean and genius have achieved
What Lode and De:;canes ne'er conceived,
These gendemen will promptly prove
The poss.ibility ofth'above.
In !he history of !he social sciences, a good example of this is provided by !he history
of !he lheory and practice of cooperative societies.
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development. To the degree that their nature comes to be known,
the economic forces of nature, like the physical, cease to be the
master of mankind and become its servant. Society is, in theory, more
free of economic causation than ever before, and on1y the conflict of
interests among its elements - only the power of private and group
interests - prevents the complete translation of this theoretical freedom into practice. But even here the general interest gains increasing
strength as against private interest; and to the extent that this is the
case, and wherever it is the case, the elemental power of economic
forces disappears. Their development is anticipated and is therefore
accomplished all the more quickly and easily. Individuals and whole
nations thus remove an ever greater part of their life from the influence of a necessity which enforces itself without or against their will.
However, because men pay ever greater attention ro economic factors, it can easily seem as if these factors play a greater role today
than they did before. This, however, is not the case. The illusion
arises only because nowadays the economic motive appears openly
on the stage where before it was clothed in modes of social and
political domination {HerrschafisverhiiltnWe] and in all kinds of ideology. Modem society is much richer than earlier societies in ideologies which are not detennined by economics or by nature working
as an economic force:' The sciences, the arts, and a wide range of
social relations are nowadays much less dependent on economics
than at any other time. Or, to leave no room for misunderstanding,
the level of economic development reached today leaves ideological
' Whoever regards that as paradoxical should remember tilat il was only in modem
society that the most numerous class of the population began to count for anything at
all in any ideology which is free in tile sense described above. Previously, the roral
populatinn and wnrkers were partly legally bound for economic purposes, pMtly under
the inlluence of ideologie., which reflected the subjection of man to nature. As is weD
known, the latter is also the main feature of the ideologies (supersritiom) of primitive
peoples. So when Mr Belfort Bax in his article, 'Synthetic and Materialist Conceptioo
of History' (SWa/istische M~P~a~slufie, December 1897), says tha!, while he concedes
that in civilisation the eronomic factor has almost always been decisive, in !be prehisloric
period it has had little direct influeoce on speculative thought, that here 'the fundamental laws of human th011ght and sentiment' hiVe been the determining factor, he
turns everything on its head, even where superficial distinctions are concerned. For
pn:historic peoples the Tltllurai mvirtmmml was the dedrftx fflJtlomU force and as such
had the greatest influence on their thought and sentiment. One of the reasons why
Bax's critique of historical nta!erialism misses tile mark is that he is ultra-orthodox
precisely where the presentation of historical materialism was originally mosl
ex:llggerated.
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and especially ethical factors greater scope for independent acthitv
than was formerly the case. In consequence, the causal connection
between technical-economic development and the development of
the other social institutions bewmes increasingly a mediated one,
and thus the natural necessities of the former become ever less
decisive for the formation of the latter.
In this way, the 'iron necessity of history' is curtailed; and let me say
at once that the consequence of this for Social Democratic practice is
not to reduce our socio-political tasks but to increase and qualifY them.
Thus the materialist conception of history as we have it today is
different in form from when it was first presented by its originators.
They themselves developed it; and they themselves placed limitations
on it~ absolutist signification. Such is, as has been shown, the history
of every theory. To retreat from the mature form Engels has given
it in his letters to Conrad Schmidt and in those published in the
Sozialistische Akudemiker and to return to the earliest formulations in
order to build a 'monistic' interpretation upon them would be a most
retrograde step. The earliest formulations are, rather, to be amplified
by these letters. The underlying idea of the theory loses nothing of
its unity thereby, and the theory itself becomes more scientific.
Indeed, only when amplified in this way does it become truly a theory
of the scientific treannent of history. In its earliest form it could, in
the hands of a Marx, become the instrument of magnificent historical
discoveries; but it led even his genius into all kinds of false conclusions.' How much more, then, all those who have neither his genius
nor his knowledge at their disposal! As a scientific basis for sociaJist
theory, the materialist conception of history is nowadays valid only
in the above-mentioned amplified form; and a11 applications of it
made without, or with insufficient regard for the interaction of material and ideological forces to which it draws attention are to be
' 'lt is', says Marx in a much-quoted passage from Capital, 'much easier to discover by
an.alysis the earthly kernel of the misij' creations of religion than to do the opposite, i.e.
to develop from the actual, given relations of life the forms io which these have b<:en
apotheosiscd. The latter method is the only materialist, and therefore the only scientifk
one' (CII/}ital I, 2nd edn, p. 386).' In this contrast there is grea1 exaggeration. If one
did not already know the apotheosised fonns, the kind of de\elopntent described would
lead lD aU kinds of arbi!J'ary constructJons; and if one does know them, then the development depicted is a means of scientific analysis but not a scientific antithesis to analytical
elucidation.
• Capi1all, p. 494.
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corrected accordingly, whether they are made by the originators of
the theory or by others.
The above was already written when I received the October 1898
issue of Deutschen Worte containing an article by Wolfgang Heine on
'Paul Barth's Philosophy of History and his Objections to Marxism'.
In it Heine defends the Marxist conception of history against the
famous Leipzig don's accusation that, since materialism is reduced
to technical-economic materialism, the designation 'economic conception of history' would be more appropriate. Against this remark·
he sets the letters Engels wrote in the 1890s, which we quoted above,
and expands upon them with some remarkable observations of his
own on the particular proofs of Marxism and on the origin, growth,
and efficacy of ideologies. According to him, Marxist theory can concede more to [the influence of] ideology than it has done so far,
without thereby forfeiting its conceptual coherence. Indeed, it mlL~t
make such concessions, if it is to remain a scientific theory capable
of giving an adequate account of the facts. It matters little whether
Marxist writers have become mindful of the undeniable connection
between transmitted ideas and new economic facts, or have
emphasised them sufficiently; what is important is whether complete
acknowledgment of it can be accommodated within the system of the
materialist conception of history.
In principle, this formulation of rhe question is absolutely right.
As always in science, we are, after all, dealing with a boundary questim.
Kautsky makes the same point in his essay, 'What Can the Materialist
Conception of History Accomplish?' 10 But we must bear in mind that
originally, so far from the question being limited in this way, an
almost unlimited determining force was ascribed to the technicaleconomic factor in history.
Heine believes that in the end the question turns on the quantitative
relationship of the detennining factors, and he adds that it is a judgment of 'more practical than theoretical importance.'
I would suggest that we say 'as much ... as' rather than 'more ...
than'. But I do share the view that it is a question of very great
10

Karl Kau!Sky, 'Was will und kann die marerialisrische Geschichtsauff;w;ung leisten?',
NZ, 15, I (1896), 213-IS. 228-38, and 260-71. This was Kau!Sky's main counterbbst
to Belfort Bax's 'Die ngterialistische Geschichtsauffassung', Die Zti4 no. 93 (July
1896).
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practical importance. It is of very g:n~a! practic.!' signiticance to bring
propositions formulated on the basis of an excessive emphasis on the
technical- economic detennining factors in history :nto line with the
known quantitative relationship of other factors. It is not sufficient
that practice rectifies lheory. If theon' is to have any value at all, it
must know how to recognise the significance of the rectification.
Finally, the question arises as to how far the materialist conception
of history has a claim to its name, if we continue to widen it through
the inclusion of other variables in the above-mentioned manner. In
fact, according to Engels's eJqJlanations, it is not purely materialist,
much less purely economic. I do not deny that the name does not
completely fit the object. But I seek progress not in making concep~
confused but in making them precise; and since, in characterising a
lheory of history, what matters most of all is to show wherein it differs
from other theories, I would, far from taking offence at Barth's tide,
'the economic conception of history', consider it, in spite of everything, as the most appropriate description of the Marxist theory of
history.
I~ significance res~ on the stress it places on economics. From
its recognition and evaluation of economic facts arise i~ great
achievemen~ for the science of history, as does the enrichment which
this branch of human knowledge owes to it. An economic conception
of history need not mean that only economic forces, only economic
motives, are recognised. It need only mean that economics constitute
the ever-recurring decisive force, the pivot on which lhe great movemen~ in history turn. To the words 'materialist conception of history'
cling all the misunderstandings which are attached to the concept of
materialism. Philosophical materialism, or the materialism of the natural sciences, is deterministic. The Marxist conception of history is
not. It assigns to the economic basis of national life no unconditional
determining infiuence on the fonns which that life takes.

(c) The Marxist doctrine of class conflict and the
development of capital
The doctrine of class conflict res~ on the foundation of the materialist conception of history. 'It was seen', wrote Engels in his AntiDiihring, 'that I Bll past history was the history of class struggles; that
r The founh edition of the work Socialism, Utufri<J~ tmd &itntifo adds

qualil)ing words: 'with the exception of primitive societies'.
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these warring classes of society are always the products of the modes
of production and of exchange - in a word, of the economic conditions
of their time' (3rd edn, p. 12)_1! In modem society, it is lhe class
conflict between the capitalist owners of the means of production and
the producers without capital, the wage labourers, which in this
respect makes its mark. Marx took the expressions 'bourgeoisie' for
the former class and 'proletariat' for the latter from France where,
at the time he was working out his theory, they had already become
current amongst socialists. This class conflict between bourgeoisie
and proletariat is the antagonilim in contemporary relations of production transferred to the human sphere, namely, the antagonism
between the private character of the mode of upproprWtirm and the
social character of the mode of production. The means of production
are the property of individual capitalists, who take for themselves the
proceeds of production; production itself, however, has become a
social process, that is, a production of goods for use made by many
workers on the basis of a systematic division and organisation of
labour. Inherent in, or additional to, this antagonism is anolher: the
systematic division and organisation of labour within the institutions
of production (workshops, factories, factory complexes, etc.) stands
opposed to the unsystematic disposal of products on the market.
The starting point of the class conflict between capitalists and
workers is the conflict of interests which results from the use which
the former make of the latter's labour. The investigation of this process of utilisation leads to the theory of value and of the production
and appropriation of surplus value.
It is characteristic of capitalist production and the social order
resting on it that, in their economic relationships, men are opposed
to one another throughout as buyers and seUers. It recognises in
social life no formal legal relations of dependence but only actual ones
resulting from purely economic relationships (differences in property,
wage relationships, etc). The labourer sells his labour power to the
capitaUst for a definite period of time and under definite conditions
for a definite price, the wage. The capit2list sells the products produced with the help of the worker- that is, the totality of the workers
employed by him - in the market at a price which as a rule, and as
a condition of lhe advancement of his enterprise, yields a surplus
over and above the amount it cost him to produce them. What, then,
is this surplus?
" MEWC, vol. XXV, p. 26; MEW, vol. XX, p. 25.
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According to Marx, it is the surplus value of the labour the worker
has performed. The goods are exchanged in the market at a ''alue
which is determined by the labour embodied in them, measured
according to time. What the capitalist put into production by way of
past - we could even say dead - labour in the form of raw materials,
auxiliary materials, depreciation of machinery, rent, and other
expenses appears again unchanged in the value of the product. It is
otherwise with the living labour employed. This cost the capitalist
the wage which is exceeded by the proceeds of the labour employed,
those proceeds being equivalent to the value of the labour. The
labour value is the value of the quantity of labour worked into the
product; the wage is the price of the labour power used in the process
of production. The price, or the value of the labour power, is determined by the cost of the worker's subsistence, which corresponds
with his historieally developed way of life. The difference between
the equh·alent (the proceeds) of the labour value and the wage is the
surplus value which it is the nan1ral endeavour of the capitalist to
increase as much as possible and, in any case, not to allow to fall.
But competition in the market exerts constant pressure on the
prices of commodities, and time and again an increase in sales can
be achieved only by reducing the costs of production. The capitalist
can achieve this reduction of costs in three ways: by lowering wages,
by increasing the hours of work, or by raising the productivity of
labour. As there are always definite limits to the first two, his energies
are perpetually concentrated on the third. Better organisation and
consolidation of labour and improvements in machinery are, in
developed capitalist society, the principal means of reducing the costs
of production. In all these cases, the consequence is that the orgunic
composition ofcapital, as Marx calls it, is changed. The proportion of
capital invested in raw materials, machinery, etc., increases, and the
proportion invested in wages decreases; the same quantity of commodities is produced by fewer workers, an inCreased amount by the
old or even by a smaller number of workers. Marx calls the ratio of
surplus value to the portion of capital laid out in wages the rate of
surplus value or of exploitation; the ratio of surplus value to the total
capital invested in production he calls the rate ofprofit. It is evident
from what has been said that the rate of surplus value can rise while
at the same time the rate of profit declines.
We will find that the organic composition of capital will vary
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according to the nature of the branch of production. There are enterprises in which a disproportionate}}' large portion of capital is laid
out on machinery, raw materials, etc., and only a relatively small
portion on wages, and others in which wages fonn the most important
part of the capital outlay. The former represent higher, the latter
lower organic compositions of capital. If the proportional relationship
between wages and the surplus value achieved was the same everywhere, then the rates of protit in the latter branches of production
would necessarily be many times greater than those in the fonner.
That however is not the case. In fact, in a developed capitalist society
commodities are sold not at their labour value but at the rost of their
production which consists of the costs incurred (wages plus the dead
labour used) and an additional charge corresponding to the average
profit on the total production of society or to the rate of profit in that
branch of production in which the organic composition of capital
shows an awrage ratio of wage capital to capital otherwise employed.
The prices of commodities in different branches of production do
not, therefore, move in the same way in relation to the values of those
commodities. In some, they are permanently far below value and in
others they are permanently above it; only in those branches of production with a medium organic composition of capital do prices
approximate to value. The law of value disappears completely from
the consciousness of producers; it operates only behind their bach,
and it governs the level of the average rate of profit only in the long
tenn.
The coercive laws of competition and the growing capital wealth
of society tend w produce a steady decline in the rate of profit,
which is delayed but not permanently halted by countervailing forces.
Overproduction of capital goes hand in hand with the creation of a
surplus of workers. Ever greater centralisation spreads throughout
industry, trade, and agriculture; and the expropriation of small capit~
alists by bigger capitalists becomes increasingly intense. Periodic
r..rise.s, brought about by the anarchy in production in conjunction
with underconsumption by the masses, occur with increasing violence
and des011ctiveness and hasten the process of centralisation and
expropriation by the min of innumerable small capitalists. On the
one hand, the collecti\·e - cooperative - fonn of the labour process
becomes general on a steadily growing scale; on the other hand, 'with
the constant decrease in the number of capitalist magnates, who
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usurp and monopolise all the advantages of this process of transformation, the mass of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation and
exploitation grows; but with this there also grows the revolt of the
working class, a class constantly increasing in numbers, and trained,
united, and organised by the very mechanism of the capitalist process
ofproduction'. 1 ~ Thus the development moves toward a point where
the monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon the mode of production which has flourished alongside it, where the centralisation of the
means of production and the socialisation of labour become incompatible with their capitalist integument. This integument is then burst
asunder; the expropriators and usurpers are expropriated by the mass
of the people; capitalist property is abolished.
This, according to Marx, is the historical tendency of the capitalist
mode of production and appropriation. The class which is called
upon to carry out the expropriation of the capitalist class and the
transformation of capitalist property into public property is the class
of wage labourers, the proletariat. For this purpose, the class must
be organised as a political party. At a given moment, this class seizes
political power and 'turns the means of production in the first
instance into state property. But, in doing this, it abolishes itself as
proletariat, abolishes all class distinctions and antagonisms, abolishes
also the state as state.' The struggle for individual existence with its
conflicts and excesses, comes to an end; the state has nothing more
to repress and it 'dies out' (Engels, SfJCia/ism, Utopian and Sdentific).u
These are, in the briefest possible summary, the most important
propositions of that part of Marxist doctrine which is to be included
in the pure theory' of Marxist socialism. No more, or rather, even
less than the materialist theory of history has this part of the theory
sprung from the beginning fully formed from the heads of its authors.
Even more than in the former case, we can point to a development
of the doctrine which, while preserving the main points of view, consists in the modification of propositions originally presented in an
apodictic manner. This transfonnation of the doctrine was in part
acknowledged by Marx and Engels themselves. Some of the changes
that took place in the course of time in the views of Marx and Engels
on vanous relevant issues are indicated in the preface to Capital
" Cqri1ai I, p. 929.
" MECW, vol. XXV, p. 267; MEW, vol. XX, p. 261.
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(1867), in the preface to the new edition of The Communist Manifesto
{1872), in the preface and a note to the new edition of The Poverty
cif Philosophy (1884), and in the preface to The Class Struggles in the
French Rroo/ution (1895). However, not a]) the changes identified
there and elsewhere with regard to particular parts or presuppositions
of the theory receive full consideration in its final elaboration. To
take just one example. Concerning the revolutionary programme
developed in The Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels remark, in
the preface to the new edition: 'In view of the gigantic strides of
Modern Industry in the last twenty-five years, and of the accompanying improved and extended party organisation of the working class,
in view of the practical experience gained, first in the February
Revolution, and then, still more, in the Paris Commune, where the
proletariat for the first time held politicaJ power for two whole
months, this programme has in some details become antiquated. One
thing especially was proved by the Commune, viz., that "the working
class cannot simply lay hold of the ready-made State machinery, and
wield it fur its own purposes". 'H That was written in 1872. But five
years later, in the polemic against Diihring, it says quite simply: 'The
proletariat seizes politica] power and turns the means of production
in the first instance into state property'. (1st edn p. 233; 3rd edn p.
302). 15 And in the new edition of Revelations concm~ing tht Communist
Trial (1885) Engels reprints the revolutionary programme of 1848
drawn up on the basis of the old conception, as well as the address
of the executive of the Communist League which was conceived in
the same spirit. On the former he merely remarks laconic.ally that we
'can still learn a lot from it today' and, on the latter, that 'much that
is said in it still holds good nowadays' (p. 14). 1b Now, we can refer
to the words 'in the first instance', 'a lot', and 'much' and suggest
that the propositions are to be understood only conditionally, but
this, as we shall see, does not improve matters. Marx and Engels
confined themselves partly just to indicating, and partly to establishing only with reference to particular points, the repercussions
which acknowledged changes in the facts - and better knowledge of
the facts- must ha\'e for the shaping and application of the theory.
Even so, there is no lack of conttadictions in their work. They have
"MECW, vol. XXJJI, p. 175; MEW, vol. X\111, p. 96.
" MECW, vol. XXV, p. Z6; MEW, vol. XX, p. 25.
"MESW, vol. 11, p. J49; MEW, vol. XXI, p. 216.
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left to their successors the task of restoring unity to the theory and
of establishing unity between theory and practice.
However, this task can be performed only if we give a full and
frank account of the gaps and contradictions in the theory. In other
words, the further droe/opment and elaboration ofMarxist doctrine must
begin with criticism of it. The position nowadays is that one can prove
er.>erything out of Marx and Engels. This is very convenient for apologists and literary pett}foggers. But he who has retained just a little
bit of theoretical awareness, he for whom the scientific character of
socialism is not 'just a showpiece which is taken out of the sideboard
on festive occasions but otherwise is not taken into consideration',
will, as soon as he becomes aware of these contradictions, feel the
need to remove them. The duty of their disciples consists in this,
and not in perpetually repeating the words of the masters.
It is in this spirit that the following critique of certain elements
of Marxist doctrine will be undertaken. The desire to keep within
reasonable bounds a book intended primarily for workers, together
with the need to finish it within a few weeks, should explain why an
exhaustive treatment of the subject has not even been attempted. At
the same lime, let it be said once for all that I claim no originalicy
for my critique. Most if not all of what follows has, in substance,
already been worked out, or at least suggested, by others. To that
extent, the justification of this book is not that it discloses something
hitherto unknown but that it acknowledges what has already been
disclosed.
But that too has to be done. It was, I believe, Marx himself who
once remarked with reference to the fate of theories: 'The Moor's
beloved can perish only by the hand of the Moor'. 17 Thus the errors
of a doctrine can be considered as overcome ouly when they are
recognised as such by the doctrine's own advocates. Such recognition
does not necessarily mean the destruction of the doctrine. It could,
rather, turn out that, with the amputation of acknowledged errors, it
is- if I may be permitted the use of a Lassallean image -Man: who
in the end carries the point against Marx.
" Nor, so far as I can tell, in any of his published works or his oorrespondence. It is
obviously a reference to Shakespeart:'s Othdlo. In his famil} circle, Marx's niclmame

was 'Moor'.
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CHAPTER 2

Marxism and the Hegelian dialectic

(a) The pitfalls of the Hegelian dialectical method
In the course of lengthy debates often lasting all night, I infected
him to his great injury with Hegelianism.
Karl Marx on Proudhon'
In their original form, the Marxisr conception of history and the
socialist theory which rests upon it were worked out between 1844
and 18-47, years when Western and Central Europe were in a state
of great revolutionary ferment. Ther could be described as the most
radical product of this epoch.
In Gennany, this period was the epoch of mounting bourgeois
liberalism. Here, as in other countries, the ideological representation
of the class opposing the establishment far exceeded the practicaJ
requirements of that class. The bourgeoisie - by which I mean the
broad stratum of non-feudal classes standing outside the wage relation- fought against the still semi-feudaJ state absolutism; its philosophical representation began with absolute rule in order lO end with
state rule.
The philosophical current which, in this respect, found its most
radical representative in Max Stimer is known as the radical left wing
of Hegelian philosophy. As Friedrich Engels remarked- like Marx,
he came under its influence for a certain time; they both associated
with the 'Free' at Hippel's wine bar in Berlin- the proponents of
this tendency rejected the Hegelian system, only to fall all the more
under the spell of its dialectic until first the practical struggle against
positive religion (then an important aspect of the political struggle)
and second the influence of Ludwig Feuerbach drove them into an
unreserved acceptance of materialism. However, Marx and Engels
did not remain with Feuerbach's materialism, which was still the
'MESC, p. 187; MEW, vul XVI, p. 27.
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materialism of the natural sciences, but, influenced by the class war
between the bourgeoisie and the working class being waged in France
and even more ferodously in England, they developed their theory
of historical materialism, using a diaJectic stripped of its mystical
character.
En gels has stressed with considerable force the role of the dialectical method in the genesis of this theory, Follo\\ing the example of
Hegel, he distinguishes between the metaphysical and the dialectical
\iew of things. He explains the former as that which treats things or
their thought-images, their concepts, in isolation ilS objects fixed and
given for all time. The latter, by contrast, regards things in their
connections, changes, and transitions, 'ovith the result that the two
poles of an antagonism, like positive and negative, mutually penetrate
one another, all their opposition notwithstanding. However, while
Hegel conceh·es dialectic as the self-development of the concept,
with Marx and Engels himself the dialectic of the concept becomes
the conscious reflection of the dialectical movement of the real world,
and thus the Hegelian dialectic, from standing 'on its head', is once
again 'placed upon its feet'.
Thus Engels in his work Ludwig Feuerbarh and the End ofCWssical
Philosophy.'
But placing the dialectic 'upon its feet' is not as simple as that.
Howe\'er things may stand in reality, as soon as we leave the solid
ground of empiricaJiy verifiable facts and think beyond them, we
enter the world of derived concepts, and if we then follow the laws
of dialectics, as laid down by Hegel, we will, before we know it,
find ourselves once again enmeshed in 'the self-development of the
concept'. Herein lies the great scientific danger of the Hegelian logic
of contradiction. Its principles may, under cenain circumstances,
serve very well to clarifY the connections and developments of real
objects.• They may also have been of great use in the formulation
• Alth""gh there too it often ubo.<:ures rather than illuminates the acrual state of affair<.
Thu; the fact that a change in the quantitative relationships of the components of some
objoxt or other changes its characteristics is at best very obliquely and superficially
expressed by the principle, 'transformation of quantity into quality'.
It may incidentally be n01cd that I adopt Engels ·, definitions of the concepts, metaphysical understanding and dialectical understanding, with the reservation that the
qua6fying words 'metaphysical' and 'dialectical' in the sense attached to them are valid
only for the purposes of thi~ comparison. Otherwise, seeing things metaph}sically and
' Mf,;SW, wl. 11, p. 387; MF:W, vol. XXI, pp. 292-3.
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of scientific problems and have provided the impetus for important
discoveries. However, as soon as developments are deductively
anticipated on the basis of these principles, the danger of arbitrary
construction begins. The more complex the object whose development is in question, the greater this danger becomes. When we are
dealing with a fairly simple object, experience and reasoned judgment
usually ensure that analogies such as 'the negation of the negation'
do not mislead us into inherently improbable deductions about its
potential transformations. But the more complex an object is, the
greater the number of its elements, the more varied their nature and
the more diverse their force relations, the less such principles can
tell us about its development because all moderation of judgment is
lost from view in proportion that deductions are based upon them.
This is not to say that the Hegelian dialectic has no merit at all.
On the contrary, as regards its influence on historiography, F. A.
Lange may well have put it most aptly when, in The Labour Question,
he said that the Hegelian philosophy of history and its basic idea of
development through antagonisms and their resolution, 'could ahnost
be called an anthropological discovery'. But Lange inunediately laid
his finger on the weak point 'ahnost' when he added that 'as in
the life of the individual, so also in history, development through
antagonism is accomplished neither as easily and radically nor with
the same precision and symmetry as it is in speculative construction'
(3rd edn, pp. 248-9}.' Any Marxist nowadays would agree with this
as regards the past; but for the future, even for the very near future,
Marxist theory holds that this does not apply. In 1847, Tht Communist
Manifesto declared that, given the stage of development reached by
the proletariat and the advanced conditions of European civilisation,
the bourgeois revolution, on which Germany was embarking, 'will be
but the prelude to an inunediately follofting proletarian revolution':
seeing them as fixed and i!lolared irems are, in my view, two comple1ely different lhings.
Finally, it should be made dear alibis point thal il would, of course, never occur to
me to criticise Hegel himself or to deny the greal seJ"\'kt,s which !his distinguished
thinker has performed for science. I am only dealing wilh his dialectic, insofar as il has
had an inOuence on socialist theory.
'Bo:mstein had published an analysis and ~~ppreciation ofLange's work as early as 1892
CZur WUrdigung Friedrich Albert Langes', NZ, ID, 2 (1892}, 68--78, 101-9, and 13241). For his inleHecrual deb1 to Lange. see Thomas Meyer, /Jmutri~"s lttmstrukrivtr
Sazi,Jismus (Berlin, 1977), pp. 114tf.
• MECW, vol. VI, p. 519; MEW, vol. f\1, p. 493.
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In someone like Marx. who had already devoted serious study to
economics, such historical self-deception - and a run-of-the-mill
political visionary could hardly do better - would have been incomprehensible if it were not seen as resulting from a remnant of Hegelian contradiction dialectics. To the end of his days Marx, like Engels,
never completely got rid of it, but at that particular time of general
fennent it was all the more fatal to him. Here we have not just the
over-estimation of the prospects of a political action, which can occur
in charismatic leaders and has, on occasion, helped them achieve
surprising successes, but a purely speculative anticipation of the maturation of an economic and social development which had hardly shown
it~ first shoots. Wbat was to require generations to accomplish
became, when viewed in the light of lhe philosophy of development
in and from antagonisms, the direct result of a politiwl upheaval
which had first to provide the bourgeois class wilh free space in which
to develop. And when Marx and Engels, a mere two years after
writing the Manifesto, found it necessary - due to the split in the
Communist League - to draw the attention of their opponents in the
League to 'the underdeveloped state of the German proletariat' and
to protest at 'the aura of sanctity with which the word proletariat is
endowed' (The Communist Trial in Cologne, p. 21),' it was primarily
no more than the result of a temporary disillusionment. The same
contradiction between actual and postulated maturation of development was to be repeated severaJ times in other fonns.
As we are concerned with a point which, in my opinion, has
become the most fateful for the doctrine of Marx and Engels, we
may be permitted to cite an example drawn from the very recent past.
In a polemical exchange with a Southern German Social Democratic publication, Franz Mehring recently reprinted in the Leipzigr!r
Volkszeitung a passage from the preface to the second edition of
Fried rich Engels's work On the Housing f!!Jestion, where Engels speaks
of 'the existence of a certain petty-bourgeois socialism' in Gennan
Social Democrag.·, which can be found 'even in the ranks of the
Reichstag group'. Here Engels identifies the petty-bourgeois character of this tendency in the fact that, while it recognises the fundamental views of modem socialism as justified, it postpones their
implementation to the distant future, with the consequence that 'for
'MECW, vot XI, p. 403; MEW,
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the present one has to have recour.>e to mere social patchwork'.
Engels declared this tendency to be quite understandable in Germany, but hann1ess in view of 'the wonderful common sense' of the
German working man. 6 Mehring makes a connection between these
statements and the dispute over steamship subventions which h.ad
arisen amongst Gennan Social Democrats shortly before the statements were published, and he depicts it as 'the first major controversy
over practical politics and proletarian revolutionary tactics in the
party'. He adds that what Engels says in the passage in question is
what the representatives of the proletarian revolutionary tendency,
amongst whom he counts himself, 'think and want': confrontation
with what are there called 'petty-bourgeois socialists'.
It can not be denied that Mehring interprets the relevant passage
from Engels correctly. That is how Engels saw the situation at the
time, in January 1887. And fifteen months previously, he had
included in the new edition of Revelations Concerning tht Communist
Trio/ in Cologne the two circulats which he and Marx had composed
in March and June 1850 and which proclaim 'the revolution in permanence' as the policy of the revolutionary proletariat. In the preface
he remarked that much that was said there applied a1so to the imminent 'European upheaval'. The war of 1870-1 was put forward as the
most recent convulsion of this kind.' And in our century, the period
of maturation for European revolutions was fifteen to eightt:en years.
That was written in 1885-7. A few year.. later, a conflict with the
so-called Youngsters arose in Gennan Social Democracy. Having
simmered for some time, it was brought to the boil in 1890 by the
matter of celebrating I May by taking a holiday from work. Today
nobody would deny that most of the Youngsters honestly believed
that they were acting in the spirit of Engels when they opposed the
then current 'opportunism' of the parliamentary party. When they
attacked the majority of the parliamentary party for being 'petty bourgeois', who was their authority for this, if not Engels? These were,
after all, the same people who had constituted the opportunistic
majority on the issue of steamship subventions. However, when the
then editor§ of the Siichsische Arbriter-Zeitung finally cited Engels in
support of their views, the reply, as Mehring knows, turned out to
be of a quite different tenor from that of the passage which he quotes.
'MESW, voL I, pp. 549-50; MEW, vol. XX1, pp. 32S-9.
'MESW, vol. U, p. 3S3; MEW, vol. XX1, p. ZZO.
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Engels declared the Youngsters' movement to be merely a 'literary
and student revolt', castigated their 'convulsive and distorted Marxism', and declared that their criticisms of the parliamentary party
amounted at best to trivialities; the Siichsische Arbeiter-Zdtung could
hope as long as it liked that the good sense of the German worker
would prevail over the addiction to parliamentary success in Social
Democracy; he, Engels, would not join them in this hope, and he
8
was not aware of any such majority in the party.
Engels was only following his own convictioru in writing this statement, as nobody knows better than the author of these pages. The
movement of the 'Youngsters' -which was after all also a movement
of workers, and indeed of workers who, under the anti-socialist laws,
had belonged to the most active party propagandists - struck him as
being a revolt contrived by radicalising intellectuals; and the policy
they recommended snuck him as so damaging at that particular time
that, by comparison, the 'petty-bourgeois' activities in the parliamentary group did indeed appear no more than nivialities.
But, however politically meritorious the 'Reply' published in the
Soziaidemokrat of 13 September 1890 might have been, it is doubtful
whether Engels was wholly justified in shaking the Youngsters from
his coat-tails in this fashion. If the European revolution was as close
at hand as he bad claimed in the preface to the Revelations - and by
the reckoning he used there, its maturation period had by now been
completed - and if the tactics outlined in the circulars were still valid
in principle, then the Youngsters were flesh of his 8esh and blood
of his blood on the main issue. But if not, then the fault lay less with
the Youngsters than with the writings tossed into the propaganda
campaign in 1885 and 1887 together with the above-mentioned
appendices and the ambivalent supplements. However, this ambivalence, so utterly- out of character for Engels, was ultimately rooted in
the dialectic taken over from Hegel. Its 'yes, no and no, yes' instead
of 'yes, yes and no, no', its antagonisrns 8owing into one another, its
transformation of quantity into quality, and all such other dialectical
delights, time and again got in the way of a proper assessment of the
significance of observed changes. If the original scheme of development constructed by Hegel was to be maintained, then either reality
would have to be reinterpreted or all real proportion would have to
' 'Antwort an die Redaktion der Siiduisdrm Ami~¥r~Zdttmg', pqblished in Du SI'J:Zimdmwtrru, 13 September 1890 (MEW, vol. XXII, pp. 68-70).
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be ignored in measuring the road to the desired goal. Hence the
contradiction: painstaking precision befitting the busy industry of
genius in investigating the economic structure of society goes hand
in hand with an almost incredible neglect of the most palpable facts;
the very same theory that takes tht: detennin ing influence of economics on power as its starting point concludes with a truly miraculous
belief in the creative power of force; and the theoretical elevation
of socialism into a science is so frequently 'transform ed' into the
subordination of any claim to scientific status to a preconceived
tendency.
If nothing else, it is surely wholly unscienrilic to determin e the
standpoi nt of a politician or a theorist simply by reference to the view
he takes of the speed at which the course of social development
proceeds. The identification of the concept 'proletariafl' with the idea
of direct and immediate resolution of antagonisms amounts to a very
impoverished interpretation of this concept. On this view, the crass,
the coarse, and the narrow-minded would be 'proletarian'. If belief
in the shortly to be expected revolutionary catastrophe is what makes
a revolutionary socialist, then it is the putsch-revolutionaries who,
more than anyone else, have a right to be so called. In a scientific
doctrine there ought to be at least some rational criterion for drawing
the line between the visionary dreamer at one end and the petty
bourgeois at the other. But there was no question of this; the evaluation remained a matter of pure caprice. Just as things appear smaller
as they are viewed from a greater distance, so in practice a remarkable
fact generally manifests itself: we find the most 'petty-bourgeois' attitudes, in the sense defined above, among people who actually belong
to the working class and who are in the closest contact with the real
proletarian movement, whereas people who belong to the bourgeoisie
or enjoy bourgeois living conditions, and 'who either have no contact
whatever with the workers' world or who know it only through polit~
ical meetings inevitably tuned to strike a certain note, positively overflow with revolutionary proletarian sentiment.
In the preface to The Class Struggles, written towards the end of
his life, Engels acknowledged unreservedly the error which he and
Marx had committed in estimating the time which social and political
development would take. We can not praise too highly the service he
rendered to the socialist movement by this work. which is righdy
described as his political testament. There is more in it than lies on
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the surface. However, the preface was not the place to follow up all
the implications of so <.:andid an admission, nor could Engels by any
means be expected to undertake the necessary revision of the theory
himself. Had he done so, he would without fail have had to come to
terms with Hegelian dialectic, if not in so many words, then certainly
with the thing itself. It is the treacherous element in Marxist doctrine,
the pitfal1 that lies in the way of any logical consideration of things.
Engels either could not or would not transcend it. He drew the
consequences of his new awareness only with respect to certain
methods and forms of political struggle. However significant what he
has to say in this connection may he, it nevertheless covers only some
of the questions raised.
1t is, for instance, clear that nowadays we must view the political
conflicts, on which Man: and Engels have left us monographic studies, from a perspective different from theirs. The self-deceptions they
entertained about the course of events mean that their judgment on
parties and persons could not be wholly accurate and their policy not
always correct, despite the marked realism of their approach. There
would be no practical value in correcting them subsequently, were it
not for the fact that it is precisely in socialist historiography of recent
times that their texts as preserved have played so great a part, and
that these early conflicts in particular are constantly cited as examples.
However, what is more important than the revision which modem
socialist historiography has to make, according to Engels's preface,
is the rC\ision which it implies for the whole conception of the
struggle and the tasks of Social Democracy. And this brings us first
to a point so far only rarely discussed, namely, lhe original inner
connection between Marxism and Blanquism and the dissolution of
this bond.

(b) Marxism and Blanquism
When the nation has a1ready exhausted its resources; when the
country is devoid of commerce and industry; when the workers,
demoralised by club politics and factory stoppages, enlist as sol·
diers in order just to survive . . . Then you will know what a
revolution is, a revolution evoked by lawyers, accomplished by
artists, and led by novelists and poets. Awake from your slumbers,
Montagnards, Feuillants, Cordeliers, Muscadins, Fansonists,
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and Babouvists. You are not six weeks away from r:he events I
foretelL
Proudhon in Repri!mltlnt du Peup/e, 29 April 1848
Various authors have characterised Hegelian philosophy as a refiex of
r:he great French Revolution; and indeed it can, with its antagonistic
developments of reason [Vernunft], be described as the ideological
counterpart of r:hose great conflicts, in which, according to Hegel,
'man took his stand on his head, that is, on thought' .• In the Hegelian
system, the development of political reason culminated, of course, in
the Prussian enlightened police-state of the restoration. However, a
year before Hegel's death, the restoration gave way in France to the
bourgeois monarchy; a rad.ica] impulse once again passed through
Europe, which eventually led to increasingly violent attacks on the
bourgeois monarchy and on the class whose champion it was: the
bourgeoisie. The Empire and the restoration now seemed to the
radical repre$entatives of the new movement to be no more than
intern..,tions in the ascending course of development of the great
revolution; the bourgeois monarchy had marked a return to the old
course, which, in view of. the changed social conditions, should
henceforth no longer encounter the obstacle which interrupted the
course of the French Revolution.
The most radical product of the great French Revolution had been
the movement of Babeuf and the Equals. Their traditions were taken
m~r by the secret revolutionary societies which came into being under
Louis-Philippe and from which the Blanquist party later emerged.
Their programme was the overthrow of the bourgeoisie by the proletariat by means of violent e~ropriation. In the February Revolution
of 1848, the club revolutionaries were called 'Babouvists' and the
'Barbes party' as often as the}" were caUed after the man who had in
the meantime become their spiritual leader, Auguste Blanqui.
In Germany, Marx and Engels, working on the basis of the radical
Hegelian dialectic, arrived at a doctrine very similar to Blanquism.
The heirs of the bourgeoisie could only be their most radical counterpart, the proletarians, that intrinsic social product of the bourgeois
economy. Following the nowadays unjusdy despised socio-critical
' G. W. F. Hegel, Tlu Phu-phy q{Hismry, tnnS. J. Slbree (New York, 1956), p. 447.
As Sibree's translation ufthis passage leaves smnething robe desired, I have made my
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works of the socialists of the school of Owen, Fourier, and Saint·
Simon, they based this on economic·materialistic arguments, but
within materialism, by contrast, they argued in Hegelian fashion. The
modem proletariat, which for the Saint-Simonians had already played
the same role as the peasant had for the school of Rousseau in the
previous century, was wholly idealised in their theory, especially as
regards its historical potentialities, but also in its abilities and propensities. In this fashion, they arrived, despite their more thorough philosophical !raining, at the same political position as the Babouvist secret
leaguers. Partial revolution is utopian, only the proletarian revolution
is still possible, argued Marx in the Deutsch-franzOsische Jahrbucher
(see the essay, 'Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy
of Law'). 10 This position led directly to Blanquism.
In Gennany, manquism is viewed only as the theory of secret
leagues and the political putsch, as the doctrine of the launching of
revolution by a small, purposeful party acting in accordance with
well-laid plans. That view, however, stops short at externals and
applies, at most, to certain epigones ofBianquism. Blanquism is more
like the theory of a method; its method, on the other hand, is merely
the outcome, the product of its deeper, underlying political theory.
And this is quite simply the theory of the immeasurable creative
power of revolutionary political force and its manifestation, revolutionary expropriation. The method is partly a matter of circumstances. Where there is no freedom of association and of the press,
secret leagues are obviously appropriate; and where, in a revolutionary upheaval, the country is de facto governed by a central political
authority, as was the case in France until 1848, a putsch, insofar as
only certain experiences were taken into account, was less irrational
than the Germans seem to think.' To reject putschs does not therefore amount to liberating oneself from Blanquism. Nothing shows
this more clearly than the study of the relevant writings by Marx and
Engels from the time of the Communist League. Apart from the
rejection of putschs, they are penneated throughout with what is, in
the last analysis, a Blanquist or Babouvist spirit. In The Communilt
• For !he rerord of Blanquism includes not only failures but also some very significant
cernporary successes. "The proclamations of a republic in IIWS and 1870 were to a high
degree due to the inter.enlion of Blanquist social revoluliooaries. On !he other hand,
June 1848 and May 1811 were, in the final amlysis, Blanquist failures.
'" MECW, vol. Ill, pp. 175ff; MEW, vol. I, pp. 378ff.
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ManiftsJo, it is significant that of all socialist literature on1y the writings of Babeuf escape criticism; all that is said of them is that, in the
great Revolution, they 'expressed the demands of the proletariat',
in any case an anachronistic characterisation." The programme of
revolutionary action in the Manifesto is Blanquist through and
through. In The Class Struggles, in The Eighteenth Brnmaire, and particularly in the circular to the Communist League, the Blanquists are
presented as the proletarian party - 'the really proletarian party' says
the circular of June 1850 - a designation in no way based on the
social composition of this party but solely on its revolutionary character.1z The proletarian party of France, in 1848, was the workers
grouped around the Luxemburg. The same consideration determines
the party position on the warring factions within the Chartist camp.'
In the account of the course of events in France, in The Class Struggles
and in Bromaire, the masterly analysis of the forces actually at work
is interwoven with the already well developed legend of the Blanquists. But nowhere does the Blanquisl spirit find such sharp and
unconstrained expression as in the circular to the Communist League
of March 1850 with its exact instructions as to how the Conununists,
in the imminent re-eruption of the Revolution, must draw on every
possible resource to make this revolution 'pennanent'. 1J All theoretical insight into the nature of the modem economy, all knowledge of
the current state of the economic de\·elopment of Germany, which
was still far behind that of France at the time - Marx wrote of it
then that 'the struggle of the industrial worker against the industrial
bourgeois is only a partial fact'- all economic understanding vanishes
to nothing before a programme so illusory it could have been set up
by any run-of-the-mill dub revolutionary.' What Marx reproached
Willich and Schapper for six months later - that instead of real
conditions they made 'mere will into the driving force of the revolution'1•- was what he and Engels themselves proclaimed at that time.
llnder 'England' the cirrular state• with a certain satisfaction that the break between
the revolutionaries and the moderate group of Chartists was 'essentiall)· expedited by
the delegates of the (Communist) League'. lt is very doubtfol whether the complete
defeat of Chartism would have been avoided ..,ithout that brt:ak. But the satisfaction
ov<:r the happily achieved break is genuinely Blanquist.

" MECW. vol. VI, p. 514; MEW, vol. IV, p. 489.
"MECW, vol. X, p. 377; MEW, vol. VII, p. 312.
"MECW. vol. X, p. 281; MEW, vol. VII, pp. 247~8.
•• I can not find the rource of d!is reference.
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The requirements of modern economic life were totally disregarded,
and the relative strengths of classes and their state of development
were completely overlooked. Yet proletarian terrorism - which given
the state of things in Germany could only manifest itself as such
destructively and, therefore, from the first dav when it was set to
work in the specified fashion against bourgeois democracy its effect
was inevitably politically and economically reactionary - was extolled
as a miraculous force which was to propel the conditiom of production to that level of development perceived as the precondition for
the socialist transformation of society.
In criticising the circular, we should in fairness remember that it
y;as written in exile and at a time when the passions roused by the
victory of the reaction were running at their highest. This natural
excitement may well explain certain exaggerations with regard to the
inuninence of the revolutionary backlash- expectations which, by the
way, Mllrx and Engels very soon abandoned - as well as certain
extravagances of presentation, but it can not explain that glaring
opposition between programme and reality. This was not the product
of a passing mood - to excuse it in this fashion would be to do the
authors of the circular an historical injustice - it was the product of
an intellectual defect, of a dualism in their theory.
In the modern socialist movement, we can distinguish two main
streams which appear at various rimes in various guises and often in
opposition to one another. The one starts from the proposals for
reform worked out by socialist thinkers and is in the main aimed at
comtruaion; the other derives its inspiration from popular revolutionary upheavals and is in the main aimed at tkstnu:tion. According to
the possibilities inherent in the conditions of the time, the former
appears as utopian, sectarian, !Jea«folly evolutionary; the latter as ronspiraloriol, demagogic, temJristi(. The closer we get to the present, the
more clearly the slogans emerge, on the one side, as emancipation
through eamomic organisation, and on the other, as emancipation
through po!itiaJI expfri/Jriation. In earlier centuries, the first tendency
was represented for the most part only by isolated thinkers and the
latter by occasional popnlar movements. By the first half of this century, permanendy active groups were established on both sides; on
the one, the socialist sects as well as all manner of workers' associations, and on the other, revolutionary societies of every kind. There
was no lack of attempts to unite them, and the conflicts between
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them were not always absolute. So when The Communist Manifesto
claimed that the Fourierists of France reacted against the reformers
of the time, and the Owenites of England against the Chartists," that
is only completely true of the extremes on either side. The majority
of Owenites were entirely in favour of political reform - we need
only call to mind men like Lloyd }ones - but they opposed the cult
of force as promoted by the more radical Chartists - the 'physicaJ
force men' - and withdrew wherever the latter got the upper hand.
Similarly with the supporters ofFourier in France.
Marx's theory tried to combine the essentials of both streams.
From the revolutionaries it took the conception of the workers'
struggle for emancipation as a political class struggle, and from the
socialists it took the investigation into the economic and social preconditions for the emancipation of the workers. However, this combination was not a solution of the conflict but rather a compromise
like the one Engels suggested to the English socialists in The Condition
of the Working C/4ss; the subordination of the specifically socialist
element to the politicaJly radical social-revolutionary element.'" And
whatever further development Man::'s theory underwent later, it
retained at bottom the character of this compromise, that is, of dualism. It is here we should seek the explanation for the fact that Marxism repeatedly and at frequent intervals appears in a different guise.
These are not differences of a kind which, for any fighting party, are
produced as changing circumstances require changing tactics; they
are differences which appear spontaneously without any compelling
exremaJ necessity, merely as the product of inner contradictions.
Marxism has superseded Blanquism in just one respect, namely,
method. But in another respect, the overestimation of the creative
power of revolutionary force for the socialist transformation of
modem society, it has never completely freed itself from the Blanquist
point of view. The corrections it has introduced- for instance, tighter
centralisation of revolutionary power - concern form rather than
substance.
In the article from which we took a few sentences as a motto at
the head of this chapter, and in which Proudhon, in his own way,
predicts the June battle almost to the day, he reproaches the Paris
workers who had been influenced in and by the clubs with the fact
"MECW, vol. VI, p. 517; MEW, vol. IV, p. 492.
" MECW. vol IV, pp. 524ft; MEW, vol. ll, pp. 450fT.
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that, as the economic revolution of the nineteenth century is fundamentally different from that of the eighteenth century, the traditions
of 1793, which were incessandy preached to them in the clubs, were
in no way appropriate to the conditions of the time. The Terror of
1793, he explains, in no way threatened the living conditions of the
overwhehning maBs of the population. In the year 1848, however, the
reign of terror would see two large classes in collision with one
another. As both were dependent on the circulation of products and
the reciprocity of relations, the collision between them would mean
the ruin of all.
It was expressed with Proudhonistic exaggeration, but considering
the economic structure of France at the time, it hit the nail on the
head.
In France in 1789-94, more than nine-tenths of production and
exchange was limited to local markets; thanks to the low differentiation of the economy in rura1 areas, the internal national market
played a very subordinate role. So far as the industrial classes were
conceml:d, the Terror did indeed ruin individuals and occasionally
certain local industries, but however severe it was it affected national
economic life only very indirectly. No section of the classes engaged
in production and commerce was as such threatened by it; the country
was thus able to endure it for a considerable period, and the wounds
which it inflicted on the country were quicldy healed. In the year
1848, by contrast, the uncertainty into which the composition of the
provisional government and the emergence and conduct of the seemingly all-powerful clubs threw the business world meant increasing
closures of business enterprises and paralysis of trade and commerce.
Each aggravation of this state of affairs and each day it was prolonged
meant yet further ruin, yet more unemployment, and threatened the
whole business population of the towns, and to some extent also that
of the open countryside, with enormous losses. There could be no
question of a socio-politieal expropriation of large and small capitalist
heads of production; industry was not sufficiently developed for such
a move, and no organisations which could take their place were available. It would only have been possible to replace one individual with
some other individual, or with a group of individuals, which would
have done nothing to change the social composition of the country
or to improve the condition of the economy. Experienced business
managers would have been replaced by newcomers with all the weak-
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nesses of dilettantism. In short, a policy modelled on the Terror of
1793 would have been the most senseless and futile imaginable; and
because it was senseless, it was more than merely silly to don the
costumes and to revive and surpass the language of 1793. Precisely
because a political revolution was in progress, this policy was a crime
for which thousands of workers would soon enough have w atone
with their lives, and further thousands with their liberty. For all its
grotesque exaggerations, the warning of the 'petty~bourgeois' Proud~
hon therefore evinced a degree of insight and moral courage, in the
midst of the Saturnalia of revolutionary bombast, which placed him
politically high above the literati, artists, and other bourgeois bohemi~
ans who draped themselves in the 'proletarian~revolurionary' mande
and yearned for new Prairials. Almost simultaneously, Marx and
Proudhon- the former in The Class Struggles, the latter in The Confes~
sions ofa Rroo/utionary- described the course of the February Revolution as an historical process in which each major episode represented
a defeat for the revolution. However, unlike Proudhon, Marx saw the
revolutionary progress precisely in the initiation of the counter~
revolution. Only in combat with the latter, he wrote, will the party of
17
overthrow mature into a reaDy revolutionary party. Marx quickly
realised that he had deceived himself in estimating the time involvedfor here it is a question of revolutionary in the political sense - but
he seems never to have recognised fully the error of principle on
which this supposition is based, and neither did Engels expose it in
his preface to The Class Struggles.
Time and again Marx and Engels started by presupposing a revolution which, whatever the changes in its content, would in fonn follow
a course similar to the revolutions of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. That is to say, a progressive, radical bourgeois party would
first take the helm with the revolutionary workers as a criticising and
propelling force behind it. \\'hen it had run its course, a yet more
radical bourgeois or petty-bourgeois party would probably emerge
until the road to the socialist revolution had been completely levelled
and the moment had come for the seizure of power by the revolution·
ary party of the proletariat. just as this thought finds expression in
the circular of March 1850, so it reappears very clearly in 1887 in
the preface to Revelations on the Communist TriJI/ which says that in
" MECW, vol X, p. 47; MEW, vol. VII, p. 11.
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Germany in the next European upheaval, 'petty bourgeois democracy
... must mtainly be the first to come to powe-1. 11 The 'certainly' here
was not so much the result of an objective evaluation as an indication
of the course of development considered necessary for the successful
rule of Social Democracy. Statements made by Engels orally and in
his letters leave no room for doubt on this point. And indeed, once the
presuppositions are granted, this train of thought is entirely rational.
However, it is precisely the presuppositions that are open toques·
tion. All the indications are that, in advanced European countries, a
political revolution which would initially bring a radica1 bourgeois
party to power is a thing of the past. Modem revolutions have the
tendency to put the most radical of all possible political combinations
at the helm from the very beginning. This was already the case in
France in 1848. The provisional government at that time was the
most radical of the even temporarily possible governments of France.
Even Blanqui realised this, and for that reason, on 26 February, he
vehemently opposed the intention of his followers to disperse the
'treasonable government' and replace it with a genuinely revolution·
ary one. Likewise, on 15 .!lvlay, when the revolutionary populace,
having invaded the chamber, proclaimed a government consisting of
him and other revolutionaries and socialists, he made no attempt to
establish himself in the town hall, unlike the 'chivalrous' enthusiast
Barbes, but went quietly home. His political keen-sightedness tri·
umphed over his revolutionary ideology. Just as in 1848, so it went
with the proclamation of the republic in 1870; the Blanquists forced
the proclamation of the republic, but onJy bourgeois radicals took
pan in the government. By contrast, in March 1871, when under the
influence of Blanquist social revolutionaries it came to a rebellion
against the government established by the national assembly, and the
Commune was proclaimed, a different phenomenon emerged: the
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois radicals withdrew, leaving the field
and the political responsibility to the socialists and revolutionaries.
All the indications are that any uprising in the advanced countries
in the near future will take this fonn. The bourgeois classes in these
countries are no longer in the slightest degree revolutionary, and the
working class is already too powerful to be able to confine itself to
critical opposition after a victorious uprising which it has won for
" MESW, vol. 11, p. 353; MEW, vol. XXI, p. 220.
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itself. Particularly in Germany, the progress of party development up
till now means that on the day after a revolution anything but a
Social Democratic government would be an impossibility. A purely
bourgeois radical government would not last a day, and a compromise
government composed of bourgeois democrats and socialists would,
for all practical purposes, mean either that a couple of the fanner
were included as decoration in a socialist government or that Social
Democracy had surrendered to bourgeois democracy. At a time of
revolution, this is surely a most improbable combination.
We may safely assume that considerations of this ldnd came into
play when Engels, in the preface to The Class Struggles, extolled universal suffrage and parliamentary activity with unprecedented
emphasis as means to the emancipation of the workers and dismissed
the idea of seizing politicaJ power by revolutionary assaults.'"
That was a further rejection of Blanquist, albeit modernised Blanquist, ideas. But the question is nonetheless examined exclusively
with reference to its importance for Social Democra<.-y as a political
party. The poor prospect for future uprisings of conscious minorities
is demonstrated on the grounds of changed military and strategic
conditions; and the participation of the masses, enlightened as to the
character of the complete transformation of the social order to be
taken in hand, is stressed as an unavoidable precondition for implementing this transformation. However, that covers only the ext1!1'1U1l
means and the will, the ideology. The material basis of the socialist
revolution remains unexamined; the old formula, 'appropriation of
the means of production and exchange', reappears unchanged; there
is not a single word to indicate that, or whether, anything at all has
been altered in the economic preconditions for the transformation of
the means of production into state property by means of a great
revolutionary act. Only the h1JJ1! of winning political power is revised;
as regards the prusible economic utilisation of political power, the old
doctrine derived from 1793 and 1796 is retained.
Wholly in accordance with this conception, Marx, in 1848 in The
Closs Struggles, had written: 'Public credit and private credit are the
economic thermometer by which the intensity of a revolution can be
measured. The more they folL the more the fertJ()ur and generative power
of the revolution rise."JJ An authentic Hegelian proposition and one
" MESW, ml. I, pp. 118fT; MEW, vol. XXII, pp. 509fT.
"'MECW, wl. X, p. 59; MEW, vo! VII, p. 2.3.
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most illuminating to all minds nourished on a Hegelian diet. However, there is always a point at which ardour ceases to be productive
and operates only as a destructive and devastating force. As soon as
that point is passed, retrogression rather than progression sets in ~
the reverse of the original purpose. It is on this that the Blanquist
tactic has a1ways foundered in history, even when it was initially
victorious. Here, not in the putsch theory, is its weakest point, and
it is precisely here that it has never been criticised from the Marxist
side.
This is no coincidence. For here criticism of Blanquism would
have become self-criticism of Marxism - self-criticism not just of a
few superficialities but of very substantial components of its theoretical structure. Above all, as we see here again, of its dialectic. Every
time we see the doctrine which proceeds from the economy as the
basis of historicaJ development capitulate before the theOI)" which
stretches the cult of force to its limits, we find a Hegelian principle.
Perhaps onJ~. as an analog)', but that makes things worse. The great
illusion of Hegelian dialectic is that it is never entirely in the wrong.
It squints towards the truth like a will-o'-the-wisp towards the light.
It does not contradict itself because, on its own account, everything
carries its contradiction within itself. Is it a contradiction to put force
in the place so recendy occupied by the economy? Oh no it isn't,
because force is itself 'an economic power'!
No sensible person will deny the relative correcmess of the latter
proposition. But if we raise the question as to how and when force
as an economic power operates in such a way as to achieve the desired
result, then the Hegelian dialct1ic leaves us in the lurch; then we
have to deal with concrete facts and precisely - 'metaphysically' defined concepts, if we are not to commit the grossest blunders. The
logical somersaults of Hegelianism have a shimmer of radicality and
wit about them. Like the will-o'-thc-wisp, it shows us the prospects
ahead in uncertain outline. But as soon as we choose our path in
reliance upon it, we invariably land in the swamp. The great things
Marx and Engels achieved were achieved not because of Hegelian
dialectic bu1 in spite of it. \\-ben, on the other hand, they heedlessly
passed over the grossest errors of Blanquism, it is primarily the Hegelian dement in their own theory that is to blame.
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The economic development of modern society

(a) Remarks on the meaning of Marx's theory of

value
And from this, incidentally, follows the moral that at times there
is a drawback to the popular demand of the workers for 'the full
proceeds of labour.'
Engels, Anti-Diikrintf
As we have seen, surplus value is, ac(ording to Marx's theory, the
pivot of a capitalist society's economy. But to understand surplus
value we must first know what value is. Marx's acmunt of the nature
and course of development of capitalist society therefore begins with
the analysis of value.
Ac,ording to Marx, the value of commodities in modem society
consists in the socially necessary labour expended upon them, measured by time. However, this measure of value necessitates a number
of abstractions and reductions. To begin with, pure exchange value
must be developed, that is, abstracted from the particular use value
of indh-idual commodities. Then, in forming the concept of general
or abstract human labour, we must set aside the peculiarities of particular kinds of labour (reducing higher or complex labour to simple
or abstract labour). Then, in order to get the socially necessary labour
time as the measure of the value of labour, we must set aside differences in the diligence, ability, and equipment of individual workers;
and further, when we come to convert value into market value or
price, we must set aside the socially necessary labour time required
for the particular commodities taken separately. But even the labour
value thus derived requires yet another abstraction. In a developed
capitalist society, commodities, as has already been mentioned, are
sold not at their individual values but at the cost of production, that
' MECW, vol. XXV, p. 187; MF.W, vol. XX, p. 187.
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is, the actual cost price, plus an average proportional rate of profit,
the level of which is determined by the ratio of the total value of social
production to the total wage of the human labour power expended in
production, exchange, etc., ground rent having been deducted from
the total value of social production and account having been taken
of the distribution of capital into industrial, commercial, and bank
capital.
So far as individual commodities or categories of commodities are
concerned, value is thus bereft of all concrete content and becomes
a purely mental construct. But what becomes of'surplus value' under
these circumstances? According to .\1arx's theory, it consists in the
difference between the labour value of products and the payment for
the labour porver expended in their production by the workers. It is
therefore clear that, as soon as labour value can claim validity only
as an intellectual fonnula or scientific hypothesis, surplus value
becomes all the more a mere formula, a fonnula which rests on a
hypothesis.
As is well known, Friedrich Engels, in an essay posthumously pub·
lished in Die Neue Zrit (1895-6), pointed out a solution to the prob·
1
!em through a historical consideration of the process. According to
this essay, the law of value did actually have direct validity, did actu·
ally directly govern the exchange of commodities in the period of
commodity exchange preceding the capitalist economy. As long as
the means of production belong to the producers themselves, be it a
matter of natura1 communities exchanging their surplus product or
of self·employed farmers and craftsmen bringing their products to
market, it is the labour value of these products about which their
price oscillates. But as capital - initially as commercial capital and
merchant's capital, then as manufacturing capital, and finally as big
industrial capital - inserts itself between the actua1 producer and the
consumer, labour value increasingly vanishes from the surface, and
the price of production comes to the fore. The above·mentioned
abstractions are intellectual reiterations of processes which have tak.en
place in history and which even today produce after-effects and in
fact recur in certain cases and in certain forms. Labour value remains
a reality, even if it no longer directly governs the movement of prices.
Engels seeks to demonstrate this in detail from economic history,
''Wengeootz und Profitrate', NZ, 14, 1 (1895--ii), 6--11 and 37--44.
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with reference to a passage in the third volume of Capital.' But however brilliantly he exposes the rise and development of the rate of
profit, the article lacks compelling demonstrative force precisely
where it deals with the question of value. According to Engels's
account, Marx's law of value is supposed to have prevailed generally
as an economic law for between five and seven thousand years, from
when the exchange of products as commodities began (in Babylonia,
Egypt, etc.) until the advent of capitalist production. In the self-same
volume of Die Neue Zeit, Panus raised some telling objections to this
view by pointing to a number of facts (feudal relationships, undifferentiated agriculture, guild and other monopolies) which hindered the
formation of a general exchange value based on the labour time of
the producers: It is quite clear that exchange based on labour value
cannot he a general rule as long as production for exchange, the
utilisation of excess labour, etc., is only a secondary feature of the
economic unit, and as long as the circumstances in which the producers take part in the exchange are fundamentally different. The problem of labour constituting exchange value, and thus the problem of
value and surplus va1ue, is no clearer at that economic stage than it
is today.
But what was more clearly evident at that stage than it is today is
the fact of surplus labour. \\ben surplus labour was performed in
antiquity and in the l\.1.iddle Ages, there was no deception about it;
it was not obscured by any representation of value. When the slaw
had to produce for exchange, he was a simple surplus labour machine;
the serf and the bondsman performed surplus labour in the open
form of compulsory service and taxes in kind, for example, tithes.
The journeyman attached to a guildmaster could easily see what his
work cost his master, and how much he charged his customer for it.'
This transparency of the relationship between the wage of labour and
the price of commodities persists even on the threshold of the capitalist era. Many passages that surprise us in the political-economic
• Even nowadays surplus labour appears undisguised wherever pre-capitalist methods of
indusoy have survived into modem times. The employee of a snuill builder who performs a piece of work for a cuswmer knows quite well that his hour's wage is ;;o much
less than the price which the master puts in his account for tbe hour's work done. The
~ame is true for the tailor or gardener, etc., who carries out orders for individual
customers.

'Cap1ial m, pp. 1,037ff.
• P..., 'Der Tenninhan.Jel und die Getreideprtise', NZ, 14, 1 (1895-6), 71&-.-22.
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literature of that time, passages about surplus labour and labour as
the sole begetter of wealth, are thus explained. What now appears to
us to be the product of profound obsen'ation was at the time almost
a commonplace. It never occurred to the rich of that epoch to represent their wealth as the fruit of their own labour. At the beginning of
the manufacturing period, the increasingly widespread theory of
labour as the measure of (e"change) value certainly starts from the
conception of labour as the sole be getter of wealth and still thinks of
value in \·ery concrete tenns; but it does more to confuse than to
clarify conceptions of surplus labour. How, on the basis of these
conceptions, Adam Smith later represented profit and ground rent
as deductions from labour value, how Ricardo further elaborated this
idea, and how socialists rurned it against the bourgeois economy, we
can gather from Marx himself.
However, already in Adam Smith, labour value is conceived as an
abstraction from given realities. It is real in the full sense of the
tenn only in 'that early and rode state of society' which precedes the
accumulation of capital and the appropriation of land, and also in
backward industries. In the capitalist world, by contrast, profit and
rent are, for Smith, constituent elements of value in addition to
labour, that is wages; and labour value serves him onJy as a 'concept'
to disclose the distnbution of the products of labour, that is, the fact
of surplus !abour.l
It is, in principle, no different in Marx's system. Marx certainly
clings more firmly than Smith to the concept of labour value, which
he conceives in a stricter but also more abstract fashion. However,
while Man:ists, including the present author, believed that a point of
fundamental importance for the system was the passionately discussed question as to whether the attribute of 'socially necessary labour
time' related only to the manner in which the commodities in question
were produced or also to the relation between the quantity of these
goods produced and effective demand, a solution already lay completed in Marx's desk. It gave a quite different complexion to this
and other questions, and moved it into a different area and onto a
different plane. The value of individual commodities or kinds of
commodity now becomes quite secondary, since commodities are sold
' Adam Smith, An lnquif)· inUJ life Nlllurt and Caw;ts of 1/u Wealth of l\'atiolu, book I,
cb.apter vi. Bemstein seems to have misunderstood Smith's argument. Smith was arguing thor profir and rent are component pans of prices, not values.
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at their productio n price - cost of production plus rate of profit.
What takes first place is the value of the total production of sodety and
the surplus of this vaJue over the sum total of the wages of the working
class, that is, not the individual but the m tire social surplus value. What
the totality of workers at a given moment produces over and above
the portion which they themselves receive constitutes the social surplus value, the surplus value of soda] production, which individual
capitalists share in approximately equal proportion according to the
capital they have invested. However, this surplus product is re31ised
only insofar as total productio n corresponds to total demand, that is,
the ability of the market to absorb it. From this point of view, that
is, taking production as a wlwle, the value of every single kind of
commodity is detennin ed by the labour time which was necessary to
produce it under nonnal conditions of production and in that quantity
which the market, that is, the whole community regarded as consumers, can absorb at that time. Now, in reality there is no measure
for the total demand at any given time for precisely the commodities
under consideration; and so value conceived as above is a purely
abstract entity, no less than the marginal utility value of the school
ofGosse n,Jevons , and BOhm-Bawerk.' Both are based on real relations, but both are built up on abstractions.'

'

lind an interesting attetnpt to give labour •·alue a more concrete content, or to
transform it into a theoretically measurable quantity, in Leo von Buch's book, /ntmsity
of Labour, VahK, and the Pri« of C.mmoditm (Leipzig, Duncker & Humblot, 1896).
The author, who was dearly not aware of the third volume of Capital when he composed
his work, oonstructli as the measure of the amoum of labour \alue the margiMI i~~temity
oflabour, a product of the relationship of the daily hours worked to the eight-hour day
and !he relationship of the actual wage to the v.alue of !he prodUCI of the labour (the
rate of explnitation). The shorter the working day and !he lower the rate of exploitation,
m~ higher !he iruensity of labour and hence !he laJ>our value of !he product. Acwrdingly, Buch tells us, no exploitation takes place on the basis of labour v.alue. This come.s
only from the relationship of labour value to the market value of the product, which is
!he basis of the price, whkh Buch ealls the aurummt wiw:, rejecting the term exchange
value because it it meaningless nowadays where nothing is exchanged.
However smmge the theory seems at first glance, it has one point in irs faVI>ur:
because Buch makes a fundamental distinction between labovr value and market value,
he avoids any conceptual dualism and is able to develop the fonner in a purer and
more rigorous fashion. The only questfon is whether it was not an anll'dplltion to bring
the latter 'value' into the determination of labour value. \\bu Buch wanred to do,
namely, to give labour value as opposed to market value a phJ$Wiogica/ basis. could also
w~

' H. H. Gossenand W. S.jevons were (together with C. Menger and L. Walras) responsible for developing the marginal utility thwry ohalue. E. von BOhm-Bawerk el<tended
the !hwry, but be also used it to combat the growing influence of Mandsm.
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Such abstractions are, naturally, unavoidable in the treannent of
complex phenomena. How far they are admissible depends entirely
on the substance and the purpose of the investigation. To begin with,
it is just as permissible for Marx to disregard the characteristics of
commodities to the point where they are ultimately nothing but
embodiments of a quantity of simple human labour as it is for the
school of Jevons and BOhm-Bawerk to abstract from conunodities aU
their characteristics except utility. But either abstraction is admissible
only for specific purposes of demonstration, and the propositions
based upon them are valid only within defined limits.
However, although there is no reliable yardstick for the total
demand for any particular kind of commodity at any one time, practical experience shows that within certain periods of time the demand
and supply of all commodities approximately equalise themselves.
Practical experience fwther shows that only a pan of the community
takes an active part in the production and distnbution' of commodities, while another part consists of people who enjoy either an
unearned income or an income from services not direcdy connected
with production. So, a significandy larger number of people is supported by the labour of those employed in production than is actively
engaged in it. Moreover, income statistics show that the strata not
engaged in production appropriate a much greater share of the total
product than their numerical relationship to the productively active
part might suggest. The surplus labour of the latter is an empirical
fact demonstrable from experience and requiring no deductive proof.
Whether or not Man's theory of value is rorrect has no bearing whatsoever
on the demrmstration ofsurplus labour. It is in this respect not a demonstrative argument but merely a meam of analysis and illustration.
So if, in the analysis of commodity production, Marx suggests that
be acc<>mplished if he direaly included the wage actually paid as a fact<>r in the assessment. However Man drnws attention t<> this, which the relation of labour value to the
wage fundamentally disaDows, in the passage in the chapter 'The Labour Process and
the Val<>rization Pro<..-...-s.~'. where he says: 'This power (labour pnwer) being of higher
value, il expresses i!Self in labour of a higher sort, and theref<>re becomes objectified,
during an equal amourn of time, in proportionally higher values' (vol. l, 2nd edn,
p. 1S6).' Buch 's treatise, of which only the first port has appeared and which I will keep
in reserve for a more thorough trearmeut on a suitable oe<;asion, strikes me as being
the product of no mean analytical mind and a noteworthy contribution to a probl~m
that has by no means b«u completely solved.
' This is preferable to the misleading tenu 'distribution'.
1

Capilal I, p. 305.
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individual commodities are sold at their value, he is using a particular
case to illustrate the process which, in his own view of the matter, is
actually exhibited only by production taken as a whole. The labour
time spent on the totality of conunodities is, in the sense previously
indicated, their social value! And if even this social value is not
fully realised - because depredation of commodities is constantly
occurring due to partial overproduction - it has in principle no bearing on the fact of social surplus value or surplus product. Its quantitative growth will, from time to time, be modified or slowed down,
but there i!' no question of its standing still, much less of a quantitative decrease in any modem state. The surplus product is increasing
everywhere; but the ratio of its increase to the increase of wagescapital is, at present, declining in the most advanced countries.
The fact that Marx applies this formula for the value of the totality
of commodities to single commodities in itself indicates that, for him,
the development of surplus value occurs exclusively in the sphere of
production, where it is the industrial wage-labourer who produces it.
All other active elements in modem economic life are subsidiary to
production and indirectly help to raise the surplus value when, as for
example merchants, bankers, etc. or their staff, they relieve industrial
enterprise of work it would otherwise have to do and thus reduce its
costs. Wholesale dealers etc. with their employees are merely the
transformed and differentiated clerks etc. of the industrialists, and
their profits are the transformed and concentrated costs of the latter.
The wage-earning employees of these merchants certainly create surplus value for them, but no social surplus va1ue. For the profit of their
employers together with their own wages is a deduction from the surplus value produced by industry. However, this deduction is smaller
in proportion than it was before the differentiation of functions under
consideration, or than it would be without it. This differentiation only
renders possible the development of production on a large scale and
' 'This is in fact dte law of value ... that not only is no more labour-time devoted to
each individual commodity than is necessary, but out of the total social Labour-time

only the proportionate quantiey needed is devoted to the various types of commodity.
U•e-valu~ Hill rem4irts" ronditilm ... The social need, that is, IM use-valut on the srKial
smlt, here appears decisive for the quota of total social labour-time thon falls to lhe
share of !he various particular spheres of production' (Capital Ill, 2, pp. 176-7).' This
sentence alone makes it impossible to dismiss the theory of Gossen and Bohm with •
few condescending phrases.
' Capikil DJ, p. 774.
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the acceleration of the turnover of industrial capital. Like the division
of labour generally, it increases the productivity of indusnial capital,
or rather, that of the labour directly employed in industry.
This brief recapitulation of the exposition of mercantile capital
(from which, again, banking capital is to be differentiated) and of
mercantile profit as set forth in the third volume of Capital will suffice.
It makes clear the narrow limits within which the labour that creates
surplus value is conceived in Marx's system. The mercantile functions mentioned, as well as others not discussed here, are by their
nature indispensable to the social life of modem times. Their forms
can, and undoubtedly will, be changed; but they themselves will
remain, as long as mankind does not dissolve into small selfcontained communities, in which they might then be either abolished
or reduced to a minimum. However, in the theory of value relevant
to contemporary society, the entire outlay for these functions appears
as a deduction from surplus value, partly as 'costs' and partly as an
integral component of the rate of exploitation.
There is a certain arbitrariness in the evaluation of functions in
which we assume, not an actual community, but an artificially constructed and collectively managed community. This is the key to all
obscurities in the theory of value. It is to be understood only with
the help of this model. We have seen that surplus value can be
conceived as a reality only if the economy as a whole is assumed.
Marx did not get around to finishing the chapter on classes, which
is so important to his theory. ln it, it would have been shown with
the utmost clarity that labour value is absolutely nothing other than
a key, a mental construct like the atom endowed with a soul.' This
' We know that we think and we also know prett}' well in what way we think. But we will
never know how it comes about that we think, how consciousness is fonned from
external impressions, from the stimulation of the nerves or from changes in the cODditlon and inuraction of the atoms of our brain. Attemprs h""" been made to explain it
by ascribing to the atom a certain degree of potential consciousness, of animate exisl;etla
in the sense of the monad theocy. But that is a thought construct, an assumption, 10
which we are forced by our mauner of reasoning and our need for a uni~ed corn:eption
of the world.
An article in which I drew attention to this fact and remarked that pure materialism
is, in the end, idealism gave Georg Plekhanov a welcome opportunity, in Im N~ Ztit
(no. #, vol. XYI, pan 11), 10 accuse me of ignoranu in general and of a complet:e lack
of understanding with regard to the philosophical views of Engels in particular. I will
not go into the manner in whkh the above-named arbitrarily relates my words to thing!;
that I did not in aD}' way touch upon I will only note th.llt hi!! article ends with a report
that, one d.a); Plekhan"" asked Engd<;: 'So do you think old Spinoza was right wben
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key, employed by the master hand of Marx, led to a disclosure and
exposition of lhe mechanism of capitalist economy, which is more
penetrating, logical, and lucid lhan anything hitherto achieved. However, beyond a certain point it fails to work and has therefore become
fatal to nearly every one of Marx's disciples.
The labour lheory of value is misleading above all in that it appears
again and again as a yardstick for the exploitation of the worker
.by the capitalist, an error furthered by, amongst other things, the
characterisation of the rate of surplus value as the rate of exploitation.
It is evident from the foregoing that it fails as such a yardstick, even
if one starts from society as a whole and compares the sum total of
the wages of labour wilh lhe sum total of other income. The theory
of value no more provides a criterion for the justice or injustice of
the distribution of the produce of labour than does atomic theory for
the beauty or ugliness of a piece of sculpture. Nowadays, indeed, we
find the best-placed workers, members of the 'labour aristocracy',
he said that thqugkt and (Xtml are nothing but two attributes of one ~nd the same
substance?' And Engels replied: 'Of course, old Spinoza was quite right"
Now, for Spinoza, the substance to which he ascribed these two attnbutes is God.
At least, Gu<l "" i<lentilicd with uature, on account of which Spinoza wa•, alread}· very
early on, denounced as ha>-ing denied God and his philosoph)· was accused of being
atheistical, whereas formally it appears to be pantheistic. This, however, is only disguised atheism for those who maintain the doctrine of a perwn.il God standing apart
from nature. Spinoza arrived at the concept of !he infinite substance, God, »~th the
usual ataibutes, and others not precise]}" ~>pecified, by purely speculari,·e means; for
him, systematic thought and hcing were identical. To that extent he concurred with
various materialisl5, but he himself could be called a representative of philosophical
materialism only by dint of a complete])· arbitTary meaning of the word. If we are to
mean anything definite at all by materialism, then it must be the doctrine that matter
is !he ultinwte and only ground of things. But Spinoza expressly described his substance,
God, as in~ Anyone is free to be a Spinozist, but then he is not a materialist.
I know that, in Ludwig Fntnlmch, Engels gives two definitions of materialism which
arc different from the above: first, all those who asswne nature to be primary are
claimed for materialism, and then those who 'sacrifice every idealist crotchet which
could not be brought into harmony with the facts conceived in their own and not in a
fantDStic interconnection'." These definitions give the term materialism so broad a
meaning that it forfeilll all precision and embraces some very antimatcrialistk views. [!
is manifest again and apin, .and Plekbanov unwittingly confinns it, that rigid insistence
on the term 'materialist' is roored more in political than in scientific reasons. Whoewr
dotS not swear by thinking matter is under suspicion of political heresy; that is the
moral of his article. How will! ever sunive this llllilthema?
'G. Plekhanov, &ltmd Philo•IJfrhiC41 Wart. (Lawrence & Wishan, London, 1976), vol.

ll, p. 339.
"MESW, vol. 11, p. 386; MEW, vol. XXI, p. 292.
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precisely in those trades with a very high rate of surplus value and
the most infamously exploited workers in those with a very low rate.
A scientific basis for socialism or communism can not be built just
on the fact that the wage labourer does not receive the full value of
the product of his labour. In the preface to The Prmerty of Philosophy,
Engels writes; 'Marx, therefore, never based his communist demands
on this, but upon the inevitable collapse of the capitalist mode of
production which is daily taking place before our eyes to an ever
greater degree.' 11
Let us see how things stand in this regard.

(b) The distribution of income in modern society
Accumulation therefore presents itself on lhe one hand as
increasing concentration , .. and on the other hand as repu1sion
of many individual capitals from one another.
Marx, Capital, 4th edn., p. 590
Surplus nlue is, according to Marx's theory, the fotum of capitalists.
The capitalist must produce surplus value in order to make a profit,
but he can draw surplus value on1y from living labour. In order to
secure the market against his competitors, he must snive to reduce
the costs of production and, if he can not lower wages, then he must
achieve it by raising the productivity of labour, that is, by improving
machinery and saving human labour power. However, in saving
human labour power he puts surplus value-producing labour out of
commission and thus kills the goose that lays the golden egg. The
consequence is a gradually accomplished decrease in the rate of profit
which, though temporarily impeded by counteracting circumstances,
will always reassert itsel[ Here is another inner antagonism of the
capitalist mode of production. The rate of profit is the incentive for
the productive use of capital. If it falls below a certain point, the
motive for productive enterprise b weakened, especially as regards
new capital which enters the market as an offshoot of the accumulated
masses of capital. Capital itself proves to he a barrier to capitalist
production. The continued development of production is interrupted.
Whilst, on the one hand, every active capital seeks to preserve and
" Preface to first German edition of Man's The Povmy of PhiWsophy (London, \954), p.
11; MEW, vol. XXI, p.17S.
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increase its amount of profit by means of feverish productive exertion,
on the other hand, stagnation in the expansion of production sets in.
This is only the counterpan of the processes which, through relative
overproduction, lead to crisis in the market of use-values. Overproduction of commodities simultaneously manifests itself as the overproduction of capital. In the one as in the other, crises bring about a
temporary adjusnnent. Colossal depreciation and destruction of capital take place, and, under the sway of stagnation, a portion of the
working class must accept a reduction of wages to below the average,
since an increased reserve army of superfluous hands stands at the
disposal of capital in the labour market After a while, the conditions
for renewed profitable invesunent of capital are thus established, and
the dance can begin again, but with the inner antagonism described
above on a higher level of the scale: greater centralisation of capital,
greater concentration of enterprises, increased rate of exploitation.
Now, is all this correct?
Yes and no. It is correct, above all, as a tendency, The forces
described exist, and they operate in the given direction. And the
processes ue also taken from reality. The fall in the rate of profit is
a fact, the occurrence of overproduction and crises is a fact, periodic
destruction of capital is a fact, the concentration and centralisation
of industrial capital is a fact, and the increase in the rate of surplus
value is a fact. So far, the account remains, in principle, unshaken.
If the picture does not agree with reality, then it is not because
anything false has been said but because what is said is incomplete.
Factors which have a limiting effect on the antagonisms described
are either completely ignored in Man: or are, though dealt with here
and there, later abandoned when the established facts are summed
up and compared, so that the social effect of the antagonisms appears
much stronger and direct than it is in reality.
Thus in the first volume of Capital (chapter 23, section 2}, Marx
speaks of the funnation of investors of capital through division
('repulsion of many individual capitals from one another'} and
remarks that, in consequence of such divisions, the number of capitalists 'grows to a greater or lesser extent' with the accumulation of
capital (4th edn, p. 589). 1 ~ However, in his subsequent account, this
growth in the number of capitalists is completely ignored, and even
ll

C.p.ial I, p. 776.
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joint-stock companies are dealt with only under the perspective of
the concentration and centralisation of capital So far as the above
'to a greater or lesser extent' is concerned, the case appears to be
closed. At the end of the first volume, there is talk only of the 'constant decrease in the number of capitalist magnates', 13 and in this
respect the third ''olume is, in principle, no different. In the treatment
of the rate of profit and of mercantile capital, facts are indeed mentioned which point to the splitting up of capital, but without being
brought to bear on our point. The reader gets the impression that
the number of ov.ners of capital is constantly declining, if not absolutely then relatively to the growth of the working class. In Social
Democracy, accordingly, the notion is prevalent, or at least constantly
suggests itself, that concentration of industrial entrepreneurs runs
parallel with the concentration of wealth.
That is, however, by no means the case. By virtue of its form the
joint-stock company tends to be a very significant counterweight to
the centralisation of wc:alth through the centralisation of business
enterprises. It pennits an e.ttensive division of already concentrated
capital and makes it wmecessary for individual magnates to appropriate capital for the purpose of concentrating business enterprises.
AJthough non -socialist economists have used this fact to present
social conditions in a falsely favourable light, this is no reason for
socialists to conceal it or to explain it away. The point is, rather, to
understand the true extent and significance of the fact.
Unfortunately, there is a general lack of statistical evidence for the
acrual distribution of the original shares, preference shares, etc., of
the joint-stock companies which nowadays loom so large, because in
most countries they are anonymous (i.e.,like other paper money, they
can change owners without formalities); whereas in England, where
shares registered by name predominate and lists of the shareholders
thus established can be inspected by anyone in the State Registry
Office, the compilation of more exact statistics of shareholders is a
gigantic task on which no one has yet ventured. We can only make
a rough estimate of their number on the basis of certain research
done on individual companies. Still, in order to show how very deceptive are the ideas advanced on this subject, and how the most modem
" Ibid., p. 929.
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and crass form of capitalist centralisation, the 'trust', has in fact an
effect on the disnibution of wealth which is quite different from what
it seems to outsiders, I give a few figures, which can be easily verified.
The English Sewing Thread Trust, formed about a year ago, numbers no less than 12,300 shareholders. Of these there were:
1,200 marks average capital
6,000 owners of original shares
4,500 owners of preference shares 3,000 marks average capital
6,300 marks average capital
1,800 owners of debentures
The trust of fine~cotton spinners also had a respectable number
of shareholders, namely 5,454:
6,000 marks average capital
2, 904 owners of original shares
1,870 OWners of preference shares 10,000 marks average capital
26,000 marks average capital
680 owners of debentures
Something similar holds for the Cotton Trust of]. and P. Coates!
The shareholders in the Great Manchester Ship Canal amount in
round figures to 40,000, those in the large provisions company ofT.
Lipton to 74,262! A department store recently cited as an example
of the concentration of capita1, Spiers and Pond in London with a
total capital of 26 million marks, has 4,650 shareholders, of whom
there are only 550 whose shareholding exceeds lO,OOCl marks. These
are a few examples of the splitting up of wealth in centralised enterprises. Now, obviously, not all shareholders are capitalists to any
noteworthy degree, and often one and the same big capitalist appears
as a small shareholder in all manner of companies. But nevertheless
the number of shareholders and their average holding of shares have
seen a rapid growth. Altogether the number of shareholders in England is estimated at considerably more than a million, and that does
not appear extravagant if one considers that in the year 1896 alone
the number of joint-stock compatlles in the Utllted Kingdom ran to
over 21,223 with a paid-up capital of 22,290 million marks, which
moreover does not include foreign enterprises not negotiated in England itself, government stocks, etc.'
This distribution of national wealth, which in a large number of
In ~H these trusts, the original owners of the combined fac10ries themselves had to tale
up a portion of the shares. These are not included in the tables given.
' At present, English capiwi invested abroad is estimated at 43 billion marks and i!S
average annual growth at I H million!
f
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cases we can call the national surplus product, is reflected in the figures
of the income statistics.
In the United Kingdom in the financial year 1893--4 (the last return
I have to hand), the number of persons \\ith estimated incomes of
3,000 marks or more under schedules D and E (incomes from business profits, higher official posts, etc.) amounted to 727,270. To that
we must add those assessed on incomes from land and real estate
(annuities, ground rent), house rents, and taxable capital invesnnents.
These groups together pay almost as much tax as the abovementioned categories of taxpayers, their taxable income being 6,000
as against 7,000 million riiarls. That would almost double the number
of persons with an income over 3,000 marks.
In the British Review of 22 May 1897 there are some figures on
the gro\lith of incomes in England from 1851 to 1881. According
to these, England numbered roughly 300,000 families with incomes
between £150 and £1,000 (the middle and petty bourgeoisie and the
top labour aristocracy) in 1851, and roughly 990,000 in 1881. Whilst
the population in these thirty years increased in the ratio of 27 to 35,
that is, about 30 per cent, the number of these income categories
increased in the ratio of 27 to 90, that is, 233.33 per cent. Giffen
estimates that there are one and a half million ofthese taxpayers today.,.
The picture in other countries is not materially different. According to Mulhall, France's 8,000,000 families include 1,770,000 families whose living conditions are big bourgeois or petty bourgeois
(average income of 5,200 marks) as against 6,000,000 workers and
160,000 of the very rich.'-' In Prussia in 1854 there were, as readers
of I .assalle know, only 440,000 persons with an income of more than
1,000 thaJer in a population of 16,30(),000. In the year 1894-5, "'ith
a total population of nearly 33,000,000, taxes on incomes of over
3,000 marks were paid by 3Zl,Z96 persons. In 1887-8 the number
had risen to 347,328. Whilst the population had doubled, the stratum
of better-situated classes had increased more than sevenfold. Even
if one makes allowance for the fact that the provinces annexed in
1866 show greater numbers of the well-to-do than Old Prussia and
that the prices of many articles of food had risen considerably in the
" The statistic Bernstein quotes does not occur in Giffen's Rttml ClrallgtS in Prices and
I~ C(Jiflp~r!d (London, 1888) or in his The Grms>lh o[Capilal (London, 1889).
" Mil:haet G. Mulhall, Diai~»~ary of Slalulics (l.ondon, 1899), p. 322.
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interval, the ratio of the better-off to the total population increased
by at least far more than two to one. If, for instance, we take a later
period, we find that in the fourteen years between 1876 and 1890,
when the total number of registered taxpayers increased by 20.56 per
cent, taxpayers with incomes between 2,000 and 20,000 marks (the
well-to-do and the petty bourgeoisie) increased from 442,534 to
582,024, that is, by 31.52 per cent. In the same period the class of
actual property owners (incomes of 6,000 marks or more) grew from
66,319 to 109,095 (sic), that is, by 58.47 per cent. Five-sixths of this
increase, namely 33,226 out of 38, 7i6, fall in the middle stratum of
incomes between 6,000 and 20,000 marks. Conditions are precisely
the same in the most industrialised state of Germany, namely SOXII1Iy.
There, between 1879 and 1890, the number of incomes between
1,600 and 3,300 marks rose from 62,140 to 91,124, and that of
incomes between 3,300 and 9,600 marks from 24,414 to 38,841!
Similarly with the other individual Gennan states. Of course, not all
recipients of higher incomes are 'property-owners', but we can see
to how great an extent this is the case from the fact that, in 1895-6
in Prussia, 1,152,332 persons with a taxable nett proprrty of more
than 6,000 marks were drawn into the supplementacy tax bracker.
Over half of them, namely 598,063, paid tax on a nett property of
more than 20,000 marks, and 385,000 on one of more than 32,000
marks.
It is thus quite wrong to suppose that the present development
shows a relative or indeed absolute decrease in the number of property-owners. The number of property-owners increases, not 'to a
greater or lesser extent', but simply to a greater extent, that is absolutely and relatively. If the activity and the prospects of Social Democracy depended on a decrease in the number of property-owners,
then it might indeed 'go to sleep'. But the contrary is the case. The

prospects ofsocialism depend not on the decrease but on the increase of social
rvealth. Socialism, or the socialist movement of modem times, has
already oudived many superstitions; it will also outlive the superstition
' From 1890 tQ 1892, this latter dus rose by a further 2,400, namely, ID 39,266. As for
the former class, I do D\lt have the amolute figures for l892. lt is only ID be noted
tiutt between l879 and 1892 !:he number of incmnes between 800 and 3,300 marks
(betkr-placed workers and petty boVTgrois) in Saxony rose from Z:Z7,839 tQ -+39,9+8,
i.e. from 20.9-+ per cenc ID 30.-+3 per cent of those liable ID pay tax. It should be
mentioned that the figures pertaining ID Prussia and Saxony are !liken partly from T1lt
~of Jlu PoA/iad Scim«s and partly from Schonberg's H~t
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that it'> future depends on the concentration of property or, if one
prefers, on the absorption of surplus value by a diminishing group
of capitalist mammoths.' Whethe r the social surplus product is mono~
polised by 10,000 persons or is shared among half a million people
in graduated amounts, is essentially a matter of complete indifference
to the nine or ten million heads of families who are the losers in this
transaction. Their struggle for a more just distribution, or for an
arrangement which would include a more just distribution, is not on
that account less justifiable and necessary. On the contrary. It might
cost less surplus labour to keep a few thousand privileged persons in
luxury than half a million or more in unjust prosperity.
If society were constituted, or if it had developed, in the manner
socialist theory has hitherto supPosed, then indeed it would be only
a short space of time before the economic collapse occurred. But
that, as we can see, is precisely not the case. Far from social differen~
liation being simplified compared with earlier times, it has become
to a high degree gradated and differentiated both in respect of
incomes and work. And if we did not have the fact empirically dem~
onstrated before us by income statistics and occupational statistics,
then it could be shown in a purely deductive way as the necessary
consequence of modem economy.
What characterises the modem mode of production above all else
is the great increase in the productivity of labour. The effect is an
equally big increase in production - the mass production of goods for
use. Where is this wealth? Or to direct the question at the heart of
the matter, where is the surplus product which the industrial wage
labourers produce above and beyond what they consume within the
boundaries set by their wages? If 'capitalist magnates' had ten times
as large stomachs as popular satire attributes to them and kept ten
times as many servants as they actually do, their consumption would
be only a feather in the scales against the size of the annual national
produc t- for we recall that large-scale capitalist production is above
all mass~production. It will be said that they export the surplus. Good,
' Wi!h regard to statistics fur top incomes, by !he way, socialist literature usuaUy overlooks
the &et that a very large percentage of such incomes accrues to legU persons, i.e.
corporate bodies of every kind (joint-stock companies etc.). Thus, in Saxony in the year
1892, of !he 11,138 persons liable to pay tax and with incomes of more than 9,600
marb 5,594 were lc:gal persons, and the higher you go the more the latter predominate.
Of those with incomes(){ more th>ul 300,000 marks, 23 were 111.tural persons and 33
...,re legal persons.
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but, in the end, the foreign customer himself pays only in commodities. In world trade the circulation of coined money plays a diminishing role. The richer a country is in capital, the greater is its import
of commodities, for the countries to which it lends money can as a
rule pay interest only in the form of commodities.' Where, then, is
the quantity of commodities which the magnates and their servants
do not consume? If the commodities do not in one way or another
go to the proletarians, they must be snapped up by other classes. The
only alternatives which the continued increase in production allows
are: either a progressive relative diminution in the number of capitalists and an increase in the prosperity of the proletariat, or a nwnerous
middle class. Crises and unproductive expenditure on armies etc.
consume a lot, but even so they have, in recent years, absorbed only
a fraction of the total surplus product. If the working class were to
wait until 'capital' had removed the middle classes from this world,
then it really could take a long nap. Capital expropriates these classes
in one fQrm and then, time and again, brings them back to life in
another. It is not 'capital' but the working class itself that has the
task of absorbing the parasitical elements of the economy.
The fact that the wealth of modem nations is, in increasing volume,
wealth in movable consumer goods has provided Manchesterist
authors with support for embellishing present conditions in all kinds
of ways. In its time, this has caused nearly all socialists to go to the
opposite extreme and to regard as social wealth only fixed wealth sub
specie capital, which is gradually personified into a mystical entity.
Even the clearest minds lose their sound judgment the moment this
notion of'capital' heaves into view. Marx once remarked of the liberal
economist J. B. Say that he sets himself up as a judge of crises
6
because he knows that a commodity is a product.' Nowadays many
believe that they have said everything there is to say about social
wealth when they point to the specific form of enterprise capital.
As for the proposition in my letter to the Stuttgart Conference,
that the increase of social wealth is accompanied not by a shrinking
number of capitalist magnates but by a growing number of capitalists
of all degrees, a leading article in the New York Volkszeitung taxes
' Engbnd gets its outstallding inlerest paid in the form of surplus impons 10 the value
of 2 billion marks, the grearer part of which are articles of mass oonsumption.

" a.pittd I, p. 210.
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me with its being false, at least so far as America is concerned,
for the census of the United States proves that production there is
dominated by a number of concerns which is shrinking relatively to
its total size. What a refutation! The critic believes he can demolish
my assertion about the general elms structure by pointing to the struc·
ture of industrial enterprises. It is as if someone were to say that the
number of proletarians was shrinking in modem society because
where the individual worker formerly stood the trade union stands
. today.
Of course, the explanation will then be added that this combination
of enterprises is the main point; whether a new class of idlers is
developed among shareholders is neither here nor there.
First of all, that is an opinion and not a refutation of the fact being
stressed. So far as social analysis is concerned, the one fact is just as
important as the other. It can, from a certain point of view, be the
less important. But that is not the question. The question is whether
or not it is true. I am really not completely unaware of the concentra·
tion of enterprises; in fact I mentioned it in a subsequent sentence.
I state two facts, and the critic thinks that he can show that one of
them is false merely by declaring the other to be important. I hope
I can succeed in laying the ghost that clouded the vision of him and
others like him.
At the Stuttgart Conference itself, Karl Kautsky also referred to
my above-mentioned remark and objected that, if it were true that
capitalists were increasing and not the propertyless, then capitalism
was gaining strength and we socialists would never reach our goal at
all. 11 But what Marx said is still true: the growth of capital means the
growth of the proletariat.
This is the same confusion, but less crude and from a different
angle. I had nowhere said that the proletarians did not increase.
When I stressed the increase in capitalists of all degrees, I was
speaking of people, not of entrepreneurs. But Kautsky evidently
remained hooked on the concept, 'capital', and concluded that a
relative increase of capitalists must mean a relative diminution of the
proletariat, which, however, would contradict our theory. And he
cites Man:'s view, quoted above, against me.
Now, I have alreadv touched upon a proposition of Marx's which
" Tudor and Tudor, p. 295.
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something different from the one Kautsky cites. Kautsky's
mistake consists in identifying capitaJ with capitalists or property
uwners. However, I would also like to draw Kautsky's attention to
something else which weakens his objection. And that is what .Marx
calls the organic development of capital. 18 If the composition of capital
changes in such a fashion that constant capitaJ increases and variable
capital decreases, then, in the enterprises concerned, the absolute
increase of capital means a relative decrease in the proletariat. However, according to Marx, that is precisely the characteristic form of
modem development. Applied to the capitalist economy as a whole,
this does in fact mean: absolute increase of capitaJ, relative decrease
in the proletariat. The workers who have become redundant through
the change in the organic composition of capital find work again each
time only to the extent that new capital is introduced into the market
to provide them with employment. My view is in harmony with Marx's
theory precisely at the point which Kautsky questions. The consequence of Marx's reasoning is that, if the number of workers is to
increase, then capital must increase proportionally even faster. I think
Kautsky will grant that without further ado.
So far, the on1y question is whether the increased capital is capitalist property merely qua enterprise stock or also as shares in an
enterprise.
If not, Mr Smith, the worthy master fitter, who carries on his trade
with six journeymen and a few apprentices, would be a capitalist, but
Mr Brown, a man of private means with several hundred thousand
marks in his coffers, or his son-in-law, Mr )ones, the engineer, who
has a larger number of shares received as dowry (not all shareholders
are idle), would be propertyless. The absurdity of such a classification
is obvious. Property is property, whether fixed or movable. A share
is not only capital, it is capita1 in its most perfect, one could say its
most sublime, form. It is the title to a share in the surplus product
of the national or the world economy free from all gross contact with
the demeaning aspects of business activity - dynamic capitaJ, if you
like. And if they each and all lived only as idle rentiers, the increasing
platoons - nowadays we could speak of battalions - of shareholders,
by their mere existence, the manner of their consumption, and the
number of their social retainers, represent a force with a powerful
"Bemstein is j)robably referring to clulpter 13 of Capital III. See particularly pp. 318-19.
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influence on the economic life of society. The share restores those
interim stages in the social scale which, as heads of production, had
been obliterated from industry by the concentration of businesses.
However, there is also something to be said about this concentr a.
tion. Let us look at it more closely.

(c) Occupational classes in the production and
disnibution of social wealth
England, the very country in Europe that is considered the most
advanced in terms of capitalist development, lacks general statistics
for the types of trade in industry. Such statistics exist only for certain
branches of production which come under the Factory Act and for
particular localities.
According to the Factory Inspector's report for 1896, the factories
and workshops under the Factory Act employed a total of 4,398,983
pel'llons. According to the census of 1891, that is not quite half the
persons designated as employed in industry. The number in the
census, omitting the transport industry, is 9,025,902. Of the
remaining 4,626,919 persons, we can reckon a fourth to a third as
tradesmen in the branches of production referred to, and in some
medium· sized and large businesses which do not come under the
Factory Act. That leaves, in round numbers, 3 million employees and
small masters in very small businesses. The 4 million workers under
the Factory Act were distributed among a total of 160,948 factories
and workshops, which yields an average of 27 to 28 per establish·
ment! If we separate factories from workshops, we get 76,279 factor·
ies with 3,743,418 workers and 81,669 workshops with 655,565
workers, on average 49 workers per factory and 8 workers per registered workshop. The average number of 49 workers to a factory
already shows what a closer examination of the tables in the report
confirms, that at least two· thirds of the businesses registered as factories belong to the category of medium· sized businesses of 6 to 50
workers, which leaves at most 20,000 to 25,000 businesses of 50
workers or more, which may represent altogether about 3 million
workers. At best three-quarters of the 1,171,990 persons employed
The particulan of 1,931 registered factOries and 5.624 wurbhops had not come in
wben tbe rql(lrt was drawn up. They would haw funher diminished the number of
workers per enu:rprise.
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in transport can be regarded as belonging to large companies. If we
add these to the foregoing categories, we get a total of between 3.5
and 4 million workers and assistants in large companies, as against
5.5 million in medium and small businesses. The 'workshop of the
world' is, therefore, still far from having fallen prey to large-scale
industry to anything like the degree that is often supposed. Rather,
industrial enterprises show the greatest diversity, even in the British
Empire, and no major class is disappearing from the scale.'
If we compare the above figures with the German industrial statistics
for 1895, we find that the latter show, on the whole, the same picture
as the English. Large-scale industry occupied nearly the same position in relation to production in Germany in 1895 as in England in
1891. In Prussia in 1895, 38 per cent of industrial workers belonged
1

German workers who h3ve emigrated ro England have repeatedly expressed their aston-

ishment to me at the fragmentation of businesses they have encountered in the wood,
metal, etc., manufacturing industrie• of this country. The present figures in the cotton
indusay show Qnly a 11\W~rat<; incl"(:ase in the concentration of establishments sin~e
the time when Karl Man wrote. The table shows a comparison with the last figures
given by Man.

Fa~tories

Power l001JJ5
Spindles
Worken
Worken per factory

1868

Ch•""

%

2,549
379,329
32,000,014
401,064

2,538
615,714
44,504,814
528,795

-0.43

!56

208

+62
+39
+32
+33

This is not an exceptionaUy high concentration for a 22-year period in an industry as
subject to technological revolution llS this one is. Furthenoore the nmnber of p<;~Wer
looms increased by 62 per o;ent, but the nnmber of spindles grew only slighdy fasler
than the workers employed. Of these, from 1870 onwards, the number of adult male
worken showed s grea.rer increase than women and ~hildren (su Capital I, 4th edn. p.
400 and StiJiistiw/ A/ntrlld for tht Uftiud Kingdom jrom 1878 to J89Z.) There was even
less concenlrlllion in the other branches of the textile induslry. Thus, from 1870 to
1890, the number of wool and worsted factories increased from 2,459 to 2,546, and
the number of worken employed in them in~reased from 234,687 to 297,053, i.e. from
95 worken per factory to 117. Hen, in contrast to the oonou indusay, the number of
ij)indles increased much fasrer than the number of looms, which, with Jl2,794 to
129,222, showed an increase which laggo:d behind the increase in workers employed,
!10 that we can speak of concentration only in the spinning mills.
The factory inspectors' repon for 1896 puis the number of fllctories in the whok
textile industry of Great Britain at 9,891, which belonged to 7,900 enterprises and
employed 1,077,687 workers, as against 3, 968 factmics in 1870 with 718,051 workers a coll90lidatio.n from 120.3 worl:ers per enterprise to 136.4.
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to large-scale industry. In Prussia and in the rest of Germany, the
creation of large-scale industry has been accomplished with extraordinary speed. While various branches of industry (including the textile
industry) still Jag behind England, others (machines and tools) have
on average reached the English position, and some have overtaken it
(the chemical and glass industries, certain branches of the printing
trade, and probably also electrical engineering). Nevertheless, the
great mass of persons employed in industry, also in Gennany, are to
be found in small and medium-sized businesses. Of the 10.25 million
persons employed in industry in 1895, something more than 3 million
were in large companies, 2.5 million in medium-sized companies (6
to 50 persons), and 4. 75 in small ones. Mmter craftsmen still numbered
1.25 million. In five trades their number, as against 1895 [sic], had
risen both absolutely and relatively (to the increase in population), in
nine it had risen only absolutely, and in eleven it had declined absolutely and relatively.~
In France, industry still lags behind agriculture in size: according
to the census of 17 April 1894, it represented only 25.9 per cent of
the population, whereas agriculture represented nearly twice as much,
namely, 47.3 per cent. The ratio is similar in Austria where agriculture accounts for 55.9 per cent of the population and industry
accounts for 25.8 per cent. In France there were I million selfemployed in industry as against 3.3 million employees, and in Austria
there were 600,000 self-employed as against 2.25 million workers
and day labourers. Here too the relationship is very much the same.
Both countries boast a range of highly developed industries (textiles,
mining, construction, etc.) which, in tenns of size, are a match for
the most advanced countries but which are only a partial phenomenon
in the national economy.
Switzerland, with 127,000 self-employed, has 400,000 workers in
industry. The United States of Amen"ca, which the above-mentioned
contributor to the New York Volkszeitung says is the most developed
capitalist country in the world, had, according tu the census of 1890,
a relatively high average of workers per establishment, namely, 33
million workers in 355,415 industrial enterprises, that is, 10:1. But,
as in England, this excludes cottage industries and very small businesses. If one takes the figures of the Prussian industrial statistics
~

Sec R. Calwer, 'The Development of Handicraft',
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from the top downwards, one gets almost exactly the same average
as that of the American census. And if we look more closely at the
industries surveyed by the census in the S!tJiistical Abstract of the
United States, we encounter a great number of branches of manufacturing with an average of five or fewer workers per establishment.
Thus, on the very first page, we have 910 manufacturers of agricultural implements with 30,723 workers, 35 munition factories with
1,993 workers, 251 factories making artificial feathers and flowers
with 3,638 workers, 59 factories making artificial limbs with 154
workers, and 581 sail-cloth and awning factories with 2,873 workers.
If the relentless advance of technology and the centralisation of
businesses in an increasing number of branches of industry is a fact
the significance of which even obdurate reactionaries can hardly
ignore nowadays, it is a no-less-well-established fact that in a whole
range of branches of industry small and medium -sized businesses
prove to be quite capable of surviving alongside large companies .
.1\lso, there is in industry no pattern of development that holds eq~,~ally
fOr all branches. Companies which are completely mechanised
remain as small or medium-sized businesses, while branches of the
arts and crafts, which were thought to be safe for small businesses,
are, all of a sudden, irretrievably lost to big business. The same holds
for cottage industries and small workshops. For a long time, in the
canton of Zurich, domestic weaving in the silk industry declined.
However, between 1891 and 1897 domestic weavers increased from
24,708 to 27,800, while the workers and employees in the mechanised weaving-mills increased only from 11,840 to 14,550. Whether
this increase in domestic weavers is to be welcomed as an economic
phenomenon is another matter. Our first concern here is simply to
establish the fact and nothing else.
A number of circumstances allow the continuation and renewal of
small and medium-sized businesses. They can be divided into three
groups.
First, a number of industries or branches of industry are nearly as
well suited for small or medium businesses as they are for a large
company, and the advantages which the latter has over the fonner
are not so significant that they can outweigh the peculiar advantages
of the smaller domestic establishment As is well known, this is the
case with, amongst others, various branches of wood, leather, and
meta1 work. AJtematively a division of labour occurs in which large·
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scale industry does half or three-quarters of the work, which is then
finished for the market by smaller enterprises.
Second, in many cases the manner in which the product must be
made available to the consumer favours its being made in a smaller
establishment, as is most evidently the case with bakeries. If it were
on1y a matter of technology, baking would have been monopolised
by big industry· long ago, for the many bread factories yielding a good
profit show that they can be carried on with good results. But in spite
of them and the pastry factories (which are also gradually winning a
market), or side by side with them, the small and medium-sized
bakeries are holding their own thanks to the advantage which direct
access to the consumer gives them. Insofar as they only have to deal
with capitalist enterprises, master bakers have nothing to fear for
some time to come. Their increase since 1882 has certainly not kept
step with the increase in population, but it is still worth mentioning
(77 ,609 as against 74,283}.
But bakery is only an extreme example. The same holds for a
whole range of trades which combine production with the provision
of services. The trades of farrier and wheelwright are cases in point.
The American census shows 28,000 farrier and wheelwright businesses with a total of 50,867 persons, of whom just one-half are
self-employed. The German occupational statistics show 62,722
blacksmiths and farriers, and it will certainly be a long while before
the advent of motor vehicles driven by steam etc. kills them off onJy
to bring new small workshops into being, as everyone knows the
bicycle has done. Tile same llolds for tailors, shoemakers, saddlers,
carpenters, carpetmakers, watchmakers, etc., where dealing with customers (and, in varying degree, repair-work) and shop-keeping will
keep independent entities alive- of which indeed many, though by
no means all, provide only proletarian incomes.
Last but not least. large-scale industry itself breeds smaller and
mediwn-sized businesses, partly by mass-production and the consequent reduction in the cost of the materials needed for work
(ancillary materials, half-manufactured goods, etc.), partly by the disposal of capital on the one hand and the 'liberation' of workers on
the other. In large and small amounts new capital is forever coming
onto the market in search of investment, and the market's receptivity
for new goods steadily increases with the growth in social wealth.
Here shareholders, mentioned earlier, play no small part. The market
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could not, in fact, survive on the handful of millionaires, even if
the 'hand' had a few thousand fingers. However the hundreds of
thousands of rich and well-to-do people do have something to say
in the matter. Almost all the luxury goods for these classes are
manufactured from scratch, or in many cases finished, by small and
medium-sized enterprises; and they can well be capitalist enterprises, especially if tbe materials they work up are expensive or if
they use costly machinery (manufacture of jewellery, work in fine
metals, art printing). It is only later that the large company, insofar as it does not itself take over the article in question, 'democratises'
one or other new luxury by reducing the cost of the materials.
Overall, then, despite continuing changes in the grouping of industries and the internal organisation of companies, it looks today not
as though large companies are constantly absorbing small and
medium-sized companies but as though they are simply growing
alongside them. Only the very small businesses decline both absolutely
and relatively. But, as far as small and mediwn-sized businesses are
concerned, they too increase, as is apparent from the figures given
in table 1.
Table I. Number of employees in Gmnan rompanWs, 1882 and 1895

Small companies (l-5 persons)
SmaiVmedium companies (6-10)
Larger/medium companies (11-50)

1882

1895

2,457,950

3,056,318
833,409
1,620,848

500,097
891,623

Increase
(%)
24.3

66.6
81.8

However, in the same period, the population increased by only 13.5
per cent.
So although, in the period in question, big business enlarged its
workforce at an even greater rate - by 88.7 per cent - it was only in
isolated cases that this meant the absorption of small companies. In
fact, in many cases no competition at aU - or no increased competition - takes place between large and small businesses (consider large
engineering and bridge-building works). The example of the textile
industry, which our literature is wont to mention, is in many respects
misleading. The increase in productivity achieved by the spinningje;:nny as compared with the old spindle has been repeated only occa-
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sionally. A lot oflarge companies are superior to small and mediumsized companies, not in the productivity of the labour employed, but
simply in the size of the enterprise (ship-building), and they leave
the sphere of activity of the latter completely, or largely, untouched.
Anyone who hears that, in the year 1895, Prussia saw nearly double
as many workers employed in big business as in 1882, that in 1882
they represented only 28.4 per cent of the total industrial work-force
whereas in 1895 they represented 38 per cent, may be easily persuaded that small business will soon be a thing of the past and that
it has ceased to play any role in the economy. But the figures quoted
shuw that the rapid growth and expansion of big business represents
only one side of economic development.
As in industry, so in trade. Despite the efflorescence of large
department stores, medium and small trading companies are also
holding their own. There is, of course, no question of denying the
parasitical element in trade, for instance, in connection with the so~;;dled carrying trade. Yet it must be observed that, even here, there
has been much exaggeration. Large-scale production and the steady
rise in international commerce put e\er larger quantities of commodities on the market which must, in some way or another, be brought
to the consumer. There is no denying that this could be done more
cheaply and efficiently than through the present carrying trade. However, so long as this does not happen, the carrying trade will survive.
And just as it is illusory to expect large-scale industty to reduce
small and medium-sized companies to an insignificant remnant in
the foreseeable future, so it is utopian to expect capitalist department
stores to absorb small and medium-sized shops to any degree worth
mentioning. They harm individuaJ businesses, and here and there
they occasionally sow confusion among all the small traders. But after
a while the latter nonetheless find a way of competing with the large
stores and of using all the advantages which local connections give
them. New specialisations and combinations of companies are
developed, and also new forms and methods of carrying on business.
At present, the capitalist department store is much more a product
of the great increase in the wealth ofcommodities than an instrument
for the destruction of the parasitical retail trade. It has had more
effect in shaking the latter out of its routine and breaking it of certain
monopolistic habits than in exterminating it. The number of retail
enterprises is steadily growing. In England, between 1875 and 1886;
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Table 2. Nwmber of penom employd in trade and rommer-u in Pf'II.Ssia in 188S
and 189S (aduding the railTPays and the post office)

1\umber of employees

1885

2 and fewer
3 to 5
6 to 50
51 and more

411,509
176,867
157,328
25,619

467,656
342,112
303,078
62,056

Tow

771,323

1,174,902

1895

Increase (%}
13.6
93.4
92.6
142.2

it grew from 295,000 to 366,000. The number of persons engaged
in trade rose even more. As, on this matter, the English statistics of
1891 were compiled according to different principles from those of
1881," we wiU take the figures from the Prussian statistics given in
table 2.
The increase is proportionately the largest in the big companies,
but these represent not much more than 5 per cent of the total. It is
not the large companies that provide the small businesses with the
most murderous competition; the latter do their best to provide it
among themselves. But in proportion only a few of them are killed
off. And the scale of companies remains strucrurally undamaged. The
small medium-sized businesses show the gre'atest increase.
Finally, when we come to agriculture, we meet with a movement
throughout Europe and partly also in America, which nowadays contradicts everything which socialist theory has hitherto assumed with
regard to the relationship bet\1;een the sizes of business enterprises.
Where trade and industry showed only a slower upward movement
in large-scale enterprises than had been assumed, agriculture shows
either a standstill or an actual decline in the size of enterprises.
First of all, as regards Germany, the business census of 1895 shows
the proportionately largest increase, as compared with the census of
1882, in the group of medium-sized peasant holdings (5 to 20 hectares),
namely, nearly 8 per cent; and the growth in the total area they
occupied is even greater, namely about9 per cent. The small peasant
holdings nexr below them (2 to 5 hectares) show the next largest
" So far as we can teU from them, they show an increase of more than 50 per cent in
the lllit r.to:cade.
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Table 3. 1895 lmsincs

CfflSUS

figur(s gil.'ing th( siu of tlgriculturaf holding< in

Gmnany
Kind of holding

Number

Cultivated area

Total area

Very small (up to 2 hecmres)
Small (1-5 heclares)
Medium-siz ed (5-20 hectares)
Large (20-100 hectares)
Very large (100+ hectares)

3,236,367
1,016,318
998,804
281,767
25,061

1,808,444
3,285,984
9,721,875
9,869,837
7,831,801

2,415,414
4,142,071
12,537,660
13,157,201
11,031,896

increase: 3.5 per cent growth in enterprises and an 8 per cent increase
in total area. Very small holdings (under 2 hectares) increased by 5.8
per cent and their total area by 12 per cent, but the part of this totaJ
area used for agricultural purposes shows a decrease of nearly 1 per
cent. The aJready partly capitalistic large farming operations (20 to
100 hectares) show an increase of not quite 1 per cent, which is
wholly accounted for by forestry enterprises, and large holdings (more
than 100 hectares) show an increase of not quite 0.33 per cent, for
which the same holds.
The figures in question for 1895 are shown in table 3.
Over two-thirds of the total area fall under the three categories of
peasant holding; about a quarter come under large emerprises. In
Prussia, the proportion of peasant holdings is even more favourable;
there they occupy nearly three-quarters of the agricultural area,
22,875,000 hectares out of 32,591,000.
If we turn from Prussia to neighbouring Holland, we find that the
large holdings have actually decreased, and the medium-sized small
peasant holdings have trebled (see table).•
In Belgium, according to Vandervelde,' landed property as well as
the cultivation of the land has undergone continuous decentralisation.
The last general statistics show an increase in the number of landowners from 201,226 in the year 1846 to 293,524 in the year 1880,
and an increase of tenants from 371,320 to 616,872. In 1880, the
total cultivated area of Belgium amounted to not quite 2 million
hectares, of which more than a third was worked by its owners. The
• See M. H. Vliegcn, 'The Agricultural Programme of Durch Social DemocfaC}", DU
Ntut Zrit, rvii, I, pp. 75ff.
• 'Agri~-ulwral Sociali$m in Belgium', D~ Ntut ZriJ. xv, I, p. 752.
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Table 4. Chan17s in size of holdings in Holland, 1884-93
Holdings
Size of holding

1884

1893

Increase decrease

%

1-5 hectares
5-10 hectares
!Q.-50 hectares
Over 50 hectares

66,842
31,552
48,27M
3,554

77,767
94,199
51,940
3,510

+ 10,925

+ 16.2
+ 198.5

+62,647
+3,662

-44

+7.6
-1.2

Table 5. Agricultural murprises in France, 1882
Size of holding

Holdings

Total area (hectares)

Under 1 hectare
1-10 hectares
I 0-4{} hectares
40-100 he~tares
100-200 hectares
200-500 hectares
over 500 hectares

2,167,767
2,635,030
727,088

1,083,833
11,366,274
14,845,650

113,285}
20,644
7,942

22,266,104

217
5,672,003 [sic]

48,478,028 [sicj

allotment economy in Belgium reminds one of Chinese agrarian
conditions.
In the year 1882, France had the agricultural enterprises shown
in table 5.
Of the holdings between 40 and 100 hectares there are in round
numbers 14 million hectares, and of those over 200 hectares there
are about 8 million, so that, on the whole, large holdings represented
between a fifth and a sixth of the cultivated area. The small, medium,
and large peasant holdings cover almost three-quarters of French
soil. Between 1862 and 1882 holdings of 5 to 10 hectares had
increased by 24 per cent, and holdings of 10 to 40 hectares had
increased by 14.28 per cent. The agricultura1 statistics of 1892 show
an increase in the total number of holdings of 30,000, but a decrease
of 33,000 in the last-named categories, which suggests a further
subdividing of agricultura1 enterprises.
But what is the siruation in England, the classk land of large-scale
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land ownership and capitalist agriculture? We know the lists of mam~
moth landlords which from time to time appear in the press as an
illustration of the concent:ration of land ownership in England, and
we know the passage in Capiwl where Marx says that John Bright's
assertion that 150 landlords own half the soil of England, and twelve
own half the soil of Scotland, has never been refuted (Capital I, 4th
edn, p. 615). 19 Now, although the land in England is monopolisticdly
centralised, it is not so to the extent that John Bright believed.
According to Brodrick's English Land and English LandJilTds, roughly
14 million out of the 33 million acres of land in England and WaJes
listed in the Domesday Book were the property of 1,704 owners "'ith
3,000 acres (1,200 hectares) each or more. The remaining 19 million
acres were divided among 150,000 owners of one acre or more, and
among a large number of owners of 5maller plots. For the whole of
the United Kingdom in 1892, Mulhall estimated the number of
owners of lO acres or more to be 176,520 (altogether ten~elevenths
of the area)."' Now, how is this land cultivated? Here are the figures
for 1885 and 1895 for Great Britain (England, Wales, and Scotland,
but without Ireland), translated into hectares for the sake of a more
convenient comparison of the sizes of holdings, insofar as it is a
question of classification (table 6).'
Here too, there is a decrease in the large and very large holdings
and an increase in the smaJI and medium~sized ones.
However, the trade figures tell us nothing about the area under
Table 6. Size of agricultural holdings in Great Britain (excluding Ireland),
1885-95
Holdings

1885

1895

Difference

2-20 hectares
20--4{1 hectares
~IZO hectares
120-200 he,tares
Over ZOO becwes

232,955

235,481
66,625
81,245
13,568
5,219

+2,526
+ 1,910
+1,672
-307
-270

64,715
79,573
13,875
5,4E9

' According to the ratio of 1 acre = 4,000 square metres. which is not quite exact but
will serve for the purpose of comparisou. The figures are taken from the Blue Book 011
Agrin.ltural HQ/di~p.

" Capital J, p. 804.
" Mulhall, Di<llimary of SloJi>tics.
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Table 7. Sizes ofho/d;ngs in Gr(at Britain in 1895
Percentage of
Size of holding

Acres at 40 ares

total area

Under 2 hectares'
2-5 hectares
5-20 hectares

366,792
1,667,647
2,864, 976
4,885,203
13,875,914
5,113,945
3,001,184
801,852
32,577,643 [sic]

1.13
5.12
8.79
15.00

21}.-40 he~.-"tares

40-120 hectares
120-200 hectares
200--400 hectares
over 400 hectares

42.59

15.70
9.21
2.46

100

cultivation. Let us therefore supplement them with the figures for
the total area listed under the various classes of holding. They paint
a positively amazing pictun: (sec table 7).
According to this, just 27 to 28 per cent of agricultural land in
Great Britain is in large holdings, and only 2.46 per cent is in vel)"
large holdings. On the other hand, more than 66 per cent is in
medium~sized and large holdings. In Great Britain, the proportion
of such holdings (in which, to be sure, the large capitalist farm
predominates) is greater than it is, on average, in Germany. Even in
England itself, holdings ofbetween 5 and 120 hectares comprise 64
per cent of the area cultivated, and only about 13 per cent of the
area is in holdings of more than 200 hectares. In Wales, apart from
very small holdings, 92 per cent are farms of between 2 and 100
hectares, and in Scodand the figure is 72 per cent.
Of the cultivated area, 61,014 holdings with 4.6 million acres of
land were cnltivated by their owners, 19,607 holdings were cultivated
partly by their owners and partly by tenants, and 439,405 by tenants
only. It is weil known that in Ireland the smaJI peasant and the smail
tenant completely outweigh the rest. The same holds for ltldy.
All of this leaves no doubt that in the whole ofWestem Europe,
as well as in the eastern states of the American union, the small and
medium-sized agricultural holding is everywhere on the increase, and
the large and very large holdin~ is on the decrease. There is no doubt
• To wbicll 579,133 plots of less !ban -4-,000 square mettes must be added.
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that the medium-sized holdings are often of a pronounced capitalist
type. The concentration of enterprises in agriculture does not take
the form of individual enterprises annexing ever greater areas of land,
as observed by Marx (Capital I, 4th edn, p. 643, note)2 1; it rakes the
form, quite simply, of intensified cultivation, changes to methods that
require more labour per unit of land or to modified ways of rearing
cattle. It is well known that this is to a large extent (not altogether)
the result of agricultural competition by overseas and east European
agrarian states or territories. And furthermore, the latter will, for a
good while yet, be in a position to supply the European market with
corn and other products of the soil at such cheap prices that no major
dislocation in the factors of development is to be expected from this
direction.
So, although the tables of income statistics for the advanced industrial countries do, in part, register the mobility, and thus the volatility
and uncertainty, of capital in the modem economy, and although a
growing proportion of the incomes or wealth they record is paper
''lllue which a strong puff of wind could, in fact, easily blow away,
yet this range of incomes stands in no fundamental opposition to the
gradation of economic units in industry, trade, and agriculture. The
scale of incomes and the scale of businesses display a fairly pronounced parallelism in their structure, especially where the middle
ranks are concerned. Nowhere do we see them on the wane; rather,
we see them undergoing considerable expansion abnost everywhere.
What is removed from above in one place they supplement from
below in another, and what drops down out of their ranks over there
is made good over here from above. lfthe collapse of modem society
depends on the disappearance of the middle ranks between the apex
and the base of the social pyramid, if it depends on the absorption
of these middle ranks by the extremes above and below them, then
its realisation is no nearer in England, France, and Germany today
than at any earlier time in the nineteenth century.
However, a building can appear outwardly as sound as ever and
yet be decayed if the stones themselves or significant layers of stones
have decayed. The soundness of a business company proves its worth
in times of crisis; it remains therefore, fOr us to investigate what the
position is with regard to the economic crises which are peculiar to
11

Capital I, p. 83 L
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the modem order of production and what manifestations and repercussiom we can expect from them in the near future.

(d) Crises and the ability of the modern economy to
adapt
The fact that the movement of capitalist society is full of contradictions impresses itself most strikingly on the practical bourgeois
in the changes of the periodic cycle through which modem
industry passes, the summit of whkh is the general crisis.
Marx, preface to second edition of Capita{"
The controversy over the economic crises of the modem social organism, their causes and their cure, has been scarcely less heated than
that over the pathological crises, that is, the ailments, of the human
body. Those who like to make comparisons will easily find points of
comparison for parallels between the different kinds of theory which
have been posited with regard to both sets of phenomena. For
instance, the partisans of the extreme economic liberalism associated
with J. B. Say, who regarded trade crises as being simply the economic organism's self-healing process/3 can be seen as the closest
soul-mates of the adherents of so-caJled natural homeopathy. And
the various theories which recommend medical intervention in
human illnesses according to various principles (symptomatic medical
treatment, constitutional treatment, etc.) can be compared with the
various social theories which regard as appropriate all sorts of state
intervention into the causes and manifestations of economic crises.
If, however, we go on to examine more closely the representatives of
the systems on both sides, we shall make the remarkable discovery
that there is vel)' little consistency indeed in the ideas which ingenious
psychologists of histOI)' attribute to the human race, and that an
extensive belief in approved medical practitioners and their art can
very easily be combined with rigid economic Manchesterism, and ·vice
vma.
" Ibid., p. 103.
" Jean-&ptiste Say, Traiti J'i=wmlt pciltiq~e (Paris, 180.1). Say argued that commodities
create their own demand, and that demllnd creates its own supply, and he concluded
that ~nenl crises of overproduction are therefore impossible, though there may be

temporary local dislocations.
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In socialist circles, the most popular explanation of economic crises
is that they are caused by under-consumption. Friedrich Engels,
however, has on several occasions taken sharp exception to this view.
Most bluntly perhaps in the third section of the third chapter of his
polemic against Diihring, where he says that the under-consumption
of the masses is indeed 'also a prerequisite condition of crises', but
that it tells us just as little about why crises exist today as about
why they did not exist before. 2• As an example, Engels refers to the
conditions in the English cotton industry in the year 1877 [sicJ and
declares that, in view of these, it is a bit thick 'to explain the complete
stagnation in the yam and cloth markets by the underconsumption
of the English masses and not by the overproduction carried on by
the English cotton-mill owners' (3rd edn, pp. 308-9).' But Marx
himself also oc·(.:asionally spoke out very sharply against the derivation
of crises from underconsumption. 'It is a pure tautology', he says in
the second volume of Capital, 'to say that crises are provoked by a
5
lack of effective demand or effective consumption.'t If the attempt
is made to give this tautology the semblance of greater profundity by
saying that the working class receives too small a share of its own
product, and that the evil would therefore be remedied if it received
a larger share, we need only note that 'crises are always prepared by
a period in which wages generally rise, and the working class actually
does receive a greater share in the part of the annual product destined
for consumption'.V> It thus appears that capitalist production 'involves
certain conditions independent of people's good or bad intentions,
which pennit the relative prosperity of the working class only temporarily, and moreover always as a harbinger of crisis' (ibid., pp. 406-7). To which Engels adds in a footnote: 'This should be noted by
prospective supponers of Rodbertus's theory of crises.'
A passage in the second part of the third volume of Capital stands
in apparent contradiction to all these statements. For there Marx says
' In a foomore, Engels remarks: 'The underconsumption e.>q>laoation of crises originated
with Sismondi, and in his exposition it still had a certain meaning."' Rodbertus took it
fToot Sismondi and DiihrioJ o;npied it from Rodbertus. Engels poJemicises in a similar
fashion against Rodbertus's theory of crises in the preface to 111( Pvvmy n[P/Jilo!uphy."

"MECW, vol. XXV, p. 272; MEW, vol. XX, p. 266.
" O;frilii/II, P· "t86.
,. Ibid., p. 487.
n MECW, vol. XXV, p. 273; MEW, vol. XX, p. 267.
,. Karl Man:, 1k ~ ofP/Jikxop/ly (Lawrence & W"IShart, 1956), pp. 7-11.
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about crises that: 'The ultimate reason for all real crises always
remains the poverty and restricted consumption of the masses, in the
face of the drive of capitalist production to develop the productive
forces as if only the absolute consumption capacity of society set a
limit to them.' 29 That is not very different from Rodbertus's theory
of crises, for he too regards crises as being caused not simply by
underconsumption by the masses but by this in conjunction with the
rising productivit)· of labour. However, in the passage from Marx
cited above, underconsumption by the masses is emphasised, even in
opposition to the anarchy of production - disparities in various
branches of production and price changes that temporarily cause a
general stagnation - as the ultimate reason for all true crises.
Insofar as there is a real difference of view between this and the
view expressed in the above-cited pas!.age from the second volume,
the explanation must be sought in the very different rimes in which
the two statements were made. There is an interval of no less than
thirteen to fourteen )"ears between them, and the passage from the
third volume of Capital is the earlier one. It was Written in 1864 or
1865, whereas the passage from the second volume was certainly
written later than 1878 (on this, see Engels's remarks in the preface
to the second volume of Capital). Generally speaking, the second
volume contains the latest and ripest fruits of Marx's research.
In another passage in this second volume, a passage already written
in 1870, the periodic character of crises -the approximately ten-year
cycle of production - is connected with the time it takes for fh:ed
capital (laid out in machinery, etc.) to turn over. The development
of capitalist production has the tendency, on the one hand, to expand
the value and extend the life-span of fixed capital, and on the other,
to diminish this life by constandy revolutionising the means of production. Hence the 'moral depreciation' of this portion of fixed capital
before it is 'physically spent'. 'The result is that the cycle of related
IUrnovers, extending over a number of years, within which the capital
is confined by its fixed component, is one of the material foundalirms
for the periodic cycle in which business passes through successive
periods of stagnation, moderate acti'o'ity, o...-erexcitement and crisis'
(vol. 11, p. 164).JO The periods for which capital is invested certainly
differ greatly, and do not coincide in time. But a crisis is always the
" Capita! I!, p. 250.

" Capital Ill, p. 615.
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starting point for a large volume of new invesnnent. If we consider
society as a whole, it is therefore aJso 'more or less a new material
basis for the next turnover cycle' (p. 165)." This thought is taken up
again in the same volume where the reproduction of capital is dealt
with (i.e. the process of the constant renewal of capital tOr the purposes of production and consumption on a social basis), and there it
is shown how, even with reproduction remaining at the same level
and with the producthity oflabour unchanged, the differences in the
life-span of fixed capital which occur from time to time (if, e.g., more
constituent components of fixed capital decay in one year than in the
previous year) must result in ~:rises of production. Foreign trade can
indeed help, but insofar as it does not just replace elements (and
their value), it 'only shifts the contradictions to a broader sphere, and
gives them a wider orbit'Y A communist society could prevent such
disturbances by perpetual relative overproduction, which is 'equivalent to control by the society over the objective means of its own
reproduction'. Within capitalist society, however, it is an anarchic
element. This example of disturbances merely through the differences in life-spans of fixed capital is striking. 'A disproportionate
production of fixed and circulating capital is a factor much favoured
by the economists in their explanation of crises. lt is something new
to them that a disproportion of this kind can and must arise from the
mere maintmance of the fixed capital; that it can and must arise on
the assumption of an ideal normal production, with simple reproduc33
tion of the social capital already functioning' (ibid., p. 468). In the
chapter on 'Accumulation and Reproduction on an Expanded Scale',
overproduction and crises are mentioned only incidentally as the selfevident results of possibilities of combination which are connected
with the process depicted. Yet here again the concept of' m·erproduction' is very energetically maintained. 'Thus,' he says on page 499,
'ifFullarton, for example, does not want to recognise overproduction
in the customary sense, but does recognise the overproduction of
capital, in particular of money capital, thls proves once again how
utterly unable even the best bourgeois economists are to understand
the mechanism of their system. ' 1• And on page 524 it is shown that
if, as can occasionally happen even with capitalist accumulation, the
constant part of the portion of capital destined for the production of
5#-5.
" Ibid., p. 574.
., Ibid.,

" Ibid .• p. 264.
" Ibid., p. 545.
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the means of consumption is greater than the wages capital plus the
surplus value of the portion of capital destined for the production of
the means of production, this would be overproduction in the first
sphere and 'could only be balanced out by a major crash'. 31
In the third volume, Engels on several occasions applies the idea
developed above -that the expansion of the market extends the contradictions of the capitalist economy into wider spheres and thus
heightens them - to more recent phenomena. The notes on page 97
in the first part of this volume and on page Z7 in the second part
are particularly noteworthy. In the latter note, which recapitulates
and completes what is said in the former, the colossal expansion of
the means of communication experienced since the time Marx
wrote - which has genuinely established the world market for the
first time - the entry of ever fresh industrial countries into competition with England, and the unlimited extension of the sphere of
invesnnent for surplus European capital are designated as factors by
which 'most of the furmrr breeding-ground.J ofcrises and (!(ctuions f(ff rrisis
formation have been abolished or severely weakened'. But after characterising cartels and trusts as means for limiting competition in the
home market and the protective duties with which the non-English
world suJTounds itself as 'the weapons for the final general industrial
campaign to decide supremacy on the world market', he concludes:
'And so each of the elements that counteracts a repetition of the old
crises, conceals within it the nucleus of a far more violent future
crisis.' Engels raises the question whether the industrial cycle, which
in the infancy of world trade (1815 to 1847) was about five years
long and, from 1847 to 1867, took ten years, has not undergone a
new extension, and whether we do not find ourselves 'in the preparatory phase of a new world crash of unheard-of severity'. However, he
also leaves open the alternative that the acute form of the periodic
process ·with its former ten-year cycle 'seems to have given way to a
more chronic and drawn-out alternation, affecting the various industrial countries at different times, between a relatively short and weak
improvement in trade and a relatively long and indecisive
depression'. lt>
The time that has elapsed since this was written has left the question unanswered. No signs of a worldwide economic crash of unprecedented violence have been detected, nor can the improvement of
" Capita/Ill, p. 620.

" Ibid., p. 5%.
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trade between crises be characterised as particularly short-lived.
Rather, a third question arises - which, incidentally, was already
partly contained in the previous one- namely, (1) whether the enormous geographical expansion of the world market in conjunction with
the extraordinary reduction in the time required for tTansport and
the transmission of news have not so increased the possibilities of
levelling out disturbances, and (2) whether the enormously increased
wealth of the European industrial states in conjunction with the
elasticity of the modem credit system and the rise of industrial cartels
have not so diminished the reactive force of local or individual disturbances on the general state of business that, at least for some time,
general trade crises similar to the earlier ones are to be regarded as
unlikely.
This question, which I raised in an artide on the socialist theory
31
of collapse, has met with various kinds of opposition. Amongst
others, it has caused Dr Rosa Luxemburg w read me a lecture, in a
series of articles published in the Lcipzigr:r Volksuitung in September
1898, on the nature of credit and on the capacity of capitalism to
'The articles bear the title, 'Social Reform or Revolution''" HowC'Ier, Miss Luxemburg
does not pose the question in the way that, up till now, it has normally bet..., posed 111
Social Democracy, namel~, as a question of alternative roads to the realisation of socialism. Rather, she puis them !the altemati>., roads] in contrast to one another so that
only one of them -on her view of reo.olution- can lead to the goaL According to her,
the wall betwe<:n ~apitalist and sociali•t society will not be breached by 'the development
of social reforms and of democracy', but will, on the contraty be made 'suonger and
higher'." Therefore, if Social Democmcy docs not want to male illl own work harder,
it must strive to impede social refotms and the cKtension of democratic instirutioll5
wherever possible. The es.ay which ends "~th this conclusion begins appropriately with
the remark that the propositions put forward by me (and by Or Conrad Schmidt) on
the development towards socialism are 'upside-down reflections of the external world'.
'A theory of the introduction of socialism by social reform, in the era of SrummPosadowsky?' she declaim~. 'Of uade-union conlrol over production, after the defeat
of the English engineers? Of a Social Democratic majority in parliament, after constitutional revision in Saxony md attacks on universal suffrage for Reichstag elections?'..
She seems to be of the opinion that one has to present bistoricil theories not in
conformity with the sum of the observed phenomena of the whole epocb md the whole
area covered by the advanced countries but on the basis of temporary reactionary
convulsions in this or that individual country; not on the basis of the bil.uu;:e-sheet of
the total achievements hitherto of the workers' mmement but with a view to the outcome
of a particular conflict. This is to argue in the same wa}· as the man who declared
vaccinations to be useless because they did not protect him against falling out uf t.rees.
" Tudor and Tudor, p. 269.
""Tudor and Tudor, p. 257.

"Tudor and Tudor, pp. \65--6.
" Ibid., p. 540--Z.
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adapt." As these articles, which have also appeared in other socialist
papers, are ttue examples of false dialectics, but handled at the same
time with great talent, it seems to me to be appropriate to examine
them here.'
Miss Luxemburg maintains that credit, far from working against
crises, is the means by which they are brought to a head. To begin
with, it enables capitalist production to expand without measure, it
accelerates the exchange of goods and the cycle of the process of
production, and it is, in this fashion, the means by which the contradiction between production and consumption is brought to the fore
as often as possible. It enables the capitalist to dispose of the capital
of others and thus to engage in reckless speculation. But if a recession
sets in, its contraction intensifies the crisis. Its function is m banish
the residue of stability from all capitalist conditions and to make all
capitalist forces elastic, relative, and sensitive to the highest degree.
Now, all that is not exactly new to anyone who knows a little
about socialist literat\Ire in general and about Marxist socialism in
particular. The on1y question is whether it correctly describes the
present facts of the case, or whether there is not another side to the
picture. According to the laws of dialectic, to which Miss Luxemburg
is so fond of giving play, it must certainly be the case. But even
without referring back to these laws, one could say that a thing like
credit, capable of so many forms, must operate in different ways
under different conditions. Marx, furthermore, by no means treats
credit as if it were merely a destructive agent. Amongst other things,
he assigns it the function of constituting 'the form of transition
towards a new mode of production', and, with regard to this, he
expressly emphasises 'the dual character of the credit system'!' Miss
Luxemburg knows the passage in question very well; she even repeats
the passage from it where Marx speaks of the mixed character- 'half
swindler, half prophet' - of the principal spokesmen for credit Qohn
Law, Isaac Pereire, etc.). But she refers exclusively to the desttuctive
side of the credit system and says not a word about its productive
and creative capacity, which Marx expressly brings into play. Why
this amputation, why this strange silence with regard to the 'dual
character'? The brilliant dialectical fireworks by means of which the
power of the credit system as a means of adaptation is presented as
" Capilal JJI, p.

" Ibid., pp. 249fT.
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a one-day wonder is dissolved into smoke and mist as soon as one
looks more closely at this other side which Mi~ Luxernburg glides
over so coyly.
Besides, the individual propositions of her demonstration will not
bear close scrutiny. Credit, she tells us, 'aggravates the contradiction
between the mode of production and the mode of exchange by
stretching production to the maximum while paralysing exchange at
the slightest pretext'. 43 A very witty observation; but the pity of it is
that the sentence can be turned around any way one wants without
its becoming incorrect. Transpose the two nouns in the second part,
and the sentence is ju.st as r.:orrect as it was before. Or one could say
that credit abolishes the antagonism between the mode of production
and the mode of exchange in that it periodically levels out the disparities between production and exchange, and one would still be right.
'Credit', we are further told, 'aggravates the contradiction between
property relationships and the relationships of production by forcibly
expropriating large numbers of small capitalists and concentrating
vast productive forces in the hands of a few. ••• This proposition contains just as much truth as does its precise opposite. We are only
expressing a fact frequently attested in reality when we say that credit
abolishes the contradiction between property relationships and the
relationships of production in that, by uniting many small capitalists,
it transfonns vast productive forces into collective property. As we
have seen in the section on the distribution of income, this is quite
obviously the case with joint-stock companies in their simple and
their advanced forms. If Miss Luxemburg wishes to counter this by
appealing to Marx who, in the section referred to, yet again attributes
to the credit system a growing tendency to limit the number of the
few who exploit social weaJth, then it must be replied that no empiricaJ proof of this assertion is provided by Marx. Nor could it be, for
Marx often refers to facts which contradict it - for instance when, in
chapter 22 of volume Ill, he deals with the tendency of the rate of
interest to fall, he refers to the growing number of rentim in England,
5
as established by Ramsay (Citpital Ill, part 1, p. 428).~ But though
Marx is repeatedly liable to confuse legal and physical persons (for
that, after all is what underlies this assumption), it does not cloud
his perception of the positive economic potential of credit. This is
"Tudor and Tudor, p. 254.

" C4/>ital IIL p. 4R4.
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most dearly apparent where he speaks of workers' cooperatives, the
most characteristic type of which is, for him, still the old producers'
cooperative - he calls it the cooperative factory - and of this he says
that it reproduces all the defects of the existing system, and must
reproduce them. But nevertheless, he continues, it positively abolishes the antagoni~m existing in the capitalist factory. If it is the
offspring of the factory system based on capitalist production, it is
equally the offspring of the credit systtm resting on the same basis,
without which, Marx tells us, they would not ha,·e been able to
develop, and it 'presents the means for the gradlllll extension of cooperative
6
enterprises on a more ur fen naLiona/ scalt! (Capital Ill, part J, p. 428)."
Here we have the reversal of Luxemburg's dictum in superlative
form.
That the credit system makes speculation easier is an experience
centuries old; and it is also a hoary experience that speculation OOes
not stop production when the form and constitution of the latter
are suffidently developed for its operation. However, for its part
speculation depend s on the relationship between known circumstances and unknown circumstances. The more the latter predominate, the more will speculation flourish; the more it is pushed back by
the former, the more the ground is cut from under its feet. Therefo re
the most frantic outbursts of commercial speculation occur at the
dawn ofthe capitalist era, and speculation usually celebrates its wildest
orgies in countries where capitalist development is still young. In the
domain of industry, speculation flourishes most luxuriantly in new
branches of production. In modem industry, the older a branch of
production is - except for the manufacture of goods exclusively for
the fashion trade - the more does the speculative element cease to
play a decisive role in it. The conditions and movements of the market
are more exactly observed .and are taken into account with greater
certainty.
Nevertheless, this cenainty is always only relative, because competition and technological advance preclude absolute control of the
market. Overproduction is to a cenain extent unavoidable. However,
owrpro duction in individual industries does not mean general crises.
In order to produce a general crisis, the industries in question would
either have to be of such importance as consumers of the manufac"" Ibid.
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tures of other industries that if they came to a halt, so would the
others, and so on; or they would, by means of the money market,
that is, through a general paralysis of uedit, have to deprive the
others of the wherewithal to continue production. However, it is
evident that the greater the wealth of a country and the more
developed its credit system - not to be confused with heightened
business activity on credit - the less is the likelihood of any such
consequence. For here the possibilities of adjustment multiply in
growing measure. In a passage, which I cannot find at the moment,
Marx once said - and the correctness of his claim is supported by a
mass of e\idence - that the contractions in the centre of the money
market are much more quickly overcome than at various points on
the periphery. And Marx had in view a money market which was
much more restricted, even in England, than it is today. Thus he still
tells us Capital Ill part 2, p. 18) that, with the expansion of the
market, credit is extended and thus the element of speculation must
become more and more dominant in b\lsiness! 7 However, the revolu~
tion in the means of communication achieved since then has, in this
regard, more than neutralised the effects of great distances.• Crises
in the money market may not have been banished from the world,
but at least, as far as we are concerned, contractions of the money
market caused by business enterprises far apart from each other and
hard to control are significantly reduced.
The relationship of financiaJ crises to trade and business crises is
not yet so fully explained that, in any particular concrete case in
which the two coincide, we can say with certainty that it was the trade
crisis, that is, overproduction, that directly caused the financiaJ crisis.
In most cases, indeed, it was clearly not actual overproduction but
overspeculation that paralysed the money market and thus depressed
• Engels calculates that, thanks to the Suez Canal, cargo steamers, etc., America and
India have been brought nearer to the industrial countries of Europe by 70 to 90 per
cem, and he adds that 'the two major foci nf cri•l• between 1825 and 1857 , .. have
lost in this v.ay a good deal of their e>:plosive potential' (Capilid lll, part I, p. 45}." On
p. 395 of the same volume, Engels maintains that certain speculative activities connected
with credit fraud, which Marx characterises as factors of <1isis in the money mad;el,
hove been brought to an end by the overseas telegraph." Engels's corrective parenthesis
on p. 56 of !h.e second part of volume lil is also worth noting for its judgment on the
development of the credit system.
"Ibid., p. 612.

'"Capiud Ill, p. 16f.
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business as a whole. This follows from the details which, in the third
volume of Capital, Marx gives from the official investigations inro the
crises of 1847 and 1857,-'" and it is confirmed by the facts which
Professor Herkner adduces in connection with these and other crises
in his sketch of the history of trade crises in The Dictionary ofPolitical
Sciences. From the facts cited by Herkner, Dr Luxemhurg draws the
inference that the crises we have had so far were not at all the right
crises but were only injimti/e ailments of the capitalist economy, the
symptoms, not of a contraction, but of a widening of the domain of
the capitalist economy, that 'we have not yet reached the stage of full
capitalist maturity presupposed in Marx's model of periodic crisis
formation'. According to her we find ourselves 'at a stage in which
crises are no longer a symptom of the rise of capitalism and not yet
a symptom of its demise'. This time will only come when the world
market is fully developed and can not be enlarged any further by
sudden expansions. Then the conflict between the forces of production and rbe limics of exchange must become fl.·er sharper and more
turbulent:1'
Against this it must be observed that the crisis-model in Marx, or
for Marx, depicted not the future but the present, and the expectation
was only that, in the future, it would recur in ever harsher forms and
with ever greater severity. In denying that the model has the significance Marx imputed to it for the whole epoch which has just gone by
and in presenting it as a deduction which did not yet correspond with
reality, but which was the logical construction of an anticipated event
based on the existence of certain elements in an embl)'onic state,
Miss Lw.:emburg questions Marx's prognosis of future social development, insofar as this prognosis depends on the theory of crises.
For if it was not yet valid for the time in which it was formulated,
and if it has not been confirmed by practice in the time between then
and now, to what more distant point in the future can the model be
represented as relevant? Referring it to the time when the world
market is fully developed is a theoretical flight into the world to
come.
It is absolutely impossible to know When the world market will be
fully developed. i\li~s Luxemburg is, surely, not ignorant uf the fact
that there is not only an extensive but also an intensh•e expansion of
" lbioJ.

"' Ibid., pp. 249.
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the world market and that nowadays the latter is of much greater
importance than the former.
In the trade statistics of the major industrial countries, exp<Jrts to
countries with long-established populations play by far the greatest
role. To the whole of Australa~ia (all the Australian colonies, New
Zealand, etc.) England exports less, in terms of value, than it does to
a single country, France; and to the whole of British North America
(Canada, British Columbia, etc.) it exports less than it does to Russia
alone; and to both these colonial territories togerher, which are
indeed of a respectable age, it exports less than it does to Germany.
England's foreign trade with all its colonies, including the whole of
the immense Indian Empire, amounts to not quite a third of its trade
with the rest of the world, and as for the colonial acquisitions of the
last twenty years, the exports £hither have been ridiculously small.'
The extension of the world market takes place much too slowly to
provide a sufficient outlet for the actual increase in production, were
it not for the fact that the countries already involved offered it an
l'ver larger market. No a priori limit can be set for this intensive
expansion of the world market, which takes place at the same time
as its spatial extension. If the genera] crisis is an immanent law of
capitalist production, then it must establish itself as true now or in
the near future. Otherwise the proof of its ine\itability hovers in the
air of abstract speculation.
We have seen that, compared with earlier times, credit nowadays
is subject not 1D more but to fewer of the contractions that lead to a
general paralysis of production and is to that extent becoming less of
a factor in the creation of crises. But insofar as it tends to promote
overproduction hothouse-fashion, this is increasingly countered
within ''arious countries - and even on an international level here
and there- hy the manufacturers' association which seeks to regulate
produetion as a cartel, syndicate, or trust. Wirhout embarking on
' Here are some of th~ figures for 1895. Of total expom, 75.6 per cent went abroadnine-tenths of it to the old counttics- and 24.4 per cent went to British colonies.
Measured by ~alue, the amounts uportcd (including transit goods) were: tr> British
North America 6.6 million pounds sterling, to Russia 10.7, to Australasia 19.3, to
France 20.3. to ~mtan)' 32.7, to the whole of British Ea•t and West Africa Z.4, i.~
not even I per cent of the total exported, which amounted to 285.8 million. In 1895,
exports to all British possessions were about 64.8 per cent lughcr than in the year 1860,
and to othe• countries th11· "ere 77.2 per cent higher (sec Conslituuonal Yca.t>wk of
1897).
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prophecies as to their ultimate vitality and effectiveness, I have
acknowledged their ability to influence the relationship between productive activity and market conditions in such a way that the danger
of crises is diminished. 52 Miss Luxemburg refutes this as well.
First, she denies that associations of manufacturers couJd become
general. The final aim and effect of such associations are to increase
their share of the total amount of profit gained in the commodity
market by eliminating competition within a particular branch of
industry. However, one branch of industry can achieve this only at
the expense of another, and the organisation could not possibly,
therefore, become general. 'If they were extended to all branches of
industry, they would cancel each other out.' 53
This proof i'l identical, down to the last hair, to the long-sinceexploded proof of the uselessness of trade unions. Indeed, its support
is immeasurably more fragile than that of the wages fund theory of
blessed memory. 54 It is the unproven, unprovable, or rather demonstrably false assumption, that in the commodity market there is always
only a fixed amount of profit to be distributed. It assumes, amongst
other things, that prices are detennined independently of changes in
the cost of production. But even given a fixed price and, furthermore,
a fixed technological basis of production, the amount of profit in one
branch of industry can be increased without thereby diminishing the
profit of another, namely, by reducing unnecessary costs, eliminating
unfair competition, better organisation of production, and the like. It
is obvious that an association of manufacturers is an effective means
to this end. The problem of the division of profits is the last obstacle
of all which stands in the way of manufacturers' associations becoming universal.
According to Dr Luxemburg, another point that speaks against the
ability of cartels to check the anarchy of production is that they seek
to achieve their purpose - stopping the fall in the rate of profit - by
leaving fallow a portion of the accumulated capital, thus doing precisely what, in another form, crises achieve. The remedy resembles
the disease as one drop of water resembles another. A part of the
capital which has been socialised by the organisation is converted
back into private capital, each portion tries its luck off its own bat,
and 'the employers' organisations inevitably burst like bubbles and
" Ibid., p. 165.

" Ibid., p. 254.
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make way once more for free competition, in an intensified fonn'.''
This assumes, in the first place, that the surgical removal of a
gangrenous limb resembles the destruction of that limb by gangrene
'as one drop of water resembles another', because in both cases the
limb is lost. The devastation of capital by an elemental event, which
is what crises are, and the laying off of capital by an industrial organisation are two very different things, because the one means only a
temporary stoppage whereas the other means direct destruction.
However, it is nowhere written that capital which is superfluous in
one branch of production can be employed, or must seek employment, only in that same branch of production. For a change, this
assumes that the number of branches of production is fixed for all
time, which again is contradicte d by reality.
Miss Luxemburg 's final objection fares somewhat better. She
argues that cartels are unsuitable for controlling the anarchy of production because, as a rule, the entreprene urs in a cartel achieve their
high rate of profit on the home market by using the capital the home
market can not employ in order to produce goods for export at a
much lower rate of profit. The consequence: increased anarchy on
56
the world market, the opposite of the result intended.
'As a rule', this manoeuvre only works where the cartel is covered
by a protective tariff which makes it impossible for foreign countries
to pay it back in the same coin. In the sugar industry, to which Miss
Luxemburg refers as an illustration of her thesis, it is the intensified
fonn of protective tariff, the export premium, which has brought
about the delights described. But it is worth noting that the agitation
against this beneficial arrangemen t is much stronger in the countries
which rejoice in it than it is in the country which dispenses with it
and whose sugar production is exposed, without protection, to competition from countries blessed with export premiums and sugar cartels, namely England. And the English know why perfectly well. This
premiumed competition has undoubtedl y done severe damage to the
English refiners -though by no means to the degree often supposed,
for the English refiner of course also gets his raw material, raw sugar,
with the export premium removed. Whereas in the year 1864 only
4Z4,000 tons of sugar were refined in England, 6Z3,000 tons were
refined in 1894, and 63Z,OOO tons in 1896. In the meantime, produc" Ibid.

" Ibid., pp. 254-6.
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tion had indeed reached an even higher figure (it was 824,000 in
1884), but though this level could not be maintained, the sugarrelated industries (confectionery, jams, preserved fiuit, etc.) achieved
an imperus which outweighed this relative decline tenfold. From 1881
to 1891 the number of persons employed in England's sugar refineries suffered no decline whatsoever, while those employed in the confectionery industry alone nearly doubled ... To this must be added the
rapidly growing manufacture of jams and marmalade, which have
become popular articles of consumption, employing thousands upon
thousands of workers. Had the continental sugar manufacturers
wjpcd out the whole of England's refining industry by means of the
sugar premium and similar manoeuvres, which however is not the
case, then the loss of job opportunities for some 5,000 workers would
have been balanced by a gain of at least eight times that number of
job opportunities. This does not take into account the impetus which
cheap sugar has given to the cultivation of soft fiuit in England.
Besides, it is said that premiumed beet-sugar has mined the planters
of cane-sugar in the British colonies, and there is no lack of cries of
distress from the West Indian planters. But this worthy class of
persons bears a distressing resemblance to those desperate agricuJturalists who under any circumstances would be ruined by the mathematics of the case. In fact, England imports more cane sugar from
its possessions today than it used to (from 2,300,000 hundredweight
in the year 1890, the imports of cane sugar from the British possessions rose to 3,100,000 hundredweight in the year 1896); it is just
that other colonies have overtaken the West lndies. In 1882, exactly
two-thirds of the total export from British possessions fell to the
share of the West Indies; in 1896, it was less than half. The profits
of the planters have certainly deteriorated, but that is not quite the
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The Preconditions of Socialism
same thing as ruin, unless heavy indebtedness previously incurred is
involved.
However, we are concerned neither with denying the harmful
effects of current simple and compounded protectionist policies, nor
with issuing an apology for industrialists' associations. It ne,·er
entered my head to maintain that cartels etc. are the last word in
economic development and are capable of removing permanently the
antagonisms of modem economic life. On the contrary, I am convinced that where in modem industrial states cartels and trusts are
supported and strengthened by protective tariffs they must, in fact,
become crisis factors in the industry concerned - and also for the
'protected' country itself, if not initially then in any case ultimately.
The only question is how lo11g the people concerned will be content
with this arrangement. Protective tariffs are not a product of the
economy but an intervention in the economy by political authorities
seeking to bring about economic effects. The industrial cartel as such
is a very different animal. Even when nunured hothouse-fashion by
protective tariffs, it has grown out of the soil of the economy itself and
is a characteristic means of adjusting production to the movements of
the market. There is no question that at the same time it is, or can
become, a means for monopolistic exploitation. But neither is there
any question that, in its first capacity, it represents an enhancement
of all previous remedies for overproduction. With much less risk than
an individual enterprise, it can temporarily limit production in times
of a glut on the market. What is better, it is also in a position to take
steps against unfair competition from abroad. To deny this is to deny
the superioricy of organisation over anarchic competition. But that is
what we do when we deny in principle that cartels can ha,;e a modifYing effect on the nature and frequency of crises. How for they can
do so is for the present a matter of pure conjecture, for we do not
yet have sufficient experience to reach any definite conclusion. And
in these circumstances, there are even fewer fixed points of reference
for the predetennination of furore grorra/ crises, as Man: and Engels
originally envisaged them, as aggravated repetitions of the crises of
1825, 1836, 1847, 1857, and 1873. The very fact that for many years
socialists believed that an increasing contraction of the industrial cycle
was the natural consequence of the increasing concentration of capital -a spiral developme nt- but that Friedrich Engels in 1894 felt
obliged to ask whether we were not facing a new extension of the
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cycle, in other words the precise opposite of the previous assumption,
serves as a warning against the abstract inference that these crises
must repeat themselves in the old form:
The history of individual industries shows that their crises by no
means always coincide with the so-called general c;:rises. Whoever
reads what Marx says about the history of the English cotton industry
in volume I and volume Ill of Capital (I, chapter 13 and Ill, chapter
6) will find it established, and recent history confirms it, that this
and other major branches of industry go through phases of buoyant
business activity and stagnation which have no profound effect on
most of the other industries." As we have seen, Man: believed he
could establish that the need for an accelerated renewal of fixed
capital (instruments of production, etc.) provided a material foundation for periodic crises/ and it is absolutely correct that this is an
importanl element in the formation of crises. But it is not correct, or
it is no longer correct, that these periods of renewal occur at the
same time in the various industries. And thus a further factor of the
great general crisis is eliminated.
All that remains is the point that productive capacity in modern
society is much greater than the actual demand for products as determined by buying power, that millions live in inadequate housing and
are inadequately clothed and fed, despite the fact that there are
abundant means available to provide adequate housing, clothing, and
food; that out of this incongruity, ovetproduction takes place again
and again in different branches of production, so that either certain
articles are in fact produced in greater quantity than can be used for example, more yam than the existing weaving mills can work up or certain articles are produced not indeed in greater quantity than
can be used but in greater quantity than can be bought; that in
• Here we are, of course, q>eaking only of the rattWtrtil basis of crises. Crises resulting
from political events (wars or serious threats of war) or from ~ry widespread crop
failure - local failures no longer have any effect in this respect - are of course alwoys
possible, as ":as already remarl<ed in my article on the theocy of collapse.,.
• The use of the word 'material' in che passage mentioned (vol. ll, p. 16-f) is 110( without
interest in judging how Man: undentood this concept. Acrording to the usual preRnl
delinition of the concept, the explanation of crises by underconsumption would be j~sl
as materialistic as basing them on changes in the process of production, e.g. toob.

" Crspilal I, pp. 587fT and 111, pp. 219ff. In neither place does Man: quire make the point
which Bemsrein ascribes to him.
" Tudor and Tudor. p. 160.
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consequence of this, great irregu]arities occur in the employment of
workers, which makes their condition extremely insecure, reduces
them again and again to humiliating dependence, and brings forth
overwork in one place and unemployment in another; and that of the
means used nowadays to combat the most extreme manifestations of
this evil, cartels of capitalist entrepreneurs represent monopolistic
associations against the workers on the one hand and against the
public at large on the other, and they tend to wage war over people's
heads, and at their expense, with similar monopolies in other industries and other countries or, by international or inter-industrial agreements, to adjust production and prices arbitrarily to suit their own
need for profit. In effect, the capitalist means of defence against
crises bear within themselves the seeds of a new and more onerous
hondage for the working class, as well as the seeds of production
privileges which are a more acute fonn of the old guild privileges.
From the standpoint of the workers, it seems to me to be much more
important at present to keep in mind the potentialities of cartels and
trusts than to prophesy their 'impotency'. Whether in the long run
they are able to achieve their prime objective, the prevention of crises,
is in itself a minor question for the working class. But it becomes a
very significant question as soon as expectations of any kind as
regards the movement for the liberation of the working class are
linked to the general crisis. For then the idea that cartels can do
nothing to prevent crises can be the cause of fatal neglect.
The short sketch we gave in the introduction to this chapter of the
Marx-Engels explanations of economic crises will suffice, in conjunction with the pertinent facts adduced, to show that the question of
crises is a problem that cannot be solved categorically with a few
tried and trusty slogans. We can only establish what elements in the
modem economy promote crises and what forces impede them. It is
impossible to decide a priori the ultimate relation of these forces to
one another, or their development. Unless unforeseen exUmal events
bring about a general crisis- and as we have said, that can happen any
day- there is no compelling reason to conclude, on purely economic
grounds, that such a crisis is imminent. Local and partial recessions
are unavoidable. Thanks to the present organisation and expansion
of the world market, and thanks particularly to the great txponsion in
food produaion, a general stagnation is not unavoidable. The expan-
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sion of food production is of particular importance for our problem.
Perhaps nothing has contnbuted so much to the mitigation of business crises, or to the prevention of their increase, as the fall in rents
and food prices.
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CHAPTER

4

The tasks and opportunities of Social Democracy

(a) The political and economic prerequisite s of
socialism
If we asked a number of people of any class or party to give a brief
definition of socialism, most of them would be in some difficulty.
Those who do not simply toss off some phrase they have heard musl
first be clear as to whether they are characterising a state of affairs
or a movement, a perception or a goal. If we consult the literature
of socialism itself, we will find very different accounts of the concept
depending on whether they fall into one or other of the categories
indicated above. They will vary from its derivation from legal ideas
(equality, justice) to its succinct characterisation as social science and
its identification with the class struggle of the workers in modem
society and the explanation that socialism means cooperative economics. In some cases, fundamentally different conceptions provide the
basis for this variety of explanations, hut for the most part they are
simply the result of seeing or representing one and the same thing
from different points of view.
In any case, the most precise characterisation of socialism will he
the one that takes the idea of cooperation as its starting point, because
this idea expresses simultaneously an economic and a legal relationship. It takes no long-winded demonstration to show that the legal
side is just as important as the economic side. Quite apan from the
question whether, and in what sense, law is a primary or secondary
factor in the life of a society, its law at any one time undoubtedly
gives the most concentrated depiction of its character. We identify
forms of society not according to their technological or economic
foundations but according to !he basic principle of their legal institutions. We do indeed speak of an age of stone, bronze, machinery,
elecoicity, etc., but we speak of a feudal, capitalist, bourgeois, etc.,
order of society. This fits in with the characterisation of socialism as
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a movement towards, or the state of, a cooperative order of society.
It is in this sense - which, indeed, also accords with the etymology
of the word (socius = associa te)- that the tenn is used in what follows.
Now, what are the preconditions for the realisation of socialism?
Historical materialism finds them first of all in the modem development of production. The spread of capitalist big business in industry
and agriculture provides a lasting and steadily growing material basis
for the drive towards a socialist rramfonnation of sociery. In these
enterprises, production is already socially organised; only the management is by indiliduals, and the profit is appropriated by individuals, not on the basis of their work, but on the basis of their share
of the capital. At work the worker is separated from the ownership
of his insnum ents of production; he is in the depend ent condition
of a wage-earner, from which he does not escape as long as he lives;
and the burden is increased by the uncertainty connected with this
depend ence on his employer together with the Ouctuations in the
state of trade, which is the consequence of the anarchy of production.
Like product ion itself, the living-conditions of the producers also
tend towards the socialisation and the cooperative organisation of
work. As soon as t:llli development is sufficiently advanced, the realisation of socialism becomes an imperative necessity for the further
development of society. To bring it about is the task of the proletariat
organised as a class party which, for this purpose, must seize political
power.
So, as the first precondition of the general realisation of socialism
we hav~ a certain level of capitalist development and, as the second,
we have the exercise of political power by the class party of the
workers, Social Democracy. In the transitional period, the form in
which this power is exercised is, according to Marx, the dictarorship
of the proletariat.'
As regards the first precondition, it has already been shown in the
chapter on classes of establishment in production and disnibution
that although big business does in fact predominate in industry nowadays it, together with the businesses depend ent upon it, represents
at most ha!f of the population engaged in production, even in a country as advanced as Prussia. We get the same picture if we take the
' See, for instance, Th( Ck~M Ssn~ggks in FI7Mict, MECW, vol. X, p. IZ7; MEW, vol. \>11,
pp. 89-90. Also Engels's 'lntroductkm' to The Gvil W<1r in Fmna, MESW, vol. I, p.
485; MEW, vol XXII, p. 199.
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figures for Germany as a whole, and it is not much. different in
England, the most indusnialised country in Europe. In other foreign
countries, with the possible exception of Belgium, the relation of big
business to small and medium~sized businesses is much less favour~
able. In agriculture, however, we invariably find small and medium
holdings, not only in a significant proportional preponderance over
large holdings, but also well placed to strengthen their position. In
trade and commerce, the relation of the groups of businesses is
similar.
It is true that the picture given by the overall figures of company
statistics is subject to many qualifications when the individual sections
are examined more closely. This is a point I myself have already
made in my article on the theory of collapse, after I had expressly
referred, in earlier articles of the series Problems of Sorislism, to the
fact that the number of employees in a company is no sure indication
of the extent to which it is capitalist in nature.' The objections which,
in the Siichsische Arbeiter-Zeitung,' Pai-vus has raised against the use
I made, in the passage referred to, of the total figures for groups of
companies said essentia1ly nothing that 1 had not already stated on
many occasions myself, and they are quite irrelevant to the question
of the likelihood of an imminent economic collapse, which is what
we are concerned with here: It may be that some of the hundreds
• I will not dweD on Parvus's misinterpretations of my remuks, nor on the grotesque
oomparlsons (cab drivers vs railways, etc.) with which he sought to ridicule my reference
to the relati.e strength of small and medium-!lized busimsses. They are in the lint
instance irriuting, wming IS they do from a man I had believed to be cl.pllble of better
lhinp, bu1 th.ey are no1 worth seriow; ,~nuation.
However, for the reasons set forth in the text, I can not li« how the facts which
Heinrio;h Cunow addue<:s against me in his utterly appropriate article on the theory of
collapse have any bearins' on my thesis.' He will accept that what he says about bauking
and commercial agencies was n01 unknown to me when he learns tiu.1 I was myself
employed for many years in the banking business and that I also know from experience
about the wholesale trade. And IS regards subsidiary and branch companies, I have
myself written, in an earlier article in the series Prob/mu of SIJ<iiJUrn: 'In practice,
subsidiary companies which perhaps operate with a great deal of constant and very little
variable capital and employ expensive lllliChines and few workers are listed in the stlltisti<:!l of the Reich as snuill factories or even small workshops, whereas in fact they belong
to the facwry-s~ companies ... We lllliY take it ro be well established that the workshop
and the snuill factory appear much more prominent in the trllde statistics than they are
in reality' (Dit N~ Ztit, xv, I, p. 308). And as for agriculture: 'The area can be quite
small and still serve as the basis for a completely capitalist business. Statistics whil:h

'Ibid .• pp. 179ff.
'Tudor and Tudor, pp. 16lff.
Cunow, 'l.ur Zusammenbrucl•nhcorie'.
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of thousands of small businesses are capitalist in narure and that
others are completely or partly dependent on capitalist big businesses,
but this can make only a slight difference to the overall picture provided by the statistics for business enterprises. It can not disprove
the great and growing diversity of enterprises and the differentiated
structure of industry. If we strike a quarter or even a half of all small
businesses in Germany off the list as being dependants of medium
and large businesses, there remain in industry alone a million businesses, from giant capitalist enterprises down in ever-broadening
circles to the hundreds of thousands of small handicraft enterprises.
The laner do indeed, from time to time, pay tribute to the process
of concentration but they do not, for that reason, show any sign of
disappearing from the scene. In addition to the figures given on this
subject in the second section of our third chapter, let us cite from
the statistics of the German building trade the fact that from 1882 to
1895 the number of self-employed increased from 146,175 to
177,012 and the number of employees from 580,121 to 777,705.
This does indeed signifY a modest increase in dependants per enterprise (from 3.97 to 4.37) but it does certainJy not signify a reduction
in handicraft enterprises!
It follows that insofar as the centralised form of enterprise is a
precondition for the socialisation of production and distribution, it is
only partiaJly met, even in the most advanced countries of Europe.
So if, in the near future, the German state wanted to expropriate
all enterprises employing, say, twenty persons or more, whether for
complete state management or for sub-contracting, there would still
be hundreds of thousands of enterprises in trade and industry, with
mm than 4 million JPOTkm, to be carried on under private management. In agriculture, if all holdings of more than 20 hectares were
nationalised - which no one dreams of doing - more than 5 miJJion
privately managed holdings would remain with a total of nearly 9
million workers. We can form an idea of the magnitude of the task
rely on the uea of !he esta~t uy less and less about tiH:it economic characn:r'
(ibid., p. 380). Similuly in my micle on 'The Theory of Collapse' on p. SSZ, X\li, I,
with regard tD !he figmes for U'alk and conune=.
• See Schrnoele, S«W ~ TMM u ..w.u ill Gemumy, part two. volume: I. pp. I If.
where also the dark side of small enterprises in the building trade is exhibited.'
'Josef Sdnnoele, Die s,.~dttfl ~ ill ~ sd1 dnn ErlsM
lies S~Xda/iflm-G=tus (lena, 1896).
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which would be borne by the state, or the states, on taking over the
larger enterprises if we bear in mind that we are talking about severaJ
hundred thousand enterprises in trade and industry with 5 to 6 mil~
lion employees and, in agriculture, more than 300,000 enterprises
with 5 million workers. Imagine the huge resources of judgment,
expertise, and managerial talent which a government or national
assembly must have at its command to be equal to even just the
direction or economic control of such a gigantic organism!
At this point, our attention will perhaps be drawn to the large
number of intelligentsia produced by modern society, who would
gladly offer their senrices in a period of transition. I have no doubt
whatsoever as to the energy and good-will of this social group; indeed,
6
I drew attention to it nearly eighteen years ago. But it is precisely
in this embarras de n"chesscs that the danger lies, and what the malice
of the enemy can not accomplish is easily achieved by the benevolence
of our growing army of good friends. Even in normal times, benevolence is a dubious customer,
But let us set this question aside for a while and underline the fact
that the material precondition for the socialisation of production and
distribution, the advanced centralisation of industry, is only partly
achieved.
The second precondition is, according to Marx's doctrine, the seizure of political power by the proletariat. This seizure can be thought
of in various ways: by the path of parliamentary struggle through
exploitation of the franchise and the use of all other legal ways and
means, or by the use of force by means of revolution.'
It is well known that, until quite late in their lives, Marx and Engels
considered the latter path as inevitable nearly everywhere, and even
today various adherents of Marx's doctrine believe it to be unavoidable. It is also often held to be the shorter way.•
' Here and in what follows, 'revolution' is used exclusively in the po/iri«Ji sense of the
term, as being synonymous with a riJing or t:rlr(l·/ega/forrt. On the other hand, the tenn
srx:i4/ lmnsfomuuUm wilt be used for fundamenml t:hallg<: in the social ord~r. This leaves
open the question as !0 the way in which it is achieved. The purpose of making this
distinctinn is !0 eliminate all mil;unrlcrstandings and ambiguities.
' 'But is there anyone to whom it is not obvious that once the workers have come 10
powu and achieved absolute conuol of administmtinn and ltgislation in the larg<: cities,
where they constitute the overwhelming majority, the economic revolution would be
only a question of months, nay, perhaps of weeb?' (Jules Guesde, 'The Eighteenth of
Man:h (1871) in the Provinces', Zukunji of IS17, p. S7).

'In his 'Klippcn", Dr:r Soziukkmokral, 12 April 1890.
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This view derives its plausibility primarily from the idea that the
working class is the most numerous and (being propertyless) the most
active social class. Once in possession of power, it would not rest
until it had replaced the foundations of the existing system with such
arrangements as would make the restoration of that system
impossible.
It has a1ready been mentioned that, in formulating their theory of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, Marx and Engels had in mind the
Terro r in the Frenc h Revolution as a t}pica1 example. Furth er, in
Anti-DUhring, Engels described St Simon's discovery in 1802 that
the Reign of Terro r was to be understood as the rule of the
propertyless masses as a stroke of genius.' That is probably an exaggeration, but however highly one rates this discovery, the outcome of
the rule of the propertyless fares no better in St Simon than it does
in Schiller, nowadays decried as a 'philistine'.s The propertyless of
1793 were only capable of fighting the battles of others. They could
W<luld
'But we dcdue : Give us g.;wernmcntal power for half a yeu, and capitalism
be Jelegatcd to history.' (Parvus in SiichJi<ehe Arlmter-Zrilulfg, 6 March !S98.)
things,
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only 'rule' as long as the Terror lasted. When it had eKhausted itself,
as it was bound to do, their rule came to an abrupt end. According
to the view of Marx and Engels, the modem proletariat would not
be exposed to this danger. But what is the modem proletariat?
If it includes all those without property, aJI who derive no income
from property or from a privileged position, then it does ceruinly
constitute the absolute majority of the population of the advanced
countries. But this 'proletariat' is a mixture of extraordinarily varied
elements, of social groups which are even more differentiated than
was 'the people' of 1789. As long as present property relations persist,
they do indeed have more common or, at least, similar interests than
antagonistic ones; but they would quickly become aware of the different natures of their needs and interests as soon as the present propertied and ruling groups are removed or depri"ed of their position.
I have previously remarked that modem wage-earners are not the
homogeneo us mass uniformly devoid of property, family, etc., as predicted in The Communist MQnifosto, that it is preciselv in the most
advanced manufacturing industries that a whole hierarchy of differentiated workers is to be found, and that among these there is only
a tenuous feeling of solidarity. 10 In the article already mentioned, H.
Cunow sees this remark as confirming the fact that, even when
speaking in general tenns, I have English conditions particularly in
mind. In Gennany and in the other civilised countries on the Continent, the better-placed worker is not isolated from the revolutionary
movement as he is in England. In contrast to England, the best-paid
workers stand in the forefront of the class struggle. English caste
feeling is not a consequence of present sociaJ differentiation but an
after-effect of the earlier system of crafts and guilds and of the older
11
trade-union movement which was modelled on them.
Again, 1 must reply to Cunow that he is telling me nothing new indeed, nothing new that is correct and nothing new that is incorrect
(i.e. he teUs me nothing that has not already occurred to me). His
concluding remarks, for instance, are incorrect. The theory which
links the English trade unions with the guilds rests on very shaky
foundations. It overlooks the fact that the guilds in England were
expropriated already in the Refonnation, except in London, and that
it is precisely in Londob that the trade-union movement has never
"Tudor and Tudor, pp. 235--41.
11

Heinricll Cunow, 'Zur Zusanunenbruchstheorie', NZ, 17, 1 (!898-9~
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managed to gather particular momentum, a state of affairs for which
the guilds, which still exist there, bear very little responsibility. If
certain guild-like features are to be found in the English trade-union
movement, it is not so much a legacy from the old guild system which, indeed, existed much longer in Germany than in England as one of the chief products of Anglo-Saxon fmdom, of the fact that
the English worker was never under the thumb of a police-state, not
even at the time of the suppression of the right of association. The
sense of individuality or, to speak like Stimer for once, the sense of
own-ness is developed in freedom. It does not rule out acceptance of
what is different in nature or what belongs to the common interest,
but, when it is one-sided, it easily becomes the cause of a certain
edginess which appears hard and narrow-minded. I certainly do not
want to wrong the German workers, and I fully appreciate the idealism which, for example, moved the Hamburg workers for decades to
make sacrifices for the conunon cause and for the proletarian struggle
for freedom, sacrifices unequalled in the labour movement. But so
far as I can tell from my knowledge of the German labour movement
and from the opportunities I have had of following it, the effects of
the differentiation of trades described above have made themselves
felt even there. Special circumstances, such as the dominance of the
political movement, the artificial suppression of the trade unions, and
the fact that on the whole the differences in ·wages and hours of
work are generally less in Gennany than in England, prevent their
manifesting themselves in a particularly striking fashion. But any one
who observes the organisations of the German trade-union movement with any attention will find enough facts to confirm what I have
said. I refrain from citing well-known examples, although I have many
to hand, including some from my own active experience in Germany.
I confine myself to the following remarks.
The trade unions do not create the phenomenon, they only bring
it into prominence as an unavoidable result of actual differences. It
is unavoidable that substantive differences in manner of work and
level of income ultimately produce different ways and requirements
of life. The precision-tool maker and the coalminer, the skilled
house-decorator and the porter, the sculptor or modeller and the
stoker, lead as a rule very different kinds of life and have very different kinds of wants. Where the struggle to maintain their living standards OOes not bring them into conflict, the fact that they are all
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wage-earners can eliminate these differences from their awareness,
and the consciousness that they are engaged in a common struggle
against capital may produce a lively mutual sympathy. Such sympathy
is not wanting even in England; the most aristocratic of aristocratic
trade unionists have often enough extended such sympathy to lesswell-situated workers, as many of them are good democrats politically, even if they are not socialists.' But there is a great difference
between this political or socio-political sympathy and the economic
solidarity which stronger political and economic pressure may neutralise but which, as this pressure diminishes, will ultimately make
itself felt in one way or another. It is a big mistake to suppose that,
in principle, England is an exception here. In another form, the same
phenomenon is evident in France; the same goes for Switzerland,
the United States, and, as I have said, to a certain degree Germany
as well.
But even if we suppose that there is no such differentiation among
industrial workers, or that it exercises no inlluence on the way they
think, the tact is that industrial workers are everywhere a minority of
the population. In Gennany, there are 7 million, including workers
in cottage industries, out of 19 million income earners. And then we
have the technical etc. civil service, the shop employees, and the
agricultural labourers.
In all these occupational categories the differentiation is even more
pronounced. There is no clearer evidence for this than the grim
history of the movement to organise them into unionised interest
groups. On the whole, nothing is more misleading than to infer a
real similarity in conditions from a fonnal similarity of situation.
Formally, the commercial clerk stands in the same relationship to his
boss as the industrial wage-labourer stands to his work-master and
yet - apart from a section of the lower ranks in large companies he will feel socially much closer to his boss than the wage-labourer
does to his, although the difference in incomes is often much greater.
In the countryside, on the other hand, the way of life and the work
of master and man are, on small farms, much too similar to allow
room for class conflict in the sense of the urban worker's struggle,
and on most large farms the division of labour or differentiation is
' In the English socialist movement, just as elsewhere, the bener paid, that is the educated
workers of higher inreitectual endowment, provide the elite troOpS. Very few so-called
unskilled workers are found in the members' me~rings of the socialist societies.
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too great and the personnel is proportionately too small. There is,
therefore, little developed sense of solidarity to be found between a
foreman, a day-labourer, and a cowherd. That leaves us, at most,
with the large farms; but. as we have seen, they consistently constitute
only a minority of agricultural enterprises and, furthermore, they
display many basic differences in the labour relations between the
entrepreneurs and the various groups of personnel. It simply will not
do to equate the social aspirations of the 5 or 6 million agricultural
employees, which the German occupational statistics record after
subtracting the top personnel (managers, etc.) with those of the
industrial workers. Only a very small number can be asswned, or
expected, to have a serious inclination for, and understanding of,
aspirations which go beyond the mere improvement of their conditions of work. For by far the greatest number of them, the socialisation of agricultural production can be no more than an empty word.
For the immediate future, their main aspiration is to own their own
land.
However, the proposition that industrial workers yearn fur socialist
production is also, for the most part, an assumption rather than an
established fact. The increase in socialist votes in public elections
does indeed imply a steadily growing support for socialist aspirations,
but no one would maintain that all votes cast for socialists come from
socialists. And even if we regard the non-socialist and nonproletarian electors who vote for Social Democrats as compensating
for those adult socialist workers who do not yet have the right to
vote, then we have in Germany, where Social Democracy is stronger
thm in any other country, only 2,100,000 socialist voters out of
4,500,000 adult industrial workers, to which half a million adult male
employees in trade and commerce should be added. At present, more
than half of the industrial workers of Germany are either indifferent
to Social Democracy, or regard it with incomprehension, or view it
with hostility.
Moreover, the socialist vote expresses primarily a vague demand
rather than a definite intention. A very small percentage of workers
tales an active part in working for the socialist emancipation. The
trade-union movement in Germany is making gratifYing progress.
Nevertheless, at the end of 1897, it numbered about 420,000
organised workers in trades the workforce of which amounted to
6,165,735 persons (see Korresponden.zhlatt der Generalkommissi"on rkr
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Gewerbchaftro Deutschlands, 1 and 8 August 1898). Even if we include
about 80,000 members of Hirsch's unions, 12 it still amounts to only
a ratio of one organised to eleven unorganised workers in the trades
in question/ After subtracting those who are also members of trade
unions, the number of politically active workers in Germany is fairly
estimated at 20,000; and if we assume an equal number of workers
excluded from participation in political or trade union activity by
factors outside their control, then we get a total of about 900,000
workers who show by their actions a significant active interest in their
own emancipation. They represent 40 per cent of those who vote
for Social Democracy. However, of the 5.5 million votes cast for
non-socialist candidates, we can reckon that a quarter to a third
are conscious, class-conscious opponents of Social Democracy, which
gives us nearly double the head-count.
I know full well that the demonstrative force of assertions such as
the foregoing is very relative; for instance, the importance of the
spatial distribution and the soda-political significance of groups is
completely ignored. However, we are only attempting to get a moreor-less satisfactory criterion for evaluating the quantitative relationships betv;een those elements which are assumed by the theory to be
so ordered as to produce more than merely occasional and indefinite
implications for socialism. "What, for instance, can we say about the
tables of social forces presented in accordance with utterly superficial
criteria, with which Parvus thought he could trump me in his seventh
article?•' it is as if the large numerical superiority of the propertyless
over property owners, which he cites, was an altogether new historical
fact unknown to 3.nyone. And yet we find socialist newspapers declaring the imminence of the social revolution as a conclusion from the
contrast between the fifteen million strong 'proletarian anny', as calculated by Parvus, and the 1,600,000 'capitalist anny' (plus 3 million
small fanners and artisans 'ruined by capital' but not yet sunk into
t Nevertheless, already in live trades more than a third of the workers were organised,

namdy: primers 61.8, sculptors 55.5, dockers 38, coppersmiths 33.6 and shoemakers
31.7 per cent of those employed. They were followed b} lithographers at 21.8 and
porcelain workers at 21 per cent of those employed.
" A reference to the Hirsch-Duncker trade associotions launched in 1868 by the German
Progressive Party in response to the growth of the Lassallean unions. They were politic-

any LiberaL

" 'Die Klassengliederong ~es O.:utschen Reichs', SiiduischeArbriter-Zrituog, 22 February
1898.
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the proletariat, and 820,000 individuals independent of capital). The
truly oriental composure with which Parvus enlists in the 'proletarian
anny' the 5,600,000 agricultural employees from the occupational
statistics is exceeded only by the boldness with which he claims that
there are 2 million 'proletarians in trade'.' Even if we assumed that
all these elements would greet with joy a revolution which brought
the socialists to the helm, we would be very little nearer a solution
to the main problem.
There can surely be no dispute that an immediate takeover of the
total production and distribution of products by the state is out of
the question. The state could not even take over the bulk of the
medium-sized and large businesses. The local authorities, furthermore, could be of little help as intennediaries. They could at most
take those companies into conunon ov.nership which produce goods
or services locally, and for the immediate locality, and even then they
would have their work cut out for them. But is it plausible that those
enterprises which up till now supply the market at large could all be
municipalised at a stroke?
Let us take just an industrial town of medium size, say, Augsburg,
Barmen, Dortmund, Hanau, Mannheim, etc. No one would be so
foolish as to suppose that, in a political crisis or on some olher occasion, the local authorities there could take over the management of
all the factories and trading companies in those places and run them
with success. They would either have to leave them in the hands of
their former proprietors or, if they wanted to expropriate !hem absolutely, they would have to hand over the companies to workers'
cooperatives on some sort of leasing arrangement.
In all such cases, the question resolves itself practically into the
question of the eronomic potentiality of coiJjJeratives.
' The figures in the occupational statistics for ttade and commerce are:
843,556
Self-employed ;md wmpany directors
261,907
Conunercial personnel
1,233,045
Commissioners, serv;lllls, drivers, etc.
2,338,508
Total
Baides, Parvus's table is not unprecedented. In H&hb<.:rg's Zuhnft of 1877, C. A.
Schr:mun recktmed, on die basis of the recendy published resulrs of the Prussian
occupational statistics for 1876, that there was a 'socialist conlingenl' of 85 per cent of
the populatioo in Prussia, 4.6 million possible supporters of socialism as against 992,000
class enemies (Zultunft, pp. 186ft). Ho;~wever, &hramm did not draw the same bold

conclusion as

P~
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(b) The effectiveness of economic cooperatives
In Marxist literature, the question of the effectiveness of cooperatives
has hitherto been treated in a very cursory fashion. Setting aside the
literature of the 1860s and a few of Kautsky's essays, we find little
about cooperatives, apart from very general and mostly negative
observations.
The reasons for this neglect are not far to seek.
First, Marxist practice is predominantly political and is directed at
the seizure of political power, and moreover, as a matter of principle,
almost the only significance it attaches to the trade-union movement
is as a direct form of the class struggle of the workers. As for
cooperatives, Marx was driven to the view that on a small scale they
are fruitless and, furthermore, have at most a very limited experimental value. Only through the community as a whole could something be got off the ground. This is the general tenor of Marx's
comments on workers' associations in The Eighteenth Brumairc.' Later,
he somewhat modified his view of cooperatives, as is evidenced in
inter alia the resolutions on cooperatives proposed by the General
Council at the Geneva and Lausanne Congresses of the International14 as well as the passage apparently originating from Marx, or
at least approved by him, in G. Eccarius'sA Worker's Refuliltion, where
the same significance is attached to cooperatives as harbingers of the
future as to the guilds in Rome and the early Middle Ages'' and
further, the passage already alluded to in the third volume of Capital,
which, written at the same time as the above resolutions and Eccarius's work, emphasises the significance of cooperatives as fonns of
transition to socialist production. 16 However, the letter on the draft of
the Gotha Programme (1875) sounds once again much more sceptical
' 'In pan it jthe proletariat] throws i!Self into d<Xtrin.aire experiments, c.change banks,
and 'I>Orkers' associations, hence into a mm·ement in which it renounces the revolutionising of the old world b~ means of the latter's own great, combined resources'. (T/J(
Etghumth Brumuir(, Is! edn, p.8)."

,. The Geneva Congress took pla<;e in 1866 and the Lausanne Congres> in 1867. for
Marx's view of cooperatives on these occasions, see 'lnstruclioru; for the Delegates',
MECW, vol. XX, p. 190; MEW, vol. XVI, pp. 195--fl.
"j. Gcorge Eccarius, Eilfe< Arhritm Wihlrpmg tier t~ationai-Oiwnomischm Uhrnt John
.Stuart Mills (Berlin, 1869), p. 76.
" Capital m, p. 572.
" MECW, vol. Xl, p. 110; MEW, vol. V\11, p. !ZZ.
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about cooperatives,'" and, from the middle of the 1870s onward, this
scepticism prevails everywhere in Marxist socialist literature.
This can be regarded as being partly an effect of the reaction which
set in after the Paris Commune and which gave the whole labour
movement a new character with an almost exclusively political orientation. But it is also the result of the unhappy experiences which
people everywhere had with coopentives. The high-flown expectations which the progress of the English cooperative movement had
aroused were not fulfilled. For all socialists of the 1860s, real
cooperatives were cooperatives for production, and consumers' assodations were at best part of the bargain. But the opinion which Engels
expressed in his essays on the housing question prevailed: namely,
that if consumers' associations became universal the consequence
would certainly be a reduction in wages (The Housing f!Jastion, new
edn, pp. 34-5).' 9 The resolution drawn up by Marx for the Geneva
Congress states:
We recommend worken tu embark on cooperative prodm;tion
rather than cooperative stores. The latter touch only the surface
of the present economic system, the former strikes at its foundations ... To prevent cooperative societies from degenerating into
ordinary bourgeois limited liability partnerships, all workers
employed by them, whether shareholders or not, should receive
the same dhidend. As a purely temporary measure, it might be
appropriate that the shareholders receive a modest amount of
interest.
However, it was precisely the producers' cooperatives founded in
the 1860s that Jailed nearly everywhere. They were either forced into
liquidation, or they dwindled into being small businesses which, if
they did not employ workers for a wage in just the same way as other
firms, were in a stare of sickly decline. On the other hand, consumers'
associations were, or appeared to be, really nolhing more than retail
outlets. No wonder that in socialist circles people increasingly turned
their backs on the cooperative movement. The reaction was strongest
in Germany, where in any case people's minds were still preoccupied
with the conflict between Lassalle and Sehulze-Delitzsch.:w The
'" MECW, vol. XXIV, pp. 93-4; MEW, vol. XIX, p. 27.
"Mt.CW. vol. XXlll, pp. 345-6; MEW, vol. XVIII, p. 241.
""s~~ Schulze-lklitzsch 's Capite/ z.u rinem dtutschm Arbmer-Kdttchismus (Berlin, IB63)
and Lassalle's reply, Hm &.stidt-Schulz.r vrm Dditzsch, Jcr Ohmomi><he Juli<Jn. odn Capital undArkli (Berlin, 1863).
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strong tendency towards excessive state socialism which, in the mid
1870s, was supported by a large part of German Social Democracy
(by no means only the Lassalleans), and which often contrasted oddly
with the radicalism of the party, was largely due to the misfortunes
experienced with the cooperatives. Bankrupt self-help cooperatives
were now remarked upon only with satisfaction. In the Gotha Programme, and indeed already in its draft form, the demand for producers' cooperatives with state aid was formulated in a way that
rendered it impossible to implement. In his letter on the Programme,
the criticism which Marx levelled at the relevant paragraphs was
aimed more at the manner of expression than at the basic train of
thought." Man: did not know that the 'Marat of Berlin', Hasselmann,
whom he held mainly responsible for the paragraphs in question, was
a dyed-in-wool Blanquist. Just like l\1arx, Hasselmann would have
described the workers in the 'atelier' patronised by Buchez as
reactionaries. 22
Two circumstances are responsible for the fact that there is no
penetrating critique of cooperatives in Marx. The first is that, when
he wrote, there was not sufficient experience of the different forms
of cooperative to provide a basis for formulating a judgment. The
exchange marts which belonged to an earlier period had proved absolute failures. But, second, Marx did not approach the cooperatives
with that theoretical impartiality which would ha\·e aJiowed his theoretical perceptiveness to penetrate further than that of the average
socialist for whom evidence such as that provided by cooperatives of
workers and master craftsmen was sufficient. On this matter, his
great analytical powers were hampered by the preconceived doctrine,
or formula, of expropriation - if l may so express myself.
Cooperatives were acceptable to him on1y in that form in which they
represented the most direct opposition to capitalist enterprise. Hence
the recommendation to workers that they go in for producers'
cooperatives because these attack the existing economic system 'at
its foundations'. That is entirely in the spirit of the dialectic, and it
" MECW, vol. XXIV, pp. 93---4; MEW, vol. XIX, p. 27.
" When !he republican gowrnmenl estllblished IUrliaJ niUWrulux in 1848, Buchez was
president uf !he N•tional Assembly. Louis Blanc wanted the sure to provide workers
in the various trades wilh capiulro set up !heir own independent cooperative workshops,
a scheme with which Bochez had some sympathy. However, the tUtliaJ the guvemment
in f:oct estoblished were simply a form of unemployment ...,!ief. Workers were giW'n
umkilled worl on various public projects for a minimum wage.
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is formally in accordance with the social theory which takes as its
starting point the idea that production is, in the last instance, the
factor which determines the form of society. It is also, apparently, in
accordance with the view which perceives in the antagonism between
labour already socialised and private appropriation the fundamental
contradiction pressing for a solution in the modem mode of produc·
tion. The producers' cooperative appears as the practical solution to
this antagonism within the framework of private enterprise. Thinking
aJong these lines, Marx argued that, although the cooperative in
which 'the associated workers are their own capitalist' necessarily
reproduced all the faults of the present system, it did nonetheless
'positively' abolish the antagonism between capital and labour and
13
thus proved that the capitalist entrepreneur was superfluous. Yet
experience has since taught us that industrial producers' cooperatives
constituted in just that way were not, and are not, in a position to
provide such a proof; that it is the most ill-fated form of cooperative
labour; and that Proudhon was in fact quite righr when, with reference to it, he maintained against Louis Blanc that the association is
'not an economic force'.'
Social Democratic critique has hitherto simply ascribed the economic failure of the pure producers' cooperatives to their lack of
capital, credit, and markets, and has explained the decay of those
cooperatives which have not actually failed economically by reference
to the corrupting influence of the capitalistic or individualistic world
around them. This is all to the point, as far as it goes, but it does
nor exhaust the question. It is an established fact that a large number
of cooperatives that suffered financial failure did have sufficient
working capital and had no greater marketing difficulties than the
average enterprise. If producers' associations of lhe kind depicted
had been an economic force superior to, or even equal to, capitalist
enterprise, then they should at least have maintained themselves in
the same condition and indeed flourished, as did many private enter·
prises launched with exceedingly modest means; and they would not
' If Proudhon appears sometimes to oppose and sometimes 10 support association, this
contradiction is explained by his having at one time quite a different form of association
in mind than at another. He denies 10 ilie essentiall}· monupolistic cooperative what he
grants to ilie mnrualistic cooperative, that is, to the association operating a system of
reciprocity. Howc\·er, hi> critique is li>U of euggerations and is more intuitive than

scientific.
23

Cllj>itol m, pp. 511 and 572.
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have succumbed so miserably to the psychological influence of the
capitalist world around them, as they have done time and again.
The history of those producers' cooperatives which have not suffered
financial collapse speaks almost more loudly against this form of
'republican factory' than does that of those that went bankrupt. For
it tells us that, in such cases, further development always entails
exclusiveness and privilege. Far from undermining the foundations
of the present economic system, they stand as proof of its relative
strength.
On the other hand, the consumers' cooperatives, which socialists
in the 1860s regarded with such scorn, have in the course of time
really proved to be an economic force, an efficient organism capable
of a high degree of development. Compared with the lamentable
~es found in the statistics for the pure producer s' cooperatives,
the figures for the workers' consumers' cooperatives look like the
budget of a world empire as against that of a small country town.
And the WQrkshups established alld operated for such consumers'
cooperatives have already produced more than a hundred times the
quantity of goods made by pure, or nearly pure, producers'
cooperatives!
The deeper reasons for the economic as well as the psychological
failure of the pure producers' cooperatives have been admirably set
The figures for the latrer kind of producers' ~ooperarive are e><tremely difficutr 10
ascertain, because the official statistics of cooperative production do nOl distingui.!h
between them and the much-mon :-nrnnerou s and larger workers' join1-nock production companies. According 1o the returns of the British Board of Trade in 1897, !he
value of the )"ear's production of those coopenttive!l which returned a report to the
Board WliS, in marks;
122,014,600
Consumer cooperatives in their own workshops
25,2811,040
Milling cooperatives
7,164,940
him dairies
32,518,800
Cooperatives !Or the purposes of production
The milling cooperatives, nine in number, had 6,373 members, and in 1895-6 {I do
not have the relevanl statemenl for 1897} they employed 404 persons; the Irish dairies
and the cooperatives for !he purposes of production, a total of 214 associations, had
32,133 shareh<Jiders and, in 1895-6, !hey employed 7,635 persons. It Wllllid be a very
generuus estimate to suppose !ha1 aboul one-Nrenti e!h of the cooperatives could be
designared as cooperatives in which !he associated workers are their own capitalists.
Against this, the registered British working men's consumer cooperatives had, in the
year 1897;
Members
Capital (in marks)
Sales

1,468,955
408,174,860

1,132,649,000
128,048,560

Profi•
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forth by Mrs Webb in her work on the British cooperative movement
(published under her maiden name, Potter), although she does, perhaps, occasionally exaggerate. For Mrs Webb, as for the great majority of English cooperative members, cooperatives owned by their
employees are not socialist or democratic but 'individualist' in character.2• We may take exception to this use of the word, but the line of
thought is quite correct. Such cooperatives are not in fact socialist,
as incidentally Rodbertus had already shown.•• It is precisely where
the workers are the sole owners that a cooperative is constitutionally
in contradiction with itself. Such an arrangement implies equality on
the workshop floor; it implies full democracy; it implies a republic.
However, as soon as such a cooperative has reached a certain size,
which can be quite modest relatively speaking, equality breaks down
because a differentiation of functions and therefore subordination
becomes necessary. If equality is given up, the cornerstone of the
building is removed, the other stones soon follow, disintegration sets
in, and the cooperative is transfonned into an ordinary business
enterprise. On the other hand, if equality is maintained, further
expansion becomes impossible, and the cooperative retains its diminutive size. That is the alternative facing all pure producers'
cooperatives; caught in this dilemma they have ail either atrophied
or perished. So far from being the appropriate method of putting
capitalists out of business in the context of modem large-scale production, they are, rather, a return to pre-capitalist production. So
much is this the case that the few instances of relatively successful
producers' cooperatives are found in the handicraft trades; and !host
of these are not in England, where the spirit of large-scale industry
prevails among the workers, but in stoudy 'petty-bourgeois' France.
Students of national psychology like to depict England as the country
where the people seek equality in freedom, and France as the one
where they seek freedom in equality. The history of the French producers' cooperatives does indeed contain many pages describing how,
with touching devotion, the greatest sacrifices were made in order to
maintain formal equality. But there is not a single instance of a pure
" Beanice Potter, Tk~ Co-uperatirx M,..,u i~ Crtat BtitiJin (London, 1891). Within the
cooperative movement, cooperatives owned by employees were known as 'individualist'.
Miss Potter contrasts them with the democratic administration of consumers' cooperatives.
" I can not tra~ the source of this reference_
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producers' cooperative in modem large-scale industry, although the
latter is, for aU that, widely enough established in France.
In his book, The Housing Coopi!rative (Leipzig, Duncker &
Humblot), Dr Franz Oppenheimer has won the distinction of substantially extending and deepening the investigations of Mrs PotterWebb. The first chapters offer, in a very clearly arranged classification, an analysis of the different forms of cooperative, which, in
certain respects, can scarcely be bettered as far as critlcaJ acumen is
ooncerned. Oppenheimer introduces into the classification of
oooperatives the distinction in principle between associations for
buying and associations for selling. In our view, he overestimates its
significance in certain respects, but the distinction must, on balance,
be regarded as very fruitful. lt is the basis on which a truly scientific
explanation of the financial and psychological failure of the pure
producers' cooperatives is possible- an explanation in which personal
faults, lack of capital, etc., are finally and definitely relegated to
second place as contingent factors which explain the exception but
not the rule. Only to the extent that the cooperative is essentially an
association of purchasers do both its general aims and its particular
interests make its expansion desirable. However, the more the
cooperative is an association of sellers, and the more it is devoted to
the sale of industrial products manufactured by itself (the case of
agricultural cooperatives is different), the greater is the internal conflict. As the cooperative grows, so do its difficulties. The risks become
greater, market competition becomes more severe; obtaining credit
also becomes more difficult, as does the struggle for the rate of profit,
that is, the individual's share in the general mass of profit. Once
again, therefore, the association is forced to be exclusive. Its interest
in profit conflicts not only with the interest of the consumer but also
with that of all other sellers. On the other hand, an association of
purchasers essentially benefits from growth; its interest in profit,
although contrary to that of the seller, agrees with that of all other
purchasers. It strives lO push the rate of profit down, to make goods
cheaper - an endeavour shared by all purchasers as such as well as
by the community as a whole.
Out of this difference in the economic nature of the two kinds of
cooperative arises the difference in management so dearly set forth
b)' Mrs Potter-Webb: the essentially democratic character of all genuine purchasers' associations, and the tendency towards oligarchy char-
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acteristic of all genuine sellers' associations.'" At this point, it should
be noted that Oppenheimer makes a logical distinction in assigning
to sellers' associations those consumers' associations which pay dividends only to a limited number of shareholders. Only the consumers'
association which gives all purchasers a proportionally equal share in
the proceeds is a genuine purchasers' cooperative:'
The differentiation of cooperatives into associations for purchase
and associations for sale is of value to the theory of the nature of
cooperatives precisely where it touches on socialist theory. Whoever
objects to the tenns 'purchase' and 'sale' as being too specially
tailored for capitalist commodity production can replace them with
the concepts of provision and alienation; but he will only realise all
the more clearly how much greater significance the former has for
society than the latter. The provision of goods is the fundamental
general interest. In this regard, all the members of society are in
principle associates. Everyone consumes, but not everyone produces.
Even the best producers' cooperative. as long as it is only an association for purchase or sale, will always be in latent opposition to the
community; it will have a special interest opposed to that of the
community. Society would have the ~am~: differences with a producers' cooperative engaged in any branch of production or public service on its own account as it does with a capitalist enterprise, and it
• For that reason, Oppenheimer regards the distinction between buying and seOing
cooperatives as better than the hitherto customary one between production and distl1butiun cooperatives, be<:ame the latter starts from an altogether incorrect definition. it is
quite wrong to describe bringing an object to the market, or to the buyer. as an unproductive act; it is just as good a 'produ«i' (a production) as the manufacture of one object
(a product) from another (raw material). Distribution, however, means simply "dividing
up', and the use of this word for that other function is the cause of very serious
conceptual confusion.
Tiris is also our opinion, and the use of different expressions for functions as different
as delivery and distribution is certainly much to be recommended. On the other Jund,
including the functions of manufacture and delivery in the same concept, 'production',
would only cause further confusion. The fact that in practice there ano ~...es wheK it
is extremely difficult to separate or distinguish them is no reason not to distinguish
between the concepts. Nuances are to be found everywhere. The tendency lurking
behind the separation, i.e. to characterise on])· factory work as being productive, can
be dealt with in other "'"'Y'·
" Potter, Tk~ Co-operative J1.uvement, p. 157. Bemstein is simplifYing Miss Potter's case.
She does indeed stress the democratic character of consumers' associations, but she
d~scribes producers' coopo:ralives as exhibiting 'an amazing variety of aristocratic, plutocratic, and monarchical ronstiJUtions which del) scientific classification'.
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depends entirely on the circumstances whether it would be easier to
come to an understanding with it.
But to return to the point which iniliaUy led us to digress into the
field of the theory of cooperatives, it has been sufficiendy demonstrated that it is quite erroneous to assume that the modem factory
of itself generates a greater disposition for cooperative work. Take
any history of the cooperative movement you please, and you will
find that tbe self-governing cooperative factory always appears as an
unsolvable problem in that where everything else goes tolerably well
it disintegrates through lack of discipline. It is as with republicanism
and the modem centralised state. The larger the state, the greater
the problem of republican administration. Similarly, republican
organisation in the workshop becomes an increasingly difficult problem as the enterprise becomes larger and more complicated. For
exceptional purposes, it might be appropriate for people themselves
to name their immediate leaders and to have the right to remove
them. But given the tasks which the management of a factory entails,
where daily and hourly prosaic decisions liable to cause friction have
to be made, it is simply impossible that the manager should be the
employee of those he manages and that he should be dependent for
his position on their favour and bad temper. Such a state of affairs
has always proved to be untenable in the long run, and it has led
to a change in the forms of the cooperative factory. In short, the
technological evolution of the factory has produced bodies for collective production; it has not in equal measure brought souls any nearer
to collective management. The desire to bring an enterprise under
cooperative management with the attendant responsibilities and risks
stands in inverse ratio to its size. But the difficulties grow at an
increasing rate as the enterprise grows.
Consider the matter in concrete terms. Take any large modem
industrial enterprise, a large engineering works, a power station, a
chemical factory, or a modem combined publishing company. All
these and similar large industrial enterprises can indeed be managed
quite well for cooperatives to which all the employees may belong,
but they are completely unsuited for cooperative management by the
employees themselves. There would be no end to the friction between
the different departments and the very differendy constituted categories of employee. Cunow's contention that there is only a very
moderate feeling of solidarity belween groups of workers differenti118
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ated by level of education, style of life, etc. would then be demon27
strated in the clearest possible way. What one usually understands
by cooperative labour is only a misleading transference of the very
simple furms of collective work carried out by groups, gangs, etc., of
undifferentiated workers and which is fundamentally only contract
work by groups.'
Only a way of thinking which depends entirely on superficial
indications can therefore suppose that the elimination of capitalist
property or properties would be the most important step in the transformation of capitalist enterprises into a viable socialist system. It
really is not as simple as that These enterprises are very complex
organisms, and the elimination of the hub from which all the other
organs radiate wou1d, if not accompanied by a total organisational
transformation, mean their inunediate destruction.
What society itself can not manage, whether at the national or the
local government level, it would be wise to leave to the enterprise
itself to handle, especially in rroubled times. The apparently more
radical action would very soon prove to be also the most inefficient
Viable cooperatives can not be conjured up by magic or established
by fiat; they must grow. However, where the soil is prepared for them
they do indeed grow.
At present, the British cooperatives already possess the 100 million
tluler, and more, which Lassalle considered sufficient as state credit
28
for carrying out his association scheme (see the figures quoted on
p. 114). This may be only a smaU fraction of Britain's national wealth;
subtracting the capital invested abroad and capital that is counted
twice, it amounts to only one four-hundredth of the nation's capitaL
But it by no means exhausts the British worker's capital power. And,
furthermore, it is steadily growing. It has nearly doubled in the ten
years from 1887 to 1897, and it has gtown faster than the number
of members. The membership rose from 851,211 to 1,468,955; their
property rose from £11,500,000 to £20,400,000. Recently, the pro' 'The thing was not CIS)'. People like the cotton workers do not easily accept the equality
which is demanded for the successful conduct of a cooperative' (sketch of the history

of the Bumley Self Help Association in Co-opa-ativf Worhhops in Greal Britain, p. 20}.

Cunow, 'Zur Zusanunenbruchstheorie'.
" La~salle first advocated workers' cooperatives with state credit in his 0./fm.r An/fZJOrtschrtibm. The 'famous 100 million' was mentioned in a speech delivered in 1863 and
published in his Arbeiterlesdmch. FerJi..anJ L=all.s G.sanuwrm, 10 vols. (Leipzig,
18?9-1909}, vol. I.
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duaion of the cooperatives has increased even faster. In the year 1894-,
its value only amounted to a total of 99 million marks, but in 1897
it was nearly double the amount, namely, 187 million marks. Of
this, nearly two-thirds came from purchasers' associations, while the
remaining third came from all kinds of cooperatives, of which a large
part were, or are, merely modified purchasers' associations or
cooperatives producing for them. In the three years from 1894 to
1897, the consumers' or purchasers' associations had more than
doubled their own output. Its value rose from 52 to 122 miUion
marks.
These are such astonishing figures that when one reads them one
is forced to ask: where are the limits to this growth? Enthusiasts for
the cooperative system have reckoned that, if the British cooperatives
accumulated their profits instead of distributing them, they would, in
some twenty years' time, be in a position to buy all the land in the
country with all the houses and factories. This is, of course, a calculation in the manner of that fanciful reckoning of compound interest
on the celebrated penny invested in year one. It forgets that there is
such a thing as ground rent, and it assumes an increase of growth
which is a physical impossibility. It overlooks the fact that the very
poorest classes are virtually inaccessible to consumers' cooperatn·es,
or that these classes can be brought into such cooperatives only very
gradually. It overlooks the fuct that, in the countryside, a cooperative
society has only a very limited sphere of operation, that it can indeed
reduce the costs of the middleman but it can not eliminate them.
Opportunities will therefore always arise for the private entrepreneur
to adjust to changed circumstances and, at a certain point in time, a
slowing down in the growth of a cooperative becomes an almost
mathematical certainty. Above all, however, it forgets, or does not
consider, that without a distribution of dividends a cooperative society
would invariably grind to a halt, that for large classes of the population
it is precisely the dividend, that apple of sin execrated by doctrinaire
supporters of the cooperative system, which is the main attraction of
a cooperative society. It is often maintained nowadays that the dividend of a cooperative society is no indication of the greater cheapness
of its goods, that on average a retailer sells most goods just as cheaply
as a cooperative society so that the dividend only represents the sum
of small, unnoticed rises in the price of certain articles. This may be
a gross exaggeration, but nC'I-ertheless it is not altogether unfounded.
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The worlers' cooperative society is just as much a kind of savings
bank as a means of combating the exploitation which the parasitical
middleman represents for the working classes.~ But as many people
do not have a very deep-seated impulse to save, they prefer the convenience of buying at the nearest shop to the toil and trouble of going
further afield for the sake of a dividend. This is, incidentally, one of
the factors that has made the spread of cooperative societies very
difficult - and still makes it difficult - precisely in England. The
English worker is by no means particularly inclined to save. Altogether, it would be quite wrong to say that, from the start, England
provided particularly favourable soil for cooperative societies. Quite
the contrary. The settled habits of the working class and the great
expansion of urban areas which the cottage system entails completely
outweigh the advantage of better wages. What has been achieved in
England is primarily the fruit of hard, unflinching organisational work.
And it is work which was, and is, well worth the trouble. Even if
cooperative societies achieved nothing more than to reduce the rate
of profit in the retail trade, thus cutting the ground from under their
own feet, they would have performed a very useful senice for the
nation's economy. And there can be no doubt that this has been the
tendency. Here is an instrument by means of which the working class
can commandeer a considerable portion of the social wealth which
would otherwise serve to increase and thus strengthen the propertied
classes, and this Viithout direct destruction of life and without
recourse to the use of force which, as we have seen, is no simple
matter.
The statistics for cooperatives show the sorts of sums that are
involved. In 1897, from a total capital of 367 million marks and a
sales total of 803 million marks the 1,483 workers' cooperatives in
England realised a total profit of 123 million marks: That makes a
profit rate of 15.25 per cent on goods sold and 33.50 per cent on
• Narurally, the won! p-.ll'asitical applies to the trade itself and not to the persons engaged
in it. If we wanted to apply it to the laner, then we would also have to describe very
man)' so-called 'productive' workers as parasites, because what they produce is useless,
or worse, to the community.
The activit) of the middleman is parasitical mainly because the increase in t~c
number of middlemen bqond a certain llmit has the dfect not of lowering prices
through Cflmpetition but of iTUffll.Sing prices.
• We arc here disregarding both the large purchasing cooperatives which let the consumers' associotions bave their goods at a very moderate mark-up.
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capital employed. Something similar holds for the bakers' co·
operatives which are essentially also just consumers' cooperatives."
From a capital of 5 million marks and sales of8.5 million marks they
realised a profit of 1.2 million marks, a profit rate of 14 per cent on
sales and 24 per cent on the capital employed. The flour·milling
cooperatives, for which the same holds as for the bakers, realised on
average a profit of 14 per cent on capital.
The average rate of prolit for producers' cooperatives which do
not produce food is very different. Here, 120 cooperatives with a
total capital of 14.5 million and sales of 24 m1llion realised a gain of
770,000 marks; that means 3.25 per cent profit on sales and 5 per
cent on capital.
If these figures could be regarded as typical for the relationship of
the profit rates in industry and in the retail trade, then the proposition
that the worker is exploited as a producer rather than as a consumer
would seem to be of very limited validity. And, in fact, it does indeed
express only a qualilied truth. This stems from the fact that the theory
of value, on which it rests, abstracts completely from the retail trade.
Furthermore, it assumes unrestricted free trade in the commodity
'labour power' so that any reduction in its costs of production (i.e.
of the labourer's means of subsistence etc.) also leads to a reduction
in its price - the wage. Nowadays this free trade in labour power has
already, for a large proportion of workers, been significantly curtailed
by trade·uni on protection, labour legislation, and the pressure of
public opinion. And finaUy it assumes that the worker has no hold
on those to whom the entrepre neur must give a share of the surplus
product, notably the landowners, a supposition which is already being
overtaken by events. For instance, as long as workers confront the
employers unorganised and excluded from the legislative process, it
is correct that questions such as taxing the value of land are more
matters of controversy among property-owners than matters in which
workers have an interest.' However, as this precondition disappears,
there is a growing awareness that lowering the ground rent leads to
• They had 230 associations with 7,778 individuals as shareholders and employed altogether 1,196 persons, a facr which betrays the featu..., of a pun:hasing cooperalivc.
Bakeries adminis1ered by the general consumers' associations themselves are not
included.
' However, I only concede the 'more', since even then the matter would not be withou1
Pllllerial interest for the workers.
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an increase not in the profit on capital but in the minimum standard
of living. Conversely, the unchecked continuance and· further de,·elopment of ground rent would in the long run nullifY most of the
gains made by trade unions, cooperatives, etc., in raising the living
standard of the working man.
But this is by the way. We can take it as proven that cooperative
societies have by now shown themselves to be a significant economic
force, and though other countries still Jag behind England in this
field, cooperatives have taken finn root in Germany, France, Belgium,
etc., and are gaining ground. I refrain from giving the figures because
the fact itself is well known, and endless figures are wearisome.
Legislative chicanery can, of course, hinder the spread of cooperative
societies and the full development of their potentialities; and, furthermore, their success is dependen t on a certain level of economic development. But here we are primarily concerned with showing what
cooperatives can accomplish. And if it is neither necessary nor possible for cooperatives as we know them today to take over all the
production and distribution of goods, and if, on the other side, the
ever-widening domain of public services provided by state and local
government limits their activity, there is nevertheless on the whole a
large enough field open to them to justifY great expectations, without
lapsing into the afore-mentioned cooperative utopianism. Since, in
not much more than fifty years, the movement launched with [J.S
by the Rochdale weavers developed into a movement which now
commands a capital of 20 million pounds, it would take a brave man
to predict how close we are to the time when this growth reaches its
limit and what forms of the movement still slumber in the hidden
depths of time.
Many socialists have little sympathy for cooperative societies
because they are too 'bourgeois'. There are salaried officials and
workmen employed for wages; profits are made, interest is paid, and
disputes occur about the level of dividend. Certainly, if we consider
just the fonn of things, a state school, for instance, is a much more
socialist institution than a cooperative society. But the development
of public services has its limits, and it takes time; meanwhile, the
cooperative society is the most easily accessible form of association
for the working class, precisely because it is so 'bourgeois'. Just as it
is utopian to imagine that society could leap feet first into an organisation and way of life diametrically opposed to what prevai.ls at present,
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so it is, or was, utopian to want to start off with the most difficult
form of cooperative organisation.
I still remember the feeling of theoretical compassion with which,
in 1881, I listened to my friend Louis Bertrand from Brussels as he
began to speak at the Thur Conference on the subject of
cooperatives. How could an otherwise intelligent person expect anything to come from such an expedient? Then, in 1883, when I got
to lmow the 'Genter Vooruit', the bakery at any rate made sense Lo
me and I saw that in the end it did no hann to sell some linen,
footwear, etc., on the side. However, as the leaders of the 'Vooruit'
talked to me about their plans, I thought: you poor fellows! you are
going to ruin yourselves. They did not ruin themselves but worked
quietly, with clear vision, and along the path of least resistance, and
they built up a fonn of cooperative society appropriate to the conditions in their country. It has proved to be of the greatest value to the
Belgian labour movement and has provided the solid core around
which the hitherto disparate elements of this movement could
crystallise.
Whether or not the potentialities are fully realised depends entirely
on how one tackles the problem.
In short, cooperative production will be a reality, though probably
not in the fonns imagined by the first theorists of the cooperative
movement. At present. it is still the most difficult way to actualise the
idea of cooperation. It has already been mentioned that the English
cooperatives command more than the lOO million thaler which Lassalle required for his cooperative plan. And were it merely a question
of finance, pecuniary resources other than those available at present
would be at their disposal. The friendly societies and the trade unions
no longer know where to invest their accumulated funds. (The latter
are now asking the government to allow them to invest their funds
in savings banks where they receive a better rate of interest than the
government pays capitalists.) But it is not exactly, or not only, a
question of financial resources. Nor is it a question of building new
factories for a market already saturated. There is no lack of opportunities to buy established and weU equipped factories at a reasonable
price. It is primarily a question of organisation and management, and
here there is still much to be desired.
'Is it, in the first place, capital that we need?' we read in the
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Cooperative NCTPs, the main organ of the British cooperatives; and the
author of the article answers the question with a decided negative.
'As it appears, we have at present at our disposal some £10,000,000,
which are only waiting to be emplo)ed in a cooperative way, and a
further £10,000,000 could doubtless be quickly procured if we were
fu11y in a position to apply it usefully in our movement. Do not let
us, therefore, conceal the fact - for it is a fact - that even at the
present hour in the cooperative world there is a greater need of more
intelligence and capacity than of more money. How many among us
would buy nothing that was not made and finished under cooperative
conditions, if it were possible to live up to this ideal? How many of us
have not again and again attempted to use goods made by cooperators
without being perfectly satisfied?' (Cooperative News, 3 December
1898).
In other words, financial means alone will not solve the problem
of cooperative work. (@ite apart from other preconditions, it requires
its own organisations and its own management, and neither can be
improvised. Both must be carefully chosen and tested. It is therefore
more than doubtful whether a time in which feelings are inflamed
and passions excited, as in a revolution, can in any way be conducive
to the solution of this problem, which has already proved to be so
difficult in ordinary times. Common sense suggests that precisely the
opposite must be the case.
Even the workshops of those English bul.k.~purchasing cooperatives
which have sufficient resources and command an adequate market
often need quite a long time before their products can compete with
those of private industry, as the reports and debates at their annual
general meetings make clear.
However, the increasing figures for their own production have
also shown that the problem can be solved. Even various producers'
cooperatives have managed to solve the problem, in their own way.
The low rate of profit, which we recorded above, does not apply to
all. If, however, we survey them one by one, we find that, with very
few exceptions, those producers' cooperatives did best which were
financed by trade unions or consumers' associations, not primarily
for the profit of the employees but for that of a larger membership
to which the employees belonged or could belong if they wished - a
form which, for all that, comes close to the socialist way of thinking.
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Table 8. RJJu ofprofit of JPOrken-slumho/Jm' Q)()/Jfflllives, I896
Profit

Type of company
Fustian (moleskin) weaving-mill, Hebden Bridge
Hearth-rug factory, Dudley
Shoe-factory, Kettering
Clothing factory, Kettering
Shoe factory, Leicester
Metalworking factory, Walsall
Jersey factory, Leicester

Number
of shareholders

797
71
651
487
1,070
87

660

Number
of workers
294

70
(210?)
(50?)

190
(250?)

Share
capital
(Marks)

""'"
capital

Amount

(Marks)

Mnlo

528,340
40,800
97,800
79,160
197,580
52,280
360,160

129,420
31,360
75,720
35,660
286,680
48,260
246,540

96,580
23,100
40,020
28,HO
49,680
22,080
56,040

"'"
%

14.70
32.00

23.00
24.6
10.25
9.24 [sic]
22.00 [sic]
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Table 8 gives some relevant figures, taken from the 1897 report of
the workers-shareholders' cooperatives. They apply to the financia1
year 1896.
All these factories do, of course, pay wages at trade-union rates
and keep to the normaJ working day. The shoe-factory in Kettering
has an eight-hour day. It is still expanding and is now building a new
wing to its factory, which comes up to the most modem standards.
It is worth noting that in almost all cases the number of shareholders
includes a large number oflegal entities (cooperative societies, trade
unions, etc.). Thus the membership of the fustian weaving-mill in
Hebden Bridge is distributed into 294 workers who wnstitute the
personnel of the factory with a capita] share of 147,960 marks, 200
outside individuals with 140,640 marks, and 300 associations with
208,300 marks. The loan capital consists mostly of credits which the
members leave standing and which yields an interest of 5 per cent.
The distribution of the surplus takes place in accordance with rather
varied principles. In some factories a somewhat higher rate of profit
is paid on the share capital than as a bonus on wages. However, for
the first half year of 1896, the shoe-factory in Kettering paid the
shareholders a dividend of only 7l per cent and the workers 40 per
cent (on their wages). The customers got the same rate on goods
purchased (thus bringing the societ)• closer to being a purchasers'
cooperative)!
There is a similar distribution in one of the smaller cooperative
shoe-factories in Leicester. Most producers' cooperatives find a large
part of their market, if not their whole market, within the cooperative
world itself.
I need not enlarge here on other forms of the cooperative system
(loan and credit societies, raw materials and warehouse associations,
dairy cooperatives, etc.) as they are of no significance to the wagelabouring classes. However, in view of the importance which the
question of the peasantry (who, though not wage-earners, also belong
to the working class) has for Social Democracy, and in view of the
• By way of illustration, here are the figures. In the half year, it distributed:
To shareholden; (excluding tax)
1,164 marb
To customers
8,3ZS marks
To wwkers
8,068 marks
To the management committee
700 marks
To the educational fund
5Z5 marks
1,050 marks
To the relief fund
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fact that handicrafts and small businesses still play a very noticeable
role, at least in tenns of the number of persons involved, we must
draw attention to the progress which the cooperative movement has
achieved in these areas. The benefits achieved by purchasing seed,
procuring machinery, and selling produce communally, as well as the
possibility of cheap credit, cannot rescue peasants already ruined.
They are, however, a means of protecting thousands and thousands
of small peasants from ruin. There can be no doubt about it. There
is unusually good evidence for the tenacity and productivity of the
peasant economy (which does not need to be that of very small
peasants) quite apart from the figures which the trade statistics pre·
sent. It would be rash to say, as some writers do, that in agriculture
the law regarding the advantages of large as against small units is
exactly the opposite to what it is in industry. But it is not too much
to say that the difference is quite extraordinary and that the advant·
ages which the large concern, strong in capital and we\1 equipped,
has over the small are not so significam that the small concern could
not, to a large extent, compensate for them by making fuller use of
the cooperative system. The use of mechanical power, the procuring
of credit, a more s~ure market - the cooperative can make all this
available to the peasant, whilst the nature of his economy makes it
easier for him to overcome occasional losses than it is for the large
fanner. For the great majority of peasants are not merely producers
of commodities; they also produce for themselves a considerable por·
tion of the food they need.
In all advanced civilised countries, the cooperative system is rapidly
growing in scope and extent. The picture is no different in Belgium,
Denmark, France, Holland, and recently also in Ireland, than in a
large part of Germany. It is important for Social Democracy that,
instead of picking over the statistics for evidence to support the pre·
conceived theory of the ruin of the peasantry, it should urgently
examine this question of the cooperative movement in the countryside
and its significance. The statistical evidence for forced sales, mort·
gage burdens, etc., is in many respects misleading. Undoubtedly,
property is more mobile nowadays than previously, but this mobility
does not work one way only. So far, the gaps caused by public auc·
tions have always been filled again.
These general remarks will have to suffice. I have no specific agrarian programme to propound. It is, however, my firm conviction that
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such a programme ought to take much more cognizance of the experiences available with regard to agricultural cooperatives than has hitherto been the case, and that, if this is done, it will be less a matter
of explaining that ultimately the small peasants can not be saved than
of pointing out the manner in which they can be rescued and their
number increased. Where a small peasant economy predominates,
the organisation of agricultural labourers into trade unions and the
like is, on all possible counts, a chimera. Only through the !>pread of
the cooperative system can they be lifted out of the wage relationship.
The facts which Dr 0. Wiedfeldt (Dresden) imparts in number
13, volume VIII of SoziaJen Praxis on the activity and success of
agricultural syndicates in France are well worth noting. According to
him. there are approximately I, 700 agricultural (peasant) syndicates
grouped in ten associations with a toul of more than 700,000 members in France. 'These craft associations began, in the first instance,
as purchasing associations for agricultural fodder and fertiliser, and
their central office (Coopiratives Agricoks) has already got a certain
influence on the trade in these articles. They have furthennore collectively procured threshing-machines, reaping-nuKhines, etc., or carried
out drainage, irrigation, and so forth. They have established breedingroqperatives, dairies, cheese-factories,' bakeries, flour-mills, canneries, etc.,
and in some areas they have successfully taken the marketing of their
agriculrural products in hand.' In pursuit of this end, they have not
been content to establish a connection with the consumer
cooperatives which are also spreading in France, but they have
ftmnded their own. 'Thus in La Rochelle, Lyon, Dijon, Avignon,
Tomelle, etc., we have the establishment of cooperatives such as
butcher's shops, flour-mills, bakeries, which are half agricultural producers' cooperatives and halfconsumers 'cwperatiVes.' In the Depaneme nt
of Charente lnferieure alone there are 130 cooperative bakeries of
this kind. Furthennor e, the syndicates have also established canneries, and sausage, starch, and macaroni factories, 'so that, in a certain
sense, a localisation rif indwtry, insofar as it is connected with agriculture, is being attempted'. Most of the syndicates accept the workers
as members. The 1,000 members of the Castelnaudardy syndicate
include 600 workers. Moreover, the syndicates have ntmed to setting
· According ro Ema11tipation, 13 November 1898, in France alone the..., are Z,OOO
cooperative dairies, most nf them in the Jura and the tiro Savoys.
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up all kinds of mutual aid institutions: insurance, arbitration, people's
secretariat, agricultural schools, and recreational associations.
Thus far the report in Soziakn Praxis.
The question springs to mind as to the rights of the workers in
these cooperatives. The report speaks on1y of profit-sharing between
management and workers, but this allows for very many interpretations. In any case, the admission of workers into the cooperatives has
so far not changed the fact that, as agricultural associations, they are
essentially entrepreneurial syndicates. This is e>.ident from the fact
that, however many cooperative arrangements they have hit upon,
there is one area of cooperation which has until now been denied to
the workers: agriculture itself, that is, the cultivation of field and
pasture and the actual rearing of livestock. Work connected with, or
attached to, agriculrure is done cooperatively, or at least for
cooperatives; but here and elsewhei:C agriculture itself is out of
bounds for cooperative work.' Is cooperative work less favourable to
agriculture than to ~,>ther industries? Or is it simply peasant landed
property that stands in the way?
It has often been emphasised that peasant property, the division
of the land amongst many owners, is a major obstacle to working the
land cooperatively. But it is not the only difficulty; or to put it differently, it increases the real difficulties but is not generally their cause.
The spatial isolation of the workers, as well as the individualistic
nature of a great deal of agricultural work, also plays a part. It is
possible that the peasants' syndicates, which are still very young, may,
in their further development, overcome lhese obstacles or - which
seems to me to be most likely - that they will gradually extend their
present limits. For the moment, however, this is something we cannot
count on.
Even agricultural production for cooperatives is, at present, an
unsolved problem. The English consumers' cooperatives have done
no worse business with any enterprises than with their own fanns.
The third annual report of the British Labour Department (1896)
gives 106 producer.;' cooperatives an average profit of 8.4 pet cent.
Of lhese, lhe six cooperative fanns and dairies had an average profit
of only 2.8 per cent. Nowhere do the peasants get a greater retum
' Thus, e.g. in the fast risirlg frisk agriadhmd &OO{Jmllivn, wbich began in the year 1889
with a small association of 50 members, but which in March 1898 already numbe~
Z43 associations wilh Z7,33Z membe,., induding many agrirulturallabourers (wttiers).
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from the land than in Scotland. The amount of profit for wheat,
oats, etc., per acre is much greater in Scotland than in England.
Nevertheless, a Scottish fanning cooperative furnished with good
machines and representing a capital of a quarter of a million marks
has turned out to be a great failure. [n 1894 it made a profit of0.6
per cent, and in 1895 it made a toss of 8.1 per cent. However,
bow does it stand with actual agricultural workers' cooperatives? Does
a producers' cooperative of agricultural workers offer better prospects
than one of industrial workers?
The question is all the more difficult to answer because practical
experience provides no satisfactory examples. The classica1 case of
9
such a cooperative, the celebrated Ralahine Cooperative/ lasted too
short a time (1831 to 1833) and, whilst it lasted, it was too much
under the influence of its founder, Vandeleur, and his agent, Craig,
to serve as a valid proof of the ability of independent cooperatives of
agricultural workers to survive.' All it demonstrates is the great
advantage of collective management under certain circumstances and
assumptions.
The same holds for the experience of communist colonies. They
often prosper for a long time in physical or psychological isolation
under circumstances one would consider most unfavourable. However, as soon as they achieved a greater degree of prosperity and
entered into a more intimate intercourse with the outside world, they
soon deterionated. Only a strong religious bond or the like, a sectarian
wall raised between them and the surrounding world, will keep such
a colony together when it has become prosperous. But the fact that
men must in some way or another remain at a primitive level of
' As the gili:ed Owenite, Finch, humorously put it io 1838, its ronstitution was a combination of aD the advantages of Toeyism, Whiggism. and Radicalism, without any of their
faults. 'It had all the power and unity of purpose and action of a monarchy and Torydom,
all the moderation, the inventiveness, the preventive and precautionary measures of
Wltiggery, and much more than the freedom and equality ofiUdicalliim:" Mr Vandelenr was 'king', the management consisti!lf of treasurer, secretary, and stOJehouse superintendent was the 'upper house', and the committee of workers was the popular
assembly.
" The Ralahint Community in County Clare was an Owenire agriculrura! cooperative
estlblished b)' the landowner, J. S. Vandckur, in 1831. John Finch discussed it in •
series of leners published in the L~ Merwry. For a more recent account, seeS.
Pollard and J. Salt (cds.). Robm Owm, Propha of/k( Poor (London and Basingfimke,
1971), pp. 47-SZ.
lO See note 33 below.
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development in order to feel at home in such colonies shows that
they can never become the normal type of cooperative work. For
socialism, they are on a par with the pure industrial producers'
cooperative. However, they have provided a brilliant demonstration
of the advantages of collective management.
On the basis of all these facts and the experiments which intelligent
landlords have made with shared tenancies, profit-sharing with agricultural workers, etc., Dr F. Oppenheimer, in the book we have
already mentioned, has developed the idea of an agricultural
cooperative which he calls a 'colonising cooperative'. It is to be a
cooperative of agricultural workers, or is to begin as such, and is to
combine individual with collective management, that is, small fanning
with cooperative large-scale fanning, as is the case today on large
estates where separate allotments are let out to the agricultural
workers at a more or less substantial rent, which the workers often
manage in a truly exemplary fashion. Oppenheimer has a similar
division in mind for the colonising cooperative; only here the point
is, naturally, not to lower the price of labour power for the benefit
of the central establishment around which those small holdings are
grouped, but simply to give each individual member the opportunity
to enjoy, on an adequate piece of land, the mental satisfaction of
owning his own establishment and to employ in its cultivation all
the labour power not required by dte central establishment of the
cooperative, which either promises him the best returns or otherwise
best suits his individuality. But for the rest, the cooperative is to
exploit all the advantages of modem large-scale enterprise and to
make all possible cooperative or mutual arrangements for the business needs of its members. By working up its own products and by
admitting craftsmen to membership, the cooperative will increasingly
acquire the character of an organisation combining agriculture and
industry -which is what Owen had in mind with his home colonies
and other socialists envisaged with their communist projects. But
Oppenheimer tries to stay stricdy within the bounds set by the principle of free cooperation. The only criterion for joining a colonising
cooperative should be economic interest; this alone protects it from
the exclusiveness of industrial producers' cooperatives. In contrast to
the latter, it is not just a producers' (or selling) cooperative but also
a consumers' (or purchasing) cooperative; and this circumstance is
the basis on which it obtains credit, and protects it from those convul-
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sions to which large capitalist agricultural enterprises are nowadays
exposed.
This is not the place for a closer examination of Oppenheimer's
proposals and the theory on which they are based. But I think I must
say that they do not strike me as deserving the contemptuous recep~
tion they have been given in some of the party press. We may doubt
whether the matter can or will be dealt with in exactly the way
Oppcnheimer describes. But the basic notion he develops rests so
securely on scientific analysis of economic forms and agrees so closely
with all the experience of cooperative practice that we may indeed
say that, if cooperative management is ever achieved in agriculture,
it is unlikely to be materially ditferent in form from that developed
by Oppenheimer."
Expropriation across the board, which most critics of such proposals have in mind, cannot in any case conjure up organtc· creations
overnight, and therefore even the most powerful rev~u1ionary ~v
emment would have to cast about for a theory of cooperari~ work
in agriculture. Oppenheimer has collected abundant material for such
a theory and has subjected it to a rigorous and systematic analysis
which does complete justice to the basic ideas of hlstorical materiaJism. This alone makes the 'colonising cooperative' seem worth
sn.tdying.
There is still one more point to be made on the subject of agricultural cooperatives. Insofar as socialists are party politicians, they can
greet the present migration from country to town only with satisfaction. It concentrates the masses of workers, revolutionises their
minds, and in any case furthers political emancipation. However, as
a theorist who looks beyond the immediate present, the socialist must
add that, in the long run, this migration can become too much of a
good thing. It is well known that it is infinitely easier to draw country
people into the towns than to draw town people into the country and
• A1thc most rccen! conferen.;:c of the British cooperativ-es (Pererborough, May 1898) a
de\eple, Mr J. C. Gny of Manchester, read a report on 'cu-openrion and agriculture'
in whic:b, after an objecth-e eurninalion of all !he eiperimelll!l made in England, he
finaUy made a sullftltion which is renwiably simi1aT ro Oppenhdmer's projecl. 'The
soil should be cooperatM property, the procurement of all supplies should be
cooperative, and the sale of all products should be cooperative. Bu1 in !he cultivation
of the soil, an individual interesl must be ca1ered for, with appropriate pncaurions
.pnst mcr.:taduuent on d!.e intenst of the cullectivity.' (Co~ <PJ ~n.
Manches1er, 11198, p. 9).
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accustom !hem to agricultural work. So lhe flood of migrants into
the towns and industrial centres is not only a proble m for the presen!
government. Take !he case of a victory of working-class democ ra9·
which brings lhe socialist party to the helm. All our experience so far

suggests that the direct COnsequence would probably be a significant
increase in the flood of migrants into the large towns; and it is rather
doubtful wheth er 'industrial annies for agriculture' would be any

more prepar ed to be sent into the countryside than they were in
France in 1848. But apart from !his, the creation of viable and efficient cooperatives will, under all circum.<~tances, he a more difficult
task rhe further the depopulation of the countryside has adl·anced.
The advantage of having prototypes of such cooperatives to hand
would be well worth the price of having a somewhat slower expansion
of lhe very large towns.'

,. I see v.ith pleasure that, in his work on the agrarian question, which has just appeared,"
Karl K.autslcy has seriously investigated the qu~.r:ion of agricultural cooperatives. What
he says about the obstades that hinder the ~onversion of peasants' small holdin~ into
agricultural cooperatives fully agrees with Oppcnheimer's exposition of the same topic.
Kautsky look>; to industry and to the seizure of political power b}' the proletariat for a
wlution to the problem. Cu!Tent developments make the peasant ever more dependent
on capitalist distilleries, breweries, sugar refineries, grinding mills, butter and cheese
factories, wine cellarage businesses, etc., and tums them inro usual workers in other
kiruls of ~api!alist enterprise su~h as brickworks, mines, etc., wllerc, at present, small
peasants take temporary work to make up the deficit on their establishments. lllr,th the
socialisation of all these enterprises peasants wo:mld become 'collective w<Jrkers', casual
workers in socialist coopuative undertakings, while, on the other side, the proletarian
revolution would necessarily lead to tbe conversion of t..rge a[!ri~ultural enterprises, on
ive undertakwhi~h a large number of sntall peasants nowada}s depend, into cooperat
ings. Thus small peasant undertakings would increasing!}' lose their hold, and their
amalgamation into cooperative enterprises would meet with fewer and fewer difficulties.
The nationalisation of mortgages and the abolition of militarism would further facilitate
this development.
In a!! this !here is a gr<:at Uea! that is COITt'\:t. However Kautsk:.· set:trui 10 me to fall
inw the error of gready overestimating the tOrces working in the direction which has
his S)mpath}' and, equally, underestimating lhe forces working in the other direction.
Some of the industrial cnteiJ>rises he enumerates are well on the way to becoming not
master< of peasant businesses bot dependencies of peasant uooperati•·es, •nd, ~<id•
others such as. for instance, the breweries, the connection with a[!riculture is too loose
for a change in their nature to have a powerful effect on the industrial shape of the
latter. Further. Kautsky, in my view, toO ftequendy allows the >trong w(ll"ds which be
ocC>lsionally employs to lure him inw conclusions whi~h would be ~orre<·t if those worth
were universal~· troe; but since they apply to only a pan of !he real world, they c~n not
claim universal validity. To make it clearer: in Kautsky, the exist~nce nf the small
peasant seems a kind of beD. There is a great number of small peasants of whom this
can fair~· be s.aid, but there is also a great number of whom it i~ a 1(10'\S e><aggeration,
" Kautsk}·, Die Agrarfragt, pp. 116ff and 404ff.
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For the industrial worker, however, cooperatives offer the possibility of, on the one hand, counteracting commercial exploitation and,
on the other, raising the resources which in various ways smooth the
palh of liberation. The support workers are able to get from
cooperative stores in diffu:u!t times, during lock-outs, etc., is now
generally well known. To the classical example of the support the big
English consumers' cooperatives provided for the locked-out miners,
textile workers, and engineers, we might add that producers'
cooperatives can also be of great senice to the workers in their
struggle for a living. In Leicester and Kettering, the cooperative shoefactories maintained the standard rate of wages in the whole region
at the level !hey themselves set. The cooperative repair shop in Walsall did the same; a lock-out is impossible in WalsaU. Throughout
the lock-out from 1892 to 1893, the spinning and weaving
cooperative, 'Self Help', in Bumley stopped work and thus, in conjunction with the cooperative shops, helped force the employers to
give way. In short, as Trade Unionist, 2 November 1R98, puts it:
'Wherever in the country these (producers') cooperatives exist, people
become accustomed to engage in manufacture, not just for the sake
of profit, but in such a fashion that the worker does not have to lay
down his manhood at the factory gate but carries himself with that
sense of freedom and that civility which the public spirit in a free
community based on equal rights breeds.'•
However, up till now producers' cooperatives have proved viable
only where they have been supported by cooperative shops or have
resembled them in their form of organisation. This points in the
just as the description of small peasants a~ modem 'barbarians' is in many c•ses now
oven:aken by devel~~pmems. it is also an txllsgeration to descri!J., as 'slave lalwur' the
work which a small peasant does on neighbouring forms because his own f.rm does
not keep him fuUy occupied. The use of such expres,joru; establishes ideas whiclt
enC<JuNge the assumption !hat !hose dasses ha,·e e<:rtain perceptions and tendencies
when, in fact, th~) have them only in exceptional cases.
lf I <:an not a<.'Cept all of KauL>ky's S!alem<.-nts on the probable development of !he
pe~sant eCIJnomy,! am a!! the more at one with him on the principles llfhi.> programme
of agrarian policy m IJ., follol'·ed by Social Democracy today. However, l will deal with
this elsewhere.
• 'I have publicly stated JIK)fC than once at trade-union conferences that the c~>QPCrathes
~re, in ~neral, the best friends which the baker:; workers have in this cOun<r), and l
stand by this statement ... Both I and my union stand 011 the best footing with the big
con.•umcrs' coopemti•·cs and their bakeries, and we hope that this will remam the 01se'
(I.Jenkins, Secreta!)' of the Union of British Bake!) Workers in Labour Co·p11nnn.lu"p,
~member 18911).
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direction in which we must look for the most successful further development of workers' cooperatives.

(c) Democracy and socialism
The 24th February 1848 saw the first light of the dawning of a
new historical era.
He who says universal suffrage utters a cry of reconciliation.
Lassalle, Workm' ProgTamtnl
Just as consumers' cooperatives are concerned with the rate of profit
in trade, so trade unions are concerned with the rate of profit in
production. The struggle of trade unionists for an improvement in
their living standard is, from the capitalist point of view, a struggle
of the wage rate against the rate of profit. It would, indeed, be pushing
a generalisation too far to say that changes in the level of wages and
the hours of work have no influence at all on prices. The amount of
labour expended upon a unit of a certain class of goods remains, of
course, unchanged, as long as the method of production remains the
same, regardless of whether the wage rises or falls. However, so far
as the market is concerned, the quantity of labour without the price
of labour is an empty concept, for in the market it is a matter, not
of the abstract value of total production, but of the relative value of
the various kinds of goods compared with one another; and here the
level of wages is a not unimportant factor. If the wages of workers in
certain industries rise, the value of the products in question also rises
in relationship to the value of the products of all those industries
which experience no such rise in wages; and if the class of employers
concerned does not succeed in compensating for this rise by an
improvement in technology, it must either raise the price of the product accordingly or suffer a loss in the rate of profit. In this respect,
different indUlltries are very differendy placed. There are industries
which, on account of the nature of their product or of their monopolistic organisation, are fairly independent of the world market; and in
them a rise in wages is for the most part accompanied by a rise in
prices, so that the profit rate does not only not need to fall but can
even rise.' On the other hand, in industries which operate on the
ve
' Carey relies ir#(J' alii. on this partial tnldl in his doctrine of harmony." Certain cldrllcti
industties - mines, eoc. - afford examples Q[ it
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world market, as in all other industries where commodities produced
under various conditions compete and the cheapest commands the
market, rises in wages almost always result in a lowering of the rate
of profit. The same result occurs when competition makes a lowering
of prices necessary and an attempt to compensate by a proportional
reduction in wages is defeated by the resistance of the organised
workers. As a rule, compensating by improved technology means a
proportionally larger outlay of capital on machinery and the like, and
this means a corresponding fall in the rate of profit. Finally, the
workers' struggle for wages can, in fact, ouly he a matter of preventing
a rise in the rate of profit at the expense of the rate of wages, however
little the combatants are aware of it at the moment.
There is no need to show that the conflict about the working day
is, at the same time, also a conflict about the rate of profit. Although
the shorter working day does not directly cause a reduction in the
work done for the current wage -it is well known that in many cases
the opposite occurs- it does indirectly lead to an increase in demands
for a better standard of living for the workers, and so makes a rise
in wages necessary.
In certain circumstances, a rise in wages leading to a rise in prices
need not be to the disadvantage of the community as a whole. How·
ever, it is more often harmful than beneficial in its effect. For
imtam.:e, so far as society is concerned, it makes no difference
whether an industry extracts monopolist prices simply for the benefit
of a handful of entrepreneurs or whether the workers concerned also
get a certain share of the booty. It is still worth resisting a monopoly
price, just as it is worth resisting the low price of products achieved
only by reducing wages below the average minimum rate/ But, in
' The above was already wrinen when K1utsk:y's article in no. 14 of Di~ Nrut Ztit reached
me. In it, Kautsky characterises the industrial alliances which have re<:enrly arisen in
the English Midlands (and which I described in an earlier article) as trade unions which
'unite with capitalist circles to plunder the public', and are a 'means employed by
English manufilcrurers to corrupt the trade-union movement'. The Slnlggie against
capital is, according to him, replaced by 'the stroggle against sociery, hand in hand with
capital' (Die Ne~« Zeit, xvii, I, p. 421). As is e\ident from my n<Jtes to the text and from
my remarks upon the narure of the cooperative movement, I am by no means blind to
the tendency which Kaulllky here denounces, and I am on principle iu>t as opposed to
coalitions directed against the public as he is, be they coalitions of capitalists or ~
workers. Nevertheless, I think his critique goes too far. I can not, in principle, condemn
the kind of industrial organisation designed to counter unfair competition and unregulated undercutting, exemplified in the industrial alliance• in question, as associations
to plunder the public. So far, there has been very little evidence of such exploitation,
e..-en in a large number of trusts. On the contrary, it is nften enougft the case that the
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general, a rise in wages that affects only the rate of profit will, under
present conditions, be only advantageous for the community. I
expressly say 'in general' because there are also cases where the
opposite applies. If the rate of profit in a certain industry is forced
down well below the general minimum, this can mean that the countr)' in question loses this industry and that it goes to countries with
much lower wages and inferior conditions of work. From the standpoint of the world economy, this can be regarded as being of no
importance because, in one way or another, all things are equalised
over time. However, this is of little comfort to the parties concerned.
At first, and sometimes for a long time thereafter, such 'expatriation'
is a positive loss both for the people concerned and for the community
as a whole.
Fortunately, such extreme cases are very rare. Usuallv, the workers
know full well how far they can push their demands. The rate of profit
can, indeed, withatand fairly heavy pressure. Before the capitalist
abandons his entequise, he will try every conceivable means to get a
greater output fur wages. The great differences in the rate of profit
actually achieved in different spheres of production demonstrate that
the average rate of profit is more easily calculated in theory than
achieved, even approximately, in practice. Indeed there are cases of
new capital seeking investment in the market and turning its back on
enterprises offering the highest rate of profit because, like a man
choosing his occupation, it is guided by considerations in which the
amount of profit takes second place. So even this very significant
factor in the equalisation of profit-rates has an irregular effect. Howexploi!atioo of unbir competition in order to reduce prices constitutes, in my view, a
wholly unacceptable e>pl.oitation of dte producers. In short, I see in indusnial 3Uiances,
which !leem to be increasingly prevalent {at present, negotiations for their introduction
into the glas5 industry and dte potteries are in train), and which have a COW1terpart in
the Gennan customs union, a phenomenon which is certainly not above suspicion, but
which will. just as its predecessors (joint wages conunittees, sliding pay sc.tles, etc.), be
judged to be a natural product of the movement against industrial anarchy. They
threaten the inreusts of dte community no more than do a whole range of other !!hilts
of trade-union policy which have, for a long time, been used by organised workers and
whjch have hitheno been quietly w.:epted, if not supported, by Social Democracy, from
dte mere fact that they are formally- not in reality- directed against capital.
Furthermore, Kautsky is mistaken if he supposes that the English rrade unioru; have
set themselves, as a matter of principle, against the sliding wage scale. They are opposed
only to dtf 'bottomless' fluctuating lariff. They have no objection whlltsoever ro a
fluctuating tariff with a minimum living wage as a 'bottom' and with stipulations that
take account of technical changes in prodrn:tion.
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ever, for purely material reasons, <:apital already invested (which far
outweighs the rest) cannot follow the movement of the rate of profit
from one sphere of production to another. In short, an increase in the
cost of human lahour produces, in most cases, either technological
improvement and better organisation of industry or a more equitable
division of the proceeds of labour. Both are advantageous to general
well-being. With certain limitations, Destutt de Tra<:y's well-known
dictum can be modified to say: 'Low profit-rates indicate a high
degree of well-being among the mass of the people. '3-'
By virtue of their socio-political position, the trade unions are the
democratic element in industry. Their tendency is to erode the absolute power of capital and to give the worker a direct influence in the
management of industry. It is only natural that there should be great
differences of opinion as to the degree of influence to be desired.
To one way of thinking, it is a breach of principle to suggest that a
trade union has anything less than an unconditional right to make
decisions in its industry. However, the awareness that such a right is
as utopian in present circumstances as it would be nonsensical in a
socialist society has led others to deny trade unions any pennanent
role in economic life and to see them as being, temporarily, the lesser
of various unavoidable evils. Indeed, for some socialists the trade
unions are nothing more than an object-lesson demonstrating in a
practical way the uselessness of any action other than revolutionary
politics. In fact the trade unions have at present, and will have for
the foreseeable future, very important industrial-political tasks to
perfonn, which do not require - indeed, would not be consistent
with - their being omnipotent.
The credit for being the first to grasp the fact that trade unions
are indispensable organs of democracy and not merely transient coalitions belongs to a group of English writers. This is, incidentally, not
surprising, considering that trade unions became important in England earlier than elsewhere and that, in the last third or our century,
England has been transformed from being an oligarchy into being
an abnost democratically governed state. The most recent and most
thorough work on this subject, The Theory and Practice of the BritiJh
Trade Unions by Sydney and Beatrice Webb, has been rightly
" In his Traili dt la volrmli ef tk m <ffiu (Paris, 182/i), p. 231, De:rtun de Tracy says: 'In
poor nations tbe people are comfonable, in rich natiDns they ue g.:nenlly poor.' Mllnqu(l{es the dictum in Capilal I, p. 802, which is where Bemstein probably got il.
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described by the authors as a treatise on /ndu;tria l Drowcrucy. Previously, the late Thorold Rogers in his lectures on the economic interpretation of history (which, by the way, has little in common with the
materialist conception of history and only touches upon it at one or
two points) called the trade union a Labour Partnership- which comes
to the same thing in principle, but which at the same time indicates
the limit to which trade-union activities can extend, but beyond which
3
they should not go, in a democratic community. • Regardless of
whether the employers are the state, the community, or the capitalists,
the trade union as an organisation of everyone employed in a particular trade, can protect the interest of its members and simultaneously
foster the common good only so long as it is content to remain a
partner. Above and beyond this, it always runs the risk of degenerating into a closed corporation with all the unpleasant characteristics
of a monopoly. It is the same with cooperatives. A trade union controlling a whole branch of industry (the ideal of various older
socialists) would in fact be simply a monopolist producer s'
cooperative, and as soon as it asserted and implemented its monopoly
it would be in conflict with socialism and democracy, whatever its
internal constirution might be. Why it would be in conflict with socialism needs no further explanation. Association against the community
has no more to do with socialism than does the oligarchic management of public affairs. However, why is a trade union of this kind
contrary to democracy?
This question raises another: what is democracy?
The answer to this appears very simple. It is translated as 'government by the people' and, at Jirst glance, this would seem to settle it.
But even a brief consideration tells us that this gives us only a very
superficial and purely formal definition. Almost everyone who uses
the term 'democracy' nowadays takes it to mean something more than
just a form of government. We shall come much closer to the heart
of the matter if we express ourselves negatively and define democracy
as the absence of class government. This indicates a state of society
in which no class has a political privilege which is opposed to the
community as a whole. This also makes it immediately clear why a
monopolistic corporation is anti-democratic. Furthermore, this negative definition has the advantage over the phrase 'government by the
"' James E. Thorold Rogers, The ECfJflflflfil: lnmprrtation of History (Lectures Delivered in
Worcester College Hall, Oxford, 1887--8) (London, 1888), p. 313.
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people' that it leaves less room for the idea of the oppression of the
individual by the majority, which is absolutely repugnant to the
modem mind. Nowadays we find the oppression of a minority by the
majority 'undemocratic', although it was origin.aJJy held to be quite
consistent with government by the people.' As we understand it today,
the concept of democracy includes an idea of justice, that is, equality
of rights for all members of the community, and this sets limits to
the rule of the majority - which is what government by the people
amounts to, in any concrete case. The more democracy prevails and
detennines public opinion, the more it will come to mean the greatest
possible degree of freedom for all.
Of course, democracy and lawlessness are not one and the same.
Democracy is distinguished from other political systems not by the
absence of Jaw as such but on1y by the absence of laws which create
or sanction exceptions on the grounds of property, birth, or religious
confession. And it is distinguished not by the absence of Jaws which
limit individual rights, but by the abolition of all laws which limit the
• Consistent advocates of Blanquism also invariably oonceh"ed of democracy as being
prirrwily a repressive force. Thus Hyppolytc Ustille begins his history of the Second
Republic'' wilh an introduction which culminates in a verit:oble glorification of the Reign
of Terror, 'The most perfect society,' he says, 'would be one in which tyrannY was
exercised by the whole community. That proves fundament:olly that the most perfect
society would be one where !here is least freedom in !he saWlic (i.e. individualistic)
sense of the wtml ... The phrase "political freedom" is only a nice way of descnl>ing
the legiti:mate tyranny of !he many. Political liberties an: only the sacrifice of a number
of individual h"beniel; to !he despotic god of human societies, to !IOCial reason, to the
contract.' 'From this qxxb (the time from October 1793 to Apri11794 when Girondists,
Hibertists, Dantonists were beheaded one after !he other) dates in truth the rebirth of
the principle of authority, this eternal bulwark of human societies. Freed from the
model'llteS and !he ultras, secured against any conRic1 of authorities, the Committee of
Public Safet,· acquires the fOTIIl of government dictated by lhe circumst:ances, the
strength and unity necessary to maintain its position and to protect France from the
d~nger of imminent anarchy ... No, it is not the government thal killed the first French
republic but the parliamentarians, !he traitorn of Thennidor. The hordes of anal<'hists
and liberal republicans swarming all aver Frarn:e persist in vain with the old calumny.
Robespierre remains a remarkable man, not on account of his talents and virtues, which
are here incidental, but on account of his feeling for authority, on .coount of his
powerful political instinct.'
This cult ofRobespierre was not to survive the Second f:mpire. The younger generation of Blanquist !IOCial revolutionaries who took the stage in !he mid 1860s, and who
lWTC, above all, anti-clerical, found Robespierre roo petty bourgeois on account of hi~
deism. They swore by Hibert and Anacharsis Cloots. But otherwise they reasoned like
Ustille, i.e. like him, they carried to ertremes lhe correct idea of subordinating individual interests to the general interest.
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universal equality of rights, the equal right of all. So if democracy
and anarchy are completely different, it is, or would be, a tasteless
play on words, in which all distinctions are lost, to use expressions
such as despotism, tyranny, etc., with reference to democracy as a
social order merely because, in it, the decision of the majority prevails
and everyone is required to acknowledge the law decreed by the
majority. Of course, democracy is not an infallible defence against
laws which will be perceived as t}Tannical by some individuals. How~
ever, in our times, there is an almost unconditional guarantee that
the majority in a democratic community will make no law that does
lasting injury to personal freedom, for today's majority can easily
become tomorrow's minority and every law oppressing a minority is
thus a threat to members of the current majority. The tyranny of lhe
majority, as manifested in conditions of civil war, is fundamentaliy
different from majority rule in a modem democracy. Indeed, expert.
ence has shown that the longer democratic arrangements persist in
a modem state the more respect and consideration for minority rights
increases and the more party conilicts lose their animosity.- Those
who cannot imagine the achievement of socialism without an act of
violence will see this as an argument against democracy; and, in fact,
there has been no lack of such views expressed in socialist literature.
But anyone who has not succumb ed to the utopian idea that, under
the impact of a prolonged revolutionary catastrophe, the nations of
today will dissolve into a multitude of mutually independ ent communities, will regard democraC}' as more than a political expedient the
only use of which, insofar as it serves as an instrume nt for the working
class, is to complete the ruin of capital. Democra cy is both means
and end. It is a weapon in the struggle for socialism, and it is the
fonn in which socialism will be realised. It is true that it cannot
perfonn miracles. In a oountry such as Switzerland, where the indus.
trial proletariat constitutes a minority of the population (not yet half
of2 million adults), it cannot help this proletariat gain political power.
Nor in a country such as England, where the proletariat constitutes
by far the most numerou s class in the population, can it make this
• From this point of view, it is significant that the most violem attacks on my sins against
the idea of the dictarorship of the proletariat came from natives of the most de5p<>tie
slllte in Europe, Russia, and met with approval mostly in Saxony, where, in the interes!S
of order, the rulers have sacrificed a rolerablJ democratic franchise for the unjust
three-dass franchise, whereas from socialists of more democratic countries !he article
in question met partly with unreserv~d appmval•n d partly with widespread acreptance.
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proletariat master of industry, partly because it feels no inclination
for such a role, but partly also because it is not, or is not yet, ready
for the tasks it would involve. However, in England, as in Switzerland,
and also in France, the United States, the Scandinavian countries,
etc., it has proved to be a powerful lever of socia1 progress. Whoever
looks not at the label but at the content will find - if he examines
the legislation in England since the electoral refonn of 1867, which
gave the urban workers the vote - a very significant advance in the
direction of socialism, if not in socialism itself. It is only since that
time that state schools have existed at all in three-quarters of the
country; until then, there were only private and church schools. In
1865 school attendance amounted to 4.38 per cent of the population;
but in 1896 it was 14.2 per cent. In 1872, the state spent only 15
million marks annually on elementary schools; in 1896, it spent 127
million marks. The administration of schools and poor relief at both
county and municipaJ level has ceased to be the monopoly of the
propertied and the privileged; here the mass of the workers has the
same electoral right as the greatest landlord and the richest capitalist.
Indirect taxes are steadily reduced and direct taxes are steadily
increased (in 1866, about 120 million marks were raised by income
tax; in 1898, it was about 330 million marks, to which we must add at
least 80 to 100 million marks in increased inheritance tax). Agrarian
legislation has rendered the propercy·-absolutism of the landowner
less overwhehning; and the right of public appropriation, hitherto
recognised only for the purposes of communications and sanitation,
is claimed as a matter of principle also for economic changes. The
fundamental change in the policy of the state with regard to the
workers it employs, both directly and indirectly, is well known, and
so is the expansion which factory legislation has undergone since
1870. All that, and similar developments on the Continent, is due,
not exclusively, but essentially to democracy- or to that element of
democracy which the countries in question have instituted. And if,
in some areas, the legislation of politically advanced countries does
not proceed as expeditiously as it occasionally does under the influence of energetic monarchs or their ministers in countries that are
relatively backward politically, then at least there is no backsliding in
these matters where democracy is established.
In prindple, democracy is the abolition of class government,
although it is not yet the actual abolition of classes. We speak of the
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conservative nature of democracy, and, in a certain respect, with
justice. Absolutism, or semi-absolutism, deceives both its supporters
and its opponents as to the extent of its capabilities. In countries
where it prevails, or its traditions still persist, we therefore have
whimsical planning, exaggerated language, erratic policy-making, fear
of revolution, and hope of oppression. In a democracy, the parties
and the classes supporting them soon learn to recognise the limits of
their power and, on each occasion, lo undertake only as much as
they can reasonably hope to achieve under the circumstances. Even
if they make their demands rather higher than they seriously intend
in order to have room for concessions in the inevitable comprom iseand democracy is the school of comprom ise- it is done with moderation. In a democracy, therefore, even the extreme left appears in a
conservative light, and refonn, because it is kept in proportion,
appears to move more slowly than it does in reality. However, its
direction is unmistakable. The right to vote in a democracy makes
its members virrual partners in the community, and this virtual partnership must in the end lead to real partnership. With a working
class undeveloped in numbers and culture, universal suffrage may
for a long while seem no more than the right to choose 'the butcher'.
However, as the workers grow in numbers and awareness, it becomes
an instrument for transforming the people's representatives from
being the masters into being the real servants of the people. Although
the English workers vote for members of the old parties in parliamentary elections and thus superficially appear to be the 'tail' of the
bourgeois parties, in industrial constituencies it is nonetheless this
'tail' that wags the dog rather than the other way round - not to
mention the fact that the extension of the suffrage in 1884, together
with the refonn of local government, has given Social Democracy
full rights as a political party in England.
And is it really any different elsewhere? In Germany, it was for a
while possible for universal suffrage to serve as Bismarck's instrument, but in the end it compelled Bismarck to serve as its instrument.
It did temporarily serve the purposes of the junkers east of the Elbe,
but it has long since been the terror of these very same junk.ers. In
1878, it enabled Bismarck to forge the weapon of the anti-socialist
law, but it was also the means by which dtis weapon was rendered
blunt and broken until, with its help, Bismarck was decisively beaten.
If; in 1878, Bismarck bad used his majority to pass a political excep144
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tionallaw rather than a police measure, a law excluding the workers
from the franchise, he would for a while have inflicted much more
damage on Social Democracy than he did. He would, of course, have
hit other people as well. There are two senses in which the universal
franchise is the alternative to revolution.
Howe,·er, universal suffrage is only a part of democracy, albeit a
part which must, in due course, draw the other parts to it as a magnet
draws bits of iron. It does indeed proceed more slowly than many
would wish, but it is nonetheless at work. And Social Democracy
cannot further this work better than by taking an unqualified stand
on the democratic doctrine of universal suffrage, with all the resulting
consequences for its tactics.
In practice, that is, in its actions, it has in the end always done so.
However, its literary advocates have often offended against this doctrine in their pronouncements, and such offences still continue.
Phrases which were coined at a time when the privilege of property
reigned unchecked all over Europe, and which were understandable
and even to some extent justified under these circumstances, but
which are nowada)'S only a dead weight, are treated with as much
reverence as though the progress of the movement depended on
them, and not on direct perception of what can and should be done.
Is there any sense, for example, in maintaining the phrase 'dictatorship of the proletariat' at a time when representatives of SociaJ
Democracy have in practice placed themselves wherever possible in
the arena of parliamentary work, in the struggle for a representation
of the people which adequately reflects their numbers, and in the
struggle for popular participation in legislation, all of which are inconsistent with dictatorship ... The phrase is nowadays so out of date that
it can be reconciled with reality only by stripping the word dictatorship of its actuaJ meaning and giving it some kind of diluted
signification. All the practical activity of SociaJ Democracy is aimed
at creating the circumstances and conditions which will enable and
ensure the transition from the modem social order to a higher onewithout convulsive upheavals. SociaJ Democrats are constantly generating fresh zeal and inspiration from the awareness that they are
,. See e.g. the statement of the Offenbach socialists ogainsl the as~ult o~ the non-socialist
minority in the municipal representative body and the suppon 11 r«e!Ved al the con~er
ence of socialist municipal representativu of the pr<Nince of Brandenbucg (Vorwt~~1S,
2S December 1898).
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the pioneers of a higher civilisation; and herein lies also the moral
justification for the social expropriation which they endeavour to
achieve. But class dictatorship belongs to a lower civilisation and,
apart from the question of the expediency and practicability of the
matter, it can only be regarded as a retrograde step, as political atavism, if it encourages the idea that the transition from capitalist to
socialist society must necessarily be accomplished in the manner of
an age which had no idea - or only a very imperfect idea - of the
present methods of propagating and implementing legislation and
which lacked organisations fit for the purpose.
I say expressly transition from capitalist to socialist society and not
'from civil [biitgerlidt] society', as it is so frequently expressed these
days. This use of the word biirgerlich is much more of an atavism, or
at least a verbal ambiguity, which must be considered a liability in
the technical language of German Social Democracy. It provides an
excellent basis for misinterpretations by both friend and foe. This is
partly the fault of the Gennan language, which has no special word
for the concept of a citizen with equal rights in a community, as
distinct from the concept of a privileged citizen. Since all attempts
to devise a special word for either the former or the latter concept
have so far failed, it always seems to me to be preferable to use the
loan-word bourgeois for the privileged citizen and what pertains to
him, for to translate it as Biirger or biirgerlich opens the door to all
kinds of misunderstandings and misinterpretations.
Nowadays everyone in the end knows what is meant when we speak
of opposing the bourgeoisie and abolishing bourgeois society. But
what does opposing or abolishing civil (biirgerlid!) society mean? In
particular, what does it mean in Gennany? In Prussia, the largest and
most important state in Germany, the priority is still to get rid of
significant elements of feudalism which stand in the way of civil
(biirgerlich) development. No one thinks of destroying civil society as
a community ordered in a civilised way. Quite the contrary, Social
Democracy does not want to break up civil society and make all its
members proletarians together; rather, it ceaselessly labours to raise
the worker from the social position of a proletarian to that of a citizen
(Biirger) and thus to make citizenship universal. It does not want to
replace a civil society with a proletarian society but a capitalist order
of society with a socialist one. It would be a good thing if, instead of
using the former ambiguous expression, we confined ourselves to the
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latter which is quite unambiguous. We would then be rid of a large
proportion of the other contradictions between the phraseology and
the practice of Social Democracy, which our opponents, not entirely
without reason, identifY. A few socialist newspapers nowadays are
pleased to indulge in exaggerated anti-biirgrrlich language which
would perhaps be aPPropriate if we were sectarian anchorites; but it
is absurd in an age which deems it to be no offence to socialist
sentiment to conduct one's life in a thoroughly 'bourgeois' fashion."
Finally, a certain measure of restraint is to be recommended in
declaring war on 'liberalism'. It is indeed true that the great liberal
movement of modem times has, in the first instance, benefited the
capitalist bourgeoisie, and that the parties which took the name of
Liberal were, or became in time, nothing but straightforward
defenders of capitalism. There can, of course, be nothing but enmity
between these parties and Social Democracy. But with respect to
liberalism as a historical movement, socialism is its legitimate heir, not
only chronologically, but also intellectually. Moreover, this receives
practical confirmation in every question of principle on which Social
Democracy has had to take a stand. Whenever an economic demand
in the socialist programme was to be met in a manner, or under
circumstances, which appeared seriously to endanger the development of freedom, Social Democracy has never shied away from
opposing it. For Social Democracy, the defence of civil liberty has
always taken precedence over the fUIIilment of any economic postulate. The aim of all socialist measures, even of those that outwardly
appear to be coercive measures, is the development and protection
of the free personality. A closer examination of such measures always
" l.assalle was much more logical on this point than we are today. h was indeed very
one-sided to derive the concept 'bourgeois' from political pnvilege alone without taking
at least equal account of econumi<: power. But otherwise he wa.• enough of a realim to
defuse the alxwe contradiction at the >"elj· beginning by stating in Th( Workm' Prog<ommr: 'In the German language the word bourgeoisie has to he translated as
BUrgerthum jcitizenl)"]. But it does not have this meaning for me. We are all ritjzms:
the workn, the petty bourgeois, the big bourgeois, etc. In the course of history, the
word bourgeoisie has rather acquired a meaning which denotes a well defined political
tendenC}"' (Callrcted Works, ii, p. 27). \\'hat Las.salk goes on to say about the distoned
logic of Sansculonism is to be remmmcnded particularly to the bellerrists who stud~
the bourgeoisie 'in the 6eld' in the ~aft' an<l then iudge the entire cla>s according to
these exceptional cases, just as the philistine thinks that he is witnei<Sing the archetj-pc
of the modem worker in the to.proom habituO:. I do not hesitate to dcdare that I regard
the bourgwisie, including the Germon, as being, on the whole, in a fairly health)" state,
not only economically but also morally.
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shows that the coercion in question will increase the sum total of
liberty in society, and will give more freedom over a more extended
area than it takes away. For instance, the legally enforced maximum
working day is actually a delimitation of minimum freedom, a prohibition against selling your freedom for longer than a certain number
of hours daily, and as such it stands, in principle, on the same ground
as the prohibition, accepted by a11 liberaJs, against selling oneself
pennanendy into personal servitude. It is thus no accident that the
first country in which the maximum working day was implemented
was Switzerland, the most democratically advanced country in
Europe; and democracy is merely the politica1 fonn of liberalism. As
a movement opposed to the subjection of nations to institutions which
are either imposed from without or which have no justification but
tradition, liberalism first sought its realisation as the sovereignty of
the age and of the people, both of which principles were endlessly
discussed by the political philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, until Rousseau, in The Social Contract, established
them as the basic conditions of the legitimacy of any constitution;
and in the democratic constitution of 1793, imbued with the spirit
ofRousseau, the French Revolution proclaimed them the inalienable
rights of man.""
The constitution of 1793 was the logical expression of the liberal
ideas of the epoch, and a cursory glance at its contents shows how
little it was, or is, an obstacle to socialism. Babeuf and the Equals saw
in it an excellent starting point for the realisation of their communist
aspirations, and accordingly inscribed the restoration of the constitution of 1793 at the head of their demands. What later passed for
politicalliberaJism was a matter of dilutions and adaptations to conform with, or made necessary by, the requirements of the capitalist
middle class after the fa]! of the old regime, just as so-called Manchesterism16 is a dilution and one-sided statement of the basic principles
of the classics of economic liberalism. In fact, there is no liberal
thought that is not also part of the intellectual equipment of socialism.
E-ven the principle of the economic responsibility of the individual
"" 'Sovereignty rests with the people. It is indivisible, imprescripnble, inalienilble' (Article
ZS). 'A people has at any time the right to revise, refonn and alter its ~"U.,1ilulion. Nn
generation can bind !he next to irs Ja,.s' (Article 28).
,. The doctrine oflalssez-faire and self-interest advocated by Cobden and Bright. Disraeli
dubbed it 'the Manchester school'.
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for himself, which appears to be completely Manchesterish, cannot,
in my judgment, be denied in theory by socialism, nor are there any
conceivable circumstances in which it could be suspended. There is
no freedom without responsibility. In theory, we can think what we
like about man's freedom of action but, in practice, we must take it
as the foundation of the moral law, for onJy on this condition is social
morality possible. Similarly, in the age of commerce, no healthy social
life is possible in states which number their inhabitants in millions
unless the individual economic responsibility of everyone capable of
working is presupposed. Recognition of his responsibility for his own
economic welfare is the return the individual makes to society for the
services it has rendered or made available to him.
Perhaps I may be permitted to quote some passages from my
above-mentioned article, 'The Social and Political Significance of
Space and Number'. 17
'And for the foreseeable future, the responsibility for eamomic se/frt/Wntt laid on those who are able to work can be changed only in
degree. Employment statistics can be greatly extended in scope,
the exchange and nwbility of labour can be much improved and facilitated, and a system of labour law can be dcvclopcd which would give
the individual much greater security and a more flexible choice of
occupation than at present. In this respect, the most advanced organisations of economic self-help, the large trade unions, are already
showing the way things are likely to develop ... As we have said,
there are already some indications that a democratic system of labour
law is emerging. Strong unions are able to secure a kind of right to
employment for their able-bodied members by pointing out to the
employers that they would be very ill advised to dismiss a union
member without a very good cause acknowledged as such by the
union; and in the allocation of work they take both the order of
registration and the need of the worker into account' (Die Nrue Zeit,
xv, 2, p. 141). There are other promising developments in the form
of industrial courts, trades councils, and similar institutions in which
democratic self-government has taken shape, though still often
imperfectly. On the other hand, the expansion of public services,
especially the educational system and mutual-aid institutions
(insurance, etc.), will undoubtedly contribute a great deal towards
" Tudor and Tudor, p. 94.
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divesting individual economic responsibility of its harshness. But a
right to work, in the sense that the state guarantees everyone employment in his trade, is utterly unlikely to be implemented in the foreseeable future, and it is not even desirable. What its advocates intend
can only be achieved to the advantage of the community in the way
I have described, by the combination of various agencies; and equaUy
it is only by this method that a universal obligation to work can be
implemented without a stultil)ing hureaucra<.-')'. In such large and
complicated organisms as our modem civilised states and their
centres of industry, an absolute right to work would simply result in
disorganisation; it is inconceivable except as 'a source of vindictive
wilfulness and endless strife' (ibid.).
Historically, liberalism had the task of breaking the chains which
the restrictive medieval economy and its characteristic legal institutions had imposed on the further development of society. The circumstance that, at first, it stricdy maintained the form of bourgeois
liberalism did not prevent it from expressing, in actual fact, a much
more far-reaching general principle of society, the fulfilment of which
will be socialism. Socialism will create no new bondage of any kind
whatever. The individual will be free, not in the metaphyl>ical sense
dreamed of by the anarchists - that is, free from all duties towards
the community - but free from any economic compulsion in his
actions and choice of vocation. Such freedom is only possible for all
by means of organisation. In this sense, one might call socialism
'organised liberalism', for if we examine more closely the organisations that socialism wants, and how it wants them, we will find that
what primarily distinguishes them from the superficially similar feudal
institutions is nothing other than their liberalism: their democratic
constitution and their openness. Therefore, while a trade union's
attempt to limit the number of workers in a trade, as the guilds used
to do, is, for socialists, an understandable product of the defence
against capitalism's tendency to overstock the labour market, the very
tendency to seek such controls, and the degree to which it is governed
by this tendency, makes it an unsocialist organisation. And the same
would be true of a union which was the owner of a whole branch of
industry, since it wou1d inevitably tend to be exclusive in the same
way as a 'pure' productive cooperative.N
«

In my view, the much discussed question of having a choice of doctors under health
insunmcc should also be assessed acoording to the above criterion. \Vhatever local
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context, let me quote a passage from Lassalle's System of
Acquired Rights which has always seemed to me to be an excellent
guide to the problems in question: 'That against which the underlying
tendencies of our time are directed, and with which they are still
sU'Uggling', says Lassalle, 'is not the moment of individuality- this
could be on their side just as well as the moment of universality - it
is the thorn of particularity which we have inherited from the Middle
Ages and which still sticks in our flesh' (System, 2nd edn, part I, p.
221). Applied to our subject, this means that organisation should
unite particularity and universality, not separate them. "When, in the
passage quoted, Lassalle objects that libera1ism wants the rights it
proclaims, not for the individual as such, but only for the individua1
who finds himself in a particular situation, this is aimed at what was
the libera1 party at the time, 'our so-called liberalism', not at theoret·
ical liberalism - as is, in fact, expressly stated in the immediately
preceding passage.
The problem indicated by what I have said above is not a simple
one; indeed, many dangers lurk in its bosom. In itself politica1 equality
has not so far sufficed to ensure the healthy development of commu·
nities concentrated in large cities. As the examples of France and the
United States demonstrate, it is not an infallible remedy against the
uncontrolled growth of social parasitism and corruption of every kind.
Were a large part of the French people not imbued with such an
extraordinary sense of solidarity, and were the country not so well
favoured geographically, France would long since have succumbed
to the scourge of the bureaucratic class which has gained a foothold
there. As it is, this scourge is one of the reasons why, despite rlte
great mental agility of the French, the industrial development of
France lags further and further behind that of neighbouring countries. If democracy i> not to outdo centralised absolutism in fostering
bureaucracy, it must be based on a highly differentiated system of
seJf.govemment with the relevant economic responsibilities devolved
to all units of government as well as to all adult citizens. Nothing is
more harmful to the healthy development of democracy than enforced
In

thi~

conditions might cause health insurers to limit the choice of doctors, such limitation is
in principle definitely unsocialist. The doctor should be an official, nlll of a closed
corpo!'lltion, but of the community. Otherwise, we would gradually reach the point at
.,.hich the proposition in The C(Jfllmunist Manifmo, 'The bourgeoisie has rumed the
doctor, the laii'Jer, the scientist into its paid wage-labourer', would have to suffer a
peculiar revision.
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uniformity and excessive protectionism. They impede or prevent any
rational distinction between viable institutions and parasitical institutions. If, on the one hand, the state abolishes all legal obstacles to
producers' organisations and transfers certain powers with regard to
the control of industry to professiona1 associations, under certain
conditions which would prevent them from degenerating into monopolistic corporations, so that full guarantees against wage reductions
and overwork are provided, and if, on the other hand, care is taken,
by means of the arrangements sketched earlier, that nobody is compelled by extreme need to sell his labour under conditions that are
unacceptable, then it is a matter of indifference to society whether,
in addition to public enterprises and cooperative enterprises, there
are enterprises run by private individuals for their own gain. In time,
they will of their own accord acquire a cooperative character.
To create the organisations described or, where they already exist,
to develop them further is the indispensable precondition for what
we call the socialisation of production. Without this, it is evident that
the so-called social aPPropriation of the means of production would
result in nothing but a massive devastation of productive forces,
senselt:ss experimentation, and pointless violence. The politkal rule
of the working class could, in fact, be implemented only in the fonn
of a dictatorial, revolutionary central power supported by the terrorist
dictatorship of revolutionary clubs. It was thus that the Blanquists
imagined it; and it was thus that it was represented in The Communist
Manifesto and in the works published by its authors at the time it was
composed. But 'in view of the practical experience gained, first in
the February Revolution, and then, still more, in the Paris Commune,
where the proletariat for the first time held power for two whole
months', the revolutionary programme set forth in the Manifesto has
'in some details become antiquated'. 'One thing especially was proved
b} the Commune, viz., that the working class cannot simply lay hold
of the ready-made State machinery and wield it for its own
purposes. '30
Thus Marx and Engels in the preface to the new edition of the
Manifesto in 1872. And they refer to the The CWil War in France
where this is developed more fully. However, if we open the work
in question and read the part referred to (it is the third}, we find a
"MECW, vol. XXJII, p. 175; MEW, vol. XVIII, p. 96.
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programme outlined the political content of which displays, in aU
material respects, the greatest similarity to the federalism of Proudhon!
'The unity of the nation was not to he broken, but, on the contrary,
to be organised by the Communal Constitution and to become a
reality by the destruction of the State power which claimed to be the
embodiment of that unity independent of, and superior to, the nation
itself, from which it was but a parasitic excrescence. While the merely
repressive organs of the old governmental power were to be amputated, its legitimate functions were to be wrested from an authority
usurping pn:-eminence over society itself, and restored to the
responsible agents of society. Instead of deciding once in three or six
years which member of the ruling class was to misrepresent the
people in Parliament, universal suffrage was to serve the people,
constituted in Communes, as individual suffrage serves every other
employer in the search for the workmen and managers in his
business.
'The antagonism of the Commune against the State power has
been mistaken for an exaggerated form of the ancient struggle against
over-centralisation . . . The Communal Constitution would have
restored to the social body all the forces hitherto absorbed by the
State parasite feeding upon, and dogging the free movement of,
society. By this one act it would have initiated the regeneration of
France.'-'9
Thus Marx in The Civil War in France.
Let us now hear Proudhon. As I do not have his book on federalism
to hand, what follows is a few passages from his work on the political
potentiality of the working class, in which, by the way, he urges the
workers to fonn a political party of their own.
'In a democracy organised according to the true ideas of the sovereignty of the people, that is, according to the fundamental principles
of the right of representation, every oppressive and corrupting action
of the central authority on the nation is rendered impossible. The
mere supposition of such a thing is absurd.
'And why?
'Because in a truly free democracy the central authority is not
separated from the assembly of delegates, the natural organs of local
"MEC\V, vol. XXll, PP- 332-3; MEW, vol. XVII, pp. 340---1.
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interests called together for agreement. Because every deputy is, first
of all, the man of the locality which named him its representative, its
emissary, one of its fellow-dtizens, its special agent to defend its
special interests, or to bring them as much as possible into union
with the interests of the whole community before the great jury (the
nation); because the combined delegates, if they choose from their
midst a central executive committee of management, do not separate
it from themselves or make it their commander who can carry on a
conilict wilh them.
'There is no middle course; the commune must be sovereign or
only a branch (of the state)- everything or nothing. Give it however
pleasant a part to play, from the moment when it does not create its
rights out of itself, when it must recognise a higher law, when the
great group to which it belongs is declared w be superior to it and
is not the expression of its federated relations, they will unavoidably
find themselves one day in opposition to each other and war will
break out.' But then both logic and power will be on the side of the
central authority. 'The idea of a limitation of the power of the state
by means of groups, when the principle of subordination and centralisation rules in regard to these groups themselves, is inconsistent,
not to say contradictory.' It is the municipal principle of bourgeois
liberalism. A 'federated France' on the other hand, 'a regime which
represents the ideal of independence and whose first act would be
to restore to the municipalities their full independence and to the
provinces their self-government' - that is the municipal freedom
which the working class must inscribe on its banner, (Capaciti Po/itiquedes Classes Ouvn'N-es, pp. 224, 225,231, 235). And while, in The
Civil War, it says that 'the political rule of the producer cannot coexist
with the pe!petuation of his social slavery' ,-Ill in Capaciti Politique we
read: 'When political equality is once given by means of universal
suffrage, the tendenl.-)' of the nation will be towards economic equality. That is just how the workers' candidates understood the matter.
But this is also what their bourgeois rivals did not want' (ibid., p.
214). In short, whatever other differences there may be between Marx
and 'petty-bourgeois' Proudhon, on this point their way of thinking
is as nearly as possible the same.
There is not the slightest doubt - and so far practical eq>erience
" MECW, voL XXII, P- 3.14; MEW, ~oL XVII, p. 342.
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has repeatedly confirmed it - that the general development of
modem society is marked by a steady increase in the duties of local
government and an extension of municipal freedom, and that local
government will be an increasingly important instrument of social
emancipation. Needless to say, I have my doubts as to whether the
primary task of democracy is, as envisaged by Marx and Proudhon,
necessarily to abolish the modem state system and completely
transfonn its organisation, so that the current fonn of national representation disappears (i.e. constituting the national assembly out of
delegates from provincial or district assemblies, which in their turn are
composed of delegates from the municipalities). Modem developments have produced so many institutions which have expanded
beyond the control of municipal and even district and provincial government that we can not dispense with the control of central management without first reorganising them. Furthermore, I do not regard
the absolute sovereignty of local communities, etc., as one of my
ideals. The local community is an integral part of the nation and
therefore has duties towards it as well as rights in it. We can not, for
instance, grant a local community an unconditional and exclusive
right to the land, any more than we can grant such a right to an
individual. Valuable royalties, forestry and river rights, etc., belong,
in the last instance, not to local communities and districts, which
have indeed only the use of them, but to the nation. Hence a representative body in which the national interest, and not the provincial
or local interest, comes to the fore in the sense that it is the first duty
of the representatives seems to be indispensable, particularly at a
rime of transition. At the same time, other assemblies and representative bodies will become increasingly important with the resu1t that,
whether or not there is a revolution, the functions of the central
representative body will diminish and thus lessen the danger which
it and other such authorities pose for democracy. In advanced countries, this danger is nowadays already very slight.
For the moment, however, we are concerned not so much with
criticising the details of this programme as with highlighting the great
importance it attaches to self-government as the precondition of
social emancipation, and with showing how it depicts grass roots
democracy as the way to actualise socialism, and how the antagonists,
Proudhon and Marx, come together again in - liberalism.
The future alone will tell us how the municipalities and other
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self-governing bodies will discharge their duties under complete
democracy, and how far they will make use of these duties. But this
much is clear: the more suddenly they come into possession of their
freedom, the more liable they will be to frequent and violent experimentation and therefore to making greater mistakes; and they will
proceed all the more cautiously and pragmatically and preserve the
general good all the better, the more experience working-class democracy has had in the school of self-government.
Simple as democracy appears to be at first glance, its problems in
so complex society as ours are by no means easy to solve. We need
on1y read Mr and Mrs Webb's /ndustritJI DemocrllCJ to sec how much
experimentation it took, and is still taking, for the English trade
unions just to find an effective form of government and administration, and how imponan t this constitutional question is to them. In
this respect, the English trade unions have been able to evolve in
perfect freedom for more than seven!:)' years. They began with the
most elemr:ntary fonn of self-government and had to learn from practical experience that this form is suitable only for the most elementary
organisms, that is, for very small local unions. As they grew, they
gradually learned to reject as harmful to their successful development
certain cherished ideas of doctrinaire democracy (the tied mandate,
the unpaid official, tb.e powerless central representative body) and to
develop instead an efficient democracy with representative assemblies, paid officials, and central government with full powers. This
part of the history of 'industrial democracy' is extremely instructive.
Although not everything that has stood the test for trade unions would
be suitable for organs of national administration, much of it would
be. Incidentally, this particular chapter in the Webbs' book is a contribution to democratic administrative theory which agrees on many
points with Kautsky's conclusions in his book on direct popular legislation.41 The histol)' of the development of the trade unions shows
how their central executive bodies - their state government - can
arise simply from the division of labour made necessary by its geographical expansion and the growth in the number of its members.
It is poss1ble that later on, with the socialist development of society,
this centralisation will once again become superfluous. But for the
" Bemstein is preswnably referring to chapter 2 ('Representative Institutions') ofSidney
and Beatrice Webb.lnt/IJ$/riaJ !JnnllffliC}, 2 vols. (London, 11197) and to Kautsky's lkr
PM~anu:n~arismus. die Vol·~ ,.nJ Ji~ ~iaJ<kmokmli~ (Stuttgart, 1893).
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time being, it cannot be dispensed with, even in a democracy. As has
already been explained at the end of the first section of this chapter,
it is impossible for the municipalities of large towns or industrial
centres to take control of all local production and trading establishments. It is also on practical grounds unlikely - not to mention the
grounds of equity against it - that, in a revolutionary upheaval, they
would, without further ado, 'expropriate' each and every one of these
establishments. But even if they did (and in most cases they would
find themselves holding nothing but empty shells) they would be
compelled to lease the bulk of the companies either to individual
cooperatives or to trade unions for cooperative management.ff
In each of these cases, as also vis-0-vis local and national independent enterprises, certain interests common to individual professions would need to be respected; and there would therefore still
be room for the trade unions to exercise a monitoring function. The
diversity of available agencies is of particular value at times of
transition.
However, we have not yet got that far, and it is not my intention
to expound visions of the future. I am not concerned with what will
happen in the more distant future, but with what can and ought to
happen in the present, for the present and the immediate future. And
so the conclusion of this exposition is the very banal statement that
the victory of democracy, the creation of democratic social and political organisations, is the indispensable precondition for the realisation
of socialism. It may be argued that the prospect of achieving this
in Germany without a political catastrophe is very remote, if not
non-existent, and that the Gennan bourgeoisie will become increasingly reactionary. This might perhaps be true for the moment,
although there is much evidence to the contrary. But even so, it
cannot last long. What we call the bourgeoisie is a very complex class
consisting of all kinds of groups with diverse or differing interests.
These groups stand together for a time only if they see themselves
as groaning under a common oppressor or facing a common threat.
At present, of course, only the latter applies. That is, the bourgeoisie
constitutes a uniformly reactionary mass because all its elements feel
themselves to be equally threatened by Social Democracy, some in
their material, others in their ideological interests: that is, in their
F

This would ~ertainly ~ause very ~omplicated problems. One thinks of the many joint
elltCrprises of modem times which employ membel'!l of a great variety of trades.
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religion, their patriotism, and their hopes to save the country from
the horrors of a violent revolution.
But this is no longer necessary. For Social Democrat)' does not
threaten all equally, and it threatens nobody personally; and it has no
enthusiasm for a violent revolution against the entire non-proletarian
world. The more clearly this is said and substantiated, the sooner
will this generalised fear be dissipated, for many elements of the
bourgeoisie experience oppression from other quarters and would
rather make common cause against these oppressors (who also
oppress the working class) than against the workers; they would rather
align themselves with the latter than with the former. They tend to
be unreliable customers. But we will certainly make them bad allies
if we tell them that we want to help them destroy the enemy but that
immediately afterwards we will destroy them as well. Since there can
be no question of a universal, instantaneous, and violent expropriation
but only of a piecemeal settlement by means of organisation and
legislation, it would certainly not intel'fllpt the development of democracy to bid farewell to outdated militancy in our language as well as
in our practice.
Nearly everywhere it took tOrce to destroy feudalism with its rigid
corporate institutions. The liberal institutions of modem society
differ from these precisely in being flexible and capable of change
and development. They do not need to be destroyed; they need only
to be further developed. For that we require organisation and energetic action, but not necessarily a revolutionary dictatorship. A whlle
ago (October 1897) a Swiss Social Democratic paper, the Basle Vorwiirts, wrote: 'As the object of the class struggle is to abolish class
distinctions altogether, there must logically be a period in which the
realisation of this object, this ideal, is to he begun. This beginning,
these successive periods, are already inherent in our democratic
development; they come to our aid in absorbing the class struggle
and gradually replacing it with the building up of social democracy.'
The Spanish socialist Pablo lglesias recently remarked: 'The bourgeoisie, of whatever shade of opirllon it may be, must be persuaded
that we do not want to take power forcibly by the same means that
were once employed, by violence and bloodshed, but by legal means
appropriate to civilisation' (V(Irwiirts, 16 October 1898). From a similar point of view, the Labour Leader, the leading organ of the English
Independent Labour Party, agreed unreservedly with VoUmar's
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remarks on the Paris Commu ne. But no one will accuse this paper
of timidity in its opposition to capitalism and the capitalist parties.
And another organ of English socialist workers' democracy, the Clarion, accompanied an extract from my article on the theory of collapse,
which it endorsed, with the following commentary:
The formation of a true democracy - I am quite convinced that
that is d:tt: mu~1 pressing and most important duty which lies
before us. This is the lesson which the socialist campaign of the
last ten years has taught us. That is the docnine which emerges
out of all my knowledge and experience of politics. We must
build up a nation of democrats before socialism is possible.

(d) The most immediate tasks of Social Democracy
And what she is, that dares she to appear.
Schiller, Maria Stuart
The tasks of a party are determi ned by many factors: b"y the state of
the general economic, political, intellectual, and moral development
within its sphere of operation, by the nature of the parties that work
beside it or against it, by the nature of the resources at its command,
and by a range of subjective, ideological factors, foremost among
which is the main aim of the party and its conception of the best
way to achieve this aim. With regard to the first of these factors, it
is well known that there are great differences between different countries. Even in countries at an approximately equal level of industrial
development we find very significant political differences and great
differences in the intellectual tendency of the mass of the people.
Peculiarities of geographical situation, rooted customs of national life,
inherite d institutions, and traditions of all kinds create ideological
differences which take a long while to succum b to the influence of
that industrial development. Even where socialist parties began by
accepting the same presuppositions as the starting point of their
operation, they have, in the course of time, been compelled to adapt
their activity to the special conditions of their various countries. So,
at any given time, we could draw up a set of general political principles of Social Democracy which could claim universal validity, but
we could not draw up a program me of action which would be equally
valid for all countries.
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As I argued in the previous section, democracy is a precondition
of socialism to a much greater degree than is often supposed, that
is, it is not only the means but also the substance. Withou t a certain
number of democratic institutions or traditions, the socialist doctrine
of our time would be completely impossible. There might well be a
labour movement, but there would be no SociaJ Democracy. The
modern socialist movement, as well as its theoretical expression, is
in fact the produc t of the great French Revolution and of the concep tions of right which, through its influence, gained general acceptance
in the wages and labour movement of the indmtri al workers. This
movement would have existed withou t these conceptions. There was,
after all, a tradition of popular communism linked to primitive Christianity which was indepen dent of these conceptions and which existed
before they were propounded.oll' But this popular communism was
ill-defined and semi-mystical, and the labour movement would ha,·e
lacked inner cohesion had it not rested on the basis of those legal
institutions and conceptions which are, at least to a great extent, the
necessary accompaniment of capitalist develop ment It would have
been very much like the situation in Orienta1 countries today. A
working class without political rights, steeped in superstition and with
deficient educati on will indeed revolt from time to time and engage
in conspiracies on a small scale, but it will never develop a socialist
movement. It takes a certain breadth of vision and a fairly welldeveloped consciousness of rights to make a socialist Out of an occasionally rebellious worker. So political rights and education have a
promin ent position in every socialist programme of action.
This is all very generaL Indeed, it is no part of my purpose in this
book to evaluate the detailed points in the socialist programme of
action. I am not in any way tempted to propose cflanges to the inunediate demand s of the Erfurt Programme of German Social Democracy. Probably like all other Social Democrars, I do not regard all
the points as being equally important or expedie nt For example, it
is my opinion that, under present circumstances, the administration
of justice and legal aid free of charge is to be recomm ended only
O.er !he yean il has beeD my repeated aperienc e (and no doubt that of others) lhtt,
at the end of a polirical meeting, workers or artisans who had heard the socialist case
for the firsl time would come to me a!ld tkdare !hat wh.o.t I bad said was already to be
found in the Bible; they could show me the passages, sentence for sentence.
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within limits. Arrangements must certainly be made to enable those
without means to get justice. However, there is no pressing need to
take over the bulk of present-day property cases and to bring the bar
under state control. Meanwhile, since socialist legislation can not be
carried through without a complete reform of the legal system, or
can be carried through only in step with the creation of new legal
institutions (such as the industrial arbitration courts already in
existence), the said demand may keep its place in the programme as
an indication of a development we hope to see, despite the fact that
our present legislators will not contemplate it, albeit for different
reasons.
Incidentally, I explicitly expressed my doubt as to the expediency
of this demand in its present form as early as 1891 in an essay on
the draft programme then under discussion, and I declared that the
paragraph in question gave 'too much and too little' (Die Neue Zeit,
ix, 2, p. 821). The article belongs to a series on the programme which
Kautsky and I produced jointly, and of which the first three pieces
were almost entirely the work of Kautsky, whilst the fourth was com·
posed by me. Let me here quote two propositions from it which
indicate the point of view I upheld at that time with regard to praxis
in Social Democracy, and which will show how much or how little
my opinions have changed since then.
'Simply to demand state maintenance for all the unemployed
means giving, not only those who cannot find work, but also those
who refuse to look for work, access to the public trough ... It really
does not take an anarchist to see the endless heaping up of public
responsibilities as too much of a good thing ... We want to maintain
the basic principle that the modem proletarian is indeed impoverished but that he is not a pauper. There is a whole world in this
distinction; it is the essence of our struggle, the hope of our victOI)'.'
'We propose the formula, "transformation of the standing anny
into a people's militia", instead of "people's militia in the place of a
standing army'', because, at a time when it is simply not possible to
disband standing armies, it maintains the aim and yet leaves the party
a free hand to press for a series of measures which at least reduce
as much as possible the antagonism between the anny and the people:
for example, the abolition of special military courts of justice, reduction of time of service, etc.' (pp. 819, 824, 825).
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As the question, 'standing anny or militia', has recently become the
subject of heated debate, it is appropriate at this point to offer a few
remarks on the topic.
First, it seems to me that the question as worded above is wrongly
put. It should read: government army or people's army. This would,
from the start, unambiguously identify the political side of the question. Should the amy be the tool of the government or the anned
defence force of the nationi' Should it take its final order s from the
crown or from the representatives of the people? Shoul d it take its
oath to some perso n or other standing at the head of the nation or
to the constitution and the representatives of the people? No Socia1
Demo crat can be in any doubt as to the answer. Of course, if the
representatives of the people are not socialist and if the constitution
is not democratic, then an anny subordinate to the popul ar repres entative could still occasiona1ly be wed to oppress minorities or an actual
majority that has only a minority in parliament. However, there is no
formula that will guard against such eventualities, as long as a part
of the nation is under anns and is obliged to follow the national
representative. In my opinion, even the so-called 'mobilisation of the
whole people' would, given prese nt technology, be only an illusory
defence against organised amed force. And if the composition of
this force did not already safeguard the people against attack (which
it increasingly does, thanks to universal conscription) a mobilisation
of the whole people would serve only to cause needless sacrifices on
both sides. Even where it is still necessary today, it would, for political
· reasons, not be carried out; and where it could be carried out, it
would not be necessary. Much as I wish to see the creation of a hardy
and valiant race, I do not regard the mobilisation of the whole people
as a socialist ideal. Fortunately, we are increasingly becoming accustomed to settle political differences in ways other than by the use of
lireanns.
So much for the political side of the question. As for the technica1
side (training, length of service under arms, etc.), I frankly confess
that I am not sufficiently expert to make a definitive judgment. Those
examples from earlier times that speak in favour of quickly trained
armies (revolutionary wars, wars of liberation, etc.) can not be directly
applied to the completely transf onned conditions of warfare today;
and our experience with volunteers in the recen t Greek -Turk ish and
Spani sh-Am erican wars does not seem to me to be applicable to the
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eventualities with which Germany has to reckon, at least not directly.
For, although it is my view that we sometimes exaggerate 'the Russian
peril', or that we look for it where it is least to be found, nonetheless
I concede that a country the great bulk of whose popuJation consists
of politically apathetic and very ignorant peasants can always be a
danger to its neighbours. In such cases, it would therefore be shrewd
to carry the war as quickly as possible to the enemy's territory and
to wage it there, since in modem countries a war on one's own
territory is a war already half lost. Consequently, the question is
whether a militia anny wouJd possess the combat readiness, the confidence, and the cohesion to guarantee that result, or how long a
training under the colours it would require. On this matter, I believe
that all we can say with certainty is that if the young are properly
trained in va1our and if the legacy of square-bashing is eliminated,
then a very significant reduction in the length of military service
should be possible without in the slightest impairing the military
potential of the nation. Here, of course, the good-will of whoever is
at the head of the anny at the time plays a major role, but already now
the representatives of the people can effectively lend this good-will a
helping hand by pressure on the military budget. As with the factory
acts, an enforced reduction in the length of military service would
make many things possible which pedantry and special interests now
declare to be 'impossible'. So, insofar as any ,-a\ue at all is attached
to the maintenance of anned forces prepared for attack as well as
defence, "the first question (apart from the essential transformation
in the political position of the army) is not 'militia or no militia' but
what reduction in the length of military service is possible immediately and, step by step, later on, without putting Germany at a disadvantage vis-ii-vis neighbouring states.
But has Social Democracy, as the party of the working class and
of peace, an interest in maintaining the nation's readiness to fight?
From many points of view, it is tempting to answer the question
in the negative, especially if one starts from the proposition in The
Communist Manifesto: 'The proletarian has no fatherland.'~ 2 Howewr,
although this proposition might perhaps apply to the worker of the
I840s, deprived of rights and excluded from public life, nowadays it
has already lost much of its truth, despite the enormous increase in
"MECW, vol. VI, p. 502; MEW, vol. IV, p. 479.
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the intercourse between nations, and it will lose even more, the more
the worker ceases to be a proletarian and becomes a citizen through
the influence of Social Democracy. The worker who has equal voting
rights in state and municipality, etc., and thus shares in the common
good of the nation, whose children the community educates, whoses
health it protects, and whom it insures against injury, will have a
fatherland without therefore ceasing to be a citizen of the world, just
as nations draw closer to one another without thereby ceasing to have
a life of their own. It might seem a great convenience if everyone
were to end up speaking only one language. But what a stimulus,
what a source of intellectual enjoyment, would thus be lost to future
generations! The total disintegration of nations is not an attractive
prospect and is, in any case, not to be expected in the foreseeable
future. But if it is not desirable that any of the other major civilised
nations lose its independence, neither is it a matter of indifference
to Social Democracy whether the German nation- which has indeed
borne, and is still bearing, its fair share in the civilising work of
nations - be eclipsed in the council of nations.
There is much talk nowadays about the conquest of political power
by Social Democracy, and the strong position Social Democracy has
gained in Germany makes it at least not impossible that, in the near
future, some politica1 event or other will assign it the decisive role.
Since neighboring countries are not so far advanced, it is precisely
in such circumstances that, like the Independents in the English
Revolution and the Jacobins in the French Revolution, Social Democracy would be forced to be national, that is, it would have to establish
its fimess to be the leading party or class by showing that it has just
as clear a view of national interests as it does of class interests.
I write this with no inclination to chauvinism (for which I have in
truth no cause or occasion) but rather by way of an objective investigation of the duties which Social Democracy would have to assume
in such a situation. My esteem for internationalism is as high today
as it ever was, and I do not believe that the principles developed in
these pages will in any way contravene it. OnJy if Social Democracy
were to confine itself to doctrinaire propaganda and the socialist
eJq>eriment would it be able to maintain a purely negative attitude to
national questions in politics. However, political action is a1ready in
itself a compromise \\ith the non~socialist world and forces us to take
measures that are not a priori socialistic. In the long run, however,
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national action is just as socialistic as municipa1 action. Even today,
socialists in democratic states like to l:all themselves nationalists and
speak freely of nationalising the land, etc., instead of confining !hemselves to the expression 'socialisation', which is much less precise
and constitutes more of a make-shift lhan an improvement on the
former word.
In the foregoing, I have indicated the point of view which, under
present conditions, Social Democracy should in principle take as the
basis of its position on questions of foreign policy. Though the worker
is not yet a full citizen, he is not so bereft of rights that national
interests are of no importance to him. Also, though Social Democracy
is not yet in power, it nevertheless occupies a position of power which
imposes certain obligations upon it. Its voice carries great weight.
Given the present composition of the anny and the complete uncertainty as to the effect of introducing small bore fire-arms, the government of the Reich will think ten times before venturing on a war
against the determined opposition of Social Democracy. Even without
the famous general strike, Social Democracy can speak with a weighty
if not a decisive voice in favour of peace, and it will do so in confonn 43
ity with the time-ho noured mono of the International as often and
as energetically as is necessary and possible. Also, in cases where
conflicts arise wilh other nations and direct agreement can not be
reached, it will, in accordance with its programme, stand up for settling the difference by means of arbitration. But it is not called upon
to insist !hat !he present or future interests of Germany be abandoned
if or because English, French, or Russian chauvinists take umbrage
at certain policies. Where it ill DOl just a question of partiality on the
part of Germany or of the special interests of particular groups which
are indifferent or even detrimental to !he welfare of the pecyle, where
really important national interests are at stake, internationalism is no
reason for yielding weakly to the pretensions of foreign interested
parties.
This is not a new idea. It is simply a recapitulation of the train of
thought which underpins almost all the declarations of Marx, Engels,
and Lassalle on questions of foreign policy. Further more, the position
recommended here is not one that endangers peace. Nations nowadays no longer go lightly to war, and a finn stand can, under some
" Undoubtedly a reference to: 'Prolet.~rians of all countries, unite!'
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circumstances, be mOre seMceable to peace than continuously giving
way.
Nowadays many regard the doctrine of the European balance of
power as being out of date- and so it is, in its old form. However,
in a changed fonn the balance of pown still plays a major role in
the resolution of international controversies. Whether a particular
measure is implemented or blocked is still, at times, a matter of how
strong a combination of powers supports it. I regard it as a legitimate
objective of German imperial policy to ensure that, in such cases, the
voice of Germany is heard; and I do not regard it as the business of
Social Democracy to oppose the appropriate measures as a matter of
principle.
Let us take a specific example. The leasing ofK.iaochow Bay was,
at the time, criticised very severely in the German socialist press ....
Insofar as the criticism referred to the circumstances in which the
lease was granted, the Social Democratic press had a right, nay a
duty, to make its point. It was equally correct to mount a determined
opposition to the introduction or promotion of a policy for the partition of China, for such a partition is in no way in the interests of
Germany. But when some papers went still further and declared that
the party must under all circumstances and as a matter of principle
condemn the acquisition of the Bay, I cannot by any means agree.
It is a matter of no interest to the German people that China be
divided up and Germany acquire a piece of the Celestial Empire.
But the German people does have a great interest in China not
becoming the prey of other nations; it has a great interest in China's
commercial policy not becoming subordinate to the interests of a
single foreign power or a coalition of foreign powers; in short, it has
an interest in Germany having a dedsive word to say in all questions
concerning China. Its trade with China requires that it have a right
of veto. Now, the circumstance that the acquisition ofK.iaochow Bay
is a means of guaranteeing and enforcing this right of veto - and it
will he difficult to deny that it does contribute to it- is, in my view,
a reason why Social Democracy should not object to it in principle.
Apart from the manner in which the Bay was acquired and the pious
"'"'In November !897, the Germans occupied Kiaochow Bay, using the murder of two
missionaries in Shantung as the pretext. The mow precipitated a general S<:ramblc
among the European powers to obtain, or forr~, con~ssions from the Chinese gm·cmmcnt. It also precipitated a livdy debate in the Gennan pres;.
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words which accompanied the act, it was not the worst blow struck
by German fOreign policy.
lt was a matter of ensuring free trade with, and in, China. For
there can be no doubt that, without that acquisition, China would
have been drawn increasingly into the orbit of the capitalist economy
and that Russia would have continued its policy of encirclem ent and
would have occupied the Manchur ian ports at the first opportunity.
It was thus only a question as to whether Gennany should look cahnly
on while, by one foil accompli after another, China fell into an ever
greater dependen ce on Russia, or whether Germany should secure
for itself a position on the basis of which it could at any time, and
under normal conditions, make its influence felt on the shape of
things in China, instead of having to be content with ex post facto
protests. To the extent that the leasing of Kiaochow Bay guaranteed,
and still guarantees, the future interests of Gennany in China
(whatever the official explanation) Social Democracy can give its
approval without compromising its principles in the slightest.
However, since those who conduct German foreign policy are not
accountable, there can be no question of Social Democracy giving
positive support. The only question is that of finding the right basis
for a negative position. \Vithout some guarantee that such enterprises
will not be diverted behind the backs of the people's representatives
to purposes other than those announce d (say as a means to achieve
some small temporary success at the expense of greater furore
interests) Social Democracy can accept no part of the responsibility
for foreign-policy measures.
As is evident, the rule unfolded here for taking a position on foreign-policy questions amounts pretty much to the stance which Social
Democracy has, until now, been observed to adopt in practice. 1t is
not for me to discuss how far its basic assumptions agree with the
way of thinking that prevails in the party.
On the whole, tradition plays a greater role in these things than
we think. It is in the nature of all forward-moving parties to attach
little importance to changes alread~· accomplished. Attention is always
focussed mainly on what has not yet been changed. To strive for
certain goals, to set objectives, is a perfectly justifiable and useful
tendency. However, parties imbued with this spirit easily fall into the
habit of upholding, longer than is necessary or useful, received opinions based on conditions which have to a large extent changed. They
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disregard or underestimate these changes. They search out facts
which will give those opinions an appearance of validity, rather than
examine the question whether, on the basis of all the relevant facts,
the opinion in question has not over time degenerated into a
prejudice.
Such a priori political reasoning often seems to me to play a part
when the question of colonies is being discussed.
At present, it is in principle a matter of complete indifference
to socialism and to the labour movement whether new colonies are
successful or not The notion that colonial expansion will delay the
realisation of socialism rests at bouom on the completely our-dated
idea that the realisation of socialism depends on an increasingly rapid
reduction in the number of the very rich and on the growing impoverishment of the masses. It has been shown in earlier chapters that
the first is a fairy-tale; and the inuniseration theory has now been
abandoned nearll everywhere - if not outright and with all its consequences, then at least in that it is explained away as much as possible.~:.~ But even if the theOIJ were correct, the colonies in question
.. H. Cunov; makes just such an attempt 10 explain things away in his article on the
He wriles dut when Morx, at the end of tbe fir<t volume of Ctt(>iull, speaks
of '!he inaeasing mass of misery', this is 10 be understood 'not as a simple, absolute
decline in the .,.;:(IJ>(Illlic living conditions of the worier' but 'only as a decline in his
social 'ondition as a whole relative to the forward moving cultural development, i.e.
relative to the increase in productivity and the growth in l!"neral culrural requiremen!S'.
The concept of misery is not a fixed one. 'What appears to one worker in a certain
category, 11eparated frlllll his employer by a great difference in education, as a mte of
affairs worth striving for may appear 10 the skilled worker of another category, who is
perhaps intellectually superior to his employer, as such a mass of"mioery and oppression" that he rises in revolt against ir' (Dj~ Neur Zrit, xvii, 1, pp. 402-3).
Unfortunalely, in the senlence referred to, Marr speaks not only of the growing mass
of misery, of oppression, but also of'slaveT}", degradation and exploitation'.'' Are we to
understand these also in the aforesaid - Pickwickian - sense? Are we to accept a
deterioration of the worker which is only a deterioration relali~e to the rise in the
l!"llerallevel of culture? I am not inclined to do so, and neither, probably, is Cunow.
No, in the passal!" referred ro, Marx speaks quite positively of 'the &UtUtiJIIt darrosr ;,
the ~um!ur of capitalist magnates, who "us..-p ... all the advantages of !he capilalist
process of transformation'', and of the growth of ''the mass of misery, oppression" etc.'
(Capital, i, eh. 24, 7.) The theory of coHapse can be based on dris antithesis; but it can
not be based on the poor morale produced by intellectuall}' inferior employers, as is 10
be found in any office in any hieran;hical organisation.
Incidentally, it gives me a little satisfaction to see that Cunow can reconcile the
propositions on which the theory of collapse rests with reality only by sudden!} introducing workers of diffm:nt categories with fundamenllllly different social ideas. Are these,
mll~pse.

then, also 'English workers'?
" G..piud I, p. 929.
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with regard 10 present day Germany, are not remotely in a position
to influence social conditions at home quick1y enough to delay a
possible collapse, even for just a year. In this respect, German Social
Democracy would have nothing whatsoever to fear from the colonial
policy of the German Reich. The development of the colonies Germany has acquired (and the same holds for those which it might still
acquire) will take so much time that there can be no question of any
influence worth mentioning on social conditions in Germany for
many a long year. German Social Democracy can therefore deaJ with
the question of these colonies without prejudice. Colonial possessions
can not even have any serious effect on political conditions in Germany. Naval chauvinism, for instance, is without doubt closely connected with colonial chauvinism and is to a certain extent nourished
by it. But it would exist wit:huut it. After all, Germany had a na'"Y
long before it thought of acquiring colonies. It must nevertheless be
granted that this connection is the most appropriate ground on which
to justifY a principled opposition to colonial policy.
Otherwise, when colonies are acquired, there is some justification
for examining carefully their value and prospects and tightly controlling the indemnification and treatment of the natives as well as other
matters of administration; but there is no reason to regard such
acquisitions as being reprehensible as such. The political position
which Social Democracy is allowed within the present system of government precludes anything other than a negative stance on such
matters; and the question as to whether Germany needs colonies at
present can with good reason be answered in the negative, particularly
with regard to those colonies still to be obtained. But the future also
has rights which we must consider. If we take into account the fact
that Germany now annually imports a considerable amount of colonial produce, we must note that the time may come when it might
be desirable to procure at least a part of these products from our
ov.n colonies. However fast we may think that Germany is developing,
we can not be blind to the fact that it will be a long time before a
large number of other countries go over to socialism. However, if
there is nothing wrong with enjoying the produce of tropical plantations, there can be nothing wrong with cultivating such plantations
ourselves. The decisive question is not whether but how? It is not
inevitable that the occupation of tropical countries by Europeans
should harm the nativt:~ in their enjoyment of life, nor has it usually
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been the case up till now. Moreover, we can recognise only a conditional right of savages to the land they occupy. Higher civilisation has
ultimately a higher right. It is not conquest but the cultivation of the
land that confers an historical right to its use."
These are, in my judgment, the essential points of view which
ought to determine the position of Social Democracy on the question
of colonial policy. They too would not, in practice, bring about any
change worth mentioning in the way the party votes; but I repeat that
it is a question, not only of how we vote on any given issue, but also
of why we vote the way we do.
There are some Social Democrats who regard any intercession for
national interests as chauvinism or as a violation of the internationalism and class policy of the proletariat. Just as, in time past, Domela
Nieuwenhui:s declared Bebel's well-known asserti on- that in case of
an attack from Russia Social Democracy would call its men to the
defence of Gennany - to be chauvinism, so Mr Bel fort Bax recendy
detected reprehensible jingoism in a similar statement by H. M.
Hyndman." Now, it must be admitted that it is not always easy to
determine the point at which advocacy of the interests of one's own
nation ceases to be justified and becomes pseudo-patriotism; but the
remedy for exaggerations in this direction certainly does not consist
in greater exaggerations in the other. The remedy is, rather, to be
sought in an exchange of ideas between the democracies of the
civilised countries and in support for all factors and institutions
working for peace.
However let us return to the question of the immediate demands
of the party's progranune. Although. some of these demands h.ave not
been put on the agenda of party agitation and parliamentary action
at all, or have appeared only in modified form, in other cases the
objectives laid down in the programme have, here and there, already
" 'Even a whole liOciety, a nation, nay, all contempocal)' societies taken toge!her are not
proprieto rs of the earth. They are only its possessors, its usufructuarics, and have to
leave it improved as /Nmi j/41m fomil/4$ to the following generation' (Marx, Capi/d, iii,
2, p. 309)."
' Hyndman energetically promotes !he idea that, for the protection of its imports of food,
England requires a ""'Y large eno"Ch for evel)' possible combination of adversarie;;.
'Our existence liS a nation of free men depends on our Su(!remacy at sea. This can be
!>aid of no other people of !he present day. However much we socialists are naturally
opposed to annamen ts, we must, howe>-er, recognise facts' (]wlia:, 31 Decembe r 1898).

"" Capital Ill, p. 911.
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been pushed beyond their original limits. Thu~ the programme
demands that the emplo)ment of children under tOurtt-en be forbidden. However, at the workers' protection conference at Zurich in
1897, fifteen years was designated as the lowest limit for the employment of children; and even this is too low for some socialists. I am,
however, cominced that, in present circumstances, this extension is
not to be regarded as an irnprm·ement. l'ro\ided that the working
day is short enough to inflict no physical damage on the young and
to leave sufficient time fur play, recreation, and further education,
then the circumstance that young people begin productive work when
they have passed their fOurteenth year is not so great an evil that it
oould be necessary to forbid it altogether. It depends entirely on
the nature and conditions of the work- which, incidentally, current
legislation already recognises in principle, in that it forbids complctdy
the employment of young workers in some trades, and in others
narrowly restricts the time per day during which it is allowed to occur.
I believe that the rational den:lopmcnt of protection for the young
lies in the further improvement of these regulations, as well as in
perfecting the public educational system, and not in mechanical
increases in the age limit for industrial labour.
It is, of course, generally acknowledged that this question is connected with the question of education. The question of child labour
must start with schooling and must be regulated \\-ith constant reference to it, if the result is to be satisfactory... Wherever industrial
employment is deoimental to health and tu the intellectual and moral
educational objectives of schooling, it is to be forbidden. On the other
" In a book, Haw 11 Can Br !JoM, an English engineer, John Richardsnn, a member of
the Social Democratic Federation, "orks out a plan for the realisation of socialism
according In which in<(]"uction is made compulsory until the age of twenty-one and is
combined with the completely free TTLJ.intcnance of the srudcfit. f lowever, li-om the age
of fourteen, four hours a day is devoted to productive work, and from the age of
nineteen, six hours. In thi.< am! <>!I ,·arious other puints, the plan, much as it underestimates the economic difficulties of the matter. at least proceeds from thnrnughl} 'cnsiblc
principles. 'Fnr a Social Reform tn be succ~ssful', says the authnr, 'the follo"ing cnnditions must be complied with: First, it must be possible, that is. it must deal with human
nature as it is, and not a~ it ought to be. Second. it must make no vinler.t •nd sudden
change in the constitution of societ}. Third, while the application is gradual, the cllCct
should be immediate and certain. Fourth, it must be permanent in its effect; and, "'
far as possible. automatic in its opera!JOn, when once started. Fifth, it must be just and
equitable in it> action, and equal in its app1icatinn. Sixth, it mu•t he d"'tic, so as :o
permit of indefinite expansion, modification, anJ pcrfectinn' (How 11 Ctm he !Ju,r, or
Cii'IS/rurtive ."iociailsm, l.otxlon, The Twentieth CentUI"} l're" [ 18\15, p. 17)).
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band, an~· general prohibition which also affects age groups above
school-leaving age is to be firmly rejected. It is absolutely wrong to
let economic considerations such as the restriction of production or
competition among workers intrude upon the question. Conversely,
it is always well to bear in mind that productive or, to use a less
ambiguous expression, socially useful work has great educational
value and, for this reason alone, is not in itself something to be
opposed.
At present, the question of what to atM to the party programme is
more important than that of pressing for demands already on the
programme. Practkal experience has put a large number of questions
on the agenda which, when the programme was first drawn up, were
in part regarded as lying too far in the future to be of any immediate
concern to Social Democracy, but it is also the case that their implications were not fully appreciated. These include the agrarian question,
questions of municipal politics, the corJf!rrali'ves question, and various
questions of industrial law. The great growth of SociaJ Democracy in
the eight years since the Erfurt Programme was drawn up, its effect
on the domestic politics ofGennany, as well as the experience gained
from other countries, have made a closer consideration of all these
questions unavoidable, and many "iews which were formerly held
about them have undergone substantial revision.
As regards the agrarian question, even those who regard the peasant
economy as doomed to destruction have changed their views quite
significandy as to the time it will take for this to happen. Indeed,
major differences of opinion on this point played a part in recent
debates on what agrarian policy SoLial Uemocraq' should pursue;
but the point of principle on which these debates turned was whether
and, in any given case, to what extent Social Democracy should give
assistanc-e to the peasant as such, that is, as an independent agricul~
tural entrepreneur, against capitalism.•7
It is easier to ask the question than to answer it. To begin with,
the fact that the great majurily of peasants, although they are not
wage-earners, nonetheless belong to the working classes - that is,
" In 1894, Vollmar and Scb.oenlank persuaded the part} wnference at Breslau to establish
a commission ro see if an acccptabk agrarian programme could be worked out_ The
commission reported to the conference at Frankfurt in 1895 where, after a long de hate,
its proposals were rejected. However the contrfl\'erS}· rumbled on, and it surfaced again
at the Stuttgart Conference. See e.g. the speeches by Schcidemann and Ulrich, Prow/roll, 1898, pp. 8b and 88.
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their livelihood does not depend merely on title of possession or
inherited privilege - places them closer to the wage-earning classes.
Then again, they constitute so significant a part of the population in
Germany that, at elections, their votes decide the issue between capitalist and socialist parties in a great many constituencies. If Social
Democracy does not want to limit itself to being a workers' party in
the sense of being merely the political wing of the trade-union movement, then it must consider how to interest at least a large proportion
of the peasants in the victory of its candidates. In the long run, we
can do this only by committing ourselves to measures which offer the
small peasant th~: prospecl of improvement in the near future, measures which bring him immediate relief But many legislative measures
which have this as their objective cannot distinguish between the
small and the medium peasant; and furthennore they cannot as~ist
the peasant as citizen and worker v.ithout also supporting him, at
least indirectly, as an 'entrepreneur'.
This is evident in, among other places, the programme of socialist
agrarian policy which Kautsky has outlined under the rubric 'The
Neutralisation of the Peasantry' at the end of his book on the agrarian
question.-!!< Kautsky shows convincingly that, even after a Social
Democratic vi{."tory, there would be no reason to set about abolishing
the landed property of the peasantry. But at the same time he strongly
opposes supporting measures or demands aimed at 'protecting peasants' in the sense of artificially maintaining the peasant as an entrepreneur. He then suggests a whole series of refonns - or declares it
permissible to support them- which provide relief for rural municipalities and increase their sources of income. However, which class
would these measures benefit in the first instance? According to
Kautsky's account of the matter, it would be the peasants. For, as he
emphasises elsewhere in his work, there can be no question of the
proletariat in the countryside having any influence worth mentioning
on the business of municipalities, even where universal suffrage prevails. The rural proletariat is too isolated, too backward, and too
dependent on the few employers of labour who control it. 'A communal policy other than one in the interest of the landowner is
unthinkable.' And nowada)·s, 'modern management of the land in a
large cooperative farming enterprise controlled by a village commune'
'" Kar! Kautsky·, Die Agraifroge: rint Urbtnichl Ubtr dif 1imtknun dn motkmrn Landwmhschafi und d:( Ap,lt'fHililik dn SoziaJikm"*mlie (Srungan, 18')(/). I'P· 436ff.
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is equally unthinkable (71u· Agrarian Question, pp. 337 and 338). But
insofar, and fOr as long, as this is correct, measures such as 'annexation of the hunting prcser..-es of the large landowners b) the rural
municipalities', 'nationalisation of responsihilil) for schools, road.~.
and poor relief would obviously contribute to the improvement of
the economic po~tion of the peasant and thm also contribute to
shoring up hi~ property. In practice, then, it would operate as a 'protection for peasants'.
Support for peasant protection of this kind seems to me to be
unobjectionable, under two preconditions: first, that it is accompanied
by strong protection tOr agrkultuml labourers and second, as a sine
qua mm for its realisation, that democracy is established on both the
state and municipal levels." Indeed, both are assumed by Kautsky.
Bm he underestimates the influence of the agricultuml labourer in
rural municipalities. Agricultural labourers are as powerless as he
suggests in the passage 4uoted only in those communities which lie
outside the sphere of commercial intercourse, and the number of
these is steadily diminishing. In general, the agricultural labourer,
for whom Kautsky himself produces material enough, is nowadays
reasonably well aware of his interests and would, with universal suffrage, become ewn more so. Besides, there are, in most municipalit~
ies, all kinds of conflicts of interest among the peasants themselves;
and ~illage communities contain elements, in craftsmen and S1113Jl
businessmen, which, on many matters, have more interests in
rornmon with agricultural labourers than with the peasant aristocracy.
All this means that, except in very few cases, the agricultural labourers
would not wind up standing alone against a solid 'reactionary mass'.
In time, democrat)', in the socialist sense, must have its effect in the
rural municipalities. I regard democracy, combined with the effects
of the great revolution in communications and transpon, a~ a more
" I am disrqmrding the technical questions of managem~nt mnncctcd with this topic.
Obliousl~·, it would he ~ontradictory"' oblige one body (the statd to prOVJde the meal\>
and give the other bod)· (the municipality) an unchecked right to dispose of these means.
Eid:rer the Mate, as the organ which pro>ides the resource•, must he allowed extensive
financial control o•er municipal expenditure, or the municipalay must itself IJ.c !l'sponsibk for at least a part of the costs of carrying out specified duties, so that it must fare
thr consequences of injuilidous e'Jlenditurc. So far as I am ronccmcd, my 1iew is that
the stole should be the subsidiary and not the primal)' financial authority in these
matters.
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powerful instrument for the emancipation of the agricultural labourer
than the technological changes in the peasant econom)'.
Moreover, Kautsky's programme is in fact chiefly - and indeed
precisely on the points to whi~,:h he attaches the greatest importance just an application of the demands of bourgeois democracy to agrarian
conditions, reinforced by extensive regulations for the protection of
agricultural labourers. It is obvious from what has gone before that,
in my .,.·iew, this is anything but a negative criticism. And in saying
this, I say nothing that Kautsky himself has not expressly emphasised.
\Vhat is more, he thinks that his programme must forei!;O the title of
a Social Democratic agrarian progranune, partly because those of its
demands which benefit the agricultural labourer in rural selfgovernment arc, in es~ence, already contained in the demands tOr
workers' protection and in the immediate political demands of Social
Democracy, and partly also because they are - if we discount the
demands for the nationalisation of forestry management and water
utilities - 'minor measures' which have already been implemented
elsewhere and ,v:ith regard to whi~,:h Social Democracy is distinguished from other parties only by the ruthlessness with which it
defends the public interest against the interests of private property.
However, whether or not a programme can be described as Social
Democratic depends, not on the significance of individual demands,
but on the character and significance of all the demands in their
inter-connection. Social Democracy can put forward only those
immediate demands which are suited to present conditions, the
proviso being that they bear within themselves the seed for further
development towards that social order which is Social Democracy's
objective. However, there is no demand of this kind to which one or
other non-socialist party could and would not also subscribe. A
demand which all bourgeois parties would necessarily oppose on
principle would, by that fact alone, be branded as utopian. On the
other hand, Social Democracy can not put fonvard demands which,
under the given economic and political conditions, would serve to
consolidate present property and power relations rather than to
loosen them up in such a way that the relevant measures could, under
different circumstances and at a more advanced stage of development, become the instrument of the socialist transformation of production. An example of such a demand - from which Kautsky, after
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careful examination, distances himself- would he the nationalisation
of mortgages. At present, it is not an issue for Social Democracy.
I will not go through all the details of Kautsky's programme - with
which, as 1 have already remarked, J agree thoroughly in principle but there are, I believe, a few observations on it which ought not to
be suppressed. As I have already observed, I think that the main
current duties of Social Democracy with regard to the agricultural
population fall into three groups. Namely: (I) Opposition to all
remaining remnants and supports of land-owning feudalism and the fight
for democracy in municipality and pruvim:e. In other words, action for
the abolition of entail, manoriaJ holdings, hunting privileges, etc., as
laid down by Kautsky. The word 'fullest' in Kautsky's fonnulation,
'fullest self-government in municipality and province', is not in my
view well chosen, and I would replace it with the word 'democratic'.
Superlatives are nearly always misleading. 'Fullest self-government'
could suggest a dosed circle of privileged participants, whereas what
is actually meant is better expressed by 'democratic self-government'.
It could also suggest rights ofadministration, and then it would signify
a municipal absolutism which is unnecessary and incapable of being
reconciled with the requirements of sound democracy. Municipalities
are subject to the general legislation of the nation, which allots them
their particular functions and represents the general interest against
their particular interests. (2) Protection and relit;[ for the agricultural
working dasus. This includes workers' protection in the more
restricted sense; abolition of regulations governing the rights and
duties of servants, limitation of the working day of various categories
of wage-earners, health regulations, public education, as well as
measures to bring tax relief to the small peasant. As regards workers'
protection, Kautsky's suggestion that child labour between 7.00 p.m.
and 7.00 a.m. be prohibited does not seem to me to be practical. In
the summer months, this would mean transfening work from the
morning hours to the hottest time of the day, when normally work
ceases completely. In the countryside, people generally get up early
in the summer, and for certain jobs at harvest-time an early start is
unavoidable.~~ A normal working day can not be implemented in the
-

For instance, when the grass is mown in the meadows, youngsters are given the job of
spreading out the mown grass so that it dries in the sun during the day. If we are not
going to deny them this work and the supplementary work of turning the grass and
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counttyside in the same way as in industty. As Kautsky himself
explains, it is possible only through a plan of work established for
the whole year and taking account of the nature of the various kinds
of seasonal work depending on the weather etc. It must also be a
plan based on the average of the maximum hours of work pennined
for the youngest workers as well as adults. A standard working day
of eight hours for adults would then correspond to a standard working
day of six hours for young people. (3) OppositWn to the absolutism of
property and the encouragement of ci)I)/Jeration. This includes demands
such as 'limitation of private property rights in land in order to
encourage (I) suppression of the aggregation ofland, (2) the cultivation of the land, (3) the prevention of infectious diseases' (Kautsky).
'Reduction of exorbitant rents by courts of justice set up for the
purpose' (Kautsky). The building of healthier and more comfortable
workers' accommodation by municipalities. 'The facilitation of
cooperative mergers by legislation' (Kautsky). Enabling municipalities
to acquire land by purchase or expropriation for lease to workers or
workers' cooperatives at a low rate.··
This latter demand brings us to the question of CI)I)/Jerativrs. After
what has been said in the section on the economic potentialities of
cooperatives, little more needs to be said here. Nowadays, the question is no longer whether cooperatives ought to exist. They exist and
will continue to exi~t whether Social Democracy likes it or not. By
dint of its influence on the working class, Social Democracy could
indeed retard the spread of workers' cooperatives, but this would be
no service either to itself or to the working class. Nor can we recommend the rigid Manchesterism which is often manifested in the party
with regard to the cooperative movement and wb.ich is based on the
proposition that there can be no socialist cooperatives within a capitalist society. It is, rather, a matter of taking a definite position and
being dear as to what cooperatives Social Democracy can recommend and to which it can give moral support, according to it~ means,
and to which it can not. The resolution which the Berlin party conferstacking it, then it is better for them and for the work itself w let them do it from about
6 to 10 in the mornings and from 4 to 8 in the aftemooru; during the hottest months.
" The new English Local Guvemment Act includes a similar paragraph, albeit with rather
too many qualificarioos. The original draft. pfO!!Osed by the Liberal government in
lR'I-f, was much more radical. but it had to be watered down, thanks to the opposition
of the Conservatives backed by the House of Lords.
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ence Ill 1892 passed on the subject of cooperathes is lherefore
already inadequate because it refers to only one kind of cooperative,
the industrial production cooperative. !vloreo\-er this is a form of
cooperative whkh, because it is meant as an independent enterprise
wmpeting with capitalist factories, should he given the coolest pos~
sible reception. But what holds for the economic potentialities of
production cooperatives does not hold for other forms of cooperative
enterprise. It does not hold for consumers' cooperatives and the production units associated with them. And it is questionable whether
it is not also untenable with regard to agricultural cooperatives.
\Ve have seen what extraordinary progress credit-, purchasing-,
dairy-, work-, and husincss-coopcrati,·es have made amongst the
rural popularions of all modem countries. However in Germany,
these cooperatives arc generally peasant cooperatives, representatives
of the 'middle class movement' in the countryside. I consider it incontrm·ertible that, in conjunction with the lowering of interest rates
which accompanies the growing accumulation of capital, they could in
fact conmbute much towards keeping peasant enterprises competitive
vi.1-d-vis big business. Consequently, these peasant cooperatives are
for the most part the playground of anti-sociali>t elements, of pettybourgeois liberals, dericals, and anti-scmites. So far as Social Democracy is concerned, they are at present out of the reckoning almost
everywhere, even though theil" ranks may include many small peasants
who are nearer to Social Democracy than to the other parties. Their
tone is set b~' the middle peasantry. If Social Democracy ever had
any prospect of using cooperatives to increase its influence on the
dass of the rural population referred to, it has let the opportunity
.slip. Today, only cooperatives of agricultural workers and very small
peasants can, or could, come into consideration, and the form of such
cooperatives is not yet discovered, or at least not yet tested. However,
if we consider that established trade-union organisations have not so
fur been practicable, even in England where no service regulations
or combination laws prohibit them, and that their prospects are there~
fore very slim in our own country, whereas on !he other hand all
linds of agencies are at present labouring to bind the agriculturaJ
worker to the soil by means of rented accommodation and similar
creations, then we must admit that the task of at least showing the
agriculruraJ labourer a way to turn the methods of cooperation to his
advantage in his own way falls to Social Democracy. The most
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important requisites for this are: sufficient land and the opening up
of the market. With regard to the former, it seems to me that the
demand formulated above, according to which municipalities would
get the right to acquire land by expropriation and to lease it on
favourable terms to cooperatives, is the next stage in democratic
development And the urban consumers' cooperatives would be able
to provide the rural workers' cooperatives with a market- inasmuch
as they have to overcome a boycott by the capitalist business world.
However, cooperatives of agricultural labourers will remain mere
paper realities, if the battle for democracy is not won first. At present,
the establishment of such cooperatives by self help or through private
means might be on the cards, as F. Oppenheirner suggests. However,
like the establishment of consumers' cooperatives, that is a matter
that lies outside the brief of Social Democracy as a party. As a militant
politica1 party, it cannot embark on economic experiments. Its task is
to clear away the legal impediments which stand in the way of the
workers' cooperative movement and to fight for the effective transformation of those administrative organs which will eventually be
ca1led upon to further the movement.
But if it is not the vocation of Social Democraq· as a party to
found consumers' cooperatives, that does not mean that it should
take no interest in them. The popular saying that consumers'
cooperatives are not socialist enterprises depends on the self-same
formalism which for a long time was used against the trade unions
and which now begins to gh-e way to the opposite extreme. Whether
a trade union or a workers' consumer association is socialist or not
depends not on its form but on its substance, on the spirit that permeates it. They are certainly not the wood itself, but they are trees
that can be very usefuJ parts of, and genuine assets to, the wood.
To speak unmetaphorica1ly, they are not socialism, but as workers'
organisations they have in them enough of the socialist element for
them to be developed into valuable and indispensable instruments of
socia1ist emancipation. They will certainly best discharge their economic tasks if they are left completely to themselves in their organisation and administration. But just as the aversion and even hostility
to the trade-union movement which many socialists once feh has
gradually changed into friendly neutrality and then into a feeling of
solidarity, so it will happen with consumers' cooperatives - so, in
part, it has already happened. Here too, practice is the best guide.
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By campaigning against consumers' cooperatives for workers, those
elements which are hostile not only to the re·mlutionary movement
but to every workers' emancipation movement have compelled Social
Democracy to intetvene in their support. Experience has also shown
that fears that, for instance, the cooperative movement would drain
away the intellectual or other strength of the political labour move~
ment, are completely unfounded. It might happen in a few places
and in the short run; but in the long run exactly the opposite invari~
ably occurs. Where the appropriate economic and legal preconditions
are present Social Democracy can contemplate with equanimity the
establishment of consumers' cooperatives for workers, and it will do
well to accord such initiatives its unstinting good~will and to give
them whatever help is possible.~
Only from one point of view could consumers' cooperatives for
workers seem to be questionable as a matter of principle, namely, as
a good thing which stands in the way of a better, where the better
consists in the organisation of the procurement and distribution of
goods by the municipality, as is prescribed in nearly all socialist sys~
terns. But, first, a democratic consumers' association needs no altera·
tion in principle in order to include all the members of the community
in which it is located. It needs only to broaden its constitution, which
is completely in accord with its natural tendencies. (In some smaller
localities, consumers' cooperatives are already close to counting all
the inhabitants of the place as members.) And second, the imple~
mentation of this idea is still so far distant, presupposes so many
political and economic changes and intermediate stages of develop~
ment, that it would be foolish to forego, for its sake, the advantages
which workers might at present derive from consumers' associations.
At the moment, so far as the municipality as a political unit is con~
cemed, it can only be a question of prmiding for a few clearly defined
general needs.
This brings us, finally, to the municipal policy of Social Demomu:y.
This too was, for a long time, a step~child of the' socialist movement.
It is, for example, not too long ago that a foreign socialist paper edited
by very intelligent people (it is now defunct) scornfully rejected as
petty bourgeois the idea of using municipal government, here and
now, as an instrument of socialist refonn and of using the municipal~
" This assistance, however, must not take the form of allowing the consumers' associlltion
to carry sub-standard goods, etc.
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ity as the basis for the actualisation of socialist demands, without at
the same time neglecting parliamentary action. The irony of fate
decreed that the chief editor of that paper was able to get into the
parliament of his country only on a wave of municipal socialism.
Similarly in England, before Social Democracy succeeded in getting
its own representatives into Parliament, it found a rich field of fruitful
activity in municipal government. In Germany, the development was
different. Here Social Democracy had achieved parliamentary representation long before it gained a footing in municipal government
to any extent worth mentioning. However, with its continued expansion, its successes in municipal elections also increased, so that the
need to develop a socialist municipal programme, such as those which
have already been agreed for individual states or provinces, has
become ever more evident. Thus, quite recently, on 27 and 28
December 1898, a conference of socialist municipal representatives
from the province of Brandenburg agreed on a programme for municipal elections which should, on the whole, serve its purpose
eKI:remely well and which at no point invites criticism on any matter
of principle. However, it limits itself to demands that fall within the
existing rights of municipalities, without embarking on any discussion
of what, on a socialist view, the rights and duties of a municipality
ought in principle to be -and nothing other can be expected from an
action programme. On the other hand, a general Social Democratic
municipal programme would have to say something on the question.
What does Social Democracy demand for the municipalities, and
what does it expect from them?
On this matter, the ErfUrt Programme says only: 'Selfdetermination and self-government of the people in Reich, state,
province, and municipality; election of officials by the people', and it
goes on to demand universal, equal, and direct adult suffrage for all
elections. 49 It says nothing about the legal relationship between the
governmental bodies mentioned. No doubt, most of the delegates,
like the author of this demand, assumed at the time that the order
in which the bodies were enumerated indicated their legal ranking,
so that, in cases of conflict, Reich legislation should take precedence
over state legislation, etc. But this would, for example, again partly
abolish, or limit, the self-determination of the people in the municip"' For !he full text see Susan Miller and Heinrich Potthoff, A HuJ;Jry of Gam~M~ Soaol
lJmlomJQ: from 1848 to lA~ Pmrm (New York, 198b), p. HI.
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alities. As stated above, I do in fact maintain, e\·en now, that national
Jaws or decrees must be the highest court of appeal in any community.
However, that does not mean that the rights and powers of state and
municipal government should be the same as they are today.
Nowadays, for instance, municipalities have very limited rights of
expropriation. A whole range of politico-economic measures would
consequently meet with a positively insurmountable barrier in the
opposition or exaggerated demands of landowners. An extension of
the right of expropriation would accordingly be one of the first
demands of municipal socialism. It is, however, not necessary to
demand an absolute and completely unlimited right of expropriation.
In matters of expropriation, the municipality would always be bound
to keep to those rules of common law which protect the individual
against the arbitrary action offortuitous majorities. In any community,
the property rights which common law allows must be inviolable as
long as, and to the extent that, common law allows them. To take
away lawful property otherwise than by compensation is confiscation,
which can be justified only in cases of extreme pressure of circumstances (war, epidemics).'"
So, besides the democratisation of the franchise, Social Democracy
must demand an extension of municipal rights of expropriation (still
very limited in various German states) if a socialist municipal policy
is to be possible. Moreover, it must demand that the administration
" I have a\.-.:ady expressed this thought very forcefully some y~ ago in my pr<:face to
extracts from Lassalle's Syrlt:m ofA(,l{llt"mi Rights, which work is itself, as Lassalle writes,
intended to reconcile re.olutionary law with positive law, i.e. tD take adequate ii(;C(>Unt
of positive law even in formulating revolutionaiJ· law."' At the risk of beillj!' accused of
petty-hourgeois sentiments, I do not hesitate to state that the thought or idea of an
expropriation that would only be confiscation dressed up in legal form - not to speak
nf expropriation as prescnbed by Barere- seems to me to be thorough[)' objectionable,
quite apart from the fact that such expropriation would be objectionoble on purely
economic, utilitarian grounds. 'Whatever far-reaching encro.acltments on eiisting property privileges one ma)' presuppose, in the period of transition 10 a 50Clalist society,
tbey cannot be the senseless appliation of bruttl force but m\JSI be tht expression of
a definite Jep.l idea, albeit one which is new and which is osser1:td with elemental
force' (I assalle, Cotkcttd Wmh, vol. Ill, p. 791). The form of the expropriation of the
expropriators which corresponds most closel)' 10 the legal principles dwacteristic of
socialism is that of their replacement b)' organisations and instilUtions.
"' The basic theme of LassaUe's work was, as he put it, 'the transition from an old legal
system 10 a new', Dos System tkr mwrl>nu Rail~ {Leipzig, 1861), p. 49. The problem
was: how can <~equired rights be legally abolished if a law can not have retrospective
effect? I..assalle argued !hat there wer<: circumstanCes in which a law could, in fact,
have r<:trospeclive effi:cr.
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of this policy, and especially the enforcement of it, be completely
independent of the state. What is to he expected from municipalities
with regard to taxation and education policy is, essentially, already
laid down in the general programme of the Party, but it has received
some valuable amp\ifications in the Brandenburg programme
(provision of school canteens, appoinunent of school doctors, etc.).
Furthennore, demands respecting the creation of communal enti'rfJrises
as well as public sm:ices and a labrmr pn!iq for municipalities are
nowadays rightly brought to the fore. With regard to the first, the
demand should be made on principle that all enterprises serving the
gmera/ needs of members of the community and having a monopolistic character should be conducted under the authority of the municipality itself and that, for the rest, the municipality should constantly
strive to increase the range of services for its members. As regards
labour pnliry, we must demand that municipalities, as employers of
labour, whether under their own management or under contract,
maintain as a minimum condition the wages and hours of work
accepted by the relevant workers' organisations, and that they guarantee the right of combination for these workers. However, let us note
that, while it is only right m endeavour to make municipalities, as
employers of labour, set a good example by prmiding better working
conditions and welfare arrangements than private enterprise, it would
be a short-sighted polic~ to demand conditions for municipal workers
so favourable that it puts them in a position of being an unusually
pri'"ileged class compared with their fellow workers, and to make the
(:Osts of municipal production considerably higher than those of private enterprise. That would, in the long run, lead to corruption and
to a weakening of public spirit.
Modern developments have assigned further duties to municipal
government: the establishment and supenisi on oflocaJ health insurance, to which, perhaps in the not-vel)-distant future, responsibility
for invalidity insurance will be added. There has also been added
the establishment of labour exchanges and industrial tribunals. The
minimum demand of Social Democracy with regard to labour
exchanges is that their balanced character be guaranteed and, with
regard to industrial tribunals, that their establishment be compulsory
and their powers be extended. Social Democracy is sceptical, if not
dismissive, of municipal unemplo}ment insurance, since the view
prevails that such insurance is one of the legitimate tasks of trade
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unions and can best be dealt with by them. However, that can hold
good only for well-organised trades, which unfortunately still comprise a small minority of the working population. The great mass of
workers is still unorganised and the question arises whether municipal unemployment insurance can, in conjunction with the trade
unions, be so organised that, so far from being an encroachment on
their legitimate functions, it becomes precisely a way of encouraging
them. In any case, where such insurance is instituted, it would be
the duty of Social Democratic municipal representatives to press with
all their energy for bringing the trade unions into play.
By its very nature, municipal socialism is an indispensable instrument for the development, or complete actualisation, of what in the
previous chapter we called the tkmotTatic right to work. But it is, and
must remain, less than perfect where the municipal franchise is a
class franchise. But such is the case in much more than threequarters of Gennany. So here too, as with the state parliaments- on
which the municipalities are m a high degree dependent - and the
other organs of self-government, we face the question: how can
Social Democracy put an end to the existing class franchise and
achieve its democratisation?
In Germany at present, Social Democracy's most effective means
of asserting its demands, apart from propaganda by voice and pen,
is the Reichstag franchise. The influence of this franchise is so great
that it has extended even to those bodies from which the working
class is excluded by a property qualification or a system of class
franchise; for even here the parties must pay attention to the Reichstag electors. If the Reichstag franchise were immune from attack,
there might be some justification for treating the question of the
franchise for the other bodies as relatively unimportant, though even
then it would be a mistake to make light of it. But the Reichstag
franchise is not secure at all. Governments and government parties
v.ill certainly not take the decision to change it lightly, fOr they will
be aware that such a step would inevitably cause hatred and bitterness
amongst the mass of Gennan workers, which they would show in a
very uncomfortable way on suitable occasions. The socialist mm.·ernent is too strong, and the political self-consciousness of the Gennan
workers is too highly developed, to be dealt with in a cavalier fashion.
Also, we may assume that a great many of those who oppose universal
franchise on principle would, on moral grounds, hesitate to deprive
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the people of this right. However, although curtailing the franchise
would, under normal circumstances, create a revolutional}· crisis with
all its attendant dangers for the governing classes, there are no serious
technical difficulties in changing the franchise so that the victory of
an independent socialist candidate would be the exception. It is only
political considerations which decide the issue on this matter. And
there is no need for any elaborate demonstration that situations can
arise in which such scruples would be scattered like chaff before the
wind, or that Social Democracy would be powerless to prevent it.
For its part, SociaJ Democracy may well persist in its resolve not to
be provoked into a \iolent confrontation, whatever the consequences;
but it can not, in all circumstances, restrain the politically unorganised
masses from engaging in such confrontations.
On this and other grounds, it does nm seem advisable to make the
policy of Social Democracy wholly dependent on the conditions and
opportunities provided by the Reichstag franchise. We have, moreover, seen that we are not making as rapid progress with it as might
have been expected from the successes of 1890 and 1893. While the
socialist vote in the three year period from 1887 to 1890 rose by 87
per cent, and from 1890 to 1893 hy 25 per cent, it only rose by 18
per cent in the five years from 1893 to 1898- a significant increase
in itself, but not one that would justif}· expecting anything extraordinary from the near future.
It is true that Social Democracy does not depend exclusively on
the franchise and parliamentary acthity. It also has a large and fertile
field of activity outside parliament. Indeed, the socialist labour movement would exist even if it were excluded from parliament Nothing
demonstrates this better than the present gratifying activity among
the Russian workers. But if the German labour movement were
excluded from representative bodies, it would lose much of the inner
cohesion which at present binds together its various sections; it would
acquire a chaotic character, and the steady, unremitting march for·
ward with firm steps would be replaced by fitful advances with the
inevitable reverses and exhaustion.
Such a development is not in the interest of the working class. Nor
can it be attractive to those opponents of Social Democracy who have
realised that the present social order is not created for all eternity
but is subject to the law of change, and that a catastrophic development with all its horrors and devastation can be averted only if
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changes in the relations of production and exchange and in the development of classes are taken into account in legislation. And the
number of those who realise this is steadily increasing. Their influence would be much greater than it is today, if Social Democracy
could find the courage to emancipate itself ffom phraseology that is,
in filet, obsolete and to make up its mind to appear what it is in
reality today: a democratic socialist party of reform.
It is not a matter of renouncing the so-called right of revolution this purely speculative right which no constitution can enshrine and
no statute book can prohibit and which will endure as long as the
law of nature forces us to die if we renounce the right to breathe.
This unwritten and imprescriprible right is no more affected if we
take our stand on the ground of refonn than the right of self-defence
is abolished if we make laws to regulate our personal and property
disputes.
But is Social Democracy today something other than a party that
strives to achieve the socialist transfonnation of society by me;ans of
democratic and economic reform? According to some of the statements that were made against me at the Stuttgart Conference, it
5eems that perhaps it is. However, in Stuttgart my letter to the conference was seen as an indictment of the party for following the course
of Blanquism, whereas in actual fact it was aimed only at a few
indhiduals who had attacked me with Blanquist arguments and
modes of speech and who wanted to get the conference to make a
pronouncement against me. 51 The circumstance that a few otherv.ise
steady and objective individuals allowed the commotion which my
article caused (quite contrary to my intent and expectation) to seduce
them into opposing me, and thus apparently endorsing the call for
an anathema, could not for a moment deceive me as to the ephemeral
nature of this consensus. And how could I see Cunow's refutation
52
of my statements against catastrophe speculation as being anything
other than the product of a passing mood when, in the spring of
1897, the same Cunow wrote:
We are still very far from the final end of capitalist development.
" Parvus in particular tried to get the 'HemstC!Jl question' put on lht agenda of the
conference with a view to having Bemstcin's position fonnally repudiated. He did not
succeed. However, the 'Bemstein q~cstion' was nonetheless debated (under the a~enda
was clearly against Bernstein.
1tcm 'Prcss'i and the wdght of opinion at the conference
'' Cunow, 'Zur Zusammcnbruchsthcorie'.
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Hccausc we live in the main <.:cntr~:~ of trade and industrv with
the enormous increase in production 3nd tht dt<.:ay of the liberal
bourgeoisie taking place before our eyes, we are all too ready to
underestimate tht distance and the obstacles that separate us
from our goal. In \\hat countrv b the economic self-destruction
of capitalism already ~o far advanced that it can be regarded as
being ripe for a socialist form of economy? Not in England, and
even less in Gcnnany and France.
(H. Cunow, 'Our Interests in East Asia', Die Ntue :Leit,
xv, I, p. 806)
Even a definite verdic1 by the Stuttgart Conference against my
statement would not have shaken my conviction that the great mass
of Gennan Social DemocraG is far removed from being liable to fits
of Blanquism. After the speech at Oemhausen/3 I knew that I could
expect the conference to take no other position that the one it did in
fact adopt, and I explicitly said so beforehand in my correspondence.
Since then, the Oeynha1,1sen speech has suffered the fate of so
many other speeches by extraordinary men; it has been semi-officially
corrected, and black has been declared to be white. And what has
been the spirit manifested by the party since Stuttgart? Bebel,
speaking on the assassination attempts, has protested most vigorously
agaimt the idea that Social Democraq· pursues a policy of violence,
and all the party papers have reported these speeches with applause;
no protest against them has been voiced anywhere. In The Agrarian
f!!lcstion, Kautsky develops principles liJr a Social Democratic agrarian policy which are entirely those of democratic refonn, just as the
municipal programme adopted in Brandenburg is a democratic programme of refonn. In the Reiehstag, the party supports the compulsory establishment of industrial nibunals and the extension of their
powers - these being organisations for the promotion of industrial
peace. In Stuttgart shortly after the conference, where according to
Klara Zetkin the 'Bemsteiniade ' received its death blow, the Social
Democrat~ fonntd an electoral alliance with bourgeois democracy
for the municipal elections; and their example was followed in other
\Vi.irtemberg cities. In the trade-union movement, one union after
" Shortly befOre the Stuttgart Conference, the Kaiser gave a speech at Oeynhauscn
in which he announced forthcoming legislation to make it an offence puoishabk b}·
imprisonment to prevent a man from working or to incite him to strike. ln the e\·cm,
the btll was rejected b~ the Reichsta~.
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the other introduces unemployment insurance - thus, in practice,
abandoning its character as a pure trade union - and declares itself in
favour of municipal labour exchanges with employers and employees
equally represented; while in various party strongholds - Hamburg,
Elberfeld- socialists and trade unionists have established consumers'
cooperatives. Everywhere there is action for reform, action for social
progress, action for the victory of democracy. 'They study the details
of topical problems and look for ways and means of using them to
push the development of society in a socialist direction.' I wrote this
just a year ago,.. and I know of no facts that might induce me to
delete a word of it
For the rest, let me repeat that the more SociaJ Democracy decides
to appear to be what it really is, the more will it improve its prospects
of achieving politicaJ reforms. Fear is certainly a major facwr in politics, but we deceive ourselves if we think that causing fear can accomplish everything. The English workers gained the right to vote not
when the Chartist movement was at its most revolutionary but when
they abandoned re>olutionary slogans and forged an alliance with the
radical bourgeoisie for the achievement of reforms. And I beseech
anyone who object.~ that this is impossible in Germany to look again
at the way in which the Liberal press wrote about the trade-union
struggle and labour legislation just fifteen or twenty years ago and at
how the representatives of the Liberal parties in the Reichstag voted
when the issues in question were to be resolved. He will then, perhaps, agree that political reaction is by no means the most prominent
phenomenon in bourgeois Germany.
" 'The Struggle of Social Democrocy and the Social Revolution', Die NnM Zeil, >Vi, I,
p. 451 (Jic, should be 484].
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Kant against cant
I have, at various points in this book, already referred to the great
influence tradition has on the evaluation of facts and ideas, even in
Social Democracy. I say expressly 'even in Social Democracy',
because the power of rradition is a very widespread phenomenon
from which no party, no literal")· or artistic tendency, is free, and
which has a profound influence even on most of the sciences. Moreover, it is unlikely that it will ever be completely rooted out. There
is always a lapse of rime before people recognise that tradition is so
far distant from the actual facts that they are prepared to discard it.
L"ntil this happens, or until it can happen without damage to the case
in hand, tradition is normally the most powerful means of uniting
those not otherwise bound together by an}' strong and continuous
interest or external pressure. Hence the intuitive preference which
all men of action have for tradition, however revolutional")' their
objectives may be. 'Never swop horses whilst crossing a stteam.'
This saying of Lincoln's is rooted in the same thought as Lassalle's
well-known conderrmation of 'the nagging spirit of liberalism', the
'disease of individual opining and wanting to know better'. "While
tradition is essentially preservative, criticism is almost always
destructive. "When, therefore, the time comes to take important
action, even criticism fully justified by the facts can be wrong and
therefore reprehensible.
To recognise this is, of course, not to make a fetish of tradition
and to forbid criticism. Parties are not always in the midst of a raging
torrent where all attention is concentrated on one task alone. For a
party which wants to keep in step with the course of events, criticism
is indispensable, and tradition can become an oppressive burden, a
fetter and restraint rather than a motive force.
But people are rarely prepared to take full account of the significance of the changes that have taken place in the preconditions of
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their traditions. Usually they prefer to take into account onl} changes
vouched !Or by undeniable facts and then to bring them as l'iu as
possible into harmony with traditional slogans. The method is calkd
pettifogging, and the ,-erbal result is, as a rule, cant
Cant - the word is English and is said to have been first used in
the sixteenth ·<:entury as a description of the saindy singsong of the
Puritans. More generally it denotes an unreal manner of speech,
either thoughtlessly repetitive or used with the consciousness of its
untruth to attain any kind of object, whether it be a matter of religion
or politics, dead theory or living reality. In this wider sense, cant is
very ancient- there were no worse cant-peddlers, for example, than
the Greeks of the post-classical period - and in countless fonns it
permeates our entire cultural life. Every nation, every class, and every
group united by doctrine or interest has its ov.n cant. In part, it has
become so much a matter of mere form and convention that no one
is any longer deceived by its emptiness, and to mount a campaign
against it is to uke a sledgehammer to crack a nut. This, however,
does not apply to cant that appears in the guise of science, or to cant
that has become a political catchword.
M)· proposition 'that what is usually tenned the final goal of socialism is nothing to me, the movement is everything'' has often been
seen as a rejection of every definite goal of the socialist movement,
and Mr George Plekhanov has even discovered that I have quoted
this 'famous sentence' from the book Towards Social Peace by Gerhard
\'OR Schulze-Gavemitz. • There, indeed, a passage states that it is
In a series of articles, '\\-bac Should we Tltanl him fori .~n Open Letter to Kru-1
Kautsky', published in nos. 253 to 255 of the Siich>i>che A.rkit"-Zritung of 1898. A.t
the Stuttgart Conference, Kautsky had said that, although Social Democraq could not
accept my ,;~, it shuuld nevertheless be gntcful for the stimulus I had given it
through my essay,;. In the vicv.· of Mr Plekhan"', that was rnoclt too mild a criticism.
I! was not sufficient for him that, at Sruttb<art, I was dis.avowed by the overwhelming
majority of party delegates as an ignoramu~ of 'striking pO"eny of thought' and as an
'uncritical adherent' ofboorgeois reforms who 'has dealt such a savage blow at socialist
theory and (consciously or unconsciously - that makes no difference) is out to bur)
that theory to the delight of the united "reactional)' mass"', that [must be expelled
with scorn and contempc or, as Mr Plekhano,· puts it, 'buried by Social Democraq'.'
I refrain from using the proverbial cxpresoion usual!}· applied to this kind of communication. E~eryonc acts according to his own nature, and no one expects dulcet lime.<
from a l"'acock. However, the suggestion that my rnurderou.< handiwork 'delights' the
'united reactional) maos' compels me to make a brief ripmte.
Tudor and Tudm, PP- 168-9.
' Plckhano>", Stl«<td l-'h•1os,pl"'al Wor~, ,·oL 11, p. 351.
1
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certainly necessary for revolutionary socialism to take as its final goal
the nationalisation of aU means of production, but not for practical
political socialism which give~ goals which are nearer at hand priority
over more distant ones. Because a kind of final goal is here regarded
as being unnecessary fOr practical purposes, and because I too have
professed little interest in a kind of final goal, I am an 'uncritical
follower' ofSchulze-Gavernitz. One has to confess that this argument
displays remarkable intellectual sophistication.
Although my criticism was still strongly influenced by assumptions
I no longer hold, when I reviewed Schulze-Gavernitz's book in Die
Nnu Zeit eight years ago,~ I discarded as irrelevant the notion that
the final goal and practical refonn work are mutually exclusive without encountering any protest - and I agreed that for England a
further peaceful development of the kind Schulze-Gavemitz predicts
is at least not improbable. I expressed the view that if free development were to continue, the English working class would certainly
increase its demands, but would not demand anything which could
not always be shown to be unquestionably necessary and attainable.
That is at bottom nothing other than what I say today. And if anyone
wishes to bring against me the progress Social Democracy has
achieved in England since then, I reply that this expansion has been
accompanied, and made possible, by English Social Democracy's
development from a utopian-revolutionary sect, as Engels himself
Elsewhere in !his book I have mentioned variOitS sodalisl papers which have accepted
my conclusions or have expressed views similar to mine. The list oould be made muth
longer. I lowe\u, I ..., not con.ceme<l to o1rengthen my argumenlli whh the weight of
numbers and the reputatirn. of those who share my views. Ne.ertheless, in order to put
Mr Plekhanov's s!yle of disputation in its proper light, I mml mention that a large, if
not the largest, part of Russian Social Democrats active in Russia, including the editors
of the Russian worke""' paper, have declared !hemseh-n linnlJ in favour or a standpoint
very similar to mine, and !hat various of my 'oontentless' anides have been translated
by them and disnibuted in special editions. • Not, it may be, to Plekhanov's 'delight'.
But, under these circumstanCeS, of which he is very well aware, how tasteful it is ro
speak of a 'united' Te2Cti.onary mass - an expression which, incidenlaily, is ren timts
more absurd than the phrase, a single reactionary mass, which Marx and Ellg\'ls alwa;n;
rejected.'

'NZ, 9, 1 (1891).

• A reference to the legal Marxists and the 'Economistli' in the Russian Social Democratic
Movement. See Samuel H. Baron, P/&luuwv, tht Fllllu!r of R~mian M4T.tism (London,
1963) pp. 195ff.

'La<salle's phrase. For Marx's views see his 'Critique of the Gotha Programme ',
MECW, vol. XXIV, pp. 88-9; MEW, vol. XIX, pp. 11-4.
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repeatedly represented it to be,~ into a party of practical reform. In
England nowadays, no responsible socialist dreams of an imminent
victory for socialism through a great catalitrophe; none dreams of a
quick seizure of Parliament by the revolutionary proletariat. However,
for that reason they rely more and more on work in the municipalities
and other organs of self-government; the earlier contempt for the
trade-union movement has been abandoned, and a closer sympathy
for it has taken hold - and, here and there, also for the cooperative
movement.
And the final goal? Well, that just remains a final goal 'The
working dass ... has no ready-made utopias to introduce par ditr~t
du peupk. They know that in order to work out their own emancipation, and along with it that higher form to which present society is
irresistibly tending by its own economical agencies, they will ha,·e to
pass through long struggles, through a series of historic processes,
transfonning circumstances and men. They have no ideals to realise,
but to set free the elements of the new society with which old collapsing bourgeois society itself is pregnant.' Thus Marx in The Civil Wur
in Frana:. 1 When I penned the sentence about the final goal, I had
this passage in mind, not in its every detail but in its basic line of
thought. For, after all, what does it say but that the movement, the
series of processes, is everything, while in comparison any goa] fixed
in detail before the event is immaterial? I have, on a previous occasion, already stated that I am prepared to abandon the form of the
proposition about the final goal, insofar as it admits the interpretation
that any general goal of the labour movement formulated as a principle should be declared worthless. 3 But preconceived theories about
the outcome of the movement which go beyond such a generally
conceived goal, and which determine the fundamenta1 direction and
character of the movement, will alwa}"s be forced into utopianism and
will, at some time or other, stand in the way of the real theoretical
and practical progress of the movement, obstructing and constricting
it.
Anyone who knows even a little about the history of Social Democracy will also know that the party has become great by continuously
' &e, for instance, Engels to Kau!St.:y, 12. 8. 1892 (MEW, vol. XXXVIII, pp. 42Z-3)

and Engels to Ludwig Schorlemmtr, 25. 7. 1892 (MEW, vol. XXXVIII, p. 412).
'MECW, vol. XXII, p. 335; MEW, vol. XVII, p. 343.
' Present volume. p. 5.
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contravening such theories and infringing resolutions based upon
them. What Engels says about the Blanquists and the Proudhonists
in the Commune in his preface to the new edition of Tht Civil War, 9
namely, that they were both compelled, in practice, to act contrary
to their own dogma, has been repeated often enough in other forms.
A theory or a statement of basic principle which is not sufficiently
broad to pennit the protection of the manifest interests of the working
class at each stage of development will always be breached, just as all
renunciations of petty reform work and support for friendly bourgeois
parties will be forgotten time and again. And time and again party
conferences will have to hear the complaint that here and there in
the election campaign the final goal of socialism was not brought
sufficiendy to the fore.
The quotation from Schulz:e-Gavern.itz which Plekhanov flings at
me16 states that, in abandoning the proposition that the condition
of the worker (in modem society] is hopeless, socialism loses its
revolutionary edge and beromes occupied with the initiation oflegi:ilative demand<;. It is clear from this antithesis that Schulze-Gavemitz
always used the concept 'revolutionary', in the sense of an endeavour
to achieve a violent revolution. Mr Plekhanov turns the thing around
and, because I do not represent the condition of the workers as being
hopeless, because I recognise their capacity for improvement and
other facts which bourgeois economists have established, he lumps
me together with 'the opponents of scientific socialism'.
'Scientific socialism'- indeed! If ever the word, science, has been
degraded to pure cant, this is a case in point. The proposition about
the 'hopelessness' of the condition of the workers was advanced more
than fifty years ago. It runs through the entire radical-socialist literature of the 1830s and 1840s, and many established facts seem to
provide it "'ith justification. It is therefore understandable if, in The
PO'OC1'ty of Philosoph.Y, Marx stated that the natural wage for labour is
the minimum necessary for subsistence''- if The Communist MAnifesto
says categorically: 'The modem labourer, on the contrary, instead of
rising with the progress of industry, sinks deeper and deeper below
the conditions of existence of his own class. He becomes a pauper,
'MISW, vol. I, pp. 481-2; MEW, vol. XXII, pp. 195-fl.

In bis open letter to Kauuly, 'What should we thank him for?', G. Plekhanov, Sef«t«<
Philost!f!hical JtOrts, vol. 11 (Lawrence & Wishart, London, 1976), pp. 3·4-!-2.
" M£CW, vol. VI, p. \25; MF.W, vol. IV, p. 83.
10
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and pauperism develops more rapidly than population and wealth' 12 if, in The Class Struggles, it says that the smallest improvement in
the condition of the workers 'remains a utopia within the bourgeois
republic'.IJ Now, if the condition of the workers were still hopeless
today, then this proposition would naturally also still be correct. Mr
Plekhanov's reproach implies that it is. According to him, the hopelessness of the condition of the workers is an indisputable axiom of
'scientifit: socialism'. Recognising facts which speak against it means,
according to him, following the bourgeois economists who have substantiated these facts. They therefore should be accorded the thanks
which Kautsky accorded to me. 'Let us do so, in general, to all
supporters and admirers of "harmonies economiques", and, of course,
first and foremost to the immortal Bastiat. ' 14
In one of his nowls, the great English humourist, Dickens, has
characterised this way of disputing very well. 'Your daughter has
married a beggar', says a somewhat showy lady living in straitened
circumstances to her husband, and when he replies that their new
son-in-law is not exactly a beggar, he receives the devastatingly sarcastic answer: 'Indeed? I did not know that he possessed large
estates.'" To deny an exaggeration is to maintain the opposite
exaggeration.
Everywhere there are innocents on whom such subterfuges make
an impression. To accept something which bourgeois economists
have used as an objection to socialist presuppositions -what an aberration! I am, however, sufficiently hardened to regard the sarcasm of
.\trs Wilfer as being simply childish. The fact that Man and Engels
once subscribed to an error does not justifY continuing to maintain
it; and a truth does not lose its force because it was first discovered
or expounded by an anti-socialist or not completely socialist economist. In the field of science, bias has no claim to privilege or powers
of expulsion. The one-sideclness of Schulze-Gavemitz's account of
the historical development of modem England, which at the time I
certainly pointed out with sufficient clarity, did not prevent him, both
in his book Towards Social Peace and in his monograph Big Business,
An Economic ami SIJCial Advance, from establishing facts which are of
"MECW, vol. VI, p. 495; MEW, vol. N. p. 473.
"MECW, vol. X, p. 69; MEW, vol. VI, p. 33.
" P\ekhaoov, Se/Wed Philosophiml Worb, vol. ll, p. 343.
" Mrs Wdfer. 'th~ tragic muse v.ith a r(}(ll:h;oche', is in Our Mutu,./ FrimJ.
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great value for understanding present econom1c development; and
far from regarding it as a matter for reproach, I gladly acknowledge
that Schulze-Gavemitz, as well as other economists from the school
ofBrentano (Herkner, Einzheimer), have drawn my attention to many
fact.<! which I had pre,iously not appreciated or had not appreciated
sufficientJy. I am even not ashamed to confess that I have learned
something from Julius Wolfl's book, Socialism and Socialist Social

Order.
Mr Plelhanov calls this 'an eclectic fusion fof scientific socialism]
with the doctrines of bourgeois economists'. 11' As if nine-tenths of
the elements of scientific socialism were not drawn from the works
of 'bourgeois economists', as if scientific socialism were in any way
a party science!
' In a ,·ery perceptive article on the Stuttgart part) conference, in the Belgian Social
Democratic review, a Russian socialist whose >'iews are dose to mine, S. Prokopowitch,
raises the objection that I am not being logical in m} fight against the mischief of
"'aming to make science a matter of parry politics. In admitting that theory has an
influeru::e on part)· tactics, I myself contribute to the confusion which, in this connection,
reigns in Social Democracy. 'Party tactics', he writes, 'are determined much more by
actual social conditions ilian by theoretical knowledge. lt is not theoretical knowledge
which exercises an influence on party tactics, but on the conll'ary, it is party tactics
which undeniably influence the doctrines current in the party. For the modem mass
movement ... Science will always be a "party matter", if the men of anion adhere to
the idea that some conception or other of economic development can influence party
tactics. Science will be free only from the moment it is acknowledged that it must rfflJI'
the ends of !he parry, not detmnine them.' Instead of objecting that party tactics are
made dependent on a doctrine which I regard as false, I should have objected to the
fact that they are lllilde dependent 011 any theory of social development at all (AMiir
Sori<Jk, 1899, i, pp. 15-16).
I can agree without reservation to a large pan of what is said here, as indeed I have
indicated in the first chapter when discussing the role of eclecticism, which wu already
in print when I received Prokopowitch's article. Where doctrine achieves a position of
dominance, eclecticism mounts a rebellion on behalf of free scientific endeavour and
opens a breach. However, I can not imagine a permanent collective will v.ithout a
collective belief which, however much interests may contribute to its formation, is
equally dependent on one or other common!}· held >iew, or understanding of such a
view, which is generally desirable and feasible. Without such a collective conviction
there can be no sustained collective acti>ity. It is this fact which is established by my
proposition which is anacked by Prokopowitch. 'The second factor is intellectual in
character; it is the extent to which social conditions are undentood and the degree of
insight into the n:uure and laws of development of the social organism and its elements'
(Die N~t ZriJ, >:Vi, l, p. 485}'' Assuming that this is the case, I can not exclude
theoretical knowledge from all discussion of tactical questions. I only insi>l that science
as such should be treated as a matter standing apart from the pany. Besides, set">ing
" Plekhanov, Sektteti Philosophical Wor.b, vol. 11, p. 244.
" Tudor and Tudor, p. 150.
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Unfortunately for Mr Plekhanov's scientific socialism, the Marxist
propositions on the hopelessness of the condition of the workers
quoted above have been overturned in a book that bears the tide,
CapiMI, A Critique fJ[ Political Economy. There we read of the 'physical
and moral regeneration' of the Lancashire textile workers through
the Factory Act of 1847, which 'struck the most imperceptive eye'. 18
So the achievement of a cenain improvement in the condition of a
large category of workers did not even require a bourgeois republic.
In the same book it says that present society 'is no fixed crystal, but
an organism capable of change and constanrly engaged in change',
and also that an 'improvement is unmistakable' in the treannent of
economic questions by the official representatives of this society. Further, that the author had devoted so much space in his book to the
results of English factory legislation in order to encourage those on
the Continent to imitate them and thus help the process of social
transformation to be accomplished in ever more humane forms
(preface)." All of which suggests nm hopelessness but capacity for
improvement in the condition of the worker. And as the legislation
described has been not weakened but improved and made more general since 1866 when this was written, and ha~ further been supplemented by laws and institutions working in the same direction, there
can be much less talk today of the hopelessness of the condition of
the worker than there was at that time. If to state such facts means
following the 'immortal Bastiat', then the first rank of the followers
of this liberal economist includes - Kart Marx.
Mr Plekhanov gleefully quotes Liebknecht's pronouncement at the
Stuttgart Conference: 'A man like Man: had to be in England in
order to "'rite Capital. But Bemstein has let himself be impressed by
the colossal development of the English bourgeoisie.' 20 However, he
finds this much too favourable to me. One does not need to be a
Marx in order to remain true to scientific socialism (as understood
by Marx and Engels) in England. My defection stems rather from
the fact that I am 'ill acquainted' \\oith that kind of socialism."
the purposes of something also means influencing it. As Mephistophdes said, 'In the
end, we are d~.-,endent on the creatures we have created'"'

" Capilal I, p. 407.
"CapsJal I, p. 92.
"' Tudor and Tudor. p. 302.
" Plekhmov. S&atd Philosophicdl Works, vol. fl, p. 347.
"Goethe, Fau.st, 11, 7,003-4.
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I would, of course, not think of entering into dispute on this latter
point with someone whose science requires him to declare that, until
the great revolution, the condition of the worker is hopeless under
any conceivable circumstances. It is different with Liebknecht. If I
understand his pronouncemen t correctly, it suggests that he recognises that there are mitigating circumstances for me. Much as I
appreciate this, I must nonetheless state that I can not accept the
mitigating circumstances. Naturally, I would not dream of comparing
myself with Marx, the thinker. However, it is not a question of my
greater or lesser inferiority to Marx. One can be in the right against
Marx without being his equal in knowledge and intelligence. The
question is whether or not the facts I have asserted are correct, and
whether the consequences I have drawn from them are justified. As
is clear from the above, even a mind like that ofMarx is not spared the
fate of making extensive modifications to his preconceived opinions in
England; after arri\ing in England he too abandoned certain views
he had held before.
Now, it can be asserted against me that Marx certainly acknowledged these improvements, but that the chapter on the historical
tendency of capitalist accumulation at the end of the first volume of
Capital shows how little these details influenced his fundamental view
of things. To which I reply that, to the extent that it is correct, it
speaks against the chapter in question and not against me.
This much quoted chapter can be understood in very different
v..ays. I believe I was the first to point out- and, indeed, repeatedlythat it is a summary characterisation of a developmentaJ tendency
which is inherent in capitalist accumulation but which is not completely carried through in practice and which therefore need not be
23
driven to the critical point of the antagonisms there depicted. Engels
never questioned this interpretation of mine; he never declared it to
be fa1se, either orally or in print. Nor did he have a word to say
against what I wrote in 1891 about a work by Schulze-Gavemitz with
reference to the questions under discussion; 'It is clear that where
legislation, the systematic and conscious action of society, intervenes
in an appropriate way, the working of the tendencies of economic
development can be thwarted and, under certain circumstances, even
eliminated. Marx and Engels have not only never denied this but
IJ

TudOf and Tudor, p. 75.
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have, on the contrary, always emphasised it' (Die Neue Zeit, ix, I, p.
736). He who reads the chapter in question with this view in mind
will quietly insert the word 'tendenq ' into its individual sentences
and thus be spared the need of using the distorting arts of interpretation to bring it into accord with reality. But then the significance of
the chapter itself would (or will) diminish as further development
takes place. For its theoretical significance lies not in establishing the
general tendency to capitalist centralisation and accumulation, which
had been affirmed by bourgeois economists and socialists long before
.Marx, but in Marx's particular exposition of the circumstances and
forms in which it actualises itself in higher stages, and of the results
to which it should lead. But in this respect, the actual development
is forever bringing forth new arrangements and forces, forever new
facts, in the light of which that exposition seems inadequate and, to
a corresponding extent, loses the ability to serve as a sketch of the
development to come. That is my view.
However, the chapter can be interpreted differently. It can be
understood as saying that all the improvements mentioned and some
yet to come provide only temporary remedies for the OpPressive tendencies of capitalism, that they are insignificant modifications which
can not in the long run accomplish anything fundamental to counteract the heightening of antagonisms established by Marx, that indeed
this heightening of antagonisms will finally occur in the manner
described - if not literally, then in essence - and will lead to the
catastrophic revolution intimated. This interpretation can refer to the
categorical way the concluding sentences of the chapter are framed,
and it receives a certain amount of support from the fact that at the
end reference is once again made to The Commu11ist Manifesto, shortly
before which Hegel also appears with his negation of the negation the restoration, on a new basis, of individual property negated by the
capitalist mode of production.
In my view, it is impossible simply to declare the one interpretation
correct and the other absolutely wrong. To me, the chapter illustrates
a dualism which runs through dte whole monumental work of Marx,
and which also finds expression in a less pregnant fashion in other
passages -a dualism which consists in the fact that the work aims at
being a scientific investigation and also at proving a thesis laid do\\on
long before its conception, that it is based on a fonnula in which the
result to which the exposition ought to lead is laid down beforehand.
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The Communist ManifestrJ points to an actual survival
of utopianism in i\larx's system. Marx had, in essentials, accepted
the solution of the utopians, but he had recognised their means and
their proofs as inadequate. He therefore undertoo k to revise them,
and this with the zeal, the critical acumen, and the love of truth of a
scientific genius. He suppress ed no importan t facts, nor did he for~
cibly belittle the consequences of these facts, so long as the object
of the investigation had no immediate bearing on the final goal of
the formula to be proved. Up to that point, his work is free of any
tendency necessarily detrimental to the scientific approach.' For in
itself a general S}mpathy with the working-class struggle for emancipation does not stand in the way of being scientific. However, as
.Man: comes closer to those points at which the final goal becomes a
serious issue, he becomes uncertain and unreliable; contradictions
arise, such as those that were pointed out in the book under consideration, for example, in the section on the movement of incomes in
modem society; and it is manifest that this great scientific mind was,
in the end, nonetheless the prisoner of a doctrine. To put it metaphorically, he erected a mighty building within the framework of
scaffolding which was already there, and in its en:ction he kept strictly
to the laws of scientific archltecture, as long as they did not collide
with the conditions which the construct ion of the scaffolding prescribed, but he neglected or cin:umvcntcd them when the constraints
of the scaffolding did not pennit their observance. Where the scaffolding imposed limits on the building, instead of destroying the scaffolding he changed the building itself at the expense of its proper
proportions and so made it all the more dependen t on the scaffolding.
Was it the awareness of this irrational relation which, time and again,
caused him to delay the completion of his work in order to improve
particular parts of it? Whatever the case, I am convinced that wherever this dualism manifests itself the scaffolding must fall if the building is to come into its own. What deserves to survive in Man: lies in
the building, not in the scaffolding.
Nothing confirms me in this view more than the anxiousness with
which precisely the more devoted of those Marxists who have not yet
been able to detach themselves from the dia1ectica1 framework of the

The return

to

' I am, of course, disregarding the tendency which finds expression in the treatment of
persons and the representation of events and which has no necessary <:<.mnection with
economic de..elopment.
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bouk - the aforementioned scaffolding - seek w maintain certain
positions in Capital which have been overtaken by events. At least,
that is the only way I can explain how, when I remarked in Stuttgart
that for years the number of property-owners has been increasing
rather than decreasing, a man otherwise so open to facts as Kautsky
could reply: 'If that were so, then the time of our victory would not
only be long delayed, we would never reach our goal at all. If the
capitalists rather than the unpropertied are on the increase, then we
are moving further away from our goal as society develops; it is capit24
alism, not socialism, which is establishing itself. '
This proposition, which Mr Plekhanov will naturally endorse as
being 'excellent', would be incomprehensible to me, coming from the
mouth of a Kautsk.y, were it not for the connection with Marx's
expository framework. Miss Luxemburg took a similar view in the
articles mentioned earlier - which are on the whole among the best
of those that were written against me, so far as method is concerned.
There she objected that on my interpretation socialism would cease
to be an objective historical necessity and would be given an idealist
basis." Although her line of argument displays some hair-raising
logical acrobatics and ends with a completely arbitrary identification
of idealism with utopianism, she nevertheless hits the mark. I do
not, indeed, make the victory of sm:ialism depend on its 'immanent
economic necessity'. On the oonrrary, I hold that it is neither possible
nor necessary to give the victory of socialism a purely materialistic
basis.
That the number of property-owners increases rather than diminishes is not an invention of bourgeois 'hannony economists' but a
fact which is established by the tax authoritie~ often much to the
chagrin of those concerned, and which can now no longer be disputed. But what does this fact signil) for the victory of socialism?
\\'hy should the achievement of socialism depend on its denial? Well,
simply because the dialectical scheme seems to prescribe it, because
a plank threatens to break away from the scaffolding if one admits that
the social surplus product is appropriated by an increasing instead of
a decreasing number of property-owners. But it is only speculative
theory that is affected by this question. It has no bearing whatsoever
on the actual aspirations of the workers. It affects neither their
"Tudor and Tudor, p. 294.
" Tudor and Tudor, pp. 250-2.
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struggle for political democracy, nor their struggle for democracy
in industry. The prospects of this struggle do not depend on the
concentration of capital in the hands of a diminishing number of
magnates, nor on the whole dialectical scaffolding of which this is a
plank. Rather, it depends on the growth of social wealth and of the
social productive forces, in conjunction with general social progres~.
and in particular the intellectual and moral advance of the working
class itself:
If the victory of socialism depended on the number of capitalist
magnates constantly shrinking, the logical course for Social Democracy would be, if not lO support by all possible means the heaping
up of capital in ever fewer hands, then at least to refrain from anything that could impede it. In fact, Soda] Democrat>; more often
than not does the opposite. These considerations, for instance, do
not govern its votes on questions of taxation. From the standpoint of
the them) of collapse, a great part of the practical activity of Social
Democracy is a maner of undoing work that ought to he left alone.
But it is not Social Democracy which is at fault in this respect. The
fault lies in the doctrine which incorporates the idea that progress
depends on a worsening of circumstances.
In the prelitce to his Agrarian Question, Kautsky turns on those who
speak of the need to supersede Marxism. He says that h~ sees doubt
and hesitation expressed but that this alone signifies no development
beyond what has already been achieved.
That is correct inasmuch as doubt and hesitation alone do not
constitute a positive refutation. They can, however, be the first step
towards it. But is it really a matter of superseding Marxism? Or 1s it
not rather a matter of rejecting certain remnants of utopianism which
still adhere to Marxism and which are the source of the contradictions
in theory· and practice which have been pointed out in \1arxism by
its critics? This hook is already longer than it should be, and l must
therefore refrain from going into all the details of this subject. But I
consider it all the more my duty to say that I reg".nd a large number
of objections to certain points of Marx's theory as unrefuted,
and some as irrefutable. And I do this all the more easih- as these
objections have no bearing whatsoever on the aspirations of Social
Democracy.
v.,re ought to be less sensitive on this matter. It has repeatedly
happened that .Marxists have advanced propositions which they
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believed flatly contradicted Marx's theory, and which were attacked
with the greatest of zeal, while in the end it transpired that, for the
most part, there was no contradiction at all. Amongst others, I have
in mind the controversy concerning the investigations of the late Dr
Stiebeling on the effect of the concentration of capital on the rate of
exploitation. 16 Stiebeling committed major errors in his manner of
expression, as well as in some of his calculations, and Kautsky above
all desenes the credit for haoing discovered them. On the other hand,
the third volume of Capital has shown that, although Stiebeling's
proof of the phenomenon is different from that of Marx, the basic
idea of his works, the decrease of _the rate of exploitation with the
increasing concentration of capital, was not contrary to Marx's theory,
as most of us then thought. However, at the time Stiebeting was told
that, if what he said was correct, then the theoretical foundation of
the contemporary labour movement, Marx's theory, was false. And,
as a matter of fact, those who spoke thus could cite various passages
from Marx. An analysis of the controversy over Stiebeling's treatises
could very well serve to illustrate some of the contradictions in the
theory of value!
There are similar contradictions in the evaluation of the relationship between economics and the use of force in history, and they
' In this connection, I would like 10 draw anrntion to the very nolewortb.y article, SllbZeit for the year 18B7," in wbich,
scr:ibed 'Lxbg', on Sriebeling's work in Di~
amongst othn things, the solution to the problem of the rate of profit was anticipated.
The to me unknown amhor says pretty much the same about surplus ,·alue as I have
argued in the section on the theory of value when he writes: 'The rate of •urplus value,
the ratio of total profit to total wages, is a concept that c•n not be applied ro individual
branches of production' (p. l29). At the time, Kautsky's obje£tion was certainly the
best that could be said on the basis of the available volumes of Capital, and also roucbed
upon the form in which Lxbg clothed bis thoughts. For the ctmapl of the rate of surplus
value can undOubtedi}· be applied to individ11al bl'lUIChes of production. But what L~bg
really meant was nevertheless correct. The rate of surplus value is a measura/Jk qUIItllity
only for the economy taken as a wbole, and therefore, so long as the latter is not
attualised, it can not be ascertained for individual branche~ of production - at least,
not until labour value is brought into direct connection with wages. In other words,
there is no real way of measuring the rate of surplus value in individw.l branches of

.v.,.,

prodocti<m.
,. See G. C. Stiebeling, Dm Wtngesaz 11nd dif Proji1rau (New York, 1890) and Engcls's
reply: 'Bemerkung,.... dem Aufsiitte des Herm Stiebeling', NZ, 3 (1887), 127-33. See
also Engds's comments in Caf'ital Ill, pp. 109--11.
" LJ<bs, 'Bemerkung zu dem Autsiitze des Herm Stiebeling: Ueber drn Einfluss der
Verdichtung des Kapitals auf den Lolm und die Ausbeutung der Arbeit", NZ, (1887),
J27f[
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find their counterpart in the contradictions in the assessment of the
practical tasks and opportunities of the labour movement, which has
already been discussed elsewhere. This is, howe,•er, a point to which
we must now return. But the question to be investigated is not the
extent to which force originally, and in the subsequent course of
history, determined the economy and vice versa, but simply the creative power of force in present society. Earlier, Marxists had, from
time to time, assigned force a purely negative role in contemporary
society, but nowadays an exaggeration in the opposite direction is in
evidence; fOrce is given what amounts to a creative omnipotence, and
an emphasis on political action seems virtually the quintessence of
'scientific socialism' - or even 'scientific communism', to use the
expression as 'improved' by a new fashion, not exacdy with any
advantage to its logic.
Now, it would be fatuous to go bad to the prejudices of fonner
generations with regard to what political power can do, for this would
mean going back still further to explain these prejudices themselves.
The prejudices which the utopians, for instance, cherished were well
founded; indeed, one can scarcely sa}' they were prejudices, for they
rested on the real immaturity of the working class of the time, which
meant that nothing was possible but transitory mob rule on the one
hand and a return to class oligarchy on the other. Under these circumstances, advocating political action must have seemed a diversion
from more pressing tasks. Nowadays, these conditions have been to
some extent removed, and therefore no one who thinks twice will
dream of criticising political action with the arguments of that period.
As we have seen, Marxism first turned the matter around, and,
with the potentialities of the industrial proletariat in view, preached
political action as the most important duty of the movement. But, in
doing this, it got involved in major contradictiollS. It recognised and this distinguished it from the demagogic parties - that the
working class had not yet reached the maturity required for its emancipation, and also that the economic preconditions for this emancipation were not yet present. Nevertheless, it turned time and again to
tactics which presupposed that both these conditions were almost
fulfilled. In its publications, we come across passages where the
immaturity of the worker is stressed with an emphasis that is little
different from the doctrina.i.re attitude of the first socialists, and
shortly afterwards we find passages which give us to suppose that all
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culture, all intelligence, ail virtue is to be found only in the working
class- which makes it incomprehensible why the most extreme social
revolutionaries and violent anarchists should not be right. Corresponding with this, political action is always directed at the imminent
revolutionary catastrophe, compared with which legislative work
seemed for a long time only a pis aller, a merely temporary device.
And we look in vain for any investigation into the question as to what
~:an, in prindplt:, be expe~:ted from legal and what from revolutionary
action.
It is evident at first glance that there are major differences on this
question. But they usually revolve around the point that law, or the
path of legal reform, is the slower way and that of revolutionary force
is the quicker and more radical: But this is true only in a conditional
sense. \\lbethcr the legislative or the revolutionary way is the more
promising depends entirely on the nature of the measures and on
their relation to the various classes and customs of the people.
In general, we can say that the revolutionary way (always in the
sense of revolutionary force) works more quickly where it is a question of removing obstacles which a privileged minority places in the
path of progress, that its strength lies on the negative side.
As a rule, constitutional legislation works more slowly. Its way is
usually that of compromise; it does not abolish acquired rights but
buys them out. But it is more powerful than revolution wherever the
preconceptions, the limited horizon, of the great mass of the people
stand as an obstacle in the way of social progress, and it offers greater
advantages where it is a question of creating pennanent and viable
economic arrangements; in other words, it is better for positive sociopolitical work.
In legislation, the intellect governs emotion in quiet times; in a
revolution, emotion governs the intellect. However, if emotion is
often a poor guide, the intellect is often a slow and cumbersome
driving force. "Where revolution sins by being precipitate, workaday
' It is in this sense that Man:, in the chapter on the working day, speak.~ of 'the peculiar
adw.ntages of the French revolutionary method' which had been made manifest in the
French !Welve-hours' law of 1848."' lt prescribes the same working doy for all workers
and all foCiories without distinction. That is oorrect. However, it has been estabHshed
that this radical law remained a dead letter for a whole generation.
"' Capital!, p. 413.
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legislation sins by procra5tinating. Legislation operates as a systematic
force, revolution as an elemental force.
As soon as a nation has reached a political state of affairs where
the rights of the propertied minority have ceased to be a serious
impediment to social progress, where the negative tasks of political
action take second place to the positive, the appeal to violent revolution becomes pointless / You can overthrow a govemment, a privileged minority, but not a people.
Even law, with all the influence of authority backed by armed force,
is often powerless against the rooted customs and prejudices of the
peOple. The basic cause of maladministration in Italy today is by no
means ill-will, or lack of good-will, on the part of the House of Savoy.
Against bureaucratic corruption which has become a tradition and
the easygoing nature of the bulk of the people even the best-meant
laws and ordinances often fail. Similarly in Spain, in Greece, and to
an increasing extent in the East. Even in France where the Republic
has accomplished a great deal for the progress of the nation, it has
not only not rooted out certain major problems of national life; it has
actually intensified them. What seemed outrageous corruption under
the Bourgeois Monarchy is nowadays seen as a harmless game. A
nation, a people, is only a conceptual unity; the legally proclaimed
sovereignty of the people does not in reality turn this unity into the
decisive factor. It can make the government dependent precisely on
those compared with whom it ought to be strong: the bureaucracy,
business politicians, the owners of the press. And that goes for
revolutionary no less than for constitutional govenunents.
Where the working class does not possess strong economic organisations of its own and has not attained a high degree of mental
independence through training in self-governing bodies, lhe dictatorship of lhe proletariat means the diCtatorship of club orators and
literati. There are those who regard lhe oppression and circumvention of workers' organisations and the exclusions of workers from
legislation and administration as the pinnacle of statecraft, but I
would not wish them to experience lhe difference in practice. Nor
would I wish the labour movement itself to experience it.
Despite the great progress which the working class has made on
' 'Fortunately, revolution in !his country has ceased lobe anydllng more than an affected
phrase' (Monthly NtJPS oflhe Independenl Labour Party in England, January, 1899).
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the intellectual, political, and industrial fronts since the time when
Marx and Engels were writing, I still regard it as being, even today,
not yet sufficiendy developed to take over political power. I am all
the more inclined to say this openly as it is precisely on this topic
that cant of a kind which threatens to stifle all sound judgment creeps
into socialist literature; and I know that I am nowhere so certain to
meet with an objective assessment of my remarks as among the
workers who constitute the vanguard in the struggle for the emancipation of their class. None of the workers with whom I have discussed socialist problems have expressed any essential disagreement on
these points. Only literati who have never had any dose relationship
with the real labour movement could make a different judgment on
this matter. Hence the comic rage- to use a moderate expressionof Mr Plekhanov against all socialists who do not see the entire class
of proletarians as being already what it is their historical vocation to
become, who still see problems where he already has the solution.
For- the proletariat is myself! Whoever does not think of the movement as he does is a pedant and a petty bourgeois. It is an old song
which, however, gains nothing whatsoever with the passing of time.
Utopianism is not overcome by transferring or imputing to the
present what is to be in the future. We must take the workers as they
are. And they are neither universally pauperised, as was predicted in
The Cummunist Manifesto, nor as free from prejudices and weaknesses
as their flatterers would have us believe. They have the virtues and
the vices of the economic and social conditions under which they
live. And neither these conditions nor their effects can be removed
overnight
The most violent revolution can change the general level of the
majority of a nation only very slowly. It is all very well to tell those
opponents of socialism who make the celebrated calculation showing
how little an equal distribution of incomes would change the incomes
of the great majority that such an equal distribution constitutes the
least part of what socialism seeks to achieve. But we must not then
forget that the other part, the increase in production, is not something
easily improvised. 'Only at a certain level of development of these
social productive forces, even a very high level for our modem conditions, does it become possible to raise production to such an extent
that the abolition of class distinctions can constitute real progress,
can be lasting without bringing about stagnation or even decline in
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the mode of social producdon.' What peny bourgeois, what pedant,
wrote this, Mr Plekhanov? None other than Friedrich Engels.'
Have we yet reached the level of development of the productive
forces which is required for the abolition of classes? In contrast with
the incredible figures that were formerly produced on this subject,
and which depended on generalisations from the development of
particularly favoured industries, socialist writers have recently
endeavoured to achieve, on the basis of careful and detailed calculations, proper evaluations of the productive potentialities of a socialist
society, and their results are very different from the earlier figures!
{n the foreseeable future, there can be no question of a general
reduction in the hours of work per day to fi,·e or four or, indeed,
three or two, as was previously supposed, if the general standard of
living is not to be significandy reduced. Even with labour collecth·ely
organised, workers would have to begin work at a very young age
and continue to a very advanced age if the same quantity of goods
and senices were to be achieved as under the eight-hour day.
In short, you can not in the course of a couple of years move the
entire working class into conditions which are substantially different
from those in which it finds itself at present. Actually, it is precisely
those who indulge in the most extreme exaggerations regarding the
numerical ratio of the propertyless to the propertied classes who
ought to be the first to understand this. However, he who thinks
irrationally on one point usually does so on another. And I am therefore not at all surprised when the same Plekhanov, who is outraged
at seeing the position of the vrorker represented as not being hopeless,
responds with the devastating epithet 'peny bourgeois' to my remark
that there is no immediate likelihood of our abandoning the principle
that those capable of work be economi~ally responsible for themselves. It is not for nothing that One is the philosopher of
irresponsibility.
However, anyone who looks ahout in the actual labour movement
will find that the workers attach very little value to being liberated
Compare 'Sodal Questions in Russia', V-ans edition, p. SO.
' Compare Atlanticus: A Gkm<~ inw th~ Futu>T Stal~-' Pmdu.<tiott tmd Comu'nlf16.rm in lh~
Social Statr (Stuttgan, Die12) as well as the essotys, 0.. ColkaMsm, by Dr Joseph Ritter
von Neupauer in Pemerstorfer's Derrtsd~t Worlf for 1897--8. Ndlher work is unobjectionable, but !hey are to be wannly recommended 10 those "ho wish to learn about the
problems referred to. Neupauer thinks !hat if the average work done by all machines
were reckoned, it would be shown that they barely save a third of human labour power.
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from those characteristics which seem pelly bourgeois to the pretended proletarian of bourgeois origin, that they by no means cherish
the proletarian ethic but, on the contrary, are very interested in turning the proletarian into a 'petty bourgeois'. No permanent and solid
trade-union movement would have been possible with the rootless
proletarian bereft of home and family; it is no bourgeois prejudice,
but a conviction gained through decades of labour organisation,
which has turned so many of the English labour leaders - socialists
and non-socialists -into zealous adherents of the temperance movement.' Work.ing-class socialists !mow the faults of their class, and the
most conscientious among them, far from glorifYing these faults, seek
to overcome them with all their might.
At this point I must once again refer to Liebknecht's suggestion
that I have illlowed myself to be impressed by the tremendous growth
of the English bourgeoisie. It is correct only in that I ha\·e become
convinced that assertions concerning the disappearance of the middle
classes, once current in our literature and based on incomplete statistics, are erroneous. But this by itself was not sufficient to make me
revise my views on the speed and nature of the evolution towards
socialism. The lessons learned from closer acquaintance with the
classic labour movement of modem times were much more important. And, without generalising in an uncritical way, I am C<?nvinced,
and regard it as established in many ways, that !he Continent is in
principle no different from England. It is a question not of nationill
but of social phenomena.
We cannot demand from a class the great majority of whose members live under crowded conditions, are badly educated, and have an
uncertain and insufficient income, the high intellectual and moral
standard which the organisation and existence of a socialist community presupposes. We will, therefore, not pretend that they do in fact
possess it. Let us rejoice at the great stock of intelligence, self sacrifice, and energy which the modem labour movement Ius displayed
and also produced, but we must not uncritically ascribe to the masses,
to the millions, what holds good for the elite, for, say, hundreds of
thousands. I will not repeat wlut workers have said to me on this
point, both orally and in writing; I do not need to defend myself
• In a circular, even rhe executive comminee of the Independent Socialist Labour Party
""''ttttly recommended Wt their lii'Ction.• not provide alcoholic drink in the premises of

their dubs.
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before reasonable people against the suspicion of Pharisaism and the
arrogance of pedantry. But I am happy to confess that I am operating
with two criteria here. It is precisely because I expect much from the
working class that I censure everything that tends to corrupt its moral
judgment much more severely than I do similar developments in the
upper classes, and I view with the greatest regret the way in which a
tone of literary decadence is appearing here and there in the socialist
press, a tone which can only have a confusing and, in the end, corrupting effect. An up~and+coming class needs a healthy morality and
no blase decadence. Whether it sets itself a detailed final goa1 is
of secondary importance, .w long as it pursues its more immediate
objectives in an energetic fashion. The important point is that its
objectives are inspired by a definite principle which expresses a
higher level of economy and of social life as a whole, that they are
penneated by a social conception which points to an advance in cultural development and to a more elevated moral and legal standpoint.
From this point of view, I cannot $ubscribe to the proposition:
'The working class has no ideals to actualise'; rather, I see it only as
the product of self-deception ~ if indeed it is not a mere play on
words on the part of its author. It was with this in mind that I once
invoked the spirit of the great Ki:inigsberg philosopher, the critic of
pure reason, against the cant which sought to get a hold on the labour
movement and to which the Hegelian dialectic offers a comfortable
refuge. The fits of rage into which I thus threw Mr Plekhanov only
strengthened me in the conviction that Social Democracy needs a
Kant to judge the received judgment and subject it to the most
trenchant criticism, to show where its apparent materialism is the
highest and therefore most easily misleading ideology, and to show
that contempt for the ideal and the magnifYing of material factors
until they become omnipotent forces of evolution is a self-deception
which has been, and will be, exposed as such by the very actions of
those who proclaim it Such a mind, which laid bare with convincing
clarity what is of ,·alue and destined to survive in the works of our
great champions, and what must and can perish, would also make
possible a more impartial judgment on those works which, while not
starting from the premises which strike us as being decisive today,,.
are nevertheless devoted to the ends for which Social Democracy is
lighting. No impartial thinker will deny that socialist criticism often
fails in this and that it displays the faults of epigonism. I have myself
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done my share towards this and I therefore cast no stone at anyone.
But it is just because I belong to the school that I believe I have the
right to express the need for refonn. If I did not fear that what I
write would be misunderstood (I am, of course, prepared for its being
misinterpreted), I would translate 'back to Kant' as 'back to Lange'.
For, just as the phllosophers and narural scientists who stand by that
motto propose to return not to the letter of what the Ki:inigsberg
phllosopher wrote but only to the fundamental principles of his criticism, so for Social Democracy there can be no question of going
back to all the socio-political views and opinions of a Friedrich Albert
Lange. What I have in mind is the characteristically Lange combination of sincere and intrepid championship of the working-class
struggle for emancipation with a high degree of that scientific impartiality which is always ready to acknowledge errors and recognise new
truths. Perhaps broad-mindedness of the magnitude that strikes us
in Lange's writings is to be found on1y in persons who lack the
penetr,.ting sharpness of mind whlch is the property of pioneer spirits
like Marx. But it is not every epoch that produces a Marx, and even
for a man of equal genius the labour movement of today is too large
for him to fill the position which Marx occupies in its history. In
addition to militants, the labour movement today needs organising
and co-ordinating thinkers who are of sufficiendy high calibre to
separate the chaff from the wheat, who are furthennore big enough
in their thinking to recognise also the little plant that has grown on
soil other than their own, and who, though perhaps not kings, are
warm-hearted republicans in the domain of socialist thought.
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